
AUTOGRAPHS, COINS, LITERATURE

AUTOGRAPHS

[6 OLD TIME VALENTINES] C. 1850. Very
ornate and beautiful

1
SB 600.00

UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

[(1a), ]on cover, VERY FINE2 CV 950.00CV

[(31), ]F-VF3 CV 1,200.000

[(36), ]nibbed perfs, green cancel
(unpriced), VERY FINE

4
CV 3,500.00

0

[(62B), ]F-VF5 CV 1,600.000

[(64) PSE cert reads "genuine mint og with
a few perforation faults at the top" very rare
mint stamp

6

CV 14,000.00

*

[(65P5), ]pair, VERY FINE (PSE cert)7 CV 1,000.00PR

[(67), ]F-VF8 CV 850.000

[(70c), ]thins, VERY FINE (Weiss cert)9 CV 2,250.000

[(72), ]EXTREMELY FINE10 CV 600.000

[(75-78), ]VERY FINE11 CV 1,100.000

[(75), ]VERY FINE, regummed12 CV 2,200.00*

[(77), ]FINE, og13 CV 4,750.00*

[(77),] reperfed, no faults, FINE, og14 CV 4,750.00*

[(78), ]5 stamps, different shades, 1 mint,
og

15
CV 4,150.00

0

[(78c), ]small faults, F-VF (PSE cert)16 CV 20,000.000

[(85B), ]crease, tone, FINE, full og, 2005
PF Cert

17
CV 17,500.00

*

[(85B), ]FINE18 CV 1,200.000

[(85E), ]FINE19 CV 2,500.000

[(90),] small faults, F-VF, og20 CV 4,750.00*

[(91),] FINE, full og, [[Very rare mint stamp]]21 CV 12,500.00*

[(92-95),] F-VF22 CV 1,420.000

[(95), ]VERY FINE23 CV 900.000

[(96-98), ]VERY FINE24 CV 785.000

[(99), ]reperfed at bottom, VERY FINE25 CV 1,600.000

[(100), ]fancy cancel, VERY FINE26 CV 950.000

[(101), ]repaired corner, F-VF, og27 CV 14,500.00*

[(115), ]VERY FINE, og28 CV 2,750.00*

[(115),] VERY FINE, no gum29 CV 950.00*

[(115), ]F-VF, no gum30 CV 950.00*

[(115),] FINE, og31 CV 2,750.00*

[(115), ]tiny natural inclusion, VERY FINE,
og

32
CV 2,750.00

*

[(115), ]offset on gum, FINE, og33 CV 2,750.00*

[(116), ]Yokohama, Japan cancel, VERY
FINE

34
CV 325.00

0

[(119 ({2})], F-VF, regummed35 CV 2,400.00*

[(143), ]VERY FINE36 CV 4,000.000

[(151-155), ]VERY FINE37 CV 1,320.000

[(151),] VERY FINE, no gum38 CV 1,100.00*

[(151),] FINE, og39 CV 2,750.00*

[(152),] FINE, og40 CV 3,000.00*

[(165),] straight edge, FINE, disturbed og41 CV 4,000.00*

[(186),] VERY FINE, og42 CV 900.00*

[(187), ]straight edge, VERY FINE, og43 CV 3,250.00*

[(191P5), ]pair, EXTREMELY FINE, no
gum (PF cert)

44
CV 2,500.00

PR

[(209b), ]F-VF, og45 CV 3,000.00*

[(211), ]F-VF, og, NH46 CV 900.00*

[(216P5), ]pair, VERY FINE, regummed
(PF cert)

47
CV 1,400.00

PR

[(219, 219D, 220), ]VERY FINE, og, #219 &
220 NH

48
CV 300.00

*

[(219D), ]jumbo, VERY FINE, og, NH49 CV 550.00*

[(220a), ]VERY FINE, og, NH50 CV 425.00*

[(220c), ]F-VF, og51 CV 650.00*

[(221, 223, 224), ]VERY FINE, og, NH52 CV 580.00*

[(224), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH53 CV 190.00*

[(230-240), ]VERY FINE, og, #234-35,
238-39 are NH

54
CV 2,492.00

*

[(240), ]F-VF, og55 CV 500.00*

[(241), ]VERY FINE56 CV 600.000

[(241), ]VERY FINE57 CV 600.000

[(242), ]F-VF, og58 CV 1,150.00*

[(245), ]FINE, og, NH59 CV 10,000.00*

[(258), imprint & plate # strip of 3,] FINE,
og, NH

60
CV 3,000.00

*

[(259),] FINE, og, NH61 CV 900.00*

[(261), ]F-VF62 CV 375.000

[(261A), ]VERY FINE63 CV 825.000

[(276A), ]F-VF, og64 CV 1,250.00*

[(291), tied to small Entire to Germany,]
VERY FINE

65
CV 1,750.00

CV

[(293), ]VERY FINE66 CV 1,100.000

[(305), ]partially separated block of 4, F-VF,
og, NH

67
CV 600.00

*

[(306-308), ]VERY FINE, og, NH68 CV 350.00*

[(328-329), Plate # Blocks of 6,] some
repaired perfs, F-VF, og

69
CV 1,175.00

*

[(348-351), ] #351 with small hole in left
margin, VERY FINE

70
CV 660.00

*

[(352),] some separation at the bottom,
VERY FINE

71
CV 350.00

0

[(355), ]line pair, EXTREMELY FINE, og
(PF cert)

72
CV 1,500.00

*

[(382), ]FINE, og73 CV 1,250.00*

[(432), ]plate # block, faded, F-VF, og, NH74 CV 1,150.00*

[(445), ]line pair, small tear left stamp,
VERY FINE

75
CV 2,750.00

0

[(453), ]line pair, VERY FINE, og, NH (PF
cert)

76
CV 1,450.00

*

[(491), ]pair, VERY FINE (PF cert)77 CV 3,750.000

[(523), ]F-VF, og, NH78 CV 1,150.00*

[(528A), p# block of 6,] with monogram,
VERY FINE, og, NH (APS certificate)

79
CV 900.00

*

[(537) Pl# block of 6,] VERY FINE, og80 CV 260.00*

[(572), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH81 CV 500.00*

[(578), ]plate # block, star, VERY FINE, og82 CV 1,100.00*

[(579), ]plate # block of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

83 *
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CV 900.00

[(579), ]plate # block of 8, VERY FINE, og,
NH

84
CV 1,150.00

*

[(579), ]plate # & star block of 6, VERY
FINE, og, NH

85
CV 1,200.00

*

[(579), ]plate # block, star, VERY FINE, og,
NH

86
CV 900.00

*

[(579), ]plate # block of 6, VERY FINE, og,
NH

87
CV 1,200.00

*

[(579), ]plate # block of 6, VERY FINE, og,
NH

88
CV 1,200.00

*

[(579), ]plate # block of 8, F-VF, og, NH89 CV 1,500.00*

[(579), Plate # Block,] separation, crease,
F-VF, og

90
CV 550.00

*

[(617-618),] blocks & plate # blocks, some
with separations, otherwise VERY FINE,
og, NH

91

CV 1,502.00

*

[(634b),] Plate number block of 4, VERY
FINE, og, NH

92
CV 2,400.00

*

[(647-648), ]plate # blocks, F-VF, og, #647
NH, #648 with 2016 PSAG Cert

93
CV 500.00

*

[(648) Pl# block of 4,] VERY FINE, og94 CV 275.00*

[(648), P# block of four,] F-VF, og, NH95 CV 425.00*

[(648), ]Plate # block, F-VF, og, NH96 CV 425.00*

[(BK142 var), plate #10 on bottom pane,]
VERY FINE, og, NH (Catalog Value from
Furman)

97

CV 250.00

*

AIRMAILS

[WESTERN AIRLETTER, ET. AL.]
Collection of issues and covers sent by
Western Airlines, as well as American
Express and Burlington Northern Air
Freight. Included are mainly on cover
examples from Denver. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE

98

SB 600.00

*

SPECIAL DELIVERIES

[(E1-E4), ]F-VF, og, #E1 no gum99 CV 2,250.00*

[(E1),] F-VF, og100 CV 550.00*

[(E5-E9), ]VERY FINE, og, #E7 NH101 CV 880.00*

[(E5-E6), ]VERY FINE, og102 CV 440.00*

POSTAGE DUES

[(J31), p# strip of three with imprint,] VERY
FINE, og

103
CV 300.00

*

[(J41), Pl# strip of three with imprint,] VERY
FINE, og

104
CV 450.00

*

OFFICES IN CHINA

[(K1-K14),] with mint [\#K3-4, K6, K8-9,
K12-14,] and used [\#K1-2, K5, K7,
K10-11.] Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

105

CV 1,465.00

*0

[(K4),] SUPERB106 CV 140.000

[(K10),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE107 CV 140.000

[(K17-K18), ]blocks of four each,
FINE-VERY FINE, og, NH

108
CV 1,920.00

*

OFFICIALS

[(O15-O16), ]blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og109 CV 625.00*

[(O18-O19), ]blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og110 CV 700.00*

[(O53), ]block of 4, VERY FINE, og111 CV 675.00*

NEWSPAPERS

[(PR4),] FINE, ungummed as issued112 CV 700.00*

[(PR9-PR11), ]VERY FINE, og113 CV 900.00*

[(PR15), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og114 CV 375.00*

[(PR15), ]VERY FINE, og115 CV 375.00*

[(PR57), ]gum crease, Scott value for
hinged, F-VF, og, NH

116
CV 350.00

*

[(PR58), ]block of 4, tiny brown spot on one
stamp, VERY FINE, og

117
CV 350.00

*

[(PR59), ]block of 4, adhesion 1 stamp,
Scott value for hinged, VERY FINE, og, NH
(2009 Weiss Certificate)

118

CV 350.00

*

[(PR90), ]block of 4, small faults, F-VF, og,
NH, 2009 Weiss Cert

119
CV 2,850.00

*

[(PR90), ]block of 4, 1 stamp thin, natural
gum crease, F-VF, og, two stamps NH

120
CV 2,850.00

*

[(PR94), ]VERY FINE, og121 CV 1,250.00*

PARCEL POSTS

[(Q1-Q11, JQ1-JQ5), ]F-VF, og122 CV 997.00*

[(JQ1), ]plate # block of 6, VERY FINE, og123 CV 450.00*

[(JQ2), Bottom plate # Block of 10,] 2016
PSAG Certificate reads "it is a genuine
Bottom Plate #6244 and part Arrow Block
of 10 with some perf separation in the
Bottom selvage and minor gum
disturbances", very fragile, F-VF, og, NH

124

CV 5,500.00

*

[(JQ4), Plate # Block,] 2016 PSAG
Certificate reads "it is genuine unused, og
hinged left side Plate Block of 6, left side
selvage partially reinforced", F-VF, og

125

CV 7,500.00

*

[(JG5), Plate # Block,] 2016 PSAG
Certificate reads "it is genuine unused, og
previously hinged right side Plate Block of
6", perf separations top center, VERY
FINE, og

126

CV 3,500.00

*

CUT SQUARES

[(U8), ]Small thin, VERY FINE127 CV 8,250.000

REVENUES

[(R1a),] strip of five, VERY FINE128 CV 475.000

[(R2a, pair),] bottom margin added and
parts of design drawn in, VERY FINE (PSE
certificate)

129

CV 7,250.00

0

[(R3d, block of 12),] top center stamp
damaged top right, VERY FINE

130
CV 1,040.00

0

[(R4a),] F-VF131 CV 800.000

[(R4a),] F-VF132 CV 800.000

[(R16b), ]VERY FINE133 CV 2,500.000

[(R22d, block of 12),] faded bottom corner
stamps, VERY FINE (PF certificate)

134
CV 3,600.00

0

[(R22d, pair),] creased top right & bottom,
F-VF (PF certificate)

135
CV 600.00

0

[(R29d, strip of 3),] VERY FINE136 CV 900.000

[(R33a),] VERY FINE137 CV 400.000

[(R34b, pair),] FINE138 CV 1,500.000

[(R45b),] VERY FINE139 CV 300.000

[(R47b, pair),] VERY FINE140 CV 2,500.000

[(R53d, pair),] F-VF (PF certificate)141 CV 1,200.000
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[(R54b, R55b, R56b, R57b, R58b, R59b,
R61b, R62b, R63b), ]VERY FINE

142
CV 1,362.00

0

[(R62b, block of 4),] VERY FINE143 CV 1,650.000

[(R63a),] F-VF144 CV 400.000

[(R65a), ]EXTREMELY FINE145 CV 725.000

[(R65a),] F-VF146 CV 725.000

[(R68a, strip of four),] VERY FINE147 CV 500.000

[(R74a),] VERY FINE148 CV 350.000

[(R74c),] F-VF149 CV 350.000

[(R79a),] VERY FINE150 CV 1,500.000

[(R79a),] tear top right just past $1.60 plate,
EXTREMELY FINE

151
CV 1,500.00

0

[(R92a),] VERY FINE152 CV 800.000

[(R93a),] tiny tear on the top margin,
outside of the stamp design, VERY FINE

153
CV 900.00

0

[(R100a),] VERY FINE (PF certificate)154 CV 2,700.000

[(R104TC5a), block of eight,] VERY FINE155 CV 480.00PR

[(R122),] F-VF156 CV 550.000

[(R129),] F-VF157 CV 1,150.000

[(RB11a-RB17a), ]VERY FINE158 CV 270.000

[(REA21b),] creases, tear, F-VF159 CV 425.000

[(REA21c),] small tears, VERY FINE160 CV 425.000

[(REA27),] crease, pulled corners, VERY
FINE

161
CV 350.00

0

[(REA45d),] cut in on two sides, filled facial
scuff, VERY FINE

162
CV 800.00

0

[(RI14, RI18), unexploded booklets,]
contains [\#RI14] Definitive booklet of 192,
black on white cover (2), [\#RI18] Definitive
booklet of 192, black on white cover (2)
and [\#RI18] Definitive booklet of 96, black
on buff cover (1). Gen. EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

163

CV 900.00

*

[(RN-D4), Montana Territory,] 1874 check
on the First National Bank of Helena. Gen.
VERY FINE

164

CV 0.00

0

[(RN-D1), Montana Territory,] 1874 check
on the Banking House of L.H. Hershfield &
Bro., Helena, Montana. Gen. VERY FINE

165

CV 0.00

0

[(RN-D1), Montana Territory,] 1875 check
on the Banking House of L.H. Hershfield &
Bro., Helena, Montana. Gen. VERY FINE

166

CV 0.00

0

[(RN-G1), Montana Territory,] 1879 check
on the Banking House of L. H. Hershfield &
Bro. of Helena, Montana. Gen. VERY FINE

167

CV 0.00

0

[(RN-G1), Montana Territory,] 1881 check
S.T. Hauser & Co. Bankers of Butte,
Montana. Gen. VERY FINE

168

CV 0.00

0

[(RN-X7), Arizona Territory,] 1901 check on
The Prescott National Bank of Prescott,
Arizona. Gen. VERY FINE

169

CV 0.00

0

[(RO59a-RO59b, RO59e),] pulled corners
and thins, VERY FINE

170
CV 370.00

0

[(RO66u),] VERY FINE171 CV 500.000

[(RO83a-RO83b),] VERY FINE172 CV 220.000

[(RO83u),] VERY FINE173 CV 900.000

[(RO88e),] pulled corner, VERY FINE174 CV 400.000

[(RO112u),]  top perfs cut off, thins, large
tear, VERY FINE

175
CV 375.00

0

[(RO113b),] cut off at top by reperfing,
damage at left, FINE

176
CV 1,650.00

0

[(RO115u),]  creased corner, VERY FINE177 CV 425.000

[(RO119b-RO119d),] #RO119b has
trimmed perfs at top, VERY FINE

178
CV 247.00

0

[(RO123a-RO123b, RO123e),] pulled perfs,
VERY FINE

179
CV 220.00

0

[(RO126b-RO126d),] VERY FINE180 CV 150.000

[(RO132u),]  tear, VERY FINE (2003 PSE
Cert, "faulty")

181
CV 1,250.00

0

[(RO137a, RO137e),] VERY FINE182 CV 290.000

[(RO141u),] cut corner, toning, VERY FINE183 CV 950.000

[(RO142e),] discoloration on front, thin,
VERY FINE

184
CV 700.00

0

[(RO148u),] large sealed tear, VERY FINE185 CV 1,000.000

[(RO154a),] VERY FINE186 CV 175.000

[(RO156a),] VERY FINE187 CV 190.000

[(RO160u),] looks VERY FINE (2003 APS
Certificate reads "repaired at left center
and lower right")

188

CV 400.00

0

[(RO160u),] VERY FINE189 CV 400.000

[(RO177a-RO177b, RO177e),] #RO177e
thin, VERY FINE,

190
CV 146.00

0

[(RO186u),] right side faulty, VERY FINE191 CV 3,000.000

[(RS25b),] repaired, VERY FINE192 CV 500.000

[(RS30e),] VERY FINE193 CV 350.000

[(RS31a),] pulled perfs, VERY FINE194 CV 325.000

[(RS36a),] VERY FINE195 CV 500.000

[(RS40d),] reattached, VERY FINE196 CV 400.000

[(RS41a),] defective at top and left197 CV 550.000

[(RS53b),] VERY FINE198 CV 160.000

[(RS53b),] VERY FINE199 CV 160.000

[(RS55b),] repairs and missing perfs, VERY
FINE

200
CV 300.00

0

[(RS56d),] VERY FINE201 CV 350.000

[(RS93d),] tiny thin, VERY FINE202 CV 250.000

[(RS99a),] defective203 CV 2,750.000

[(RS110c),] repaired tear, VERY FINE204 CV 500.000

[(RS110d),] VERY FINE205 CV 110.000

[(RS112a),] pulled perf, VERY FINE206 CV 900.000

[(RS125a),] tears, cut out on bottom, VERY
FINE

207
CV 750.00

0

[(RS139a),] tear, hole, missing corner,
F-VF

208
CV 2,250.00

0

[(RS147dp),] VERY FINE209 CV 550.000

[(RS155e),] sealed tear, VERY FINE210 CV 3,500.000

[(RS168c),] VERY FINE211 CV 200.000

[(RS174bj),] VERY FINE212 CV 500.000

[(RS178a),] pulled perfs, VERY FINE213 CV 275.000

[(RS178e),] small tear and toning, VERY
FINE

214
CV 3,250.00

0

[(RS179e),] a pulled perf, VERY FINE215 CV 3,250.000

[(RS195e),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE

216
CV 175.00

0

[(RS219d), pair,] VERY FINE217 CV 250.000

[(RS227u),] VERY FINE218 CV 975.000

[(RS249a-RS249b, RS249d),] each with
multiple faults, VERY FINE

219
CV 295.00

0

[(RS260b),] VERY FINE220 CV 110.000
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[(RS267e),] VERY FINE221 CV 300.000

[(RS270d),] thin, VERY FINE222 CV 550.000

[(RS276b),] missing corner, thins, VERY
FINE

223
CV 1,100.00

0

[(RS277a),] thins, VERY FINE224 CV 200.000

[(RT2h),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE225 CV 125.000

[(RT16c),] thin, VERY FINE226 CV 450.000

[(RT21b),]  thin, corner pulled, VERY FINE227 CV 180.000

[(RT24b),] F-VF228 CV 125.000

[(RT25b),] pulled perfs, piece missing from
top, VERY FINE

229
CV 140.00

0

[(RT30c),] VERY FINE230 CV 150.000

[(RT30d), pair,] VERY FINE231 CV 190.000

[(RT32d), pair,] VERY FINE232 CV 220.000

[TAX PAID CIGAR & SMALL CIGAR
STAMPS (TC & TD SERIES)] Collection of
about 825 mostly different issues, ranging
from 1863 to 1955, loose in files, on some
large pages or boards and in three albums
using Springer catalog numbers (with
photocopies of the 1975 catalog section is
included), in a carton. Best value is in cigar
box strips, which are numerous and
occasionally duplicated, with better like
(Springer) [\#TC4, TC11 (2), TC24, TC25,
TC46-48, TC55-56, TC58B, TC63B,
TC71A, TC92D-93D, TC97B-98B, TC100A
(2), TC103D, TC102E, TC112A, TC114A,
TC120C, TC127A-28A, TC130,] and many
more. The three albums display many of
the more modern issues. Quality can vary
on the strips, but much throughout are gen.
VERY FINE

233

SB 8,500.00

0

[REVENUES-TAX PAID-TOBACCO] Vast
array of more than 4200 Tax Paid stamps
for Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and Snuff,
in binders and more, in a carton. Included
are Tobacco Strips, early Customs issues,
later Cigar stamps, at least one issues that
is a massive quantity of more than 2765
items, and much more. Also found are
cigar boxes, cigarette packs, actual
unopened tobacco for cigarettes and for
chewing, and much more. And identified
items are done so by the Springer catalog,
several copies of which are included, up to
1980, which is autographed. Gen. VERY
FINE, lots to sift through.

234

SB 5,000.00

*0

[U.S. REVENUES & CUT SQUARES -
VERY HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]stored very neatly in a well organized Scott
numbered stockbook. The selection
features good First Issues, Second Issues,
some better cut squares and much more
with light duplication throughout. Including
used [\#R8c, R14c, R29c, R41c, R51c,
R59c, R66c, R86c, R110 (2), R124 (cut
cancel), R128 (faults), R138, R140, R141,
R145, R146 (cut cancel), ]and mint
[\#R173, ]and more. Very high quality
throughout and very few cut or perf
cancels, generally VERY FINE, mint og

235

CA 2,550.00

*0

[THIRD ISSUE] Highly complete Third
Issue US revenues collection going up to
$10 value and including individual
standouts like [\#R134 (2), R136 (cut
cancel), R138, R138 (cut cancel), R141,
R141 (cut cancel), R142, R143, R145,
R146 (2), R147, R148, R149,] among them
and more, F-VF

236

CV 1,450.00

0

237 0 [SECOND ISSUE REVENUES] Collection

of issues, mounted on album pages.
Included are [\#R105, R108 (thins, facial
scuffs, not counted), R110, R113, R116,
R124-25,] and others. Gen. VERY FINE CV 970.00

[THIRD ISSUE REVENUES] Small
collection of issues mounted on album
pages. Noted are better, such as [\#R138,
R140-42, R145, R148,] and a few others.
Gen. VERY FINE

238

CV 475.00

0

DUCKS

[(RW1-RW2), ]VERY FINE, og239 CV 700.00*

(RW2), VERY FINE, og240 CV 350.00*

[(RW2), ]F-VF, og, NH241 CV 700.00*

[(RW4), ]plate # single, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

242
CV 300.00

*

[(RW5), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH243 CV 400.00*

[(RW5),] FINE, og244 CV 400.00*

[(RW73b), ]one with artist's signature and
one with artist's and engraver's signature,
VERY FINE, og, NH

245

CV 320.00

*

[STATE DUCKS - BEAUTIFUL
COLLECTION FEATURING PLATE
BLOCKS AND MORE, ]stored neatly in a
Hingeless Scott Specialty Album, which
alone would retail over $150. The collection
contains issues organized by each state,
and by Hunter or Collector issues, and
includes excellent, uncommonly seen
premium material such as mint Arkansas
[\#1-2, 2 (plate # block of 4), 4 (plate #
block of 4), 6 (plate # block of 4), 7 (plate #
block of 4), 8 (plate # block of 4), ]California
[\#1, ]Georgia [\#1-5, ]Idaho [\#1-3, ]Indiana
[\#1-14, ]Kansas [\#1-3, ]Kentucky [\#1-5,
]Louisiana [\#1-2, ]Maine [\#1-6, ]Maryland
[\#1-16, ]Massachusetts [\#1-16, ]Michigan
[\#3-14, ]Minnesota [\#1-13, ]Mississippi
[\#2-14, ]Montana [\#A28-A33, 34-37, ]New
Hampshire [\#4-7, 4a, ]New Jersey [\#1-11,
]New York [\#1-5, ]North Carolina [\#1-10,
]North Dakota [\#35, 38, ]Oklahoma
[\#1-10, ]Pennsylvania [\#1-7, ]South
Carolina [\#1 (plate # single), 1-10, 2a, 5a,
6a, 8a, ]South Dakota [\#3-9, ]Tennessee
[\#10-12 (3-part cards), ]Texas [\#1-2, 4-9,
]Utah [\#1-4, ]Vermont [\#1-4, ]Virginia
[\#1-2, ]West Virginia [\#1-6, ]Wyoming
[\#2, ]and more. A unique collection sure to
fascinate a philatelic specialist. Generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

246

CA 6,500.00

*

STATE DUCK STAMPS

[NEW JERSEY #17/22b,] New Jersey Duck
stamps with [\#17-18 (blocks of four),
17b-18b ("Brandt" errors, blocks of four), &
21b-22b.] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

247

CV 478.00

*

CHRISTMAS SEALS

[1908 ANTI-TB CHRISTMAS SEAL] tied
with [\#301] on picture post card

248
CV 0.00

CV

FIRST DAY COVERS

249 FD [FIRST DAY COVERS] Accumulation of
more than 1650 First Day and other covers,
in 29 volumes in two cartons. Noted are
many items from 1930 to 1950, with
cachets by Fidelity, Ioor, Pavois, Linprint,
Farnam, Roessler, etc., with some National
Parks issues, Century of Progress, US
Possessions, etc., with several volumes
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contains FDC's that are glued onto the
pages, including a complete Linprint set of
Famous Americans, and more. After that,
most cachets are by Fleetwood, with 20
volumes to 1993. Other covers include
Flight covers with several USS Akron
Covers, some Lindbergh items, a few
Special Event covers and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, most FDCs addressed, many
early items without cachet SB 2,500.00

[COLORANO SILK CACHETS]
Accumulation of nearly 800 unaddressed
FDCs going from 1980 to 1992, in an
album (which we scanned) and loose.
Included are booklet panes, a full set of 50
State Birds, postal cards and others. Gen.
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE

250

SB 1,250.00

FD

[COLORANO SILK CACHETS] Group of
about 400 all different, FDCs and others,
running from 1982 to 1986, in four albums.
Included are mainly commemoratives with
a couple of coils, booklet panes, postal
cards and more. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE

251

SB 850.00

FD

[COLORANO FIRST DAY COVERS] This
is a beautiful selection selection of some
300 Colorano silk cacheted first day covers
covering an over 30 years long period from
1970 to the early 2000s. All of the covers
are unaddressed and stamps include
Commemoratives, Transportation Coils,
Officials and many others, gen. VERY
FINE, unaddressed (We took only sample
shot showing the content of the lot)

252

SB 600.00

FD

[FIRST DAY COVERS] Group of about 250
FDC's, with some as late as 2006, in a box.
All are cacheted by some of the less
widespread makes, like Farnam, Fluegel,
CC Cachets, Gill Craft, Colorano, Bazaar,
Cachet Craft, Smartcraft and others.
Notable is a set of five different Colorano
cachets from the Babe Ruth issue of 1983,
two Duck FDCs for 1986 and 1987, one for
the $2.40 Moon Landing anniversary, and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, most are
unaddressed

253

SB 600.00

FD

CANAL ZONE

[(1), ]pair, bottom stamp with "P NAMA"
error, Scott value for singles, VERY FINE,
no gum

254

CV 1,350.00

*

[(93), ]plate # block of 6, VERY FINE, og255 CV 250.00*

[(J12), ]block of 4, VERY FINE, og256 CV 475.00*

GUAM

[(8), ]plate # block of 6, FINE, tropical og,257 CV 1,000.00*

[(11, pair),] right stamp missing a perfs
center top, F-VF, og

258
CV 700.00

*

HAWAII

[(647-648), ]plate # blocks, FINE-VERY
FINE, og, NH

259
CV 6,500.00

*

PHILIPPINES U.S. ADMIN.

[(277a), ]VERY FINE, og260 CV 750.00*

RYUKYU ISLANDS

[(1a-7a), ]blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH261 CV 1,630.00*

262 * [(2), ]sheet of 100, separation between
three stamps, otherwise intact, VERY

FINE, og, NH CV 577.00

[(44-53), ]mostly duplicated between five
and ten times per sheet, some partial and
many complete sheets of 100. Wonderful
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, og, NH

263

CV 33,075.00

*

[(52b), ]block of 2 #52b, VERY FINE, og,
NH

264
CV 3,500.00

*

[RYUKYU ISLANDS - HIGHLY
COMPLETE, ALL MINT NH MINI SHEET
SELECTION, ]typically of 20 to 50 stamps
each and generally duplicated five times.
The selection is stored in a set of 19 nice
clean mint sheet files, organized by date of
issue and begins in 1957 with strong
coverage to 1970, including extremely
impressive Airmails. The selection features
many valuable sheets, including highlights
such as [\#123 (sheets of 20), 195-199
(sheets of 20), 103 (sheets of 20), 104
(sheets of 20), 105 (sheets of 50), 72-73
(sheets of 20), C19-C23 (partial sheets of
36 with imprint blocks), ]and more,
generally VERY FINE, og, NH

265

CA 11,500.00

*

[RYUKYUS ISLANDS] Mint selection of
hundreds including [\#62, 195a-199a (3
sets)] and more. VERY FINE, og, NH

266

CV 884.00

*

U.S. POSSESSIONS

[U.S. POSSESSIONS - MINT TRUST
TERRITORIES] Huge mint accumulation of
tens of thousands of stamps virtually all
from Palau, but with significant presence
form The Marshall Islands as well. The lot
is very highly duplicated and should appeal
to anyone looking for a convenient straight
forward postage lot with most individual
stamps ranging in postal face from 20c to
25c and in total adding up to whopping
$4263! The lot is heavily duplicated and in
a very convenient manner with hundreds of
complete sheets of 40, adding up to
thousands of convenient strips or blocks in
multiples of 20c or 25c, VERY FINE, og,
NH

267

FACE 4,263.00

*

[U.S. POSSESSIONS] Very attractive mint
never hinged modern collection of several
thousand stamps covering Marshall
Islands, Micronesia, and Palau. The total
postal face value of the lot is just shy of
$2,600 and is fairly evenly divided between
individual subsections in the following
manner - Marshall Islands $980, Palau
$715, Micronesia $900, - all housed in
separate stock books. In every case the
make up of the subsection is similar as
individual stamps are presented alongside
hundred of souvenir and miniature sheets,
as well as complete sheets of 12-16-20
stamps or complete booklets. The
collection represents a very comprehensive
coverage starting in the mid 1980s and
going to the early 2000s and should appeal
to collectors due to relatively low
duplication levels, alternatively the high
postal face value is a quality in itself, VERY
FINE, og, NH

268

FACE 2,595.00

*

[TRUST TERRITORIES] Excellent mint
collections of Palau, Micronesia and
Marshall Islands, in a carton. Included are
White Ace pages going to 1990, with
regulars to $10, unexploded booklets and
more. Also noted are some even later
issues in glassines. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

269

FACE 1,365.00

*
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[TRUST TERRITORIES] Mint accumulation
of sets, singles and souvenir sheets, going
to the late 1980s, for Palau, Micronesia and
Marshall Islands, in a Scott Specialty album
and in glassines. Noted are high values to
$10, unexploded booklets and more. Gen.
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

270

FACE 435.00

*

UNITED NATIONS

[1988 Tree Sheets (NY #522-523, Geneva
#165-166 & Vienna #80-81),] four sets,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

271

CV 310.00

*

[UNITED NATIONS - FLAGS
COLLECTION, ]including Flag Sheets and
the corresponding First Day Covers. The
collection runs from 1980 to 1989 in twelve
volumes, numerous envelopes and more,
all stored in two cartons. Includes UN
printed pages with a single with a First Day
cancel, an FDC for each Flag and a full
sheet. Generally all EXTREMELY FINE,
sheets og, NH

272

SB 600.00

*

[UNITED NATIONS] Often messy
collection of mint issues, some in singles
and some in panes of ten, in binders,
except for a slipcased White Ace album.
Included is a [\#38,] along with coverage of
all three Offices, up to 1980. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, NH all in a large carton

273

SB 600.00

*0

[UNITED NATIONS - FLAG ISSUES]
Accumulation of Flag Sheets, singles and
cacheted First Day Covers. Included are
issues mainly from 1980 to 1987, with three
FDC's and three sheets of each, plus some
FDC's going to 1989. Most cachets are
from the UN (unaddressed), with a group of
Art Craft cacheted and addressed items.
Gen. VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

274

SB 500.00

*

[UNITED NATIONS] Accumulation of
multiples and First Day Covers from the
1960's and the 1970's, in a box. Most
multiples are in blocks of eight or ten. Also
found is a mint collection in an album. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, NH, FDC's are
cacheted and unaddressed

275

SB 250.00

*

U.S. COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS

[COMMEMORATIVE & AIRMAIL MINT
STOCK ]to about 1935 arranged in a
stockbook, starts with the Columbians
where we note 1¢ (38), 2¢ (31), 3¢ (42), 4¢
(34), 5¢ (24), 6¢ (36), 8¢ (22), 10¢ (21),
15¢ (11), 30¢ (11), 50¢ (13), $1.00 (7),
$2.00 (3), $3.00 (4), $4.00 (4), and $5.00
(3), then Trans-Mississippi with 1¢ (23), 2¢
(10), 4¢ (8), 5¢ (7), 8¢ (14), 10¢ (8), 50¢
(4), $1.00 (3), $2.00 (2), followed by 11
sets of Pan-Americans, ten sets of
Louisiana Purchase, sixteen sets of
Jamestown Exhibition, many 1909
commemoratives, 10c Panama-Pacific (6),
many 1920-1935 issues including two
White Plains souvenir sheets and
Kans-Nebr. overprints, the Airmails include
[\#C1 (20), C2 (24), C3 (16), C4 (7), C5 (8),
C6 (6), ]two sets of Graf Zeppelins plan an
extra 65¢ and more, mixed condition,
especially on the early issues, including
small faults, off center, no gum, etc., but
also many F-VF and better, so a careful
inspection is essential.

276

SB **,***.00

*

277 *0 [COLLECTOR'S VALUABLE HOARD OF
MINT AND USED CLASSICS & REGULAR

ISSUES ]comprised of many thousands
crammed on stockpages in a binder
between [\#1 ]and [\#518, ]with a majority
being used to the Bank Notes and largely
mint thereafter, with quantities ranging from
one to ten or twenty of some, highlights are
too numerous to list, but to give a general
idea we note 1851s to 12¢, 1857 to 90¢,
1861s to 90¢ and grills, 1869s to 90¢,
Banknotes to 90¢ with many mint, small
Bank Notes to 90¢, Bureaus to $1.00, 1902
to $2.00, pleasing Washington-Franklins
with 50¢ and $1.00 values and some
Officials, mixed centering and condition
ranging from faulty to VERY FINE, and
most are not really identified or necessarily
in order so please allow time for a thorough
viewing as are likely to be surprises. SB **,***.00

[VALUABLE USED STOCK ]of many
thousands of mostly 19th Century
crammed into an old stockbook, with
quantities ranging from one to twenty or
more, strong in commemoratives with
Columbians including 50¢ (19), $1.00 (6),
$2.00 (9), $3.00 (2), $4.00 and $5.00,
Trans-Mississippi with 50¢ (10), $1.00 (2),
also many Pan-Americans, Louisiana
Purchase, Jamestown, Panama-Pacific
and ending with the Erickson issue, then
five pages crammed with duplicated
classics and regular issues including 1851
to 12¢, 1857 to 24¢, 1861 to 90¢, 1867
grills to 30¢, 1869 to 30¢, numerous Bank
Notes to 90¢, Bureaus with $1.00 (25),
$2.00 (3) and $5.00 (5), 1902 issue with
$1.00 (12), $2.00 (4), and $5.00 (2), then
some high value Washington-Franklins, a
set of Kans-Nebr. and Airmails including
eighteen sets of the first issue, eight sets of
the second issue, and a 65¢ Zeppelin, the
catalogue value is huge, but condition is all
over the place so careful viewing is
essential.

278

SB 85,000.00

0

[COLLECTORS STOCKBOOK OF
DUPLICATES ]comprised mainly of used
classics, mint and used regular issues and
predominantly used Canal Zone, all
crammed on pages with lots of duplication
throughout, we found 1851s to 12¢, 1857s
to 30¢, 1861s to 90¢ and grills, 1869s to
30¢, many Bank Notes to 90¢, Bureau
issues with $1.00 TY. 1 strip of five, pair
and two singles, $2.00 strip of three and
singles and a $5.00 value, useful
Washington-Franklins, a mint 1922 set to
$5.00 and Canal Zone with [\#2 ]and much
more, mixed condition ranging from
defective to VERY FINE, so needs to be
examined.

279

SB 50,000.00

*0

280 *0 [PREMIUM COLLECTION] Very attractive,
well rounded collection of close to 2,000
different issues covering the first century of
the US philately going into the mid 1970s
housed in two Scott National albums. The
collection includes hundreds of premium
singles and sets and tallied up would boast
an astronomic catalog value as simply just
the 19th century regular section standouts
include a plethora of better like mint [\#26,
65, 73, 76a, 158, 178, 184, 185, 191 (no
gum), 205, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214,
215, 216, 217, 223, 225, 226, 227, 228,
229, 232, 233, 234 (NH), 235 (NH), 236,
237, 238, 239, 240, 246, 247, 248, 250,
252, 253, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260,
265, 266, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273,
274, 275, 276, 280, 281, 282 (NH), 282C,
283, 284, 290 (NH), 291, ] used [\#7 (pair),
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10, 14, , 15, 17, 24, 25, 29, 30A, 32, 33, 36,
38, 63 (2), 64, 68 (2), , 70, 71, 72, 75, 76,
77, 78, 78a, 78b, 86, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 95,
96, 97, 98, 99, 112, 113, 116, 117, 119,
120, 121, 135, 136, 138, 145-155, 157,
160, 161, 162, 163, 165, 179, 186, 187,
190, 208, 209b, 242,] and then followed by
high value sets from the 20th century like
Pan-American Exposition, Louisiana
Purchase Exposition and many others. The
collection is very well balanced as highly
impressive early period regular section is
paired with equally high quality
back-of-the-book section with a plethora of
premium stamps that would add up to tens
of thousands of dollars in catalog value.
The back-of-the-book section includes
great number of standouts as well including
mint [\#E1, E2, E3, E5, E6 (NH), E7, E8,
J1, J3, J16, J22, J23, J42, J74, J77 (NH),
J79-J87, O2, O3, O10, O13, O15, O16,
O17, O18, O20, O21, O25, O27, O38, O47,
O48, O49, O50, O51, O52, O54, O55, O56,
O57, O60, O61, O62, O72, O74, O76, O79,
O85, O86, O88, O90, O91, O92, O101,
O109, O118, O119, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q9
(NH), Q11, JQ1-JQ5, RW6, RW7 (NH),
RW8 (NH), RW9 (NH), RW10 (NH), RW11
(NH), RW12, RW13, RW14, RW15, RW16,
RW17, RW18, RW19, RW20, RW21,
RW23, RW24, RW25, RW26, RW27,
RW28, RW35, RW37, RW38, RW39,] used
[\#E4, J4, J7, J33, O113,] and many others.
This is a truly comprehensive collection
that includes great number of stamps
generally offered as individual lot due to
their high catalog value, F-VF, mint og,
many NH (We scanned the beginning of
the regular section to 1930 and selection of
pages from back-of-the-book section) SB 50,000.00

[GORGEOUS U.S. COLLECTION
LOADED WITH HUNDREDS OF
PREMIUM ]sets and singles, and housed
within a beautiful like-new Scott Specialty
album. The collection begins with lovely
19th century issues, including a fantastic
complete sets of nearly all mint
Columbians (50¢ issue is used), complete
mint Pan-Americans, and much more
including mint [\#26, 65, 68, 69, 71-72,
73-78, 133, 230-245 (#240 used), ]used
[\#7, 8, 10, 11, 11A, 26A, 32, 63, 85B, 92,
94, 102, 112-119/121, 124, 145-153,
]followed by highly complete, high quality
early 20th century and nearly complete
coverage to 1960. The collection also
features excellent Back-of-the-book,
including highly complete mint Airmails,
including [\#C1-C6, ]and [\#C13-C15, ]very
good Postage Dues, Officials, Duck
Stamps including mint [\#RW1-RW5, ]and
much more. No duplication. We scanned
up to 1940. An amazing, beautiful
collection well worth detailed examination.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, most mint
NH

281

SB 40,000.00

*0

282 *0 [MULTIPLE COLLECTIONS AND
SELECTIONS OF OVER 10,000 WITH
PREMIUM, ]stored primarily on Scott
Specialty pages and in well organized,
Scott numbered stock books. The group
features high quality 19th century material
including good Banknote issues and some
Columbians, good definitives and
commemoratives throughout, including
significant mint postage to about 1990 and
some modern premium, including a
Legends of the West error sheet, and a

selection of dealer counter pages with
better stamps like used [\#69, 73, 76, 214,
]and mint [\#205, 231 (NH), 294 (NH), 306,
328-329, 397-398 (NH), 400 (NH), 611
(center line block of 4), 617-619, J53, Q6,
Q12, UO27, ]and much, much more. A high
quality, carton sized group of tens of
thousands of generally well organized
stamps, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH SB 20,000.00

[HIGH QUALITY EXTENSIVE
SELECTION] Massive selection of close to
15,000 mint and used stamps primarily
dealing with the philatelic history of United
States in the 19th century and first half of
the 20th century organized mostly on
stockpages and album pages in a large
carton. The selection includes couple
hundred of proprietary revenue stamps,
Trans-Mississippi series up to 50c,
Pan-American set, Louisiana Purchase,
Jamestown Exhibition, high value
Newspaper and Periodical stamps from the
1860s, selection of never hinged Parcel
Post stamps and great number of other
premium issues like mint[\#219D, 233, 834
(NH), E12a (NH), J73 (NH block of 4), Q5
(NH), Q8 (NH), Q9 (NH), Q10 (NH), Q11
(NH), Q11, RW1, RW7, RW17, RW18
(NH), RW21,] used [\#63a, 70, 73, 149,
151, 163, 165, 190, 206, 208, 214, 238,
260, 423,] to mention just some of them.
Ultimately this could form a very
representative US collection as very
attractive ratio of regular and
back-of-the-book issues are included,
F-VF, mint og, some NH (We scanned only
a small sample highlighting just some of
the better standouts)

283

SB 17,500.00

*0

[GORGEOUS U.S. COLLECTION - HIGH
QUALITY, MOSTLY MINT ]and housed in a
lovely, like-new Scott Specialty Album. The
collection begins with very high quality 19th
century material, including notable
premium singles like used [\#7, 10, 24, 35,
63, 68, ]very good mint and used Banknote
issues, mint [\#237-238, ]and fantastic early
20th century including very good
Washington/Franklins, mint [\#630,
647-648 (NH blocks of 16 each), ]and very
good Back-of-the-book, including mint
[\#C1-C3, C4-C6, C13-C15 (!), ]and more.
Very high quality material throughout a very
attractive collection, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

284

SB 12,500.00

*

285 *0 [HIGH QUALITY SELECTION WITH
GOOD PREMIUM & FASCINATING
SPECIALTY MATERIAL, ]stored in a large
carton in folders, stockpages, on album
pages, and on stock cards. The selection
includes a nice mint collection on White
Ace album pages including a few good
mint Columbians, a complete mint
Pan-American Expo set, a folder containing
many 19th and early 20th century
documents with better affixed revenue
stamps, a modern mint collection on stock
pages with face values up to 32¢, several
auction lots on stock pages, a U.S.
Philippines collection with good
Back-of-the-and including Airmails and
Occupations, several thousand glassines
including better mint and used, Airmails,
Officials, Dues, and more. Premium
material found throughout the selection,
including noted highlights such as mint
[\#230, 300 (pair), 461, 541, 548-550, 552
(plate # block), 614-616, 643 (NH block of
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10), 740-749 (blocks of 4), C10 (block of 4
with plate #), UX9, ]and used [\#136, 309,
524, 834, C1, O24, O27, O41, RW8,
RW13, ]and much more. High quality
material throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH SB 10,000.00

[PREMIUM FIRST DAY COVERS 1920 -
1940] Very attractive collection of roughly
600 different first day covers from U.S.
covering the twenty year long period from
1920 to 1940s housed in nine volumes
containing about 600 covers. The collection
is a very nice representation of American
postal history with scores of covers with
artwork done by Crosby or Grandy, as well
as Washington Stamp Exchange cachets.
The collection also includes great number
of first day cancels from locations footnoted
as premium in Mellone catalogue like cover
of [\#C10] with Little Falls cancellation, or
[\#C20] with Washington cancel. The lot
also includes other philatelic articles like
The Black Penny or Legends of The Wild
West error sheet, but by far the bulk of the
value comes from the covers, VERY FINE
(We scanned three volumes out of nine)

286

SB 10,000.00

CV

[ABOUT 600 PREMIUM STAMPS] nice
quality. Look carefully

287
SB 8,500.00

*0

[THREE VOLUME 20TH CENTURY
COLLECTION, ]in a trio of Heirloom
Specialty Albums, highly complete used
and loaded with better. We scanned the
first volume to 1935, nearly all VERY FINE

288

SB 8,500.00

0

[MINT & USED SELECTION] combining
19th century individual standouts with an
extensive 20th century selection of close to
8,000 mint and used issues primarily from
United States proper and all
separated/organized by issue. Just some of
the individual standouts include prominent
highlights like mint [\#24, 233, 306, 443
(NH), 550 (NH), 558, 568 (2), E3,] used
[\#9, 24, 32, 33 (2), 35, 68 (7), 134 (2), 326,
479-480,] and others, most of the 19th
century issues are with APS certificates.
This is just a small sample selection of
more attractive stamps, but even then just
the scanned selection adds up to over
$3,500 in catalogue value. While the lot
includes thousands more stamps with
varying degree of duplication, a sizeable
amount of Canal Zone postage including
scores of complete booklets, over 100
covers and entires, as well as selection of
interesting cut squares. Essentially the lot
represents an extensive accumulation of
US postal articles from a number of
different subsections, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH (We scanned only a
sample selection to highlight more
interesting stamps)

289

SB 6,000.00

*0

290 *0 [VARIED ARRAY IN THREE LARGE
CARTONS] of many thousands of mint and
used issues, with a strong presence of
plate blocks, in binders, albums, glassines
and more, in three cartons. Plate blocks
can be found in seven binders/albums, plus
four small block albums, with better like
[\#771, 803-32, 893, 1294-95, C46,
J98-101,] and many more. One collection
of two volumes not only contains the plate
block, but also includes the Mail Early
block, the Zip block and a First Day Cover.
Also noted is a two volume White Ace
collection with mint [\#859-93,] used
[\#287,] scattered better in stock books with
mint [\#230 (9 NH), 232, 233 (NH), 235,

294-99,] used [\#93, 113-14,] some
Revenues, including several Alaska
Fishing license stamps, used stocks of
commemoratives and regulars in
Scott-numbered glassines, nearly $500 in
usable postage, some 1970's Year sets,
and much more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH SB 6,000.00

[MINT MODERN COLLECTION] of several
thousand stamps covering primarily the last
four decades of the 20th century housed in
five volumes of hingeless Lighthouse
albums with slipcases in pristine condition
(the albums alone retail for close to
$1,000!). The collection is all mint and
overall adds up to $1,245 in postal face
value counting from 1975, or when the post
rate hit 10c. However by far the bulk of the
face value comes from stamps with
individual face value of 29c or higher. The
collection even includes scores of $1 and
above stamps including holographic space
exploration sets and many others. Overall
this lot combines beautiful Lighthouse
albums with high quality mint modern US
collection (especially nice since higher
value stamps are not picked out), VERY
FINE, og, NH

291

SB 4,000.00

*

[HIGH QUALITY SELECTION] of close to
500 mint and used issues from 19th
century and first half of the 20th century
practically with no duplication. Massive
catalogue value as large portion of the
selection represents highly desirable
back-of-the-book stamps including early
postage dues, revenues, including
proprietary tax stamps, and many others.
High number of singles and sets that boast
catalog value well in hundreds of dollars,
F-VF, mint og ([scans are really worth a
look!])

292

SB 4,000.00

*0

[GROUPING] of collections and
accumulations, in three cartons. Included is
two Heritage albums with mint [\#859-93,]
two White Ace plate block collections with
[\#409 (pl #, imprint and “A”), 1295, 1341,]
plus some blocks of four like [\#294,] a
three volume Harris Liberty album
collection, which runs to 1978, with mint
[\#C1-6, C18, E1, E2,] used [\#7, 63, 68-69,
73, 112-14, 165, 215, 228, 287-88, 400,
C4, E2,] along with stamped envelopes and
postal cards, three volumes of Souvenir
Cards with [\#SC3, NSC1,] along with a
large quantity of loose cards, about $230 in
usable postage, mostly comprised of Lunar
New Year sheets from 29c to 41c, a
specialized album of precancels, a later
Lindner T album collection, and much
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, scattered
NH

293

SB 3,500.00

*0

[VARIED COLLECTIONS & MORE]
housed in three cartons. The majority of
coverage occurs in White Ace and Minkus
album, where can be found singles, plate
blocks and more, with better like mint
[\#230, 234, 548-50, 730 (2), 731 (2), 750,
859-93 (2), C1 (2), C2-3, C4-6,] used
[\#285-90,] and more, found throughout.
Also noted is a two volume collection of
plate blocks in Liberty albums, along with a
Liberty album of singles, lots of loose plate
blocks, sheets and more with a useful
postal value of about $1650, some used
stocks, reference books, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many are NH

294

SB 3,500.00

*0
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[VALUABLE STOCKBOOK SELECTION]
of a couple thousand stamps with many
stamps to $300, very nice quality. Includes
Hawaii (look carefully at the scans as there
is good value in later pages)

295

SB 3,000.00

*0

[COLLECTIONS AND STOCKS] all stuffed
into two cartons. Included are four White
Ace albums with coverage to 1989 and
better like mint [\#230-35, 237, 294-99
(297-98 are NH), 323-27, 328-30, 548-50,
730, 731, 750, 859-93, 2122, 2394,], not to
mention about $240 in usable postage,
along with a used collection in a
Minuteman album with [\#68, 73, 78,], plus
two unused, like-new Scott National
albums, and others. Lastly, there are four
cardboard boxes, one with a mint stock of
blocks of four and singles, the other three
with used issues in Scott number order.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, much of it is NH

296

SB 3,000.00

*0

[MINT AND USED COLLECTION] of
issues, running to 1980, in a pair of
hingeless Lighthouse albums. Notable are
better like mint [\#566-70, 658-65, 667-68,
669-78, 730, 731, 750,] used [\#24, 30A, 63
(2), 68, 69, 71, 73, 76, 77, 78b, 113, 115,
148, 151, 152, 160, 163, 165, 166, 217-18,
228, 230-40, 261, 285-90, 294-99, 300-11,
323-27, 397-400A, 547, C1-2, C4-6,
Q1-11,] and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og , some later NH (we scanned regulars
and commemoratives to 1929)

297

SB 3,000.00

*0

[HUGE USED STOCK] of hundreds of
thousands of issues, sorted into envelopes,
in seven large cartons. Included are mainly
regular issues and coils, with some
commemoratives and Airmails, ranging
from the 1960's to the 1980's. Coils are
unchecked for possible plate number
singles. This is an overwhelming lot simply
due to its vast volume, gen. VERY FINE

298

SB 3,000.00

0

[NICE STOCK OF PREMIUM ]Mostly over
$25.00 stamps with a 2015 Scott
Catalogue value of over $22,000, some
faults but many FINE-VERY FINE

299

SB 2,500.00

*0

[NEARLY ALL MINT COLLECTION] of
singles, blocks and plate blocks, running
through the 20th century to the 1970s, in
seven White Ace and Minkus Specialty
albums. Among the more notable are
[\#323-27, 548-50, 704-15 (blocks of four),
718-19 (plate blocks), 730, 731, 740-49
(plate blocks), 750 (2), 859-93, 909-21
(name blocks), C10a, C18, F1,] and much
more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, much is NH

300

SB 2,500.00

*0

301 *0 [MINT & USED COLLECTION] A very well
rounded collection covering US philately
from numerous angles housed in two large
cartons with thousands of stamps and
hundreds of covers/stamped envelopes.
The lot includes great building material for
a comprehensive collection as two sets of
pages are included, Scott and Schaubek
album pages, where Schaubek pages start
in late 19th century and go to 1970, while
Scott pages cover commemorative issues
from 1937 to 1991 (the commemoratives
are virtually all mint). The above mentioned
selection is supported with booklets, sheets
and similar mint material adding up to well
over $250 in postal face value. The lot also
includes several hundred unsorted
American stamps as well as stock book
with number of premium issues like high
value Parcel Post stamps, early period
Airmails, over 300 early period Revenues

with particular attention to Tobacco and
Liquor,  and even a number of 1908
expensive coil stamps (#318) that were not
factored in when pricing the lot. The stamp
portion of the lot is then further bolstered by
inclusion of some 500 stamped US
envelopes, around 200 commemorative
pages, over 200 early 20th century US
covers sorted by state where they were
cancelled and much more, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og SB 2,500.00

[SMALL PREMIUM SELECTION] F-VF302 SB 2,000.00*0

[COLLECTION] housed in 13 volumes, in
two cartons. Often found is a plate block
and a First Day Cover (sometimes, more
than one of each), for each issue, from the
1950s to the 1980s. As time moves on,
issues also include the Souvenir Page for
the stamp as well. A number of cachet
makers are noted for the FDC, such as Art
Craft, Cachet Craft, Fulton, Farnam, among
others. Gen. VERY FINE, most FDCs are
cacheted, some are addressed

303

SB 1,750.00

*

[COLLECTION TO 1940] on Scott
International album pages. Highlights are
many with mint [\#298, 434 (NH), 658-79,
859-93,] used [\#7, 24, 35, 63, 68, 69, 73,
76, 77, 93, 98, 112-15, 116 (split grill), 117,
119, 134-36, 148-49, 151-52, 160-63, 165,
190, 217, 219-29, 230-40, 260, 275-76,
285-91, 300-11, 323-27, 479-80, 524, 547,
C1-6, C18,] and more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og

304

SB 1,500.00

*0

[VERY HIGH QUALITY COMPLETE USED
COLLECTION TO 1930] several hundred
different stamps. Nearly all VERY FINE

305

CV 25,000.00

0

[NICE QUALITY MOSTLY DIFFERENT
DEALER'S STOCK] Each stamp on a Scott
numbered Dealer's counter card. Very nice
mix. Very nice quality

306

CV 16,500.00

*0

[QUALITY CRAVER'S COLLECTION]
highly complete all VF-XF selected postally
used all different collection to 1980 in a
pristine Scott specialty album with slip
case. These are all carefully selected VF
stamps and if you have thought about
collecting used United States postage
stamps this collection is the way to start.
The stamps in this collection would easily
cost $6500-$7500 if purchased individually.
Take a careful look.

307

CO 10,500.00

0

[HIGH QUALITY U.S.
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION,
]stored neatly on well organized
stockpages. The selection features many
different phases of U.S. specialization
including excellent Special Deliveries and
Postage Dues, Officials, Newspaper
Stamps and Parcel Post, Cut Squares,
generally duplicated under ten times.
Highlights include mint [\#E1 (no gum), J23
(3), J25, J26, J33, O18, O108, PR9, PR11,
PR57, PR59-PR60, PR123,
PR119-PR120, PR63 (no gum), ]and used
[\#C1 (on postcard), PR11, E2 (10), E3 (7),
E10 (2), J2 (3), J4 (3), J5 (2), J17, J19, J26
(3), J29, J30 (4), J35, O39, Q1-Q12, ]and
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

308

CA 9,575.00

*0

309 *0 [HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ON CARDS
]and clean black stock pages. The
selection includes wonderful 19th century
material followed by very good early 20th
century and strong coverage to 2000 with
very light duplication of some items. The
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selection features excellent
Back-of-the-book, including very good
Airmails, Postage Dues, Officials, a small
amount of revenues, and a few good
Ducks. Many lovely premium sets and
singles found within, including notable
stand-outs like mint [\#294 (NH), 622 (pair,
NH), 700 (NH), 803-832 (NH), 845 (line
pair, NH), 859-893 (NH), PN16-PN18
(pairs, NH), Q5, U429b, RW18, RW62
(NH), ]used [\#136, 211, 224, 227, 256,
290, 298, 444, 547, C2, E2 (2), J18-J19,
JQ2, Q8, RW5, ]and much more. We put a
selection from the group on a stock page
and scanned it in order to clearly illustrate
the high quality of material throughout this
group. CA 3,075.00

AIRMAILS & BACK-OF-THE-BOOK

[COMMEMORATIVE PANELS &
SOUVENIR SHEETS] Very comprehensive
collection of commemorative panels and
souvenir pages covering primarily the
period from 1980s to the early 2000s. The
lot is contained in five large cartons and
includes a dozen of American
Commemorative collections albums as well
as hundreds of individual items. In total the
collection boasts roughly 700
commemorative panels plus close to 1,000
souvenir pages, practically without any
duplication. The lot covers roughly three
decades in a very comprehensive manner
with numerous higher value
commemorative panels including those
dedicated to entire sheets like coming up
Olympic Games in 1995, Masters of
American photography, American Dolls
and many others, VERY FINE

310

SB 2,250.00

CV

[SOUVENIR PAGES &
COMMEMORATIVE PANELS] Collection
of items, running to 1993, in 13 volumes, in
two cartons. Included are a number of
better like [\#CP150, CP170, CP191,
CP226, CP227, CP305, CP335, CP406,
SP837, SP838-39, SP1003-08,] and many
more. Gen. VERY FINE, or better

311

SB 1,750.00

[COMMEMORATIVE PANELS] Interesting
collection of Commemorative Panels, with
coverage from 1972 to the middle 1990's,
in binders and loose in a carton. Among
the more notable are [\#CP17, CP74,
CP75, CP76, CP100, CP101, CP102,
CP226, CP227, CP282-86, CP305, CP315,
CP406, CP411, CP419, CP420, CP421,
CP425, CP463,] and others. Gen. VERY
FINE

312

SB 1,500.00

[SOUVENIR PAGES &
COMMEMORATIVE PANELS] Collection
of numerous pages and panels, running
from 1972 to 1991, in 17 binders and more,
in three cartons. Included are some of the
more notable items like [\#CP17, CP149,
CP170, CP191, SP389-91,] among others.
Gen. VERY FINE or better

313

SB 950.00

314 *0 [BACK-OF-THE-BOOK] A vintage
hardbound 1929 edition of the Scott
National album, in really great shape, that
once contained a larger collection that was
removed by the owner through Airmails.
What is left is a very serviceable collection
of Special Deliveries, Officials, Revenues
and others. Most notable are better like
mint [\#J24, J25, JQ2,] used [\#E3, E7, J19,
J44, R29c, R37b, R38c, R41c, R50c,
R52b, R62c, R66c, R72c, R73a, R78a,

R83c, R86c, R92c, R141, R145, R146,]
and others. The First, Second and Third
Series Revenues were scanned, as they
contain the best value of the collection.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og SB 800.00

[SOUVENIR PAGES] Collection of
Souvenir Pages, running between 1973
and 1992, in sixteen volumes, in two
cartons. Among the better are
[\#SP405-09, SP413-16, SP592,
SP601-04, SP618, SP655, SP674,
SP748-51, SP795-99, SP829, SP837,
SP838-39, SP1003-08,] and others. Gen.
VERY FINE.

315

SB 800.00

[COMMEMORATIVE PANELS &
SOUVENIR PAGES] Accumulation of
Commemorative Panels (to 1983) and
Souvenir Pages (to 2013), mainly loose in
two cartons. Noted are better Panels like
[\#CP17, CP74 (2), CP75 (2), CP76 (2),
CP85, CP89 (2), CP100, CP101., CP102,
CP149 (13), CP160, CP170, CP191,] and
Pages like [\#SP795-99, SP836,
SP1003-08, SP1072, SP1259A-59J,
SP1289-90, SP1351, SP1398, SP1434,
SP1602-03, SP1644-45, SP1686,
SP1718-19, SP1834-35, SP1865-68,
SP1903,] and many others. Some Panels
are in stock quantities. Gen. VERY FINE

316

SB 700.00

[SOUVENIR PAGES] Collection of pages,
going from 1975 to 1995, in eight binders,
in a carton. Among the better are [\#SP552,
SP577-81, SP748-52, SP795-99, SP837
(2), SP1003-08, SP1015-19, SP1072,
SP1083,] and many more. Gen. VERY
FINE

317

SB 600.00

[COMMEMORATIVE PANELS] Excellent
group of Commemorative Panels, running
between 1972 and 1986, loose and in three
binders (with a fourth binder empty), in a
carton. Noted are many of the better for the
period, like [\#CP17, CP74-76, CP85,
CP89, CP100-02, CP149, CP160, CP170,
CP191, CP227, CP263-66 (2),] and others.
Also noted is a pile of duplicated Souvenir
Pages from the same period. Gen. VERY
FINE

318

SB 550.00

U.S. COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY

[OVER 175 DIFFERENT COVERS WITH
MANY BETTER ]including good 19th and
early 20th century, advertising covers and
more. Generally VERY FINE

319

SB 1,500.00

CV

[OVER 200 HIGH QUALITY U.S. COVERS
INCLUDING BETTER, ]advertising covers,
WWI, excellent 19th century definitives on
cover, very good early 20th century and
more. Generally high quality and VERY
FINE

320

SB 1,500.00

CV

[OVER 260 DIFFERENT COVERS &
CARDS WITH BETTER ]19th and early
20th century material, including advertising
covers, turn-of-the-century event covers
and much more. Generally very high quality
throughout and VERY FINE

321

SB 1,500.00

CV

[OVER 275 DIFFERENT COVERS, MANY
BETTER ]including good advertising
covers, a Union patriotic cover, WWI
soldier's letters and much more. Generally
very high quality 19th and early 20th
century material, VERY FINE

322

SB 1,500.00

CV

323 CV [U.S. COVERS] An extensive accumulation
of Close to 1,500 US first day covers
mostly from the second half of the 20th
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century housed in two large cartons. The
lot is organized in six volumes in
chronological order and the remainder
housed in two large boxes within. The
collection is mostly cacheted covers from
the 1960s to late 1980s with a mixture of
addressed and unaddressed covers with
very low duplication. SB 900.00

[TERRITORIAL COVERS - ALASKA] 
Selection of 70 covers, from prior to 1959,
on stock pages and others.  Included are
varied Air Mail covers with cachets, a
couple of ppc's, a variety of town cancels
and more.  Gen. VERY FINE  (most covers
scanned)

324

SB 2,000.00

CV

[TERRITORIAL COVERS - DAKOTA] 
Selection of 33 covers, from prior to 1889,
on stock pages.  Included are numerous
stamped envelopes, a few postal cards, a
revenue stamped check, and more.  Gen.
VERY FINE

325

SB 2,000.00

CV

[TERRITORIAL COVERS - MAINE] 
Selection of stampless 3 covers, from prior
to 1820.  Also included is a tax receipt for
the period.  Gen. VERY FINE  (covers are
scanned on both sides)

326

SB 450.00

CV

[TERRITORIAL COVERS - OKLAHOMA] 
Selection of 15 covers, from prior to 1907,
on stock pages.  Included are several with
Flag cancels, some postal cards and ppc's,
a Wells Fargo cover and more.  Gen.
VERY FINE

327

SB 850.00

CV

[(U2, U4, U6, U7, ]Entires, #U7 flap
missing, VERY FINE

328
CV 605.00

CV

[COVERS GALORE] Vast array of more
than 6400 covers, postal cards, stamped
envelopes and others, loose and in
binders, in five cartons. Most noted are
FDCs by cachet makers such as  Art Craft,
Farnam, Fleetwood, Jackson-Chickering,
etc., and better items like  [\#1610 (2
singles, one plate block), 1611 (2), 1612 (2
singles, one plate block), 1909 (4), 1909a,
2195 (plate block), 2419 (9), O132-33
(plate blocks),] and others. Also found are
Inauguration covers, going from Ike to
Obama; Space covers, some with Colorano
cachets; World Series, Olympic, and Super
Bowl covers; numerous ppcs with a Disney
“It's a Small World” folder and a 1962 card
of Mickey and Minnie costumed
employees, a bunch from around 1914 for
a rodeo in Idaho and a flood of the Erie
Canal, along with scenic Salt Lake City,
Florida and more. Other collections include
extensive postal stationery with postal
cards like used [\#UX1,] along with piles of
unused modern stationery, four wooden
boxes of Maximum cards, four volumes of
covers with mint US stamps as cachets,
the usual volumes of State Birds and State
Flowers, and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better.

329

SB 6,000.00

CV

330 CV [COVERS] Vast array of about 5700
covers, in albums, binders and loose,
housed in four cartons. Notable are
numerous First Day Covers, with many
cacheted covers from the 1940s forward
with makers like Fleetwood, Art Craft, Ioor,
Cachet Craft, Anderson, Farnam and more,
plus a number uncacheted FDCs. Postal
cards are throughout the lot, with unused
recent material, 19th used cards, some
unsevered Paid Reply cards, plus a stack
of Aerograms. Also noted are some

Special Event items, such as
Inaugurations, and commercial mail. So
much to go through. Gen. VERY FINE SB 5,500.00

[VAST ACCUMULATION] of more than
4000 covers, loose and in binders and
such in five cartons. Noted are topical
items with coverage of Railroads, Space,
with a number of Test Flight covers,
National Air and Space Museum covers,
First Day Covers with varied cachets and
eras, Special Event covers, lots of postal
stationery, especially postal cards, which
go back to [\#UX3,] any number of Flag
and Machine cancels, ppcs with some
National Parks, and much more. So much
to see. Gen. VERY FINE

331

SB 4,500.00

CV

[COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY] Large
accumulation of more than 5000 covers
and examples of postal stationery, in four
cartons. Included are several series of
Topical covers with five volumes of Artcraft
Bicentennial covers, three volumes of
Fleetwood Bicentennial covers, two
volumes of Signers of the Constitution, a
volume of Signers of the Declaration of
Independence, a volume of Songbirds, etc.
Also noted are numerous loose items with
First Day Covers, about half of which are
cacheted by makers like Grimsland,
Anderson, Artcraft, and others, Special
Event material with a stock of covers from
the 1960s for the Civil War, varied Space
covers, Mother Drexel covers, and more.
Lastly, there is commercial covers,
advertising covers, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE

332

SB 4,000.00

CV

[COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY]
Accumulation of more than 4500 covers,
many loose, others in binders, in three
covers. Included are numerous cacheted
and uncacheted First Day Covers, mainly
from the 1950's to the present day, several
groups of Topical covers, including
Smithsonian Milestones of Flight, Space
(with some Apollo Flight covers), State
Birds, cacheted by Tudor House, etc., a
couple of Stampless covers, varied
turn-of-the-century Machine and Flag
cancels, some covers with the usual
Banknote and Bureau issues, a large group
of Mourning Covers, Greeting Card ppc's,
with a couple from Tuck's, all manner of
postal stationery from numerous periods,
and much more. Lots to sift through. Gen.
VERY FINE

333

SB 3,000.00

CV

[VARIED ARRAY] of more than 4200
covers, in albums and loose, with some
items going to 2015, in three cartons.
Included is a good showing of First Day
Covers, mostly from the 1940's forward,
with a better survey of the Liberty Series,
including two $5 Hamiltons, the Medal of
Freedom series, with most FDC's sporting
plate blocks, later items like the $2.40
Moon Landing, Shuttle covers, [\#4717-20,]
and more. Also found are advertising
covers, with a couple of older Fishing Lures
companies, Hotels, and others, some
Machine and Flag cancels, all manner of
postal cards and stamped envelopes, a
group of Flight and Airmails covers, with a
Graf Zeppelin First Flight cover, several air
show items, some Soldier's letters from
WWII, and many more. Gen. VERY FINE,
about half of the FDC's are cacheted, most
are addressed, lots to see

334

SB 3,000.00

CV
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[VAST ARRAY] of more that 4300 covers,
loose and in varied binders in four cartons.
Strength lies in First Day Covers, with can
run to the 2000's, many with cachets by
makers like Farnam, Artmaster, Art Craft,
Cachet Craft, Anderson, Aristocrats,
Tricolor, Kolor Kover, Marq, Elite, Bazaar,
Medallion, Spectrum, CCCachets,
Fleetwood, Etrick, Goldcraft, Artopages,
and many others, most of which are
commemoratives. Also noted are many
postal cards and stamped envelopes,
Topicals with four volumes of the Philatelic
History of the US, a volume of State Birds
and Flowers, a volume of Lighthouses, a
group of First Ladies, and others; a couple
of binders of ppc's of Maine throughout the
years, some Flag cancels, a few 19th
Century items, and so much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, lots to view

335

SB 2,500.00

CV

[HUGE HOLDING] of more than  4600
covers, mostly in binders and pages, in five
cartons. Included is a wide range of First
Day Covers, most of which are cacheted
and addressed, with many from Art Craft,
along with smaller showings of other
makers, such as Farnam, Artopages,
Artmaster, Fleetwood, etc. Numerous
topical sets are also noted with US
Presidents, State Birds and Flowers,
Norman Rockwell, the Bicentennial, and
more. Found as well are Advertising
covers, Political covers, including varied
Inauguration covers into the Obama
Administration, lots of unused postal
stationery, with strong postal cards, a few
19th Century items and much more. Lots to
sift through. Gen. VERY FINE

336

SB 2,000.00

CV

[COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY] Array of
more than 3500 covers, mostly in albums
and binders, stuffed into four cartons.
Included are a number of First Day Covers,
with cachets by Art Craft, Colorano, Sarzin,
to name a few, mainly from the 1960's
forward; topical items with State Birds and
Flowers, six volumes of covers for the
American Revolution, a volume for the
Signers of the Declaration of
Independence, State Flags with Colorano
Silk cachets, etc.; some commercial and
advertising mail, lots of postal stationery
with picture postal cards, stamped
envelops aerograms, postal card
collections in White Ace albums and much
more. Gen. VERY FINE

337

SB 1,750.00

CV

[COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY]
Accumulation of about 2130 covers, loose
and in binders, strewn throughout four
cartons. Most noticeable are First Day
Covers, running to 2006, cacheted by the
Postal Commemorative Society and
addressed. Also found are several volumes
of Topical covers with Wildflowers, State
Birds and Flowers, Norman Rockwell and
Wildlife. Lastly are several volumes of
postal stationery with stand-outs like mint
and unused [\#UX6, UX11, UX14, UX15,
UX19, UX22, UX30, UY4,] and more.
Some Special Event, Soldiers Letters and
more can be found among the loose items.
Gen. VERY FINE

338

SB 1,500.00

CV

339 CV [US COVERS] An appealing selection of
over 200 covers mostly covering the middle
of the 20th century, with bulk of the issue
dates ranging from 1930s to 1960s. The lot
includes a number of different subjects
covered like National Parks, Famous

Americans, complete set of FDCs by
Fleetwood with blocks of Liberty Issues
from 1956, some early period airmails and
much more, VERY FINE (We scanned only
a sample selection of more interesting
covers and an overhead shots of the lot to
give a better idea of the lot) SB 1,500.00

[COVERS] Accumulation of about 2330
covers and examples of postal stationery,
mostly in binders in four cartons. Included
are many Topicals studies with five
volumes of US Bicentennial covers, a
binder of State Birds and Flowers, a small
book of US Flag Bicentennial covers, and a
complete set of the Celebrate the Century
issue FDC's. Also found are FDC's mainly
from 1976 to 2002 from the Postal
Commemorative Society, lots of postal
cards, stamped envelopes and more. Gen.
VERY FINE

340

SB 900.00

CV

[TERRITORIAL COVERS] Group of 24
covers. Included are 20 covers from
Oklahoma, dated 1904, with two from Lock
Ridge and the remaining 18 from Cashion.
The other four covers are from Alaska, with
the towns of Sand Point, Pilot Point, Steel
Creek and Unga. Gen. VERY FINE

341

SB 400.00

CV

[1893 World's Columbian Exposition
Picture Post Cards,] four different of the set
of five, produced by the "President Board of
Lady Managers" and "Director General
World's Columbian Exposition". One card
turned over to show back. All unused, gen
VERY FINE

342

CV 0.00

CV

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

GREAT BRITAIN

[(1), ]VERY FINE, og343 CV 11,000.00*

[(1),] FINE, og344 CV 11,000.00*

[(1), ]VERY FINE345 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE346 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE347 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE348 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE349 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE350 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE351 CV 320.000

[(1),] VERY FINE352 CV 320.000

[(2),] torn corner, F-VF353 CV 700.000

[(5), ]tied to piece, EXTREMELY FINE354 CV 900.000

[(5), ]VERY FINE355 CV 900.000

[(5),] VERY FINE356 CV 900.000

[(5),] VERY FINE357 CV 900.000

[(5), ]on cover, VERY FINE358 CV 1,275.00CV

[(5),] pair, on cover, VERY FINE359 CV 2,175.00CV

[(6), ]VERY FINE, og360 CV 11,500.00*

[(9),] VERY FINE361 CV 900.000

[(16 {90}),] partial plating, F-VF362 CV 1,890.000

[(23), ]pair, EXTREMELY FINE363 CV 2,300.00*

[(24-26),] #26 pair, VERY FINE364 CV 1,065.000

[(27-28),] #28 bottom sheet margin,
FINE-VERY FINE

365
CV 400.00

0

[(27c),] VERY FINE366 CV 950.000

[(29), plate 7,] FINE, og367 CV 1,600.00*
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[(29), plate #12,] FINE, og368 CV 3,000.00*

[(33), pl. #101,] partial plating of 238
stamps, VERY FINE

369
CV 2,737.00

0

[(33), pl. #139,] partial plating of 239
stamps, VERY FINE

370
CV 5,019.00

0

[(33), pl. #116,] partial plating of 234
stamps, VERY FINE

371
CV 2,691.00

0

[(33), pl. #195,] partial plating of 205
stamps, VERY FINE

372
CV 2,255.00

0

[(33), pl. #166,] partial plating of 211
stamps, VERY FINE

373
CV 1,529.00

0

[(33),] all available plate numbers, except
#77, are here. Plate #225 is present and on
piece. Gen. VERY FINE

374

CV 2,250.00

0

[(33), pl. #121,] partial plating of 214
stamps, VERY FINE

375
CV 2,461.00

0

[(39),] wing margin, VERY FINE, og376 CV 2,250.00*

[(39),] gum tones, FINE-VERY FINE377 CV 2,250.00*

[(44-46, 48), ]VERY FINE378 CV 1,215.000

[(45),] FINE, og379 CV 1,150.00*

[(53),] reperfed, FINE, og380 CV 3,500.00*

[(57-57a),] F-VF381 CV 1,200.000

[(57), ]Plate #2, rare stamp, VERY FINE,
no gum

382
CV 17,500.00

*

[(57), plate 2,] VERY FINE383 CV 1,250.000

[(66, 67-68),] plate number study of
1875-80 2-1/2p issues, arranged on a stock
page. Included are high values like [\#66
(p3), 67 (3p17),] among others. Gen. VERY
FINE

384

CV 2,570.00

0

[(66a),] plate 2, FINE385 CV 1,500.000

[(69-70), ] each with thin & light toning,
FINE-VERY FINE, og

386
CV 4,100.00

*

[(69-71, 73), ]VERY FINE387 CV 1,675.000

[(75), ]VERY FINE388 CV 4,500.000

[(79 {221}), partial plating (221),] F-VF389 CV 2,762.000

[(90), ]VERY FINE390 CV 5,000.000

[(96),] five examples, VERY FINE391 CV 825.000

[(96a), ]EXTREMELY FINE392 CV 3,750.000

[(96a),] VERY FINE393 CV 3,750.000

[(101 {238}),] partial plating, VERY FINE394 CV 4,104.000

[(103 (32), 104 (36),)] F-VF395 CV 14,490.000

[(108),] six examples, VERY FINE396 CV 1,500.000

[(108a),] small tear at top, VERY FINE397 CV 4,000.000

[(108a),] F-VF398 CV 4,000.000

[(109b), ]EXTREMELY FINE399 CV 8,500.000

[(127-141),] choice set, VERY FINE400 CV 1,238.000

[(127/148),] nice used selection, F-VF401 CV 8,680.000

[(139-141), ]EXTREMELY FINE402 CV 900.000

[(139-141),] VERY FINE403 CV 900.000

[(161h),] VERY FINE, og, NH (Scott value
for hinged) [[Rare]]

404
CV 675.00

*

[(173b, 174a), ]EXTREMELY FINE405 CV 565.000

[(179 (60) & 222 (50),] F-VF406 CV 5,750.000

[(179),] 92 copies, VERY FINE407 CV 6,900.000

[(222), ]block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

408
CV 600.00

*

[(U1), ]F-VF409 CV 360.00*

[GREAT BRITAIN] Classic philately
emphasized the study of minute varieties
on classic stamps and the early stamps of
Great Britain are among the most
specialized in the world. Nearly every one
of the thousands of stamps in this
wonderful 83 volume (!) collection (in five
large cartons) is identified by the Stanley
Gibbons Victoria specialized catalog
number, along with identifying
characteristics (the vast majority of the
stamps are different Gibbons varieties, not
just quantities of the same stamp). The
quality is excellent and the collector spent
thousands of hours researching, mounting
and neatly annotating this collection (and
he spent over $100,000 on it as well).
Neatly cataloged by the 2006-2008
Gibbons catalog, the collection has a
Gibbons value  L585,000= $790,000). We
flat scanned one volume just as a taste of
what you get (remember the collection is
83 volumes). One of the nicest, specialized
Great Britain collections in existence
offered completely intact, at a very
attractive price.  This is a specialist's
collection. The collector spent a loving
lifetime on his stamps selecting thousands
of stamps from Penny Reds to early
twentieth century highly specialized by
Gibbons plate numbers, shades, "Black
Plates" on Penny Reds and all sorts of
more arcane GB items. Included are some
stamps that catalog up to $2500 each but
expect the real value of the collection to be
a student's rendering of what highly
specialized nineteenth and early twentieth
century GB philately can look like.
Everything is neatly annotated and
mounted and can be easily broken down by
volume

410

SB **,***.00

*0

[GREAT BRITAIN - FANTASTIC TWO
VOLUME COLLECTION TO 1980, ]stored
in a beautiful matching set of Scott
Specialty Hingeless Albums. The collection
features an impressive group of high
quality 19th century material, with
highlights including wonderful examples of
used [\#1-2, 3-4, 5, 8-10, 11-13, ]a very
nice plate study of used [\#33 (virtually
complete to plate #123), ]and other better
sets and singles including used [\#25, 32,
58, 27-28, 39, 43, 44, 45, 48, 96, 111-122,
127-138, ]mint [\#40, 54, 55 (pulled perf),
]and much more. We scanned the first
volume to give you a sense of the
collection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

411

SB 10,000.00

*0

[GREAT BRITAIN - BEAUTIFUL
COLLECTION TO ABOUT 1970] in a
pristine Scott Hingeless Specialty album,
highly complete including the very rare 2
shilling brown [\#56] and much more.
Current Scott value over $30,000. F-VF

412

SB 7,500.00

*0

413 *0 [GREAT BRITAIN - VERY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION] A wonderful mint and used
collection of some 1,800 stamps covering
primarily the 19th century and early 20th
century as well as high quality mint offices
abroad. This is a fantastic collection put
together by a true enthusiast of the hobby
where duplication generally is due to
different plate number, cancellation or other
minor variety. The catalog value for the lot
adds up to well over $20,000 even with no
attention paid to hundreds of more
expensive minor varieties, as all the
stamps were counted as exclusively the
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cheapest variant. This is a fantastic
collection for any serious collector of
classical Great Britain. SB 3,250.00

[GREAT BRITAIN - VERY NICE
SPECIALIZED COLLECTION] with better
covers going back to 1637, a VERY FINE,
#1 Mulready's and much more. VERY FINE

414

SB 3,000.00

*0

[GREAT BRITAIN - HIGH QUALITY
THREE VOLUME COLLECTION ]in a
lovely set of matching Lindner Hingeless
Specialty Albums. The collection begins
with very good Victorian issues beginning
with a lovely set of high quality used [\#1]'s,
and continues with strong coverage of the
19th and early 20th centuries to 1990, with
virtually no duplication and many other
wonderful premium sets and singles like
used [\#2, 8-10, 11-13, 37-42, 58, 111-122,
127-140, ]and much more. A beautiful
collection well worth a careful examination.
We scanned the first album to give you a
good sense of the value in the collection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

415

SB 3,000.00

*0

[GREAT BRITAIN] An extensive philatelic
accumulation of close to 2,000 postcards
and covers mostly from the last two
decades of the 20th century. The lot
includes hundreds upon hundreds of
commemorative posts cards, as well as
numerous commemorative issues
combined with appropriate issues from The
Royal Mint. In total just the face value of
the commemorative coins included add sup
to roughly £100! Overall this lot represents
a huge and very comprehensive
accumulation of British postal stationery
with little duplication that would be
appreciated by a true enthusiasts of The
Royal Mail, VERY FINE.

416

SB 550.00

FD

[GREAT BRITAIN - FANTASTIC 3
VOLUME STOCKBOOK SELECTION AT A
TINY FRACTION OF CATALOGUE
VALUE, ]including excellent 19th & 20th
century followed by very good
Back-of-the-book with light duplication
throughout, including excellent premium
material. The selection includes wonderful
premium material including highlights such
as used [\#1 (4), 4 (33), 5, 6, 7, 15, 20b, 22,
25, 26 (8), 27 (11), 28 (7), 30, 32, 34 (6) ,
39 (6), 42 (2), 43 (7), 44 (used on cover
from Liverpool to Bordeaux, beautiful), 46,
49 (7), 48 (8), 50 (9), 52, 53, 55 (7), 57 (3),
58 (many plate varieties), 59 (6), 60, 61 (9),
62 (15), 69, 70, 71, 73 (2), 74 (small tear,
looks VERY FINE), 83, 90a, 96 (15), 99,
100, 103, 104, 106, 108 (12), 109 (2),
111-122, 126, 167b, ]and mint [\#67, 78,
85, 88, 96, 118 (2), 120, 122, 126, 129,
130, 135, 140, 183, 190a, ]and much more,
priced a sliver of catalogue value. The
selection is stored well in a set of three
stockbooks, which we scanned the first of
to show where the vast majority of the
value of the selection may be found, and
generally VERY FINE, mint og

417

CO **,***.00

*0

418 *0 [GREAT BRITAIN] An expansive extremely
comprehensive stock selection of over
20,000 stamps in total housed in three
stock books and with catalog value of over
$45,000! More than 2/3 of the catalog value
come from the 19th century period, a sub
section that represents a cornucopia of
premium stamps with scores of issues
running in the hundreds of dollars of
catalog value individually, while the stamps
from the first half of the 20th century make

up the rest of the lot. There are some
modern stamps from the 70s and 80s, but
collectively they would represent only a
fraction of the lot. The lot is very well
organized as every stamp has Scott
number next to them and the duplication
levels are moderate, but very manageable.
The early section even includes a
specialized collection where number of
early period stamps are organized up to
umpteenth plate number with great ratio of
premium content, F-VF (We only scanned
the early period as it shows the bulk of the
value of the lot) CA 46,000.00

[GREAT BRITAIN] Nearly all used stock
selection from the Victorian era, on pages
in a Lindner binder. Contains an excellent
array of better from the period, like [\#4 (3),
26 (7), 27 (9), 28 (4), 30 (8), 34 (2), 37, 39
(2), 42, 43 (p8, 10-14), 45 (p5, 2p6), 48 (2),
49 (p5, 7-10), 50, 51 (6p8, 2p9), 52, 53, 54
(2p4, p5-6), 58 (p3-6, 10, 12-15, 19-20), 59
(p11), 61 (p11, 3p12, 2p14-15, 17, 19), 62
(p15, 3p16, p17), 64 (2p10, p11, 2p12-13),
69 (2p15), 70 (2p16), 73 (3), 80 (3), 81 (3),
82 (p21, 11p22, 8p23  84 (2p17, 4p18), 85
(5), 86 (p18), 87 (p13-14), 94 (2), 95 (4),
102 (5), 103 (4), 105 (9), 107 (4), 108, 117
(9), 120 (9), 121 (8), 122 (14), 126 (6),]
mint [\#80,] among others. Gen. F-VF, or
better, mint og

419

CO 25,000.00

*0

[(4), Specialized Collection By Shade] ,
type, and multiples, neatly mounted as
collected by a serious specialist who
catalogued the collection by the 2006
Stanley Gibbons - where it had a catalogue
value of £14,425. Mostly VERY FINE

420

CV 19,300.00

0

[GREAT BRITAIN & OFFICES ABROAD -
HIGHLY EXCEPTIONAL ]selection in a
like-new Lighthouse stockbook, beginning
with high quality first issues of Great Britain
to about the turn of the century and
continuing with wonderful mostly complete
sets of very good issues from British
Offices in Africa, British Offices in the
Middle East, Morocco Agencies and more,
Including mint Great Britain [\#127-132,
135, ]and used [\#10 (6), 49 (7), 50, 51 (4),
52, 53 (2), 54 (3), 55, 57, 59 (3), 60, 61 (9),
62 (5), 64 (6), 65, 66 (11), 67 (7), 68 (4),
69, 70 (2), 71, 73, 83 (2), 84 (4), 87 (2),
133-134, 136-138, 139-141, 146-150, ]mint
British Offices in Africa - Eritrea [\#1-13,
14-26, ]mint East African Forces - Somalia
[\#21-32, ]mint British Offices in Africa
[\#12-13, 17-21, ]and used [\#1-14, 22-26,
]and more very high quality material,
generally VERY FINE, mint og

421

CA 13,700.00

*0

422 *0 [GREAT BRITAIN - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS ]of different
stamps beginning with very nice, high
quality Victorian issues followed by
excellent coverage of the early 20th
century and highly complete to 1980, with
light duplication of some items throughout.
The selection is stored and organized
neatly on dealer's stock cards including
wonderful and fascinating highlights such
as used [\#4, 26, 27, 32, 34 (2), 43, 51,
51c, 54, 61, 61a, 62, 64, 66, 67, 68, 80, 81,
82, 98 (block of 6), 99, 100, 102, 103, 104,
105, 107 (3), 117 (7), 118a, 120, 121 (3),
122 (7), 126, 131 (strip of 3), 133, 136 (6),
137A, 138 (2), 138a, 173A, 179, 180,
222-224, 268, ]mint [\#268 (NH), ]and much
more. We put a selection of mostly better
material on stock pages and scanned it to
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show you the quality you can expect to find
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH CA 12,250.00

[GREAT BRITAIN] Very nice selection of
mostly early period issues with total catalog
value in excess of $10,000 in total and
generally moderate duplication. The lot is
contained in Scott numbered glassines and
counter stock cards with ample premium
content with a focus on the late 19th
century and early 20th century. Individual
highlights include a very well centered used
Black Penny as well as used [\#4 (2), 18,
45, 49, 50, 60, 61, 62, 67-68, 100, 103, 104
(2), 105, 111-22, 127-38,] and great
number of others, F-VF, mint og

423

CV 10,000.00

*0

[GREAT BRITAIN - HIGH QUALITY
PREMIUM SELECTION ]stored in a
dealer's counter book with stamps housed
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. The selection features
beautiful, high quality 19th century sets and
singles and includes wonderful premium
material like mint [\#174, 232b (complete
booklet, NH), 268 (NH), J79-J81 (NH), ]and
used [\#4, 27, 28, 11, 45, 48, 60, 62, 84,
85, 94, 96, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108,
120, 121, 126, 137, 139, 140, 157-172,
179, 187-200, ]and more. An extremely
high quality selection of fascinating
material, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
mint NH

424

CA 8,300.00

*0

[(10, 13, 15, 17),] Specialized collection
neatly mounted and annotated by a
specialist collector. 2006 Stanley Gibbons
volume £5665. VERY FINE

425

CV 7,600.00

0

[GREAT BRITAIN] Stock selection of some
90 cancelled issues [\#68 & 82] covering all
the different plates and various cancels of
the design A30, FINE-VERY FINE

426

CV 3,880.00

[GREAT BRITAIN-GOVERNMENT
PARCELS] Group of ten used Officials on a
stock card. Noted are [\#O32 (2), O34, O36
(5), O38, & O39.] Gen. VERY FINE

427

CV 1,716.00

0

GREAT BRITAIN-GUERNSEY

[13a, 14a, 28a, booklet pane of one,] (850), 
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (We scanned
sample)

428

CV 2,507.00

*

GREAT BRITAIN-JERSEY

[8a, 11a, booklet pane of one,] 8a (2850
booklets), 11a (3350 booklets), 
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (We scanned
sample)

429

CV 3,007.00

*

CHANNEL ISLANDS

[CHANNEL ISLANDS] Excellent mint
holdings of the Channel Islands, loose and
in slipcased White Ace albums. Included
are collections of Jersey, Guernsey and
Alderney, in two volumes, going to 1986,
plus two volumes of Isle of Man, going to
1987. Also included are more recent
Jersey, in both issues and First Day
Covers, going to the 2010's. Gen. VERY
FINE, og, most are NH

430

SB 1,000.00

*

ADEN

[ADEN - BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF
OVER 170 PRE WWI] covers and cards.
Fascinating high quality specialist's lot!

431

SB 4,000.00

CV

[ADEN - SPECIALTY COVER
SELECTION] A very attractive selection of
over 40 covers with maritime cancels all
used in Aden

432

SB 1,500.00

CV

ADEN KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN

[(13a),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og, LH

433
CV 700.00

*

AITUTAKI

[(288-292), Progressive Proofs,] with
singles and souvenir sheets, shown in
various stages of printing.  Included are
single color, several in black, others in dual
or tri color, and more.  Gen. EXTREMELY
FINE

434

SB 2,000.00

PR

[AITUTAKI - STOCKBOOK SELECTION
INCLUDING BACK-OF-THE-BOOK,
]including better items like all mint [\#37-47,
82-95, 215-246D, B39-B42, B43, ]and
more. Some duplication and generally
VERY FINE, og, many NH

435

CV 2,406.00

*0

ANTIGUA

[(7),] slight tear right bottom, VERY FINE,
og

436
CV 600.00

*

[(8),] FINE, og437 CV 250.00*

[(730), uncut sheet of four,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed

438
CV 0.00

*

QUEENSLAND

[(78), ]Scott value for hinged, VERY FINE,
og, NH

439
CV 650.00

*

[(78), ]Scott value for hinged, VERY FINE,
og, NH

440
CV 650.00

*

[QUEENSLAND - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored neatly on a
well organized stock page. The selection
provides good coverage through the period
of Queensland postal issues, with light
duplication throughout and including very
good premium material like used [\#6E, 19,
22, 75 (2), 76, 77, 78, 100, ]and mint [\#14,
]and more, very high quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og

441

CA 2,050.00

*0

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

[(10), ]VERY FINE, no gum442 CV 1,050.00*

[(20), ]VERY FINE443 CV 350.00*

AUSTRALIAN STATES

[AUSTRALIAN STATES - FANTASTIC
SELECTION, ]stored and organized well in
a neat stockbook. The selection provides
good coverage of the issues of South
Australia, Tasmania, excellent Victoria, and
Western Australia, including generally good
Back-of-the-book and excellent premium
material from each area, including lovely
highlights such as used South Australia
[\#13 (2), 14, 18, 41, 61, ]and mint [\#44,
74, 150, ]used Tasmania [\#2 (cut to
shape), 11, 13, 24, 26, 28, 32, ]and mint
[\#11, ]used Victoria [\#3, 30, 31, 131,
136-137, AR15a, F1, ]and mint [\#46, AR4,
]used Western Australia [\#21, 25, 61, ]and
mint [\#85, ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og

444

CV 8,000.00

*0
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AUSTRALIA

[(J62),] small tear in the bottom right
corner, VERY FINE

445
CV 500.00

0

[AUSTRALIA - WONDERFUL THREE
VOLUME SELECTION ]stored neatly in
well organized stockbooks, beginning with
wonderfully high quality first issues and
providing strong coverage to about 2010
with light duplication throughout. The
selection features a huge amount of high
quality premium material, including
wonderful highlights such as used [\#1-11,
21f, 40, 41, 52, 53, 54, 96-99, 142-144,
147-149, 150-151, 152-154, ]and mint
[\#46-47, 141, 142-144, 147-149, 150-151,
152-154, 170a (NH), 175a (NH), 178,
180-183A, ]and much more, generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

446

CA 13,500.00

*0

AUSTRALIA & STATES

[AUSTRALIAN STATES - 1850 TO 1900
EXPANSIVE HIGH QUALITY SELECTION]
stored in a stock book. This group contains
many issues covering most of the postal
history of three Australian States including:
New South Wales  [\#3, 13 (4), 14(4), 17
(5), 28, 29 (6), 31 (3), 32, 33 (2), 34, 37 (7),
38 (6), 41 (3), 44 (3), 58 (6), 72, 75, 107,
B1 (3) F4], Queensland [\#1(2), 6D, 16, 17,
21, 22, 30, 33 (6), 51 (3), 59 (7), 74 (5), 75
(3, 1 mint), 76 (6), 83 (3, 1 mint), 115 (2),
AR1, AR13, AR18,  AR19, AR20, AR21,
AR22, AR25, AR23], and South Australia
[\#1, 2 (4), 3 (4), 11 (7), 12 (4), 13 (2), 24E,
29a (3), 67 (3), O49 (2)] and many others.
There is also great focus on
Back-Of-The-Book issues such as
Semi-Postals, Registration Stamps, and
Official Stamps. Gen VERY FINE

447

CA 20,850.00

0

[AUSTRALIA & STATES - EXTREMELY
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ]providing a
high level of coverage from wonderful 19th
century material up to currency
decimalization. The selection is stored very
neatly within individually Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards, and includes excellent
Back-of-the-book, including Antarctic
Territory, and minimal duplication
throughout. The selection features very
good 19th century State issues, including
premium like mint Queensland [\#73, ]mint
Victoria [\#180, ]mint Western Australia
[\#40, 62, ]mint New South Wales [\#51,
]mint Tasmania [\#55 (2), ]and fantastic
Australia, including premium highlights
such as mint Australia [\#31, 122, 141
(NH), 142-144, 144a, 149, 150-151,
152-154, 173a (NH), 175a, 178, 180-183a,
184-187 (NH), 219, C1-C3, C3 (NH),
J89-J94 (NH blocks of 4), L8-L18 (NH),
]and used [\#8 (2), 9 (9), 21c, 96-99,
142-144, 144a, 147-149, 150-151,
152-154, 184-187, 218-221, ]and much
more. An extremely high quality selection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

448

CA 5,800.00

*0

BAHAMAS

449 *0 [BAHAMAS - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]stored and organized neatly
in a Scott numbered stockbook. The
selection features wonderful material from
all eras, particularly high quality 19th
century and early 20th century. The
selection features many premium sets and
singles including mint [\#11, 13, 14, 16, 45,

47, 103 (plate # block of 4), 100-113,
204-218, ]and used [\#2-3, 9, 11, 14, 31,
33-34, 50, 83, ]and more. Very high quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH CV 5,600.00

[BAHAMAS - FANTASTIC HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored and sorted in Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards with light
duplication throughout. The selection
begins with excellent 19th and early 20th
century material followed by strong
coverage to about 1980. The selection
features wonderful premium sets and
singles including highlights such as mint
[\#204-218, 252-266, 313a-330b, 426-443,
464-470, ]and more. We put a selection
from the group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to accurate illustrate the
high quality found throughout the group.
Mostly mint, generally VERY FINE, mint
og, most mint NH

450

CA 1,060.00

*0

BATUM (BRITISH OCCUPATION)

[(47-48), ]VERY FINE, og451 CV 1,950.00*

BELIZE

[BELIZE - MOSTLY MINT NH
SELECTION] stored in Scott numbered
glassines on stock pages. This group also
contains many blocks and souvenir sheets.
Some of the better items include:
[\#471-487, 596, 1119-1130 (3)] and many
others. Gen VERY FINE, most og, most
NH

452

CV 764.00

*0

BERMUDA

[(118-128), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH453 CV 450.00*

[BERMUDA - LOVELY HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored and organized neatly
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards, with light duplication
throughout. The selection includes many
wonderful premium sets and singles
including highlights such as mint Bermuda
[\#55-58, 71-73/75-79, 124a, 524-527, ]and
more. We put a group from the selection on
a stock page and scanned it in order to
accurately illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the selection. Mostly
mint. Generally VERY FINE, mint og, most
mint NH

454

CA 1,850.00

*0

[BERMUDA] Collection of mint sets,
singles and souvenir sheets, going
between 1953 and 1994, arranged,
somewhat haphazardly, on stock pages.
Noted are better like [\#238-54, 255-71,
363-79, 482-98, 683-84,] among others.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, mainly NH

455

CV 900.00

*

BRITISH GUIANA

[BRITISH GUIANA - VERY NICE
SELECTION] stored on stock pages. Some
of the better issues in this group include
mint: [\#154, 230-241, 253-267 (2)] and
used [\#53, 54 (4), 67, 126, 155, 167] and
many more. Gen VERY FINE

456

CV 1,670.00

*0

BRITISH HONDURAS

[(4-5), ]VERY FINE, og457 CV 280.00*

BR. COLUMBIA & VANCOUVER IS.
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[(2, 5, 6 {2}, 7 {2}), ]F-VF, og458 CV 2,720.00*

[(2), ]F-VF, og459 CV 1,000.00*

[(16), ]VERY FINE, og460 CV 1,100.00*

[(17), ]VERY FINE461 CV 1,100.000

NEW BRUNSWICK

[(5), ]proof block of 8, EXTREMELY FINE
(crease on the back of the card that the
proof is attached to) ( Unitrade C$2,400 as
singles)

462

CV 1,800.00

PR

[(5P2), ]block of 4 on thick bond paper, 
EXTREMELY FINE (Unitrade C$2,000)

463
CV 1,600.00

PR

[(Unitrade #7TC, 11Pii),] proofs with the #7
in rose (3). Gen. EXTREMELY FINE
(Unitrade C$275)

464

CV 215.00

PR

NEWFOUNDLAND

[(4), ]FINE465 CV 4,250.000

[(7), ]FINE, og466 CV 5,000.00*

[(11), ]VERY FINE467 CV 475.000

[(30), ]block of 4 with partial inscription,
VERY FINE, og, bottom two NH

468
CV 1,000.00

*

[(47), ]inscription strip of 4, VERY FINE, og469 CV 480.00*

[(61-74), ]VERY FINE, og470 CV 369.00*

[(C12), ]block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

471
CV 1,700.00

*

[(C13-C17), ]VERY FINE, og, NH472 CV 262.00*

[(C13a), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og473 CV 275.00*

[NEWFOUNDLAND - FANTASTIC
SELECTION OF HIGH QUALITY
MATERIAL ]in a set of 4 stockbooks and a
binder with album pages. The collection
consists of wonderfully high quality material
and features numerous specialty items,
including blocks, proofs, specimens and
more including amazing premium material
like mint [\#15A, 23, 24, 25, 27, 36, 49, 57,
59, 115-126, 211 (block of 9, 6 NH),
226-229 (NH blocks of 4), 233-243, C3
(NH), C7, C10, C11, C12, C13-C17, C13a,
]and used [\#11, ]and much more. High
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH (We scanned just
a few pages)

474

CV 12,500.00

*0

[NEWFOUNDLAND & CANADA -
EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY STOCK
CARD SELECTION, ]including excellent
19th and early 20th century material lightly
duplicated on dealer's stock cards. The
selection features a small selection of
issues from the other provinces, but the
majority of the value here is in beautifully
high quality mint and used Newfoundland,
including excellent premium material like
mint Newfoundland [\#35 (2), 36, 41, 42, 43
(3), 45, 46, 48, 57, 60, 60b (2), 60i, 75, 83,
84 (3), 85 (2), 123, 138, 144, 171, (2),
180-182, 198 (2), C3b, C8, C10 (2), C11,
J1-J6, ]and used [\#24 (2), 27 (2), 31 (2),
32A, 34 (3), 38, 43, 47 (8), 52 (3), 57 (7),
123, ]used New Brunswick [\#2 (small
corner missing), ]and more. A very high
quality selection at a fraction of catalogue
value. Generally VERY FINE or better, mint
og, some NH

475

CA 8,350.00

*0

[NEWFOUNDLAND - LOVELY ALL MINT
COLLECTION, ]loaded with high quality
mint sets and singles, all VERY FINE, og,
many NH

476

CV 3,600.00

*

[NEWFOUNDLAND VERY HIGH
QUALITY, LIGHTLY DUPLICATED]
collection of several hundred stamps
loaded with better mint values. All are
VERY FINE- EXTREMELY FINE, og,
Really nice.

477

CV 3,500.00

NOVA SCOTIA

[(1), ]some re-gumming, VERY FINE, og,
1988 APS Cert

478
CV 2,500.00

*

[(3a, 4), ]tied on small cover, VERY FINE479 CV 6,100.00CV

[(10), ]VERY FINE480 CV 425.000

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

[(3), ]VERY FINE, og481 CV 2,750.00*

[(2), ]VERY FINE, og482 CV 2,250.00*

CANADIAN PROVINCES

[CANADA & PROVINCES - EXTREMELY
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ]beginning
with excellent Provincial issues, including
very good Newfoundland, followed by very
good high quality 19th century Canada with
a high level of coverage to about 2000, with
little duplication. The selection is organized
neatly within individually Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards, and features excellent
premium material throughout including mint
New Brunswick [\#11, ]mint Newfoundland
[\#42, 49, 69, 71, 92A, 129-130, 170,
233-243, C6-C7, ]mint Nova Scotia
[\#11-11a, ]mint Canada [\#14 (no gum),
21, 35, 36, 43, 50, 51 (NH), 53 (NH), 54
(2), 66-67 (NH), 67-69, 71, 75 (NH), 85
(NH), 87 (NH), 98 (NH), 105 (NH, 5), 107,
108, 112, 113 (NH), 115, 131 (NH pair),
200 (NH pair), 228-230, 262 (NH), ]and
used [\#14, 24, 27, 28, 37b, 45, 46, 54,
70-72, 80, 82, 83 (2), 84, 93-95, ]and more.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

483

CV 8,675.00

*0

CANADA

[(4, 4d), ]VERY FINE484 CV 450.000

[(4), ]4 stamps, VERY FINE485 CV 900.000

[(4d), ]vertical pair, VERY FINE486 CV 450.000

[(7),] VERY FINE, no gum487 CV 8,000.00*

[(7), ]FINE488 CV 1,750.000

[(8), ]VERY FINE489 CV 700.000

[(8), ]FINE490 CV 700.000

[(11), ]FINE491 CV 1,900.000

[(12), ]F-VF492 CV 1,350.000

[(21-30), ]VERY FINE (#21 & 22 are
unused)

493
CV 1,645.00

0

[(21-30), ]VERY FINE494 CV 1,225.000

[(24), ]VERY FINE, no gum495 CV 725.00*

[(24a, 25a), ]FINE-VERY FINE496 CV 900.000

[(27b), ]F-VF497 CV 2,500.000

[(34/45)] Complete, some mint with a few
shades, some og

498
CV 6,150.00

*0

[(45), ]VERY FINE, og499 CV 725.00*

[(50-60), ]VERY FINE, og500 CV 1,347.00*

[(50-60), ]VERY FINE, og501 CV 1,722.00*

[(55), ]VERY FINE, og502 CV 230.00*
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[(56),] F-VF, og, NH503 CV 300.00*

[(62),] smudge cancel, VERY FINE504 CV 600.000

[(65),] smudge cancel, VERY FINE505 CV 1,120.000

[(66-73), ]VERY FINE, og506 CV 2,124.00*

[(66-73), ]VERY FINE, og507 CV 1,404.00*

[(66-73),] VERY FINE, og, 1¢, 2¢, & 5¢ NH508 CV 2,494.00*

[(66-73),] #70 has very slight tear at the
top, F-VF, og

509
CV 1,338.00

*

[(66-71), ]VERY FINE, og510 CV 670.00*

[(66-88, 89-95), ]Nice set, F-VF511 CV 710.000

[(68-72), ]proofs, (Unitrade $1,100)512 CV 825.00PR

[(68-70), ]VERY FINE, og, NH513 CV 700.00*

[(70-72),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og

514
CV 615.00

*

[(71), ]corner margin block of 4, VERY
FINE, toned og, NH

515
CV 1,400.00

*

[(73),] F-VF, og516 CV 600.00*

[(73), ]strip of 3, F-VF, og, NH517 CV 4,500.00*

[(73),] FINE, og, NH518 CV 1,500.00*

[(74-81), ]VERY FINE, og519 CV 913.000

[(79-82),] VERY FINE, og520 CV 920.00*

[(82), ]FINE-VERY FINE, og, NH521 CV 750.00*

[(82),] F-VF, og, NH522 CV 750.00*

[(89-95), ]F-VF, og523 CV 2,785.00*

[(91),] F-VF, og524 CV 550.00*

[(91), ]F-VF, og, NH525 CV 625.00*

[(91),] F-VF, og, NH526 CV 625.00*

[(94), ]VERY FINE, og527 CV 800.00*

[(94), ]F-VF, og528 CV 800.00*

[(96-107), ]VERY FINE, og529 CV 998.00*

[(96-103), ]VERY FINE, og, NH530 CV 2,479.00*

[(96-103), ]VERY FINE, og531 CV 998.00*

[(96-103), ]VERY FINE, og, 15¢ NH532 CV 1,323.00*

[(96-103),] F-VF, og533 CV 998.00*

[(96-102), ]VERY FINE, og534 CV 748.00*

[(99-103), ]VERY FINE535 CV 680.000

[(102), ]F-VF, og, NH536 CV 550.00*

[(103),] F-VF, og, NH537 CV 625.00*

[(103),] F-VF, og, NH538 CV 625.00*

[(104-134),] including a few booklets and
pairs. VF-XF, og

539
SB 1,962.00

*

[(104-122),] VERY FINE, og540 CV 1,180.00*

[(104-122), ]VERY FINE, og541 CV 1,200.00*

[(104-122, 120a), ]VERY FINE, og, many
NH

542
CV 2,500.00

*

[(104-122),] F-VF, og543 CV 1,180.00*

[(104-122, 120a),] F-VF, og544 CV 1,480.00*

[(104-107, 107a, 108-112, 112a, 113-115,
117-120), ] with #104 (13), #105 (7), #106
(15), #107 (13), #108 (17), #109 (5), #110
(8), #111 (1), #112 (3), #112a (8), #113 (1),
#114 (6), #115 (10), #117 (14), #118 (15),
#119 (4), #120 (4), generally VERY FINE,
og, some NH

545

CV 6,132.00

*

[(104-115, 117-120), ]VERY FINE, og,
most NH

546
CV 1,875.00

*

[(104-117, 119-122), ]VERY FINE, og547 CV 1,140.00*

[(104-110, 112-114, 114b, 117-122,
131-134, 137-138), ]VERY FINE, og, #109,
114-115, 117, 131, 137 & 134 NH

548

CV 1,206.00

*

[(106), ]12 stamps, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

549
CV 720.00

*

[(106), 18 issues,] VERY FINE, og, NH550 CV 1,080.00*

[(107), ]11 stamps, SUPERB, og, NH551 CV 715.00*

[(107), ]block of 4, Scott value for 4 singles,
SUPERB, og, NH

552
CV 260.00

*

[(108, 110, 112), ]blocks of 4, VERY FINE,
og, bottom two stamps of each block NH

553
CV 785.00

*

[(108), ]plate # and arrow strip of 5, Scott
value for singles, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

554

CV 300.00

*

[(110, 110b, 110c),] VERY FINE, og (#110
& #110c both NH)

555
CV 445.00

*

[(110), ]strip of 3, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

556
CV 360.00

*

[(111), ]VERY FINE, og, NH557 CV 450.00*

[(111), ]VERY FINE, og, NH558 CV 450.00*

[(111a), ]VERY FINE, og559 CV 350.00*

[(113), ]2 blocks of 4, F-VF, og, four stamps
are NH

560
CV 1,020.00

*

[(116), ]VERY FINE, og561 CV 275.00*

[(119, 119c-119d),] VERY FINE, og, NH562 CV 925.00*

[(120, 120a),] VERY FINE, og (#120 NH)563 CV 500.00*

[(130), ]strip of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH564 CV 520.00*

[(135), ]6 stamps, VERY FINE, og, NH565 CV 720.00*

[(146-148), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

566
CV 301.00

*

[(149-161),] VERY FINE, og, [\#160-161]
and a few others NH

567
CV 930.00

*

[(149-159), ]VERY FINE, og568 CV 749.00*

[(149-159), ]VERY FINE, og, #151-152 NH569 CV 791.00*

[(149-159),] VERY FINE, og, only the 1c,
5c, 50c and $1 are hinged, the rest are NH

570
CV 923.00

*

[(149-157), ]VERY FINE, og, NH571 CV 427.00*

[(158-159),] F-VF, og572 CV 525.00*

[(158),] VERY FINE, og, NH573 CV 450.00*

[(176-177), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, no gum

574
CV 1,400.00

*

[(176),] VERY FINE, og, NH575 CV 350.00*

[(177), ]VERY FINE, og, NH576 CV 350.00*

[(177),] VERY FINE, og, NH577 CV 350.00*

[(195-201), ]VERY FINE, og, NH578 CV 306.00*

[(203), ]plate # block, VERY FINE, og, NH579 CV 450.00*

[(273), plate block,] plate 1, UL, VERY
FINE, og  (Unitrade C$300)

580
CV 240.00

*

[(284-288), plate blocks,] collection of plate
blocks, with varying plate numbers and
positions, many four corners. Gen. VERY
FINE, og, NH (Unitrade C$459)

581

CV 370.00

*

[(C4),] 3 pairs, 2 blocks of four, 3 singles,
all VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

582
CV 1,190.00

*

[(302), plate blocks,] plate 1, all four
corners, VERY FINE, og, NH  (Unitrade
C$1200)

583

CV 970.00

*

[(321), plate blocks,] plate 1 & 2, all four
corners, VERY FINE, og, NH (Unitrade
C$400)

584

CV 320.00

*
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[(334), plate blocks,] plate 1 & 2, all four
corners, including plate 1 LL variety, VERY
FINE, og, NH (Unitrade C$374)

585

CV 300.00

*

[(337-342), plate blocks,] collection of plate
blocks, with varying plate numbers and
positions. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH
(Unitrade C$390)

586

CV 315.00

*

[(C1-C2, C4), ]blocks of 4, VERY FINE,
#C1-C2 (three stamps NH), #C4 (two
stamps NH)

587

CV 797.00

*

[(C2), ]block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

588
CV 480.00

*

[(C2), ]block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

589
CV 480.00

*

[(C2), ]block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

590
CV 480.00

*

[(C2), block of four,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

591
CV 500.00

*

[(C3-C4), ]blocks of 4 each, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

592
CV 360.00

*

[(C3),] block of 25. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

593
CV 500.00

*

[(CL2), ]VERY FINE, og, NH594 CV 250.00*

[(CL8), ]pane of 8, VERY FINE, og, NH595 CV 480.00*

[(CL13), ]two blocks of 4 from broken sheet
of 8 including margins, VERY FINE, og, NH
with gum disturbances

596

CV 520.00

*

[(CL15), ]VERY FINE, og597 CV 275.00*

[(CL42P), ]reverse die proof, in black, on
card, EXTREMELY FINE (Unitrade C$450)

598
CV 353.00

PR

[(CLP1), ]tiny pinhole, VERY FINE, og599 CV 1,600.00*

[(CLP2), ]VERY FINE600 CV 500.000

[(E1-E11),] complete Special Deliveries.
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

601
CV 986.00

*

[(E1-E11, E2a),] VERY FINE, og (#E1 &
E2a NH)

602
CV 1,034.00

*

[(E1-E11),] with [\#E2-3 (NH), E4 (pair), E5
(NH), E8 (NH),] etc. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

603

CV 766.00

*0

[(E1), ]F-VF, og, NH604 CV 350.00*

[(F1/J29), PREMIUM MINT SELECTION,
]including [\#F1 (2), F1a, J1, J1c, J4 (2), J9
(block of 16, NH), J14 (plate # block of 4,
NH), ]generally VERY FINE, og, some NH

605

CV 1,750.00

*

[(F1b),] VERY FINE, og606 CV 340.00*

[(MR1-MR7), ]VERY FINE, og, all NH
except #MR5

607
CV 797.00

*

[(MR1-MR7, MR2a, MR3a),] #MR6 is used,
#MR7 NH, F-VF, og

608
CV 594.00

*0

[(MR1-MR7, MR3a), ]VERY FINE, #MR7
NH, MR3a no gum

609
CV 705.00

*

[(MR3, MR5), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH610 CV 240.00*

[(MR5), ]block of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH611 CV 560.00*

[(MR6, MR7, MR7a), ] pairs, VERY FINE,
og

612
CV 765.00

*

[(O1/EO1), plate blocks,] collection of mint,
nearly all NH Officials in plate blocks, in a
small album. These are the issues bearing
the "OHMS" overprint and included [\#O6
(p1, LR), O6 (p2, UR, LR), O7 (p1, four
corners, LL is hinged), O15A (p1, LR), CO1
(p1-2, UL), EO1 (p1, LL, hinged),] among
others. Gen. VERY FINE, og, nearly all are
NH (Unitrade C$1037)

613

CV 835.00

*

[(O11), plate block,] plate 1, UR, VERY
FINE, og, NH  (Unitrade C$525)

614
CV 425.00

*

[(O16/O29), plate blocks,] collection of mint
NH Official plate blocks, running between
1950 and 1953, in an album. Highlights
include [\#O18 (p3, four corners), O19 (p4,
four corners), O19 (p6, LL), O19 (p8, four
corners), O19 (p11, LL),  O21 (p1-2, UL,
LL, LR), O22 (p1, UL, UR, LL), O29 (p18,
four corners),] and others. Gen. VERY
FINE, og, NH  (Unitrade C$875)

615

CV 705.00

*

[(O23), plate blocks,] two each from plates
1 & 2, each UR & LR, VERY FINE, og, NH 
(Unitrade C$800)

616

CV 645.00

*

[(O30/O44), plate blocks,] collection of mint
NH plate blocks from 1952 to 1961, in an
album. Included are many issues with
many different plate numbers, with [\#O30
(P1-2, all four corners), O31 (p1-2, all four
corners), O32 (p1, UR), O39 (p1-4, all four
corners), O40-44 (extensive study),] and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, or better, og, NH 
(Unitrade C$1710)

617

CV 1,380.00

*

[(O38), plate blocks,] plated 1 & 2, all four
corners, VERY FINE, og, NH  (Unitrade
C$520)

618

CV 420.00

*

[(O245),] VERY FINE, og, NH619 CV 275.00*

[(O273),] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH620 CV 150.00*

[(O273), two examples,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

621
CV 300.00

*

CANADA - REVENUES

[van Dam #FCF1, ]stains, strip of 2, VERY
FINE, og, NH (van Dam C$1250)

622
CV 950.00

*

[van Dam #FCF4, ]pair, VERY FINE, og,
NH (van Dam C$160)

623
CV 120.00

*

[(van Dam #FSC13),] F-VF (van Dam
C$1000)

624
CV 745.00

0

CANADA

[CANADA - VERY HIGH QUALITY STOCK
SELECTION] This is a very impressive
selection of several thousand stamps,
contained in a large carton, primarily
covering the 19th century and the first half
of the 20th century organized on a variety
of different mediums: albums pages, stock
pages, glassines, counter-stock cards. The
lot includes hundreds of premium, high
value standouts (just the first two pages of
the sample scanned boast a catalog value
in excess of $10,000!) generally
moderately duplicated, including numerous
minor varieties and other rarities from the
period, including even Law Stamps,
revenue issues, some private mail stamps
and so much more. This is certainly a lot
geared towards resale simply due to
duplication of high value stamps like mint
[\#102 (8), 103 (5),] and many others, but at
the same time inclusion of minor varieties,
couple hundred appealing covers from the
period should make it appealing serious
collectors of Canadian philately in general,
F-VF, mint og, some NH (We scanned only
a sample selection of better more attractive
stamps)

625

SB 25,000.00

*0

626 *0 [CANADA - BEAUTIFUL HIGH QUALITY
HIGHLY COMPLETE COLLECTION] to
1965 in a Lindner hingeless specialty
album. Beyond being highly complete and
loaded with specialty items, the quality is
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excellent with nearly all looking (and most
being) VERY FINE, og, many stamps NH.
A great lot (current Scott Value over
$30,000) SB 8,000.00

[CANADA - HIGH QUALITY, HIGH VALUE
COLLECTION, ]stored nicely in a premium
Scott Specialty album on pages mostly
modified to be hingeless, with no
duplication. The collection features
excellent, high quality 19th century material
followed by highly complete early 20th
century and strong coverage to 1975, and
excellent Back-of-the-book. Loaded with
numerous high quality premium sets and
singles including highlights such as mint
[\#14, ]used [\#4, 7, 8, 11-12, 15, 16-19
(#16 with a few pulled perfs), 20, ]and
much more. We scanned to 1960 to show
you the high quality and value in this
collection. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

627

SB 8,500.00

*0

[CANADA - WONDERFUL MOSTLY MINT
COLLECTION BEGINNING IN 1870 ]and
providing good coverage to 1990. The
collection is housed within a very nice
hingeless White Ace Specialty album, and
begins with nice 19th century material, all
very nice quality including mint [\#35, 71
(NH), 51-55, 58, 85-86, ]and used [\#38,
]followed by excellent early 20th century
material up to 1980, including mint [\#90,
96-101, ]used [\#103, ]and much more. We
scanned up to 1960. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

628

SB 3,000.00

*0

[CANADA - WONDERFUL TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION TO 1985, ]stored in a
like-new pair of hingeless Davo Specialty
albums. The collection begins with
wonderful, high quality first issues followed
by excellent early 20th century, good
Back-of-the-book and numerous booklet
panes. Features many valuable premium
items, including highlights such as used
[\#1, 14, 15, 17, 19, 28a, 40, 51-54, 60,
66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 104-122,
F1-F3, ]and much more. Well worth a
diligent peruse. We scanned to 1960.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

629

SB 3,000.00

*0

630 *0 [CANADA] Very attractive mint and used
selection of well in excess of 4,000 stamps
combining the very early days of Canadian
philately, including some Canadian
Provinces, and going well into the second
half of the 20th century. The selection is in
a variety of different medium at the moment
with some stamps in glassines, on album
pages, stockpages, but once organized in
one dedicated album would turn into a very
representative Canadian collection. Just a
selection of some better stamps that we
organized on stockpages add up to well
over $8,000 in catalogue value including
individual standouts like mint [\#35, 54, 56,
77 (NH), 83, 89 (NH), 116, 119 (NH), 120,
146-148 (NH), 176 (NH block of 4,
creased), 201 (NH), 203 (2 NH), 206 (pair),
209 (NH), 211-216 (2 NH), 249-262, C2
(NH), C2, C4 (NH), E3 (2), E5, E8 (NH),]
used [\#19, 104-122,] and more. This is
only 4 pages out of large carton packed
with all sort of things related to Canadian
philately: covers, souvenir books,
commemorative medals. The lot even
includes a specialized reference book 'The
Stamps Postal History of Vancouver Island
& British Columbia' a collection formed by
Gerald E. Wellburn, the book is beautifully

illustrated and covers tens of very rare and
unusual covers, many stampless and
unique articles - great resource for keen
collectors with serious interest in Canadian
philately. (We only scanned only small
sample selection of better stamps on stock
pages) SB 2,000.00

[CANADA - VERY NICE QUALITY USED
COLLECTION TO 1975] in a pristine White
Ace Specialty album. Highly complete,
hundreds of premium (catalogue value
over $3500).  VERY FINE

631

SB 800.00

0

[CANADA - FANTASTIC, HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored neatly in a well
organized, Scott numbered stockbook. The
selection begins with some beautiful
provincial issues of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island,
followed by extremely impressive, high
quality Canada proper with a high level of
completion from the first Victorian issues to
1950. Light to moderate duplication
throughout. The selection features many of
the most highly desirable sets and singles
of the 19th and early 20th centuries,
including wonderful premium highlights
such as mint New Brunswick [\#6-11, ]and
used [\#1 (2), ]mint Nova Scotia [\#8-12, 11
(inscription pair), ]and used [\#8-13, ]mint
Prince Edward Island [\#10, ]and used [\#4,
]mint Canada [\#21, 34 (block of 4), 35-37,
44, 50-52, 54, 59, 74-80, 82-83, 85-86,
87-88, 89, 90, 91, 94, 90A, 101, 111, 117,
119, 122, 124, 135 (NH), 141-145 (NH),
146-148 (NH), 158-159, ]and used
[\#14-15, 18-19, 23, 24, 26-30, 30b, 34-40,
45, 46, 103, 104-122, 107 (NH block of 8),
123-124, ]and much more. High quality
material throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

632

CA 27,900.00

*0

[CANADA] Stock selection of mainly used
issues, running through the 1940's,
arranged in glassines. Noted are better
later issues like [\#158 (8), 159 (9), 176
(22), 177 (14),] varied Officials, some large
and small Queen heads, a group of
Newfoundland, and much more. Lots to sift
through. Gen. VERY FINE

633

CA 15,000.00

0

[CANADA] Very attractive mostly mint
collection of close to 700 different issues
covering Canadian stamps from 1859 to
the mid 1980s housed in a hingeless
Minkus album. The collection includes
number of premium sets from the turn of
the 19th century that are generally offered
only as individual lots among most notable
standouts like mint [\#50, 51, 52, 54, 66-73,
75, 76, 85-86, 87-88, 89, 90, 91, 96-103,
104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 116, 119, 120,
122, 130, 131-34, 141-45, 146-48, 151,
152, 156, 157, 160-6, 174, 175, 176, 177,
203, 211-16, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62,
268-73, C2, C4, E1, E2, E4, E5, e7-E8,
J6-10,] used [\#14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28,
30, 38, 40, 41-47, 43a, 56, 83, 84, 94, 124,
158,] & more, gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH (We scanned the first 25 pages
only)

634

CA 9,500.00

*0

635 *0 [CANADA - FANTASTIC SELECTION OF
HIGH QUALITY 19TH & EARLY 20TH
]century material neatly organized on APS
auction lot pages, and in a nice Supersafe
hardcover stockbook. The collection
includes excellent definitives and very good
commemoratives from Victoria to George
VI, mostly mint and including many of the
best high values, including very good
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Back-of-the-book. Generally light
duplication throughout. The selection is
packed with high quality premium material,
including beautiful stand-outs like mint
[\#36, 37c, 50, 51-54, 66-69, 68 (NH), 71,
72, 88 (2), 105 (NH), 109 (NH), 117, 119,
122, 125 (NH pair), 126 (paste up pair),
135, 140 (NH), 145 (NH block of 4), 151,
157 (NH), 160 (NH), 171 (NH), 174, 175,
176, 200 (NH), 201, 203, 209, 241-245,
244 (NH), 260-262, 300 (strip of 3), C4,
O26-O27, E1, E5, E7-E8, EO2, O11, ]and
used [\#15 (2), 17, 27a (2), 29a, 28-30,
37b, 38, 40, 46-47, 60, 66-73, 74-84, 95,
122 (block of 6), 149-159, F1d, O26-O27,
]and more. An extremely high quality, well
organized group. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH CA 9,400.00

[CANADA  - FANTASTIC ALL MINT, HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION ]in a nice Scott
Specialty album, with some Newfound and
Nova Scotia as well. Includes mint Canada
[\#21, 35, 58, 74-84 (#83 used), 85 (NH),
86, 87-88, 135, 136-138, 139-140,
141-145, 149-159, 160-161 (NH), 162-177,
178-183, 195-201, 203, 205-207, 209,
211-216, 217-227, 228-230, 241-245
(#243-245 NH), 249-262, 268-273,
278-281, C2 (NH), C4, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5,
E7-E8, EO2, J1-J5, J6-J10, J11-J14,
MR1-MR2, MR3-M4, M5, O1-O4/O6-O10,
O11, O16-O25, O26-O27, ]and used [\#4,
15, 18, 21, 24-25, 27-30, 38, ]and more.
Lovely quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

636

CA 9,150.00

*0

[CANADA - VERY HIGH QUALITY ALL
MINT COLLECTION TO 1967] in a pristine
White Ace Specialty album loaded with
better mint. All VERY FINE, og, many NH
(especially after 1920)

637

CV 8,000.00

*

[CANADA] Small selection of mint and
used sets, singles and more, with some
issues going to 1951, arranged on a couple
of stock pages. Among the better are mint
[\#35-37, 42-43, 45a (reperfed), 85-86,
87-88, 104-15, 117-19, 122, 135, 136,
149-54, 155-56 (3), 157 (2), 158, 174-75,
177, 198, 201, 217-27, 268-73, 302, E2,
MR1-2, MR4,] used [\#47, 96-103, 137,
159,] and others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og

638

CV 4,870.00

*0

[CANADA - EXTREMELY IMPRESSIVE
STOCKBOOK SELECTION, ]stored in a
very nice hardcover King stockbook. The
begins with very good 19th century material
followed by excellent coverage to about
1950 with light to moderate duplication of
most items, including high quality examples
of premium stamps like used [\#15, 38 (2),
39 (2), 47, 54, 158 (2), 159, 177, ]and
more. A wonderful selection for the
specialist or dealer at a fraction of
catalogue value. Generally VERY FINE

639

CA 3,850.00

0

[CANADA - HIGH QUALITY 6 VOLUME
STOCKBOOK SELECTION, ]stored in
binders on well organized, Scott numbered
stock pages. The selection carries a focus
on Elizabethan 20th century issues with
coverage to about 1980, followed by very
good Back-of-the-book, including mint
[\#C4, CO2, E1, ]and more. Both mint and
used high quality and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

640

CA 3,500.00

*0

641 *0 [CANADA - MOSTLY PREMIUM, HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION TO 1950
]beginning with love, high quality 19th

century issues followed by excellent early
20th century and Back-of-the-book,
including good Airmails and more. The
selection is organized neatly and in Scott
order on clean black stock pages. The
value of the collection is predominately in
the extensive premium sets and singles
found throughout, including wonderful
highlights like mint [\#51 (NH), 53 (NH), 56,
87 (NH), 104, 109 (NH), 125, 127, 148,
152, 156, 171, 174 (NH), 175, 200, 203,
209, 226, C2, E2, E3, E4 (2), E8, MR2, J3,
J5, J8, J13-J14, ]and used [\#15 (2), 17 (2),
28, 30, 71, 90A, C2, ]all impressive, high
quality examples and generally VERY FINE
or better, mint og, many NH CA 3,225.00

[CANADA - MOSTLY EARLY 20TH
CENTURY IN A STOCKBOOK, ]including
very good premium material like mint [\#85,
135, ]used [\#14, 15, 18, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29,
38, 39, 47, ]good Airmails and more. Nice
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

642

CV 2,290.00

*0

[CANADA - REGISTERED CANCELS]
Group of more than 80 issues, ranging to
1938, each bearing an "R" in an oval, or a
Registered cancel. Included are better
issues like [\#39, 45-46, 54, 58-59, 70-72,
80-84, 91-95, 99, 102-03, 159, 176-77,]
etc. Good lot for the specialist or the cancel
collector. Gen. VERY FINE

643

CV 1,955.00

0

[CANADA - VIRTUALLY ALL MINT
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION,
]extremely high quality throughout and
stored neatly on clean black stock pages.
The selection features light duplication of
some items, and includes wonderful
Airmails, Officials, Special Deliveries and
more. Premium material found throughout,
including notable stand-outs like mint [\#C1
(NH), C2, C3 (block of 4), C4 (3), E2, E3,
E4, E6, J8-J9, J11-J14, MR1-MR2, ]all high
quality and generally VERY FINE, og,
many NH

644

CA 1,375.00

*

[CANADA - MODERN POSTAGE
SELECTION ]stored in glassines and on
album pages. The selection consists of
postage nearly entirely 32¢ and over, and
carries an overall total face value of
C$1000. Includes singles, souvenir sheets,
cut press sheets, booklets and a small mint
collection mainly covering 1980 to 2000. All
high quality and generally VERY FINE, og,
NH

645

FACE 780.00

*

CANADA & PROVINCES

[CANADA & PROVINCES] Small group of
mint and used classics, arranged on a
stock page. Contained are Newfoundland
mint [\#11A, 15A, 19,] used [\#11A, 15A,
18, 20, 23,] and Canada used [\#4, 17, 19,
24, 25 (2), 27, 28, 30, 30b.] Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

646

CV 2,225.00

*0

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

[(3-5),] VERY FINE, no gum647 CV 2,650.00*

[(3, 4, 12a),] premium selection, most at
least F-VF

648
CV 2,330.00

0

[(5b), ]VERY FINE, partial og649 CV 5,000.00*

[(9),] VERY FINE650 CV 3,000.000

[(20), ]VERY FINE, og651 CV 550.00*

[(31-32), ]VERY FINE, og652 CV 495.00*
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[CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - PREMIUM
COLLECTION] Very impressive collection
of well over 300 mint and used issues with
great attention to the early Triangle issues.
Catalogue value of the collection is in
excess of $37,000 with triangle issues
accounting for 9/10 of the total. This truly a
high quality lot with scores of premium,
high value standouts, F-VF, mint og

653

SB 10,000.00

*0

[CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - LOVELY
SELECTION OF TRIANGLES AND MORE,
]stored neatly in Scott order on a stock
page. The selection includes many
desirable stamps including highlights such
as mint [\#14, 17, 23, 33, 35, 69, ]and used
[\#2, 3a, 5a, 6, 6a, 12, 13, 22, 28, ]generally
F-VF, mint og

654

CA 6,300.00

*0

CAYMAN ISLANDS

[CAYMAN ISLANDS - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored neatly in a
well-organized Scott numbered stockbook.
The selection features excellent early 20th
century, very good Back-of-the-book, and
premium material throughout including high
quality stand-outs like mint [\#6, 100-111,
122-134, 135-149, ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

655

CA 1,150.00

*0

CEYLON

[(13), ]VERY FINE656 CV 1,400.000

[(14-15), ]VERY FINE657 CV 890.000

[(38), ]VERY FINE, og658 CV 260.00*

[CEYLON - OLD TIME COLLECTION OF
HUNDREDS] from a British Auction. F-VF

659
SB 400.00

*0

[CEYLON - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
WITH EXCELLENT PREMIUM ]material
neatly stored in a well-organized
stockbook, with good Back-of-the-book and
light duplication throughout. The selection
begins with very good, high quality 19th
century material followed by excellent early
20th century, including good perforation
varieties, and coverage to about 1970 from
there. Features many wonderful premium
sets and singles, including highlights such
as mint [\#45, 63, 124, 127, 149, 265a,
289-289a, ]and used [\#3, 4, 6A, 11, 25b,
33, 41, 45, 48, 49, 50, 52, 56, 58, 72, 111,
115, 142, 162, 213a, 240a, 243, 254-256,
]and more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

660

CV 6,900.00

*0

COOK ISLANDS

[(243-247 {180}, 247a {50}, 258c
{340},)]620 total souvenir sheets and
complete sheets of individual issues in
sixes, all EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

661

CV 3,530.00

*

CYPRUS

[(15), ]VERY FINE662 CV 500.000

[(26), ]VERY FINE, og663 CV 525.00*

664 * [CYPRUS - DEALER'S SELECTION] An
extensive selection of well over 8,000 mint
never hinged issues from the 1960s all
neatly packed in glassines, where each
glassine would hold 50 or 100 duplicates
be it singles or complete sets. The lot
overall adds up to over $5,500 in catalog
value, includes hundreds upon hundreds of
EUROPA issues like [\#201-203, 297-299,

314-316,] and many others, VERY FINE,
og, NH SB 1,750.00

CYPRUS-TURKISH CYPRIOT POST

[TURKISH NORTHERN CYPRUS - ALL
MINT ALL NH COMPLETE SHEETS,
]stored neatly and chronologically in a mint
sheet file. Many issues are represented by
two to five complete sheets. Includes
complete sheets of [\#8-9, 134-137,
138-141, 142-143, 144-146, 147, 148-149,
151-152, 153-154, 155-156, 157-158, 159,
160-161, 162-165, 166-169, 172-173,
202-203, ]all extremely high quality, pristine
mint sheets and all at least VERY FINE,
og, NH

665

CV 3,500.00

*

FALKLAND ISLANDS

[(84-96), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og666 CV 428.00*

[(84-96), ]VERY FINE, og667 CV 428.00*

[(84-96, 101-102), ]VERY FINE, og668 CV 442.00*

[FALKLAND ISLANDS & DEPENDENCIES
- HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards with very
light duplication throughout. The selection
begins with high quality examples of some
of the first issues followed by a very
impressive, highly complete run to about
1990, including good Dependencies and
Back-of-the-book. Premium sets and
singles are found throughout the selection
including highlights such as mint
[\#103-106, 122-127, 147-148, 150-153,
197-209, 210-222, 227-230, 237-240,
260-274, 387-401, 485-499, 1L14-1L17,
1L19-1L28, 1L48a-1L52a, 2L1-2L8,
3L1-3L8, 4L1-4L8, 5L1-5L8, ]and used
[\#107-116, ]and more. We put a selection
from the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
very high level of quality you can expect
throughout the group. Mostly mint and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

669

CV 5,900.00

*0

FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES

[(1L19-1L33), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og670 CV 240.00*

GHANA

[GHANA] Very nice mint selection of some
900 mint never hinged imperf issues from
the 1960s with many pairs, strips, and
blocks. Large portion of the selection is
focussed on variations of 1964 Olympic
issues. These imperf stamps are priced 3-5
times higher than regular issues in Stanley
Gibbons, but even then that hardly reflects
how scarce these issues are, especially in
large quantities, VERY FINE, og, NH

671

SB 1,500.00

*

[GHANA - IMPERF - SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION OF OVER 400 STAMPS,]
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

672

SB 850.00

*

[GHANA] Collections of mint sets, singles
and souvenir sheets, running to the early
1970's, in a pair of White Ace, along with
some loose material. Included are
stand-outs like [\#186-88 (sheets of 12),]
along with multiples of early overprints,
some blocks of Postage Dues, a small
showing of postal stationery and more.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, much is NH

673

SB 450.00

*

674 * [GHANA - ALL MINT ALL NH 1950'S TO
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1970'S SELECTION] stored in glassines.
This group of hundreds of stamps is highly
complete from the first issues in 1957 to
the 1970's, and also features a highly
complete Back-of-the-book section. Some
of the better items includes [\#250a (8),
263a (21), 268a (8), 277-284] and many
others. We scanned a small portion of
examples included. Gen VERY FINE, og,
NH CV 4,150.00

[GHANA - HIGH QUALITY ALL MINT
SELECTION ]stored and organized neatly
in Scott numbered glassine envelopes and
a stock page that we scanned to illustrate
the very high level of quality you can expect
from the rest of the selection. Highly
complete from the first independent issues
to about 1985 with minor duplication
throughout. Loaded with beautiful, unique
sets and singles including all-mint premium
material such as [\#25-27 (blocks of 4),
48-60/C1-C2, 216-226/C7-C8,
277-284/C9-C10, ]generally VERY FINE,
og, most NH

675

CV 1,150.00

*

[GHANA]  Mint collection of sets and
souvenir sheets, running to 1972, housed
in a Lighthouse hingeless album plus some
stock pages. Noted are better like [\#250a,
263a, 268a, 277-284, 286-300, 318a,] and
many more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

676

CV 670.00

*

GIBRALTAR

[GIBRALTAR] Collection mint and used
issues and later mint sets, mounted on
album pages and in three Year Sets. Good
value is found in the album pages (that's
why we scanned them!), with better like
mint [\#1, 13, 21, 32, 35, 100-03, 113b,]
used [\#12, 27, 36, 41, 43-44, 55, 80, 83,
115b,] plus complete Year Sets for 1991,
1992 & 1993. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, mint og, Year
sets are NH

677

CV 1,320.00

*0

[GIBRALTAR - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]stored and organized neatly
on individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. The selection begins with
lovely early 20th century material followed
by a good coverage to about 2000 with
very light duplication of some items and
nice premium sets, including highlights like
mint [\#631-644, ]and used [\#142-145. ]We
put a selection from the group on a stock
page and scanned it so you can see the
high quality found throughout the selection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

678

CA 600.00

*0

GUYANA

[(2780A, 2913, 2943), ]includes three sets
of [\#2913, ]one of [\#2943, ]and two sets of
[\#2780A, ]all SUPERB, og, NH

679

CV 420.00

*

680 * [GUYANA - HIGH VALUE DEALER'S
SELECTION] Very impressive mint never
hinged selection of roughly 1,500 stamps
with particular focus on the high value
overprints of the 1980s. Overall the
selection boats an impressive catalog
value of over $14,000 and includes such
individual standouts like [\#855, 996 (30),
1382 (30),] & many others. Simply due to
scope and high catalog value, this lot is
much more geared toward dealers looking
for resale potential as duplication levels are
rather uniform throughout. The numerous
issues of and re-issues of 1985-87 Orchid

series command central stage within the
selection as altogether they account for a
significant portion of catalogue value of an
entire lot, VERY FINE, og, NH (Very nice
lot!) SB 3,000.00

[GUYANA -1960'S TO 2000'S SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION] stored in 3 albums
and Scott numbered, this group contains a
comprehensive selection of Guyana's
souvenir sheet postal history. Some of the
better all mint items included are: [\#1873,
2344-2347, 2379, 2380, 2531 (3), 2531 (2),
2438-2439 (4), 2468-2469 (3), 2493-2494,
2744-2749 (3), 2777-2780, 2789-2790 (5),
2841-2842, 2904-2905 (3), 3923-2928,
2977-2978, 2988-2990, 3013-3018, 3027]
and many others. Gen VERY FINE, og,
many NH

681

CV 7,250.00

*

HELIGOLAND

[HELIGOLAND - WONDERFUL
SPECIALIZED COLLECTION OF
THOUSANDS] of stamps, blocks, singles,
mint and used. The nicest specialized
Heligoland collection we've ever offered

682

SB 15,000.00

*

HONG KONG

[(119b), ]with #119 & 119c, F-VF, og683 CV 1,400.00*

[(147-150), ]VERY FINE, og, NH684 CV 200.00*

[(178-179), ]VERY FINE, og685 CV 275.00*

[HONG KONG - MINT MODERN] Beautiful
modern selection of well over hundred
different souvenir and miniature sheets
from the last two decades starting in 1990
and going till 2012. The selection
documents and captures in a very
attractive manner the transition of Hong
Kong from British overseas territory and all
the associated regalia to a Chinese region
embracing the South East Asian imagery.
The lot is very well organized with every
issue in its individual Scott numbered
glassine and duplication levels indicated.
The duplication levels are very uniform
throughout an entire lot with most issues
having 5-10 duplicates, with only couple
sheets running into much higher
duplication. Such uniformity of the lot
should appeal to dealers looking for
breakdown and resale value as relatively
effortlessly the lot could be partitioned into
a dozen of individual lots that covers
souvenir and miniature sheets of the period
in a very comprehensive manner, VERY
FINE, og, NH

686

CA 6,500.00

*

[HONG KONG] Collection of mint and used
issues, with coverage going to the early
2000's, in a binder. Highlights are
numerous with mint [\#36b (strip of three),
91, 134 (block of four), 173, 221-22,
223-24, 225-28, 229-30, 237-38, 244,
253-54, 286-88 (2), 388-403, 464a, 501-04,
651Bp, 885,] used [\#1, 4, 9, 11, 16, 21-22,
27, 31, 47, 47a, 52, 99-100, 103, 164,] and
others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some
NH

687

CV 3,720.00

*0

688 *0 [HONG KONG - HIGH QUALITY STOCK
PAGE SELECTION WITH PREMIUM
]material throughout, including excellent
19th century material followed very good,
high quality early 20th century. The
selection features many high quality and
highly valuable premium sets and singles
including wonderful stand-outs like used
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[\#1, 3, 4, 9 (3), 15a, 17, 33, 34, 55, 117
(3), 166A (block of 4), ]and mint [\#88, 92,
185-191, 388-403, 630-651E. ]A wonderful
group of valuable, desirable material.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og CA 2,000.00

INDIA

[INDIA - 20TH CENTURY] collection of
roughly 1,500 different on stock pages with
virtually no duplication, F-VF

689

SB 600.00

*0

[INDIA - COLLECTION OF ABOUT 4,500
HIGH QUALITY COVERS, ]most of which
are FDCs from the 1950-1976 period,
cacheted & unaddressed. This collection
also includes a group of presentation
folders, and a 10 volume commemorative
book and stamp series issued to
commemorate Nehru's life, all  least VERY
FINE

690

SB 3,000.00

CV

[INDIA] An extensive selection of roughly
4,500 mint and used issues with moderate
duplication neatly organized within a
stockbook in chronological order. The
selection includes great ratio of early period
stamps and thus would sport very high
catalog value, with some issues going all
the way to 1980s, F-VF, mint og

691

SB 850.00

*0

[INDIA-STAMPED ENVELOPES]
Accumulation of about 250 ½ Anna and 1
Anna Stamped envelopes, all used, in a
box. Gen. VERY FINE  (we scanned an
example of each)

692

SB 600.00

CV

[INDIA] An extensive collection of roughly
700 different mint and used issues with
great attention paid to the early period
particularly, while the collection goes on to
the middle of the 20th century and also
includes a large section dedicated to
individual states. The lot is arranged in
Scott catalog order on stock pages and
includes such individual standouts like mint
[\#72, 223-26,] used [\#2, 4, 5, 6, 15, 18,
19C, 20-25, 26-28, 30, 31-35, 36-46,
50-52, 73, 74, 97, 98, 124, 125, 129-34,
150-67,] & more, F-VF, mint og

693

CV 3,100.00

*0

INDIA & STATES

[INDIA & STATES - VERY NICE
COLLECTION OF OVER 2000] mostly
different stamps, mostly [\Convention &
Native States.] Many scarce issues, VERY
FINE

694

SB 1,000.00

*0

[INDIA & STATES- MILITARY BASE
COVERS] 52 covers from various WWII
bases

695

SB 1,000.00

CV

IRELAND

[(96-98), ]VERY FINE, og696 CV 290.00*

[(96-98), ]VERY FINE, og697 CV 290.00*

[(106a, 108a, 111a [2]), ]complete booklet,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH Scott value for
the panes alone)

698

CV 570.00

*

699 0 [IRELAND - VERY NICE HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, ]in a nice Minkus Specialty
Album. The collection begins with good
early Overprint issues and proceeds at a
very high level of completion to 1990. The
selection features many of the most
desirable Irish postal issues including
wonderful highlights such as used [\#3-8,
11, 19-20, 22, 27-28, 32-33, 44-48, 54 (tied
to piece), 70-75, J2-J4, 78b, 94, 96, 98,

105, 106-117, 142-144, 147-148, 149-150,
161-162, ]and more. We scanned to 1960
to show you where the majority of the value
in this collection lies. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE CV 2,150.00

[IRELAND - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with very good earlier 20th
century material and provides strong
coverage to the introduction of the Euro,
with light duplication throughout. Includes
mint [\#72 (NH), 80-82 (2), 99-100 (blocks
of 4), 101-102 (blocks of 4), 121-123,
142-144, 147-148, 153-154, 196-197,
204-205, 561-562, 592-593, J2-J3, ]used
[\#81-82, 150, 162, ]and more. We put
some of the better material on a stock page
and scanned it in order to clearly illustrate
the high level of quality found throughout
the selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

700

CA 2,025.00

*0

[IRELAND - FANTASTICALLY HIGH
QUALITY ALL-MINT COLLECTION
]arranged neatly and chronologically on
very nice stockpages in a nice Safe binder.
The collection includes many lovely
premium issues of Ireland, including
notable highlights such as [\#19-22 (NH),
35 (NH), 65-76, 80-82 (NH), 118-119,
121-123, 161-162, 175-176, 250-265,
290-304, 343-359, C1-C7, ]and much
more. High quality material throughout and
generally VERY FINE

701

CA 1,750.00

*

JAMAICA

[JAMAICA - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION, ]consisting of very
good 19th and early 20th century material,
including Back-of-the-book, followed by
coverage to about 1980. Most items in the
selection are duplicated between five and
ten times. The selection includes many
very good premium sets and singles
including highlights such as mint [\#3, 9,
14, 29, 54, 108, O1a, ]and used [\#5-6,
22a, 45, 53, ]and more, generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

702

CV 2,425.00

*0

MALAYAN STATES

[MALAYSIA & STATES - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored neatly on Scott
numbered stock pages in a stockbook. The
selection begins with very good Selangor,
Sungei Ujong, and Trengganu, followed by
Malaysian issues from about 1960 to 1980,
and good Sabah. including mint Selangor
[\#102-112 (2), ]and used [\#12, ]mint
Sungei Ujong [\#15 (2), ]mint Trengganu
[\#85, 85a, ]mint Sabah [\#1-16, ]and more.
High quality throughout, a lovely selection
sure to appeal to a variety of specialists.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

703

CA 1,835.00

*0

MALDIVE ISLANDS

704 * [MALDIVE ISLANDS - DEALER'S LOT]
Very nice mint never hinged selection of
over 500 souvenir sheets from the second
half of the 20th century housed in individual
Scott numbered glassines. In total the
catalog value of the lot exceeds $5,000!
Considering the fairly uniform levels of
duplication throughout the lot, this selection
would most certainly appeal to dealers
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looking for breakdown and resale potential,
VERY FINE, og, NH (We took just some
individual sample shot and some overview
shot to give better indication of what's in
the package) SB 750.00

[MALDIVE ISLANDS - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]stored neatly in a well
organized stockbook on Scott numbered
stock pages. The selection begins with very
good high quality 19th century material
followed by good coverage from the early
20th century to about 1980 with light
duplication throughout, and good souvenir
sheets. The selection features many lovely
premium sets and singles including
highlights such as used [\#2, 3 (6), 28, ]and
mint [\#13, ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

705

CV 1,950.00

*0

[MALDIVE ISLANDS - HIGH QUALITY ALL
MINT, MOSTLY NH SELECTION ]stored
and organized neatly in Scott numbered
glassines. The selection begins with lovely,
high quality material from the first half of
the 20th century and provides a good level
of coverage to 1990, including wonderful
premium items like [\#172-186, 195-200 (4
sets), ]and more. We put some of the better
material on a stock page and scanned it to
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE, og, most NH

706

CA 1,500.00

*

MALTA

[(4), ]VERY FINE, og707 CV 350.00*

[(49-54/58-62, 51a, 59a, 59b, 59c), ]VERY
FINE, og

708
CV 320.00

*

[MALTA - WONDERFUL HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]stored neatly in a stockbook
on Scott numbered stock pages. The
selection begins with very good Victorian
issues and provides good coverage to
about 1980 with light duplication throughout
and excellent premium material, Including
highlights such as mint [\#3, 3a, 7, 11 (2),
14, 15, 31, 59b, 113, 181, 208-222, ]and
used [\#59, 148-166, ]and more. High
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

709

CA 3,800.00

*0

[MALTA - ALL MINT ALL NH SHEET AND
BLOCK SELECTION, ]beginning in 1957
and running until 1970. All items are neatly
stored in glassine envelopes or on stock
mint sheet pages. Includes many highly
desirable sheets and blocks, including
[\#263-265 (blocks of up to 20), 291
(sheets of 50), J22-J31 (blocks of 50), ]and
more, all pristine and perfect for resale or
collection. All material at least VERY FINE,
og, NH

710

CV 1,130.00

*

MAURITIUS

[(4a),] "genuine, defective", VERY FINE
(1984 BPA Cert)

711
CV 8,000.00

0

[(14), ]FINE712 CV 3,250.000

[(14),] small thin, signed Kohler, F-VF713 CV 2,900.000

[(14Bd),] F-VF714 CV 580.000

[(36), ]VERY FINE, og715 CV 425.00*

[(E3b),] VERY FINE716 CV 800.000

[(14B), ] F-VF717 CV 2,900.000

MESOPOTAMIA

[(N11), block of 4,] one stamp rounded
corner, Scott value for four singles, VERY
FINE

718

CV 8,000.00

0

NAURU

[(436a), 28 sheets of four,] EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

719
CV 1,008.00

*

NEW ZEALAND

[(3), ]VERY FINE720 CV 6,000.000

[(7),] VERY FINE721 CV 825.000

[(10), ]VERY FINE722 CV 2,000.000

[(15),] VERY FINE723 CV 390.000

[NEW ZEALAND - VERY HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored and organized neatly
on individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards, with light duplication and good
Back-of-the-book, including Ross
Dependency. The selection begins with
wonderful, high quality 19th century
material followed by excellent early 20th
century and good coverage to about 2000
after that. The selection features many
lovely premium sets and singles including
notable highlights such as mint [\#133, 198,
199-201 (NH), 258-268, 1075-1079, B7
(NH), J25, OY37-OY42, L5-L8, ]used
[\#119, O49, ]and more. We put a selection
from the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality you can expect from the
entire group. Mostly mint, generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

724

CA 2,325.00

*0

[NEW ZEALAND] Mint collection of sets,
singles and souvenir sheets, running to
1984, in a stockbook. Among the more
notable are [\#165-70, 179-81, 203-16,
229-41, 288-301, 320, 333-52 (2), 404, B2,
B7 (NH), B59a-60a, B61a-62a, B63a-64a,
C1-2, C5,] and others. Gen. VERY FINE, or
better, og, many NH

725

CV 1,665.00

*

NIGERIA

[(80-91), blocks of four,] plus a booklet
pane of four of #80, VERY FINE, og, NH

726
CV 348.00

*

[NIGERIA - BIAFRIA - SELECTION OF
COMPLETE MINT SHEETS] Massive mint
accumulation of complete sheets with total
catalog value of close to $60,000!
Individually the lot includes [\#17-21 (100
sets), 22-25 (1100 sets), 27-30 (100 sets),
30a (600).] Despite the high duplication
levels the lot is very neat and tidy as all the
stamps are in complete sheets, All
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

727

SB 7,500.00

*

[NIGERIA - BIAFRA - SELECTION OF
HUNDREDS OF COMPLETE MINT SETS]
(some imperf) all listed by Scott. All VERY
FINE. og, NH

728

CV 7,825.00

*

NORFOLK ISLAND

729 * [NORFOLK ISLAND - HIGH QUALITY, ALL
MINT, NEARLY ALL NH SELECTION
]stored and organized neatly on Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with the first issues and
provides coverage to about 1990, and
includes lovely premium highlights like mint
[\#1-12, 23-24, 401-416, 550-561A, ]and
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more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to clearly illustrate the high level of
quality you can expect to find throughout
the group. Generally VERY FINE, og,
nearly all NH CA 800.00

NORTH BORNEO

[(35-43), ]Very rare complete sheets of 50.
Scott valued as hinged singles. VERY
FINE, og, NH

730

CV 9,000.00

*

[(35-42), ]Very rare, complete, imperforated
sheets of 50. Scott valued as hinged
singles. VERY FINE, og, NH

731

CV 8,000.00

*

[(35, 36, 38, 42), ]Complete sheets of 50, a
few tones. Scott valued as hinged singles.
VERY FINE, og

732

CV 1,987.00

*

OMAN

[(190C),] short perfs, VERY FINE [[Very
Rare]]

733
CV 2,250.00

0

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

[PAPUA NEW GUINEA - HIGH QUALITY
MOSTLY MINT SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards, with light
duplication throughout. The selection
features many lovely complete sets and
singles, including better like mint
[\#265-279, 365-368 (blocks of 4), ]and
more. We scanned a stock page with an
example of the high quality material found
throughout this selection. All very high
quality and generally VERY FINE, mint og,
most NH

734

CV 875.00

*0

PITCAIRN ISLANDS

[PITCAIRN ISLANDS - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]in a stockbook, featuring an
excellent spread of material from the early
20th century, including good issues of King
George VI and Elizabeth II. The selection
features wonderfully high quality material
throughout, including some blocks and
including premium items such as mint [\#4
(complete sheet of 60), 13-16, 29-30
(blocks of 3), ]generally VERY FINE, mint
og, most NH

735

CA 800.00

*0

RHODESIA

[(18), ]FINE, og736 CV 1,775.00*

ST. LUCIA

[ST. LUCIA - BLOCK AND SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION, 1960 TO 1970, ]and
stored neatly in a mint sheet file. Moderate
to heavy duplication throughout, including
better, making this perfect for resale. The
selection includes [\#215-225 (complete
sheets of 100, some partial), 277a (sheets
of 10 triptychs each), C1 (17 sheets of 50),
C1 (imperf, 36 partial sheets of 25), ]all in
wonderful condition and at least VERY
FINE, og, NH

737

CV 13,000.00

*

738 * [ST. LUCIA - HIGH QUALITY ALL MINT &
MOSTLY NH SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly in Scott numbered
glassines envelopes. The selection begins
with nice, high quality early 20th century
material and provides coverage to about
1980 with light duplication throughout.

Includes wonderful all mint highlights such
as [\#49, 91-94, 157-169, ]and more. We
put some of the better items on a stock
page and scanned in order to illustrate the
high level of quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE, og, most
NH CA 825.00

ST. VINCENT

[(51), ]VERY FINE, og739 CV 225.00*

[ST. VINCENT] Selection of just over 225
mint Specimen issues, usually in complete
sets, for both St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, arranged on stock pages.
Included are some of the later larger sets,
such as the Grenadines Bird and Egg
issues and the Shell issues, plus the St.
Vincent East Caribbean Currency series
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

740

CV 0.00

SP

[ST. VINCENT - 19TH TO 20TH
CENTURY HIGH QUALITY SELECTION]
stored in a stock book. This group contains
many of the earlier issues starting from the
1860's all the way up to the 1980's. Some
of the better items include [\#1 (2), 6, 7 (2),
12 (2), 15 (10), 35 (3, 2 mint), 37 (2), 40,
42, 52, 60, 76, 93 (7)] and many others.
Gen VERY FINE

741

CA 4,450.00

*0

[ST.VINCENT - MINT MODERN STOCK]
Modern mint never hinged selection of
close to 1,500 stamps with catalog value
well in excess of $2,500 arranged on
stockpages. The se4lection includes
moderate to heavy duplication and an array
of specialty varieties like imperforate
stamps, specimen, gutter pairs and many
others philatelic oddities. Very nice mint
modern lot that should appeal to collectors
as well as dealers, VERY FINE, og, NH

742

CA 2,600.00

*

[ST. VINCENT] Mint collection of sets,
singles, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, with
coverage to 1980, in a specialty album for
St. Vincent and a similar specialty album
for Grenadines. Noted are better St.
Vincent like [\#186-97, 226-40, 279-94,
379-81, 407-25, 472-74,] and Grenadines
like [\#133-52,] and many more. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, NH

743

CV 560.00

*

ST VINCENT GRENADINES

[ST. VINCENT & ST. VINCENT
GRENADINES - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY ALL-MINT SELECTION ]stored
neatly on individually Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards, with very little
duplication. The selection features a lovely
variety of material from both St. Vincent
and St. Vincent Grenadines, including
lovely premium sets like St. Vincent
[\#279-294, ]Union Island [\#13-60,
109-125, ]Very high quality material
throughout and generally VERY FINE or
better, og, most NH

744

CA 810.00

*

SAMOA

[(1-8), ]F-VF, og745 CV 3,750.00*

SIERRA LEONE

[(8), ]VERY FINE, og746 CV 425.00*

TANZANIA

747 * [TANZANIA] Mint stock of souvenir sheets
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and sheetlets, from 1985 to 1987, in a box. 
Noted are [\#269a (70), 274a (20), 306 (73
sheets of eight), 309a (94), 322a (74), &
336a (126).]  Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH CV 890.00

TONGA

[TONGA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]stored and organized neatly on Scott
numbered stock pages with light
duplication throughout. The selection
features excellent first issues followed by
very good coverage to about 1985,
including lovely premium material like mint
[\#3, 5, 7 (2), 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 20 (2), 24,
25 (3), 26, 27, 33-35, 35a, 48, 51 (2), 52
(2), 68, ]and used [\#15, 50 (3), 52, ]and
more. Very high quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

748

CV 3,750.00

*0

[TONGA] Interesting collection of mostly
mint sets and singles, running to 1980, on
stock pages, in a binder. Noted are many
of the self-adhesive sets from the period,
with standouts like [\#29, 41 (2), 45, 47-49,
50 (2), 51-52, 100-13, 372-76 & C189-93 &
CO105-07, 377-81 & C194-98 &
CO108-10, 392-96 & C209-13 &
CO117-19, 407-11 & C224-28 &
CO126-28, 412-18 & C229-38, O2-5,] used
[\#18, 20, 24, 53,] and others. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better, mint og, most are NH

749

CV 1,690.00

*0

TRINIDAD

[(1), ]block of 4, Scott valued as 4 singles,
EXTREMELY FINE, og

750
CV 800.00

*

[(16), ]VERY FINE751 CV 525.000

[(20a),] VERY FINE, og752 CV 3,500.00*

TRUCIAL STATES

[TRUCIAL STATES] Wonderful sheet and
Souvenir sheets selection of 4150 mostly
different stamps. Huge original lot. VERY
FINE, og, NH

753

SB 3,000.00

TUVALU

[TUVALU] The selection features many
wonderful complete sets, including
interesting highlights like mint [\#183-195
(gutter pairs), ]and more. We put a
selection from the overall group on to a
stock page and scanned it in order to
accurately illustrate the high level of quality
you can expect to find throughout the
overall group. All mint and generally VERY
FINE, og, virtually all NH

754

CA 950.00

*0

UGANDA

[UGANDA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
ON STOCK PAGES, ]organized by Scott
number. Includes some Tuvalu. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

755

CA 775.00

*0

ZANZIBAR

[ZANZIBAR - MOSTLY MINT MANY NH
SELECTION] stored on stock pages and
Scott numbered glassines, this group
contains many blocks. Some of the better
issues include mint: [\#26, 30, 34, 52, 194,
214-217 (14), 214-217 (3 blocks of 4)] and
used [\#16, 90] and many more. Gen VERY
FINE, most og, many NH

756

CA 2,389.00

*0

BRITISH EMPIRE-OMNIBUS

[PRINCE CHARLES & PRINCESS DIANA]
Six stock books full of mint and used
issues relating to the lives of Prince
Charles and Princess Diana, in a carton.
Included are sets, souvenir sheets and
booklets commemorating the Royal
Wedding, Diana's 21st Birthday and the
Birth of Prince William. Specimens,
overprints, imperfs, and blocks of four are
also found. Gen. VERY FINE, or better,
mint og, NH

757

SB 1,000.00

*

[BRITISH EMPIRE - OMNIBUS] An
extensive collection of over 500 different
mint never hinged common design issues
from around the vast British
Commonwealth commemorating Wedding
of Princess Anne, Captain  Cook, 80th
Birthday of Queen Mother, Queen
Elizabeth's Coronation, and 1977 Silver
Jubilee. Stamps related to every topic are
housed in a dedicated album and the lot
also includes close to a hundred first day
covers complimenting the stamps, VERY
FINE, og, NH

758

SB 550.00

*

BRITISH EMPIRE

[VARIED COLLECTIONS] covering many
corners of the Commonwealth, in albums,
stockbooks and the like, in three cartons.
Included are better area collections with
Middle East like Oman mint [\#1-15, O1-10
(2),] Qatar [\#37-41, 53-60, 61-68, 91-98,
102B,] Kuwait [\#82-83, 117-19, 120-28,
140-52,] used [\#71,] and more; India used
[\#5 (2), 97-98, 124-25,] plus lots of
coverage from Indian States, along with
Ceylon and Nepal; British Africa with
German East Africa mint [\#N101-05,] used
[\#N116, N118,] Mauritius [\#124, 125,]
Tanganyika [\#24 (2), 25,] mint [\#45-56,]
Kenya, Uganda, Nyasaland, Rhodesia &
Nyasaland mint [\#141-55, 158-71,] KUT,
and other. Also noted is Great Britain with
mint [\#118-21, 126, 210-20, 249-51A,
267-68, 275 (2), 286-89,] used [\#96,
120-21, 126, 136-37, 138 (2), 139, 222-24,]
Canada [\#94, OX1,] mint [\#203 (block of
four), 209 (block of four), O261, O272 (2),
O273, OC1 (NH), OX4,] some Australia,
New Zealand, and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

759

SB 8,500.00

*0

[BRITISH EMPIRE] An extensive mint and
used stock accumulation of close to 5,000
issues form all over the vast British empire
housed in a two stock books separated by
country. The lot covers a very diverse
geographical area from Australia to
Uganda. generally the duplication levels
are low to moderate and since all the
duplicates are neatly grouped together the
numbers are very manageable. While
geographically this is a very diverse lot time
wise the lot is strongly focused on the 19th
century and goes only couple of decades
into the 20th century. This is a very diverse
lot with prominent sections from Hong
Kong, British Honduras and India (with
individual states) just to mention a few,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We scanned
only one volume roughly half of the lot to
give you a better idea of the lot)

760

SB 5,000.00

*0

761 *0 [GREAT BRITAIN] Beautiful and very
comprehensive collection of close to 1,500
different issues covering the long history of
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British philately in great detail with bulk of
the value coming from the late 19th and
early 20th century sections. Among many
better issues some of the most notable
highlights include mint [\#133, 138, 171,
203-204, 267-68, 275, 287, 288, 317-33,
371-74,] used [\#1-2 (both with red Maltese
Cross cancels), 4 (3), 8 (2), 11, 15, 19, 25,
26, 27-28, 34, 37-42, 43, 48, 53, 54, 59, 61,
62, 67, 80, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 96, 99, 100,
102, 103, 104, 107, 108, 108b, 117, 120,
121, 122, 136, 137, 139, 173-75,] & many
others. This is an extensive early period
British philatelic study with numerous
issues duplicated to include different plate
numbers etc. Perfect lot for a serious
collector of British philately, F-FV (20th
century gen. VERY FINE), mint og (We
scanned the first 25 pages going into the
1960s only, roughly 1/4 of the album) SB 5,000.00

[BRITISH EMPIRE] High quality collection
of close to 500 virtually all mint different
issues from around the vast British empire,
anchored by a very attractive Canadian &
Newfoundland subsections with plenty of
premium standouts from the 19th century
including Jubilee issues and many others.
This is a very attractive collection with very
ratio of premium content, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og

762

SB 4,000.00

*0

[BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION] of over 1,500 mint and used
issues from all over the vast world of British
Commonwealth. The selection includes
hundreds of 19th century, especially from
British Africa, but by far the bulk of the
value comes from the issues covering the
first half of the 20th century. Overall huge
catalog value and very low levels of
duplication should appeal to collectors and
dealers alike, F-VF or better, mint og

763

SB 3,000.00

*0

[GREAT BRITAIN - ROYAL FAMILY] An
attractive mint collection of couple hundred
complete sets, including many sets in
miniature sheets as well as singles,
souvenir sheets celebrating the Royal
Family of Great Britain through common
design issues from all over the expansive
Commonwealth. The lot is housed in six
albums with three dedicated to Royal
wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer, two volumes covering the 25th
anniversary of coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II, and one album with slipcase
dedicated to the 80th birthday of Queen
Elizabeth The Queen Mother, VERY FINE,
og, NH

764

SB 500.00

*

765 *0 [BRITISH COLONIES - HIGH QUALITY
THREE ALBUM COLLECTION] one of
which is Canada. This expansive group
covers much of the British commonwealth
such as; Antigua [\#84-95, 107-121,
167-182, 241-257] Bahamas [\#65-69,
92-95, 185-200, 252-266] Barbados [96,
186-189, 216-227, J1-J3] Bermuda [\#6,
175-191, 238-254, 255-271] Canada used
[\#27, 30, 54, 82, 94, 99, 100, 124, 136,
158, 159, 177] and mint [\#50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 56-60, 85-86, 88 , 96-103, 104-122,
135, 136-138, 139-140, 145, 146-148,
149-159, 162-177, 178-193, 203, 205-207,
209, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273,
C2, C4, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, EO2, O1-O10,
O16-O25] Cayman Islands [\#153-167]
Dominica [\#115, 268-286] Falkland Islands
[\#122-127, 128-142, 166-179, 2L1-2L8,
3L1-3L8, 4L1-4L8, 5L1-5L8] Grenada

[\#114-123] Jamaica used [\#41, M
116-128] Leeward [\#96-99, 159-175] St.
Kitts-Nevis [\#145-160] St. Vincent
[\#226-240] South Georgia [\#1-16]
Trinidad & Tobago [\#MR9] and Virgin
Islands [\#115-127, 128-139, 144-158] and
many more. Gen VERY FINE CV 14,000.00

[BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
GLOBAL SELECTION ]of British
Commonwealth issues stored and
organized neatly within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards, with light
duplication of some material. including
used Great Britain [\#42, 43, 49, 51, 61, 62,
67, 82, 84, 117, 120, 125-126, 136, 137,
138, 175, 275, 286-289, O3, O36, ]mint
Cayman Islands [\#85-93, 135-145,
452-462, ]and mint [\#249, ]mint Ceylon
[\#65, ]and used [\#23, 26, 142, ]mint
Christmas Island [\#162-173, ]mint Cocos
Islands [\#1-6, 87-102 (gutter pairs), ]mint
Aitutaki [\#34-47, ]mint Cook Islands
[\#406-407, 1095-1106, O32-O40, ]mint
Cyprus [\#244-246, 262-264, ]and used
[\#11, ]mint Dominica [\#15, 18, 67, ]mint
Hong Kong [\#36D, 168-173, 231-233, ]and
used [\#47, 52, 166, 166A, 166A (block of
4), 217, 284-288, 325-326, 402 (pair), 403,
504, ]mint Ireland [\#767-793, ]mint
Ascension [\#924-935, 1067-1078, ]used
Bermuda [\#128, ]and mint [\#128b, ]mint
Canada [\#104 (NH), ]and used [\#37b, 47,
]used Australia [\#18, ]and mint [\#141,
149, 117 (NH pair), 179, ]and more. We put
a selection of the material on a stock page
and scanned it in order to accurately
illustrate the high quality found throughout
the overall group. Mostly mint. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

766

CA 10,350.00

*0

[BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS ]of different
stamps from throughout the empire, stored
neatly on Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with light duplication of some items.
The selection features excellent material
from Colonies and Great Britain Proper,
including premium sets and singles like
mint Aden [\#8, 29-40, ]mint Antigua
[\#167-182, ]and used [\#13, ]mint
Ascension [\#48-49, ]and used [\#13-14,
34, ]mint Bahrain [\#96-98 (NH), ]mint
Barbados [\#216-227, 245-246, ]and used
[\#15, 17, 52-53, ]mint Barbuda [\#12-28,
113-129/128a, 170-187, ]mint
Bechuanaland Protectorate [\#165 (NH),
]mint British Honduras [\#58, ]mint Cayman
Islands [\#26, ]used Ceylon [\#56, ]and mint
[\#142, ]mint Cook Islands [\#1-2, ]and
used [\#91-37, ]mint Gibraltar [\#109, 110a,
111a, ]mint Jamaica [\#26 (block of 4), 52,
90-96, ]and used [\#87, ]mint New Zealand
[\#133, ]used Hong Kong [\#214-217, 288,
504, ]and much more. We put a selection
from the overall group on stock pages and
scanned them in order to illustrate the
wonderful quality and variety found
throughout the group. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, most mint NH

767

CA 7,500.00

*0

768 *0 [BRITISH EMPIRE - PREMIUM
SELECTION ]stored neatly on clean black
stock pages. The selection features lots of
good material from highly desirable areas,
generally very high quality, including
highlights such as mint Great Britain
[\#286-289, J3, ]and used [\#1 (4), 5, 18, 53
(revenue cancel), 80, 82, 96, 140, 173,
222-224, 289, ]mint Gilbert & Ellice Islands
[\#61-72, ]mint Tuvalu [\#1-15, (NH), 23-37
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(NH), ]used South Africa [\#64, ]used
Singapore [\#822-824, ]mint Pitcairn
Islands [\#20-30, ]mint New Zealand
[\#132, 135-139, ]and used [\#12d, C1-C3,
]used Mauritius [\#56, ]mint Jamaica [\#86,
]used Grenada [\#8a, ]mint Hong Kong
[\#151-153 (NH), ]and used [\#127, ]and
used St. Vincent [\#116. ]A wonderful group
of all-better sets and singles from
throughout the Empire. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH CA 5,675.00

[ALL MINT ALL NH BRITISH EMPIRE
SOUVENIR SHEETS, ]stored and
organized in a mint sheet file. The selection
includes features very good British Africa,
and most items are duplicated ten times,
making this group perfect for resale.
Includes many better sheets, including
Ghana [\#179-185 (sheets of 30 each,
imperf), 236-239 (imperf sheets of 30
each), ]Nigeria [\#143-144 (sheets of 12),
]Biafra [\#27-30 (sheets of 50), ]and
Swaziland [\#142a (sheets of 5 strips
each), ]and more, all VERY FINE, og, NH

769

CV 5,120.00

*

[BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
STOCK CARD SELECTION ]spanning the
globe, with each area generally beginning
with the first issues and including good
19th and early 20th century. The selection
is stored and organized neatly on Scott
numbered dealer stock cards, and includes
highlights such as mint Leeward Islands
[\#114 (NH), ]mint Malawi [\#51 (NH),
]Nigeria [\#59, ]used [\#30, 34-37, ]mint
Malaya [\#J17 (NH), ]mint Tuvalu [\#1-15,
23-37, ]used Orange River Colony [\#73,
]used Labuan [\#33-39, 88, ]used Lagos
[\#32, ]used Turks Island [\#4, ]mint Virgin
Islands [\#4 (NH), 206-222, ]and used [\#1,
2, ]used Norfolk Island [\#406-416, ]mint
Wallis & Futuna [\#182-185 (NH), ]mint
Zanzibar [\#214-217, 225 (NH), ]and more,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, most mint
NH

770

CA 3,320.00

*0

GENERAL FOREIGN

AFGHANISTAN

[AFGHANISTAN - ALL MINT ALL NH
DUPLICATED SOUVENIR SHEET
SELECTION ]of well over 500 souvenir
sheets, stored neatly in glassine envelopes
and on a stock page. The selection begins
with the first Afghani souvenir sheet issued,
[\#470-471 (imperf souvenir sheet with
inverted colors, footnoted in Scott), ]and
continues with many lovely, not-often seen
imperforate souvenir sheets, like
[\#476-477, 483a, 492-493 (footnote imperf
souvenir sheet), ]all pristine. An excellent
opportunity for resale.  All EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

771

CA 3,500.00

*

[AFGHANISTAN] Stock selection of
roughly 200 different mint issues from the
1960s and 70s in Scott numbered
glassines. The selection is heavily
duplicated with many issues having 20-30
duplicates and includes such standouts like
[\#622-23 (12 imperf sets),] & more, gen.
VERY FINE, og, NH

772

CV 2,700.00

*

ALBANIA

[(41-46), ]VERY FINE773 CV 515.000

[(41-46), ]VERY FINE774 CV 515.000

[(41-46), ]VERY FINE775 CV 510.000

[(120-124), ]VERY FINE, og776 CV 744.00*

[(200var, perf 11; MI 154B),] €50 perf
stamp, sheet of 100 (€5,000), VERY FINE,
og, NH

777

CV 6,250.00

*

[(200var, perf 11; MI 154B),] €50 perf
stamp, sheet of 100 (€5,000), VERY FINE,
og, NH

778

CV 6,250.00

*

[ALBANIA - THREE STOCKBOOKS
FILLED WITH MANY PREMIUM ITEMS,
]including mint and used, highly duplicated
with quite a few gems. Many better
including [\#2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 18 (inverted
overprint), 20a, 21-26, 23, 27-33, 29,
41-46, 47-52, 54-61, 88, 91-97, 98-104,
105, 120-124, 125-128, 131, 132, 158-162,
164-170, 171-177, 210-217, 218-226,
227-237, 332-344, 345-353, 367-372,
395-402, 589-591, 604, 613-615, 635-638,
660-663, 697-700, 1327c, 1603, B1-B4,
B5-B8, B28-B33, B34-B37, C1-C7,
C8-C14, C15-C21, C19, C29-C35,
C36-C42, C74, J1-J5, J8-J9, J10-J13,
]generally VERY FINE, og, many NH

779

CV 28,600.00

*0

[ALBANIA - DEALER'S LOT] Thousands of
stamps primarily from the 1960s separated
by issue in glassines. All of the stamps are
philatelically cancelled. General
composition of the lot is in large blocks and
even complete sheets of 50. This is an
extensive selection with catalog value
adding to well over $4,000 and thus would
mostly appeal to dealers, VERY FINE

780

SB 900.00

0

[ALBANIA] An extensive used stock
accumulation of close to 5,000 stamps
covering the period from the late 1950s to
1970 all neatly arranged in Scott catalogue
order in Scott numbered glassines. The lot
covers the period in a comprehensive and
continuous manner with generally high
duplication levels and including standouts
like [\#754-63 (imperf),] & other, VERY
FINE

781

CA 2,400.00

*0

ARGENTINA

[ARGENTINA] Very attractive selection of
close to 8,000 mint and used issues
moderate well controlled duplication
throughout. The selection is neatly
organized on stock pages in chronological
order and covers a period from the very
first issues in 1858 under the banner of
Argentine Confederation going well into the
second half of the 20th century.
Considering that the focus of a century long
selection is firmly on the early period, first
three pages containing some 1,500 stamps
are exclusively from the 19th century,
overall catalog value of the lot would be
very high, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

782

SB 1,000.00

*0

AUSTRIA

[(1/33),] specialists selection. VERY FINE783 CV 1,200.00*0

[(576, 578-582, 588-589, 591-595, 597,
609),] premium collection of better stamps
mostly in blocks and strips housed in stock
pages, all are EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

784

CV 2,748.00

*

[(P1, P1c),] F-VF, og785 CV 775.00*

786 0 [AUSTRIA-VERY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION TO 1970 in three pristine 
Schaubek hingeless specialty albums.
Begins with #1-2 and then has nearly all he
better Semi Postal sets VF-XF used
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including the WIPA. Lovely first quality
collection for further expansion or profitable
break up SB 2,500.00

[AUSTRIA - ACCUMULATION OF OVER
10,000 MINT AND USED] stamps stored
on stock pages and in glassines. This
hodgepodge group begins with the first
issues through better 20th century,
semi-postals, dues, occupations, offices
abroad and Bosnia. Loaded with surprises
and tremendous catalogue value.

787

SB 2,000.00

*0

[AUSTRIA - BEAUTIFUL HIGH QUALITY
NEARLY ALL MINT COLLECTION FROM
1860 TO 1970, ]housed within a lovely,
pristine Scott Specialty album with a slip
case, that alone would retail over $250.
The collection features excellent, high
quality 19th century material followed very
good early and mid-20th century, and very
good Back-of-the-book without duplication.
Includes many wonderful premium sets and
singles like mint [\#128-141, ]used
[\#12-13, ]and more. We scanned a
selection to illustrate the wonderful quality
throughout. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH

788

SB 1,250.00

*0

[AUSTRIA] An extensive lot covering
Austrian philately in great detail with over a
thousand different mint and used issues. At
the core of the lot is a very well filled
hingeless Minkus album covering the
Austrian philately from its early days to
1980 including better like mint [\#B245-51,
C32-46,] used [\#6-7, 12-13, C57-59,] and
many others. The lot also includes rather
large collateral accumulation of related
material housed in a Lighthouse album as
well hundreds of glassines in several
boxes, gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH
(we scanned the first 25 pages of the
Minkus album only)

789

SB 800.00

[AUSTRIA] Very nice selection of over
2,000 virtually all mint never hinged stamps
(roughly 4/5 of the lot value comes from
complete never hinged blocks of 10
modern stamps) covering the period from
the early 1960s going to late 1980s. The
selection includes practically every sub
section of Austrian philately be it regular
Commemorative issues, Semi-postal,
Postage Dues and much more. The
catalog value of the lot would be well in
excess of $1,200 and it should certainly
appeal to collectors of modern
Austria/Europe as well as dealers looking
for resale potential since duplication is very
uniform - over 150 blocks of modern
stamps from the late 1980s in blocks of ten!
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, most NH (We
took only sample photos to give better idea
of the contents)

790

SB 400.00

*0

[AUSTRIA - WONDERFUL, HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION FROM 1850 ]to
about 1980 stored nicely in a
well-organized stockbook, with light
duplication throughout. The selection
features wonderful, high quality 19th
century material followed by excellent early
20th century and much more, including
exciting premium material like used [\#1
(2), 2 (2), 1d-5e, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 18, 32b,
33, 46, 64-65, 160-163, 164-167, ]and mint
[\#32, 82, 143, 144, ]and more. High quality
throughout, and generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

791

CA 5,000.00

*0

792 *0 [AUSTRIA - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY

MOSTLY BACK-OF-THE-BOOK
SELECTION ]stored and organized neatly
in a well organized pair of Scott numbered
stockbooks. The first stockbook provides
coverage of Austria's regular issues from
about 1985 to 1995, but the real value is in
the second volume, which contains all
phases of Austrian Back-of-the-book, high
quality and generally duplicated about ten
times. Excellent Semi-postals, Airmails,
Postage Dues, Newspaper Stamps, Offices
Abroad and more. Includes a huge amount
of better material including highlights such
as mint [\#B140, C59, ]and used
[\#B50-B56, B66-B70, B87-B90, B131, C57
(2), C59 (4), J9, P1 (3), P6, P14a, ]and
more. We scanned the second volume to
give you a clear picture of the high value
found within. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH CV 4,200.00

[AUSTRIA - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
STOCK CARD SELECTION OF OVER
2,000 ]different stamps, stored and
organized neatly on dealer stock cards and
stock pages, which we scanned to give you
an idea of the very high level of quality
found throughout this group. The selection
begins with wonderful 19th century material
continuing nicely into the early 20th
century, and provides good coverage from
there to 1990 with little duplication.
Excellent Back-of-the-book, including
Occupations, Offices Abroad, and
Lombardy-Venetia. Loaded with premium
sets and singles including stand-outs like
mint [\#496-499, 552, 595, 599-603,
958-976, B50-B56, B57-B65, B245-B251,
B260-B263, B264-B267, ]and used [\#1,
12, 20-21, 22-25, 62-64, 326-339, 379,
416, 520-556, B50-B56, B245-B251, C29,
]used Offices in the Turkish Empire [\#7D,
]and used Lombardy-Venetia [\#4f, 5-6,
10a, 11, 17, 23, ]generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

793

CV 3,675.00

*0

[AUSTRIA - HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY
MINT SELECTION ]beginning with lovely
early 20th century material followed by
strong coverage to about 2000. Each item
in the selection is housed within individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards, and
the selection includes excellent premium
sets and singles like mint [\#101a, 104a,
499, 536, 595, 599-603, B50-B56, B57-B65
(2), B264-B267, ]and used [\#64, ]and
more. Very high quality throughout with
light duplication and generally VERY FINE,
mint og, most NH

794

CA 2,160.00

*0

[AUSTRIA]  Accumulation of many
hundreds of mostly used issues, some in
stock quantities, with some going to 2007,
in glassines and a binder.  Included are
regulars and commemoratives, some
semi-postals and others, with the two 1949
UPU labels for Airmail and Aerogram
(Michel €50 each), and the 2007 100 Year
Boy Scout Anniversary souvenir sheet. 
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some are NH

795

CV 550.00

*0

AUSTRIA LOMBARDY-VENETIA

[(8),] F-VF, regummed796 CV 4,500.00*

BELGIUM

[(23-26b),] F-VF, og797 CV 610.00*

[(54), ]VERY FINE, og798 CV 750.00*
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[(124-137), ]5 fr. mint & used,
EXTREMELY FINE

799
CV 747.00

0

[(170a, 171), ]VERY FINE, og800 CV 340.00*

[474a, 474b, booklet,] 474a(10), 474b(10) 
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (We scanned
sample)

801

CV 430.00

*

[(B513a), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH802 CV 425.00*

[(Q341-Q342), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH803 CV 475.00*

[(Q343-Q361B), ]VERY FINE, og804 CV 407.00*

[BELGIUM - HUGE SELECTION OF OVER
10,000 ]mostly different stamps in a well
organized stockbook, from the first issues
onward to about 1980. Excellent selection
of material, great premium sets and singles
at a fraction of catalogue value. All at least
F-VF, mint og, some NH

805

SB 1,500.00

*0

[BELGIUM] Specialized study of mainly
used imperf issues from 1851 to 1861, on
large pages. Included are [\#6 (six pairs), 7
(strip of three), 8 (8), 9 (3), 10 (three pairs),
11 (three pairs), 12 (19),] mint [\#9 (2 no
gum), 10 (3 no gum),] and more. Attention
is also paid to Numerical Cancels, which
annotation that identifies the city
corresponding to the number. Catalog
value is about $6865. Gen. VERY FINE

806

SB 1,000.00

0

[BEYOND WAFFLES - A JOURNEY
THROUGH 101 YEARS OF BELGIAN
PHILATELY, ]beginning with very high
quality material from 1849 and continuing
to 1950 at a very high level of completion.
Most items in this selection are duplicated
between five and fifteen times, creating
excellent opportunities for the specialist
and the dealer alike. The selection contains
many of the best, most uncommonly found
Belgian postal issues, including amazing
highlights like mint [\#10 (2), 11, 16, 18, 23,
24a-26b, 42, 90-91, 92-102, 185-190,
212-215, 251-253 (NH), ]used [\#1 (6), 3, 4,
5, 8 (11), 9 (9), 22 (15), 39 (roller cancel),
74, 82-91, ]and much more. Beautiful
material throughout this impressive
selection, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

807

CA 17,900.00

*0

[BELGIUM] Excellent mint & used stock of
premium Semi-postals with stand outs like
mint [\#B460-61, B468-76, B480-84,
B485-91, B495-97 (2), B498-502 (2),
B503-10 (2),] used [\#B485-91, B503-10
(34),] & more, VERY FINE, mint og, most
NH

808

CV 2,235.00

*0

[BELGIUM - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored neatly on individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection features minimal duplication, and
very good Back-of-the-book. The selection
begins with good high quality 19th century
material followed by a strong run to about
1980, and features very good premium
items including mint [\#446-450,
B170-B177 (NH), B606-B610, Q263-Q266
(NH), ]and used [\#4, B250-B255,
B460-B461, B510 (pair), C5, ]and more.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

809

CA 900.00

*0

BELGIAN CONGO

[(11), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og810 CV 1,350.00*

[(B1-B9), ]VERY FINE, og, NH811 CV 510.00*

812 *0 [BELGIAN CONGO & RWANDA] Very
attractive mostly mint collection of close to
2,500 stamps covering the early period

Belgian Congo stamps and going well into
the post colonial period and Rwanda
stamps of the 1980s.  The selection is
moderately duplicated and organized in a
chronological order on stockpages. The
selection includes an attractive array of
back-of-the-book issues and would
certainly enhance Belgian Congo or
Rwanda collections, all F-VF or better, mint
og, many NH SB 400.00

BURUNDI

[(C17-C23),] 25 each of the Souvenir
Sheets with the 4 centers, 100 sheets in all.
VERY FINE, og, NH (estimated Michel
value €600)

813

CV 650.00

*

[BURUNDI - MINT DEALER'S
SELECTION] Very nice mint never hinged
accumulation of roughly 8,000 stamps
primarily from the 1960s, all separated by
issues and fairly uniformly duplicated, in
most sets include 50 copies. Overall the lot
adds up to over $5,000 in catalog value
and includes a plethora of higher value
imperf sets among notable better like
[\#25-33 (Imperf, 50), 45-46 (50), 47-50
(Imperf, 50), 101-110 (400), 101-110
(Imperf, 50), 134-140 (50),] & others, VERY
FINE, og, NH

814

SB 1,500.00

*

[BURUNDI - MOSTLY MINT, HIGH
QUALITY BACK OF THE BOOK &
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION, ]stored
neatly in a well organized stockbook, with
light duplication throughout. The selection
features beautiful Semi-postals, Airmails,
Air Semi-postals and hundreds of
wonderful souvenir sheets. Highlights
include mint [\#C1-C7, C8-C16, C17-25,
]and much more. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

815

CA 800.00

*0

CONGO

[THE EX-FRENCH CONGO - HIGH
QUALITY THREE VOLUME SELECTION
WITH EXCELLENT ]coverage from the
ex-French Democratic Republic and the
People's Republic of the Congo. The
selection is stored well in a neatly
organized, Scott numbered stockbook, and
most issues are duplicated between five
and fifteen times. The selection features
many wonderful, aesthetically beautiful
premium sets and singles, particularly
Airmails including highlights such as mint
People's Republic of the Congo [\#C2-C4,
C36 (4), C36 (imperf, 2), ]Democratic
Republic of the Congo [\#428 (imperf
sheet), 451/454 (imperf souvenir sheet of
three), ]and more. High quality throughout,
mostly mint and generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

816

CV 1,700.00

*0

BELGIAN COLONIES

[BELGIAN AFRICA - ALL MINT ALL NH
COMPLETE SHEET SELECTION, ]all
stored neatly and chronologically in a mint
sheet file. Includes Burundi [\#68-72 (100),
126-133 (25), 126-133 (imperf, 50),
B34-B37/CB9-CB11, C1-C7 (25),
]Democratic Republic of the Congo
[\#587-590 (240), ]and Rwanda [\#176-181,
211-218 (25), ]all in wonderful condition.
Perfect for resale. All at least VERY FINE,
og, NH

817

CV 4,800.00

*
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BHUTAN

[BHUTAN - COVERS] an attractive
selection of over 30 covers, F-VF

818
SB 300.00

CV

[BHUTAN - DEALER'S SELECTION] Very
appealing selection of couple thousand
mint never hinged stamps covering the
period from early 1960s to mid 70s. The
selection is generally fairly uniform with
most sets and souvenir sheets duplicated
around 10-12 times. Such uniformity should
appeal to dealers looking for resale
potential especially considering that overall
catalog value adds up to roughly $7,500!
The selection includes great number of eye
catching designs including 3D sets, imperf
varieties and plethora of souvenir sheets,
VERY FINE, og, NH

819

CA 7,430.00

*

[BHUTAN - VERY HIGH QUALITY, ALL
MINT SELECTION ]stored and organized
neatly in Scott numbered glassine
envelopes. The selection begins with the
first issues of Bhutan in 1962 and runs until
about 1980. Very high quality selection,
including Airmails, with light duplication
throughout and wonderful premium sets
and singles like [\#24-30 (imperf, 15 sets),
31-33, 86-86E (sheets of 30), 103-103K,
108-108K, C1-C20, ]generally VERY FINE,
og, most NH

820

CV 2,500.00

*

BOLIVIA

[BOLIVIA - VERY INTERESTING
SELECTION OF SOUVENIR SHEETS]
with focus on the 1980's. Stored on stock
pages and Scott numbered glassines, most
of this group are variants of footnoted items
in Scott that are only listed in Michel. Some
of these items include [\#BL 53, BL 54, BL
55, BL 91, BL 93, BL 122, BL 123, BL 134,
BL 136 (7), BL 137 (6), BL 139 (6), BL 138
(6), BL 140 (4), BL 141 (4), BL 142 (7) BL
143 (5), BL 144 (6), BL 147 (3), BL 148 (5),
BL 150 (5), BL 152 (5), BL 153 (4), BL 154
(3), BL 155 (3), BL 157 (3), BL 158 (2), BL
159 (3), BL 160, BL 162 (2)] and many
others. Also included are a handful of items
not listed in Scott or Michel that were not
added to the value of this group. We only
scanned a small portion of items included.
Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

821

CA 4,500.00

*

[BOLIVIA] Mint and used collection of sets
and singles, running to 1899, on pages.
Noted are better like mint [\#5, 16-17, 54,
55,] used [\#1 (4), 11, 13, 18, 20-23, 28-34,
35-39, 40-46 (2), 58,] and others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og

822

CV 985.00

*0

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

[(Serb Administration #111-112),] complete
mini-sheets of 8 each, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

823

CV 1,080.00

*

824 * [BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - MINT HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION] Very impressive
high value mint selection covering the
stamps issued in 2000 by Serbian
administration in its entirety. The selection
includes scores of stamps as issued by the
post office in complete sheets with
appropriate souvenir sheets and total
catalogue value soaring above $10,000!
Just some of the individual standouts
include better like [\#103 (sheets of 8),
104-105 (sheets of 8), 106-109 (sheets of
8), 111-112 (sheets of 8), 114-116, 117

(sheets of 8), 118-121 (sheets of 8), 123
(sheets of 5 strips), 124-125 (sheets of 8),
127-130 (sheets of 8),] & many more,
VERY FINE, og, NH (We scanned just a
sample of the lot) SB 3,000.00

[BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - MINT
MODERN SELECTION] Very nice mint
modern selection from the early 1990s
covering the Croat Administration
presented in sets, pairs, sheets, blocks etc.
The selection in total add sup to roughly
$6,500 in catalog value and includes
individual standouts like [\#1 (sheets of 30),
2 (sheets of 30), 6 (sheets of 20), 7 (sheets
of 8 pairs), 8 (sheets of 25), 11 (sheets of
20), 13 (sheets of 10 pairs), 15 (sheets of 8
pairs), 18 (6 cards), 23 (sheet of 30),] and
others. Considering the duplication within
the lot it is clearly geared towards dealers
looking for resale potential, which is well
accommodated by rather uniform
duplication levels throughout, VERY FINE,
og, NH (We only scanned a sample
selection)

825

CV 6,500.00

*

BRAZIL

[(2055-2073),] 42 sets in blocks. VERY
FINE, og, NH

826
CV 894.00

*

[BRAZIL - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION]
Very attractive, virtually all mint selection,
practically all the used issues are special
exhibit or first day of issue cancels. This is
a massive accumulation of thousands of
stamps with catalog value well in excess of
$15,000 in total and individual standouts
like mint [\#465 (3), 985a (87), 1062a (65),
1070 (90), 1145 (39), 1147 (9), 1179 (10),
1181 (34), 1190a (3), 1222 (30), 1383-89
(20),] and many others. This is the type of
lot that would be more geared towards
dealers simply due to scope and expense
of it, plus it also offers great resale potential
as in many cases duplication is not
uniform, but manageable (duplication
levels of better stamps give a good
impression of duplication in general), gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

827

SB 3,500.00

*0

[BRAZIL- WONDERFUL HIGH QUALITY
STOCK] lot of thousands of VERY FINE
stamps in Scott numbered glassines neatly
arranged in boxes in a large carton.
Includes used earlies, mint post-1920 & the
stock goes to about 1980, manageable
quantities. Wonderful mint stock of a
popular country (includes a very detailed
inventory which we have scanned)

828

CV 82,000.00

*0

[BRAZIL - ALL MINT ALL NH SHEET AND
BLOCK SELECTION, ]comprised of mint
sheets and blocks issued from 1960 to
1975, all sorted into glassine envelopes
and stock pages. Extremely high quality
material with high resale potential. Includes
many premium sheets and blocks, like
[\#1047, 1048, 1087-1089 (blocks of up to
25), 1114 (blocks of up to 35), 1133-1135,
1132, 1131, 1166-1169, 1210-1213 (half
sheets of 50 each), 1218-1221 (blocks of
up to 16), ]and more, all at least VERY
FINE, og, NH

829

CV 7,560.00

*

BULGARIA

830 *0 [BULGARIA] Virtually all mint nice selection
of couple thousand different issues
primarily covering the last quarter of the
20th century. The selection includes very
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minimal duplication and should appeal to
collectors looking to bolster their modern
Bulgarian section or larger European
collection. The lot is neatly organized in
Scott numbered glassines and in total the
catalog value would be in excess of
$1,000! Scores of modern souvenir sheets
are included with the appropriate sets to
form a well rounded collection, VERY
FINE, og, many NH SB 300.00

[BULGARIA - BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION]
Very impressive collection of well over
1,500 different issues covering a century
long period from the 1870s to 1970 housed
in a pristine Scott Specialty album. The
collection is put together with great
dedication and focus on quality as
indicated by great number of premium
standouts like mint [\#1-2, 5, 6-7, 21D,
23-24, 33, 57-69, 101-103, 267-272,
273-278, 281-285, 316-335, C1-C4,
C12-C14, C19-C30, ]and used [\#3-5, 6-10,
22, C12-C14,] and many others.
Attractively the 20th century is virtually all
mint and the high quality of stamps really
stands out, VERY FINE, mint og

831

SB 3,000.00

*0

[BULGARIA]  Early collection of used
issues, going to 1896, with some light
duplication.  Among the better are [\#1 (2),
2-4, 5 (3), 10, 19, 20A (2), 21, 22, J1-3,
J4-6, J12,] among others.  Gen. VERY
FINE

832

CV 1,940.00

0

[(2),] F-VF, og833 CV 900.00*

[(22),] VERY FINE, og834 CV 550.00*

[(3581-3591), CTO sheets of 100,]
EXTREMELY FINE

835
CV 600.00

0

[(3581-3591), CTO sheets of 100, folded,]
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, crease on
20s sheet

836

CV 600.00

0

[(J1-J3), ]VERY FINE, og837 CV 1,262.00*

[(J1-J3),] VERY FINE, og838 CV 1,262.00*

[(J4-J6),] VERY FINE, og839 CV 1,100.00*

[BULGARIA] An extensive mint and used
selection of over 3,000 stamps with very
manageable duplication levels primarily
covering the period from immediately after
WWI and going well onto the 1960s. The
whole lot is very neatly organized on stock
pages in chronological order and in total
would boast very high catalog value, F-VF,
mint og

840

SB 500.00

*0

[BULGARIA & MORE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF BLOCKS, ]singles and
souvenir sheets, providing excellent
coverage of the second half of the 20th
century for Bulgaria. Stored in Scott
numbered glassines, around 90% of the
selection is composed of Bulgaria, but also
includes several other wonderful areas of
specialization including some good British
Commonwealth and French Community.
Premium material includes mint Bulgaria
[\#3387B-3387E (complete sheets of 40),
]mint Haiti [\#C19a, C20a, C21a, ]mint
Umm al Qiwain [\#1-18 (partial sheets of 10
each), ]mint Bahrain [\#32 (two partial
sheets), ]mint Kuwait [\#54 (39, in blocks of
up to 20), ]and more. High quality
throughout, and generally VERY FINE, og,
nearly all NH

841

CV 9,800.00

*

842 * [BULGARIA - 1938-1940 MINT SET
STOCK SELECTION] Wonderful high
quality selection including [\#346-349

(about 130 complete mint sets plus some
used), 352-356 (about 140 mint sets and
45 used sets), E1-E5 (about 150 mint
sets).] All VERY FINE, og, mostly NH CV 6,200.00

[COMPLETE SET SELECTION LARGELY
IN COMPLETE SHEETS] or large blocks
including [\#304-308 (160 NH sets)] and
much more. VERY FINE, og, NH

843

CV 4,000.00

*0

CENTRAL LITHUANIA

[(53-58), imperf block of 60,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

844
CV 1,425.00

*

CHILE

[CHILE - SELECTION OF HUNDREDS
ON] stockbook pages. Many better, VERY
FINE

845

SB 1,500.00

CHINA

[(43),] VERY FINE, og846 CV 2,250.00*

[(1355-1358),] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH847 CV 515.00*

[(1414-1417), Bar Specimens,] VERY
FINE, og

848
CV 0.00

SP

[REPUBLIC OF CHINA - HIGH QUALITY
MOSTLY MINT SELECTION ]beginning
with wonderfully high quality early 20th
century material followed by very strong
coverage to about 1990, with very light
duplication of some items and excellent
Back-of-the-book. The selection is stored
and organized neatly on Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards, and features many
lovely premium highlights, including
notable stand-outs like mint [\#133,
1171-1173, 1261-1264, 1454-1457,
1458-1471, 1550-1555, 1556-1562,
1606-1609, 1624-1627, 1750-1751,
1777-1783, 2156B, 2322-2325, 2352-2355,
2427-2430, 3000-3001, 3508-3012,
C11-C12 (NH), C43-C47, C73-C75, ]used
[\#1008, 1024, 2N39, ]and more. We put a
selection from the main group on stock
pages in order to clearly illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout the group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, mint NH

849

CA 5,500.00

*0

CHINA-PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

[(569-573),] VERY FINE, og, NH850 CV 420.00*

[(1636-1639), Z silk cacheted First Day
Covers,] unaddressed, EXTREMELY FINE

851
CV 0.00

FD

852 * [CHINA - PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC] Beautiful
mint never hinged selection of couple
thousand different issues covering the
period from 1980 to 2014 in great detail.
The selection is essentially split into two
sections. One is made up of two dozen
year books from late 1980s to 2012
including apart from year books standouts
like 1997 Hong Kong acquisition booklet
(4) or two books containing Treasures of
the Study from 2006 as well as modern
standouts like [\#2095, 2130, 2180, 2775
(4), 3275, 3508-12, 3526-29 (2 complete
sheets), 3551-54,] among the pages and
more in total adding up to $3,000 in catalog
value. Then the remainder, actually the
bulk of the value of the lot, housed in
glassines and envelopes, grouped by issue
period, including highlights like [\#1618-25,
1636-39, 1647, 1648-53, 1664b (4),
1665-70, 1665-70 (pairs), 1692 (full sheet
of 20), 1696-1702 (pairs), 1740-47 (pairs),
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1749-60, 1840-43, 1824-31 (pairs),
1864-71 (pairs),  2130 (2), 2131a (2
complete booklets), 2180 (2), 2193a (2
complete booklets), 2692 (complete sheet),
2934-41 (blocks of 4), 3465 (3), 3508-12
(3), 3551-54 (3),] and many others in total
adding up to just under $10,000 in catalog
value. Most of the individual sets are
included in strips or blocks of 3-4 stamps
so that essentially the lot could easily be
sorted into 3 comprehensive modern
collections covering the last 35 years of
People's Republic of China in great detail,
VERY FINE, og, NH CV 12,600.00

[PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA -
FANTASTIC SELECTION OF MANY
THOUSANDS ]of different stamps,
beginning with first issues and continuing to
about 1990 with light duplication of some
material. The selection is stored and
organized neatly on individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards, and
including may fantastic premium sets and
singles like mint [\#60, 1832, 1840-1842,
]and used [\#128-131, 872-873, 1250-1254,
1303-1306, 1423-1432, ]and more. We put
a selection from the overall group on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
you'll find throughout the group. Mostly mint
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, most
mint NH

853

CA 4,750.00

*0

COLOMBIA

[(52), block of four,] crease, VERY FINE854 CV 800.000

[COLOMBIA - VERY HIGH CATALOGUE
VALUE STOCKBOOK SELECTION] of
thousands. Many better. Take a look at the
States. F-VF

855

SB 2,500.00

*0

[COLUMBIA - SOUVENIR SHEET
SELECTION] in Scott numbered glassines
and on a stock page, this group has focus
on the mid 20th century and
Back-Of-The-Book issues. Some of the
better items include [\#674a, C278a, C355
(5)] and many others, we scanned a small
portion of examples. Gen VERY FINE, mint
og

856

CA 710.00

*0

COSTA RICA

[(C313 (50 perf, 50 imperf), C416 (50 perf,
50 imperf),] VERY FINE, og, NH

857
CV 1,200.00

*

CRETE

[CRETE - HIGHLY COMPLETE
SELECTION FROM 1898 TO 1910] stored
on stock pages. This comprehensive lot
includes better issues such as [\#14 (2), 15
(2), 17 (2), 18 (2),20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29
(2), 62, 67 (2), 72, 80, 81 (2), 94] Also
included in this lot are a selection of local
issues unlisted in Scott. All VERY FINE

858

CV 3,110.00

*0

CROATIA

[(RA26-RA31), ]18 imperf sheets of 25,
footnoted under #RA31, all EXTREMELY
FINE, ungummed as issued

859

CV 4,050.00

*

860 * [CROATIA - 1991 TO 1992 MINT STOCK
VIRTUALLY COMPLETE,] containing full
sheets many of which are duplicated in the
hundreds. Stored in mint sheet files, this
group is in excellent condition and perfect
for resale. With better full sheets including

[\103, 104, 105, 107-113,115, 142, RA20,
RA20b, RA20c, RA21, RA21a, RA32a,
RA53, RA52] all EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH CV 32,000.00

[KRAJINA 1996 EUROPA ISSUE (Michel
#59-60), ]mini-sheets of 8, 55 each, each
set of two sheets, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH (MI €400)

861

CV 24,580.00

*

[CROATIA - 1994 ALL MINT ALL NH
SHEET AND BLOCK SELECTION, ]stored
and organized neatly in a mint sheet file
and in protective plastic sleeves. Much of
the selection is duplicated ten or more
times, creating an excellent opportunity for
profitable resale. Lovely souvenir sheets,
complete sheets, and mini-sheets, and a
few pre-packed year sets. We scanned a
selection of the sheets featured in this
group. Better sheets and blocks include
[\#184 (sheet of 20), 185 (sheets of 10
pairs), 190-191 (sheets of 20), 218 (sheet
of 20), 219 (sheets of 16), 227 (sheet of
20). ]All EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

862

CV 3,800.00

*

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

[CZECHOSLOVAKIA - UNCOMMONLY
BEAUTIFUL AND COMPLETE
COLLECTION IN A LOVELY, ]pristine
Scott Specialty album. The collection is
virtually complete from the first issues in
1918 on to 1980, including mint and used
versions of most stamps. All material is
exceptionally high quality, including
excellent back of the book and souvenir
sheets, and many of the wonderful
premium highlights of the collection,
including mint [\#23-40 (#25-29 used),
65-81, 102-104, 175-178, 187-190, 254B,
B1-B21, B20a, B32, B137-B139,
B140-B143, C1-C6, J1-J14, ]and mint
Bohemia & Moravia [\#1-19, ]all virtually
pristine stamps, high quality mint and used,
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

863

SB 6,000.00

*0

[CZECHOSLOVAKIA & AREA] Interesting
array of mainly cacheted First Day Covers
and Postal Stationery, at least 650 in
number, running from the late 1930's to
2001, in binders. Included is coverage of
Czechoslovakia proper, Slovakia, Slovenia,
and the Czech Republic. FCD's are
unaddressed. Gen. VERY FINE, or better

864

SB 800.00

FD

[CZECHOSLOVAKIA - ABOUT 5000-6000
]mostly different stamps in no particular
order in a stockbook. Very considerable
catalogue value.

865

SB 400.00

0

[CZECHOSLOVAKIA - HIGH QUALITY
THREE VOLUME SELECTION ]of many
thousands of stamps spanning the
philatelic history of Czechoslovakia, all the
way to 1980. The selection is stored well in
a set of three stockbooks, on neatly
ordered and Scott numbered stock pages,
and generally duplicated between ten and
twenty times, each creating a perfect
opportunity for the right dealer to make a
substantial profit. Good Back-of-the-book
and most items VERY FINE, mint og, most
mint NH

866

CA 1,950.00

*0

867 *0 [CZECHOSLOVAKIA - SOUVENIR
SHEETS 1950's TO 1990's ] on stock
pages and glassines. This selection is
entirely made up of souvenir & miniature
sheets. Some of the better issues in this lot
include [\#871 (footnoted), 2176 (2), 2177
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(2), 2190 (2), 3810-15 (footnoted),
2843-2847 (3 footnoted).] All VERY FINE CA 1,838.00

DENMARK

[(1),] tear, VERY FINE, og868 CV 3,500.00*

[(1a),] F-VF (signed Bloch)869 CV 2,400.000

[(C1-C5), ]VERY FINE, og870 CV 377.00*

[(P1-P10), ]VERY FINE, og871 CV 706.00*

[(P20), ]VERY FINE, og, NH872 CV 600.00*

[DENMARK - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION] of close to one thousand
different issues covering Danish philately
from the very earliest issues to 1990
arranged on Scott pages. The collection is
of very high quality and includes many
early period stamps in parallel mint and
used complete sets. Among many better
issues some of the most notable standouts
include mint [\#14a, 15a, 17 (pair), 79-81,
140, 145-54, 192-97, 210-19, 246-51,
629-50, 793-815, B3-B5, C1-C5, C6-10,
J9-24, Q15-27, Q31-35,] used [\#1-2, 3-6,
5, 7-8, 9-10, 11-15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 24,
25-34, 35-37, 41-52, 65-69, 79-81, 82,
85-96, 135, 138, 139, 141, 164-75, 181-91,
210-19, 232-38, C1-C5, C6-10, J1-J7,
O1-O3, O5, O6-O9, O9A-10, P1-10,
P11-20, Q12-14,] & more, gen. VERY
FINE, mint  og

873

SB 10,000.00

[DENMARK - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]running strong from high
quality first issues to about 1960 with
manageable duplication throughout. Most
items in the selection are duplicated
between two and ten times, including much
of the premium material like used [\#2, 8,
11, 12, 16, 20, 31b, 33, 33b, 35, ]and
others. High quality throughout and stored
in a well organized, Scott numbered stock
book. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

874

CA 1,750.00

*0

[DENMARK - MODERN BOOKLET
POSTAGE, ]with a face value total of over
kr.7500,. Most booklets in kr.4,5 and kr.5,5
denomination. Mostly stored in glassine
envelopes and VERY FINE, og, NH

875

FACE 1,190.00

*

[DENMARK - EARLY 20TH CENTURY
SELECTION] with more focus on the
1930'S to 1950's. Stored on stock pages.
Some of the better issues include [\#12, 52,
85-96, 140] and many more. Gen VERY
FINE

876

CV 807.00

0

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

[DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - MINT
DEALER'S STOCK] Heavily duplicated
selection of well over 5,000 mint never
hinged stamps from 1950s and 60s neatly
packed in glassines. The lot is
compartmentalized in a very uniform
fashion with all glassines containing 50 or
100 duplicates, be it singles of complete
sets. In total the catalog value of the lot is
close to $3,000. This is certainly a type of
lot geared towards dealers looking for
breakdown and resale potential as
duplication levels would be overwhelming
for mainstream collectors, VERY FINE, og,
NH

877

SB 900.00

*

878 * [DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - ALL MINT NH
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION] stored in
glassines, this group primarily consists of
[\#474-478 (10 of each (4) miniature

sheets), 479-483/C100-C102 (100 of each
(4) miniature sheets), B6-B10/CB4-CB6
(50 miniature imperf sheets), C97-C99 (20
miniature sheets, 10 perf and 10 imperf)]
and a few others. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH CA 3,000.00

DUBAI

[SG 101-104] (400) 1964 Anti-Tuberculosis
set, in complete folded sheets
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

879

SB 600.00

*

[DUBAI - SPECIALTY SELECTION] of over
400 mint never hinged issues from the
1960s with high ratio of premium imperfs
including unissued Red Cross stamps
overprinted 'Anti Tuberculose', VERY FINE,
og, NH

880

SB 750.00

*

[DUBAI - MINT SELECTION] An extensive
selection over 700 mint never hinged
stamps including imperfs in sheets, blocks,
strips, all VERY FINE, og, NH

881

SB 650.00

*

[DUBAI - SPECIALIST'S SELECTION] An
intriguing selection of some 450 mint never
hinged stamps covering primarily Red
Cross fight against Tuberculosis overprints
from 1964 on stamps from 1963. Hundreds
of imperf sets, most in sheets. This is a
great specialist selection for anyone
looking to elevate their Middle Eastern
collection above just the main varieties
listed, VERY FINE, og, NH (Very scarce)

882

SB 600.00

*

ECUADOR

[(152), sheet of 100,] folded, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

883
CV 900.00

*

[(152), sheet of 100,] 11 sets of sheets of
100, F-VF, og, NH

884
CV 9,900.00

*

[(152),] 4 folded sheets of 100 each. VERY
FINE, og, NH

885
CV 3,600.00

*

[ECUADOR - COLLECTION THREE
STOCKBOOKS, ]including better items like
[\#1, 2, 2C, 9, 53, 165, 980-983, C30,
C32-C34, C56, C114-C118, C398-C400 (3
imperf sets), C663-C678, ]generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

886

CV 12,500.00

*0

EGYPT

[EGYPT - FOREIGN OFFICES ABROAD]
Wonderful collection of 21 Classic covers
including French Offices (12 covers),
Austrian Offices (2 covers), Italian Offices
(2 covers), British Office (4 covers and
several stamps), plus others.

887

SB 5,000.00

CV

[EGYPT] Mint and used collection of
roughly 1,000 different issues covering the
period from the very early issues in 1860s
all the way to early 2000s organized on
homemade Scott numbered pages. The
best coverage within the collection is from
the beginning of the 20th century to late
1970s and includes individual standouts
like mint [\#113, 267-69D, 474-90,
760-800,] used [\#92-103, 128-49,] among
them and others, F-VF, mint og (We
scanned the first 30 pages of the lot only)

888

CA 1,300.00

*0

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

889 * [EQUATORIAL GUINEA - WONDERFUL
MINT STOCK SELECTION ]of thousands
of sets, souvenir sheets and covers, all in
glassines all with Michel catalogue
numbers and most with Scott numbers. A
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great stock with a Michel catalogue value
of over €10,000, generally VERY FINE, og,
NH SB 2,000.00

[EQUATORIAL GUINEA - ALL MINT ALL
NH SPECIALTY SELECTION] stored on
stock pages, this wonderful selection of
around 1500 stamps were all issues in the
1970's and are mentioned in Scott Catalog
but not listed. These special issues were 
released after Equatorial Guinea gained
independence from Space in the late
1960's. Shortly after, with the newly
founded government of Equatorial Guinea
mostly inoperative, these issues were
printed by European agents for the next
decade. With virtually no duplication, this
atheistically pleasing group is a very
interesting addition to any collection. VERY
FINE, og, NH

890

SB 1,750.00

*

[EQUATORIAL GUINEA] Wonderful all
mint collection of over 1250 stamps. Many
scarce sets. VERY FINE, og, NH

891

SB 800.00

*

[EQUATORIAL GUINEA - FIRST DAY
COVERS] About 70 First Day Covers. Very
scarce

892

SB 600.00

CV

ESTONIA

[(C4-C8), ]FINE-VERY FINE (high values
signed)

893
CV 2,015.00

0

[ESTONIA - FIRST DAY COVERS]
collection of 140 different cacheted
unaddressed FDC's in an album on stock
pages, VERY FINE

894

SB 250.00

FD

[ESTONIA - ALL MINT NH SPECIALTY
SELECTION] in a glassine. This group
contains 150 of each of [\#150-153]. Gen
VERY FINE, og, all NH

895

CV 750.00

*

ETHIOPIA

[(155-158, 161),] in collective Proof sheet,
trimmed at left, VERY FINE

896
CV 0.00

PR

[ETHIOPIA - MINT NEVER HINGED
STOCK] Mint never hinged selection of
roughly 1,000 stamps with overall catalog
value close to $1,800 from the 1960s.
Large portion of the lot is in complete
sheets of 50 or 100, and thus would mostly
appeal to dealers looking for resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

897

SB 600.00

*

FAROE ISLANDS

[(45-47,) eleven sheets of 20 of each,]
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

898
CV 330.00

*

[FAROE ISLANDS] Interesting grouping of
mainly mint issues, with coverage into the
2000's. Most notable is a slipcased White
Ace album with parallel mint and used
going to 1993, plus a stock book of
duplicates with some sheets and blocks,
and a folder with later material and Year
Sets. Through all of this, one can find
better like [\#48-52 (sheets of 20), 94a
(booklet & pane), 120a (booklet & pane),
138a (booklet & pane), 429 (4), 451 (3),
462 (3), 477 (3), 484 (4), 499 (3), 505 (5),
510 (3), 513 (3),]  Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, mint og, NH

899

SB 850.00

*0

900 *0 [FAROE ISLANDS - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION OF THOUSANDS,
]beginning with the first issues of the Faroe
Islands and providing impressive coverage
to about 2000, with light duplication

throughout. The selection is stored very
neatly in well organized, Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards and contains premium
material like mint [\#7-20, ]and more. We
put a selection from the overall group on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the very high quality found
throughout. Mostly mint and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH CA 2,600.00

[FAROE ISLANDS] Collection of mint sets,
singles and souvenir sheets, with coverage
to 1994. Included is a complete collection
on White Ace album pages, going through
1992 (even though there are pages to
1998), with [\#120a,] and Year Sets from
1987 to 1994. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (we
scanned the White Ace collection)

901

CV 695.00

*

FINLAND

[(5),] small used stock of nine issues in
better than usual condition. VERY FINE

902
CV 517.00

0

[(6-11), ]F-VF903 CV 1,607.000

[(6 (2), 7 (3), 8, 10 (7),] a couple with short
teeth, VERY FINE

904
CV 1,432.00

0

[(11)], VERY FINE905 CV 850.000

[(57),] VERY FINE906 CV 475.000

[(58),] VERY FINE907 CV 300.000

[FINLAND - GORGEOUS ALL-MINT
COLLECTION IN AN EQUALLY LOVELY
ALBUM, ]beginning with very nice, high
quality 19th century material followed by
excellent 20th century and a high level of
coverage to about 1970, with good
Back-of-the-book. The collection is housed
within a lovely, like new Scott Specialty
album with a slip case that alone would
retail over $250. Wonderful premium
material found throughout including
highlights such as [\#8, 40-41, 43-45,
72-74, C4, Q1-Q5, Q6-Q9, Q10-Q13, ]and
more. We scanned about 35 pages to give
you a sense of the collection. A beautiful
collection, generally VERY FINE, og

908

SB 1,500.00

*

[FINLAND] Collection of mint and used
sets, singles and more, with issues running
as far as 1999, most of which is in a
pristine Lighthouse Specialty album, with
rest in Year sets. Among the better are
mint [\#6, 18 (2), 24 (no gum), 39, 42, 45,
54, 56, 106, 153-54 (NH), 178 (2), 326,
357, 367 (block of four), 381 (2), B151-53
(blocks of four),] used [\#5, 10, 17, 19-20,
23, 29-30, B2-4, B8,] and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, or better, mint og, many are
NH

909

SB 1,250.00

*0

[FINLAND] Nice mint and used selection of
close to 3,500 issues with manageable
duplication starting with very early period
issues and going well into the second half
of the 20th century organized in a
chronological order on stockpages. Overall
the selection would add up to very high
catalog value and should appeal to
collectors and dealers alike, F-VF, mint og

910

SB 400.00

*0

[PREMIUM 19TH CENTURY SELECTION]
with very light duplication and premium
standouts like mint [\#55,] used [\#19, 12a,
10, 9, 8, 7,] and more, most F-VF

911

CV 5,400.00

*0

912 *0 [FINLAND] Impressive collection of mint
and used, sometimes parallel, issues,
ranging to 1974, mounted in a KA-BE
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hingeless album. Contained are many of
the better issues for the country with mint
[\#7, 17, 19, 82, 106-07, 175, 177-79,
380-81, 398-415, 537a, C1,] used [\#1-2
(damaged, repaired, not counted), 4-5, 6,
8-10, 11 (repaired, not counted), 20, 22-24,
44, 55, 56, 58,] and many others. Also
found is Karelia,  Most spaces filled. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some scattered NH CV 4,170.00

[FINLAND] Mint and used collection of
issues, ranging to 1981, on Davo hingeless
album pages. Most notable are mint [\#175,
537a,] used [\#5, 7-10, 23, 30, 44,] strong
semi-postals, some airmails and more.
Quality of earliest issues is variable. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

913

CA 2,000.00

*0

[FINLAND - MINT NEVER HINGED
DEALER'S STOCK] of 700 stamps from
1950-70 heavily duplicated in Scott
numbered glassines, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

914

CV 1,845.00

*

[FINLAND - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]of material beginning with lovely 19th
century, good early 20th century and
coverage to about 1980 with light
duplication throughout. The selection is
neatly stored and organized on dealer
stock cards, and features many premium
sets and singles including highlights like
mint [\#106, 336-338A, B24-B26, B35-B38,
]and more. We put a selection from the
group on a stock page and scanned it to
show you the high quality found throughout.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

915

CA 700.00

*

FRANCE

[(2), ]missing corner, nice margins, VERY
FINE

916
CV 900.00

0

[(5 var), Decoupage Backing block of 6]917 CV 0.00ES

[(6),] F-VF, og918 CV 6,750.00*

[(10), ]VERY FINE919 CV 500.000

[(15 var, Yvert #14Ac),] VERY FINE (Y & T
4,600 Euros)

920
CV 6,300.00

0

[(15 var, Yvert #14Ag),] VERY FINE (Y & T
4,600 Euros)

921
CV 6,250.00

0

[(25),] F-VF, og922 CV 1,600.00*

[(28),] F-VF, og923 CV 1,300.00*

[(36a),] F-VF, og924 CV 1,400.00*

[(43),] VERY FINE, og925 CV 26,000.00*

[(47 var, Yvert #48b),] crease, F-VF, og (Y
& T 12,500 Euros)

926
CV 18,000.00

*

[(70),] F-VF, og927 CV 600.00*

[(97/108)] Specialized selection, F-VF928 CV 12,230.000

[(126), ] couple tiny thins, VERY FINE, og929 CV 625.00*

[(142), ]block of 4, dark spot on gum of one
stamp, VERY FINE, og

930
CV 750.00

*

[(197),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed by
Aimé Brun)

931
CV 825.00

*

[(246),] VERY FINE, og, NH932 CV 1,325.00*

[(329),] VERY FINE, og933 CV 360.00*

[(523B, 523E (4), 523F-523G), double
impressions of the stamp,] VERY FINE, og,
most are NH (some signed Bruns, Maury
€620)

934

CV 680.00

*

[(805 var-806 var),] Yvert €500, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og

935
CV 655.00

*

[(B258-B263),] set of 6 on 6 cacheted First
Day Covers, VERY FINE (Michel €750)

936
CV 900.00

CV

[(B548), imperf, corner margin block of
four,] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (Maury
€250)

937

CV 340.00

*

[(C15),] VERY FINE, og, NH938 CV 1,700.00*

[(C29-C32), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og939 CV 324.00*

[(C29-C32),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

940
CV 324.00

*

[(J9),] hinge thin, VERY FINE941 CV 1,050.000

[1943 1fr "Richelieu" Overprint, Military
Airmail (Maury #4),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(Maury €250)

942

CV 275.00

*

[FRANCE - AWESOME PREMIUM
COLLECTION] France was a global power
house at the time when postal stamps were
introduced and it should come as no
surprise that French philately covers the
history of France, the world, as well as
development of philately. This is a beautiful
and very comprehensive collection of over
3,000 different mostly mint issues housed
in nine pristine hingeless SAFE albums
with slipcases (retail value for albums
alone in excess of $2,000!) The collection
covers a century and a half long period
from the very first issues 1849 (Complete
first set!) and goes all the way to 2000 with
scores of premium standouts in between.
The collection includes number of superb
souvenir sheets like 1925 Philatelic
Exhibition Issue, 1927 Strasbourg
Exhibition Issue, and 1937 International
Philatelic Exhibition in Paris (all with
exhibition cancels) that are generally
encountered offered as individual stamps
due to exorbitant catalogue value. Overall
the period from 1920s and 30s includes
scores of premium never hinged standouts,
regular issues and semi-postal sets.
Individually some of the most notable
standouts include [\#22, 51, 82, 88b, 95,
100, 131, 300-300a (NH), 304 (NH), 306
(NH), 315-20 (NH), 348 (NH), 400-414,
475-476H, 624, 700-705, B2, B11, B19,
B30, B34 (NH), B38 (NH), B43 (NH),
B54-59 (NH), B66-B67 (NH), B157a,
B238-243, B258-B263, B267-B272,
B276-B281, B303-B308, C16-C17, C22,
C32, C34-C36,] used [\#1-9, 9c, 10-11, 12,
13, 19, 20, 24, 28, 29-37, 38, 39, 41, 42,
44, 46, 47, 48, 64, 66, 67, 74, 89, 96, 108,
132, 226, 241, 329,] & many others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH (We
scanned only the first two volumes going to
the middle of the 20th century)

943

SB 20,000.00

*0

944 *0 [FRANCE - HIGHLY COMPREHENSIVE,
HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION ]in a Scott
Specialty Album, filled with beautiful
virtually all mint material after 1900,
excellent Back-of-the-book and no
duplication. The collection begins with a
lovely array of high quality 19th century
material followed by excellent 20th century,
highly complete to 1990. The collection
features much of the best material one
might hope to find, including souvenir
sheets and premium material like mint
[\#65a (mint, no gum & used), 108,
109-132, 133-137, 138-154 (most NH),
156-184, 185-196, 198-201, 220-225,
227-240, 329 (NH), B1-B2, B12-B19,
C1-C2, C5-C6, C7, C8-C11/C13-C14, C15
(extremely light hinge), C16-C17, C22,
C23-C27, C29-C32, C34-C36, ]and used
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[\#66-70, B3-B9, ]and much more. A
fantastic collection well worth a careful
examination. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, most NH SB 15,000.00

[FRANCE - 1793/1815 REVOLUTIONARY
& NAPOLEONIC ]selection of 44 covers,
including 1805 entire from Vienna with
"Bau. Gal. / GRAND ARMÉE" in red, 1808
entire from Burgos with manuscript
"Service Militaire", 1810 entire with "No. 3 /
ARM. FRANCIASE / EN ESPANGE" in
black from Valencia, 1810 form for missing
letter from the "Administrateurs Généraux
des Postes aux Lettres", 1815 "Memorial
de la Prefecture de Jura" (5 different),
many further letters, documents and entires
concerning the Postal system etc, condition
obviously variable but a most interesting
assembly.

945

SB 5,000.00

[FRANCE-BEAUTIFUL HIGHLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION TO 1970] in
four matched Schaubek specialty albums.
About 95% complete and simply loaded
with $25-$250 sets and singles with
especially comprehensive semipostals and
Airmails. Perfect quality throughout, both
the stamps and the albums. We scanned
only the first two albums

946

SB 3,000.00

0

[FRANCE] A pair of homemade collections
and more make up this study of France.
Included on pages in a Scott binder, with
coverage to 1967, are mint [\#315-20,
342-47, 400-14, 624, 700-05, B20-23,
B24-26, B117-28, B135-46, B147a,
B153-57, B238-43, B249-54, B303-08,]
used [\#50-52, 93-94, 131-32, B18, C27;]
three quadrille albums, running to 1978,
have a nice array for better like mint [\#329,
B117-28, B135-46, B148a, B157a,] used
[\#29-31, 93, 96, 102, 126, 131-32;] and a
large envelope with glassines had
premiums like mint [\#226f, B34, B42-43,
B67,] used [\#3, 7, 348, B66 (2), B67,
C16-17,] noted. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

947

SB 2,000.00

*0

[FRANCE - EXCELLENT MINT
SELECTION] All premium sets. VERY
FINE, og, most NH (Yvert catalogue value
2500 Euros)

948

SB 1,500.00

*

[FRANCE - STAMPLESS COVERS - 39
PRE-1940 STAMPLESS FOLDED
LETTER] VERY FINE.

949

SB 300.00

[FRANCE - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
OF THOUSANDS OF DIFFERENT
STAMPS ]stored and organized neatly on
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with light duplication throughout. The
selection begins with wonderfully high
quality 19th century material followed by
excellent early 20th century, and from there
very good coverage to about 2000,
including very good Back-of-the-book and
premium material like mint [\#30, 198-201,
300a, 296-297, 302, 319, 320, 321, 396,
837-839, 907-909, 1100, B1-B2, B5, B43,
B44-B45, B97-B100, B238-B243,
B267-B272, B276-B281, C5-C6, J97, ]used
[\#3, 11, 13, 28, 41, 44, 54, 60-63, 83,
93-94, 102, 102A, 107, 108, 253, 348a,
349, C27, C52 (NH), ]and more. We put a
selection from the group on a stock page
and scanned it in order to show you the
high level of quality found throughout the
selection.

950

CA 6,750.00

*0

951 *0 [FRANCE] Very nice mostly mint selection
of several hundred issues from around the

middle of the 20th century combining
premium regular issues, number of
footnoted miniature sheets, semi postal
issues and airmails. Individually some of
the most notable standouts include mint
[\#414, 615a (complete sheet), 624, 1100
(2 complete sheets of 8 stamps + labels),
B28-B30, B117-B128, B147a (complete
sheet), B153-B157, B249-B254, C36,] used
[\#19,] & others. Generally the lot includes
very little to none duplication, but the
French Art series from the 50s and 60s are
included in pairs, blocks, and complete
sheets of 25, gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH (We only scanned a small
sample selection of better issues) CA 4,700.00

FRANCE & COLONIES

[FRANCE & COLONIES - A SUPERIOR
ALL MINT TWO VOLUME COLLECTION,
]stored in a beautiful set of four like-new
Scott Specialty albums in slip cases, which
alone would retail over $1000. The
collection begins with a wonderful France
collection beginning with lovely, high quality
19th century material followed by excellent
coverage of the early to mid-20th century
issues. The following three volumes
provide very good coverage of most French
Colonies. Excellent Back-of-the-book
throughout. We scanned each album up to
1950 to give you a good sample of the high
quality found throughout the collection.
Includes loads of premium sets and singles
including all-mint highlights such as France
[\#93, 198-201, C7, C16-C17, ] and much,
much more. Extremely high quality material
throughout and generally VERY FINE, og,
some NH

952

SB 10,000.00

*

FRANCE-OFF IN ZANZIBAR

[(J5a),] thin on the right hand side, VERY
FINE

953
CV 1,300.00

0

REUNION

[(3a),] VERY FINE, og954 CV 1,750.00*

[(11), ]EXTREMELY FINE955 CV 550.000

FR. COLONIES

[(17),] socked-on-nose Constantinople
cancel, F-VF

956
CV 750.00

0

ALGERIA

[ALGERIA - STOCK SELECTION IN TWO
FULL ALBUMS, ]with better including
[\#33-67, 78, 286a-290a, 296-303,
362-364, 365-368, ]most with duplication
and generally VERY FINE, og, many NH

957

CV 10,700.00

*0

CAMEROUN

[(355-357, imperf),] VERY FINE, og, NH958 CV 525.00*

CILICIA

959 *0 [CILICIA] Collector composed study that
reads more like a textbook than a
collection, in a binder. Painstakingly
assembled and annotated, the initial
sections are based on overprints, with a
brief explanation regarding its usage.
Following this are some examples of postal
stationery; a group of errors, some of which
are listed, most are not; covers, each
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bearing commentary as to the amount of
postage and a comparison to the rates at
the time; a study of postmarks; and a brief
look at wartime censors and special
frankings. Some of the best material
includes mint [\#60, 64, 77b, 88b (block of
six), 98f, 98g, 107, 117-27, 119e (on
cover), 125 (on cover, single franking),
J1-4, J5-8, J9-12,] used [\#18 (block of four
on cover), 19-21, 59 (block of four on
cover), 78, 106, 109, 125 (on cover),] and
more. A rare look into a very specialized
area. Gen. VERY FINE, or better, mint og
A collection of Exhibition Quality SB 25,000.00

COMORO ISLANDS

[COMORO ISLANDS - SPECIALTY
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION] in a
stock book and is virtually all mint and NH.
Most of this group is not listed in Scott, and
has a high level of premium content,
including many variants such as
imperforated issues. Some of the better
Michel listed items are [\#BL8 (2), BL17B,
BL18 A, BL18B, BL19B (2),  BL50 A(2),
BL59A, BL104 A (4), BL146A, BL146B,
BL198A, BL200B, BL206A, BL216A,
BL248A (4), BL256(3), BL285A (2), BL308
A (3), BL322(6)] and many others. Gen
VERY FINE, og, mostly NH

960

CA 5,590.00

*

[COMORO ISLANDS - 1897 TO 1990'S
SELECTION] in 2 albums. Covering most
of the Comoro Islands postal history, there
is also much focus on Airmails. Some of
the better issues in this album include
[\#17, 18, 19, C6] and many others. Gen
VERY FINE, mint og

961

CA 4,760.00

*0

[COMORO ISLANDS - WONDERFUL
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ]stored in a
well organized stockbook on Scott
numbered stock pages. The selection
begins with the first independent regular
issues followed by good coverage to about
1980. Most items are manageably
duplicated, and the selection features many
beautiful souvenir sheets, very good
Airmails and more, including very nice
premium stand-outs like mint [\#39 (2 mint,
og, NH & 12 mint, no gum), 40-42 (3 NH
sets), 48-53, C4 (C5-C6 (4 NH sets), C29,
]mostly mint and all very high quality,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

962

CV 2,850.00

*0

FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA

[(C9),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE963 CV 240.000

FRENCH GUIANA

[(9),] marked Stolow on the back, VERY
FINE

964
CV 1,500.00

0

[(30), ]VERY FINE965 CV 220.000

FRENCH POLYNESIA

[(196-197), two imperf singles and an
imperf block of four,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Ceres
€360)

966

CV 425.00

*

[(199-202), five imperf sets,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (Ceres
€360)

967

CV 410.00

*

[(203-204), imperf blocks of four and six,]
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(Ceres €450)

968

CV 530.00

*

[(223-226), imperf blocks of six,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Ceres
€390)

969

CV 460.00

*

[FRENCH POLYNESIA - BACK OF THE
BOOK SELECTION ]with manageable
duplication throughout, on stock pages in a
binder. Better items include mint [\#C17-19,
C20 (15), C21 (7), C24-C27 (4), C26 (3),
C27 (3 mint, 12 used), C33, C34-C36, C37
(2), C38, C48 (4), C54, C57-C61 (2),
C63-C67, C78-C82, C89-C93, C96, C98
(2), C100-C104, C106, C121 (3),
C122-C126, C134-C136 (2), CB1, ]and
[\#O1-O16, ]generally VERY FINE, og

970

CV 7,129.00

*0

[FRENCH POLYNESIA - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF OVER 1,500 ]different
stamps, stored and organized neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards. Light duplication of some items
throughout. The selection begins with high
quality, lovely 19th and early 20th century
material followed by good coverage to
1990 and Back-of-the-book, including
wonderful premium material like mint
[\#80-116, 196-197, 198 (imperf), 203-204,
211-215/C32, 292-295, 296-299, C34-C36,
C45-C47, C48, C51, C55-C56, C94, C98,
C106, C121, CB1, O1-O15, ]used [\#12,
]and more. We put a selection of the
material on a stock page and scanned it in
order to give you a clear picture of the very
high quality found throughout this group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, most mint
NH

971

CA 4,650.00

*0

FR. SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC TERR.

[FRENCH SOUNTERN & ANTARCTIC
TERRITORY - MAINLY
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION ]on
stock pages in a binder. Better material, all
mint with some duplication, includes [\#2-7
(2), 18 (2), 19 (2), 21 (3), 23, 24, 30, 31, 45,
C1 (4), C2 (6), C3 (2), C4 (3), C6, C7, C8,
C11 (12), C17, C26, C27, ]and [\#C28 (9),
]generally VERY FINE, og, many NH

972

CV 4,891.00

*

FRENCH WEST AFRICA

[FRENCH WEST AFRICA - WONDERFUL
STOCK SELECTION] of hundreds in Scott
numbered stock pages. Hundreds of better
stamps, mostly VERY FINE, og

973

CV 2,300.00

*0

GABON

[GABON - EXCELLENT MINT
SELECTION] including many imperfs and
Deluxe Proofs. VERY FINE, og, NH

974

SB 500.00

*

GUINEA

[GUINEA - ALL MINT ALL NH
SELECTION] stored  on stock pages, this
group contain better issues from Port
Guinea [\#251-257, 258-270, C1-C9]
Spanish Guinea [\#C13, C14] and also
includes areas such as Guinea Bissau and
close to a thousand unlisted issues from
Equatorial Guinea. We scanned a very
small portion of items included. Gen VERY
FINE, og NH

975

SB 1,350.00

*

976 * [GUINEA - ALL MINT ALL NH FULL
SHEET ACCUMULATION] stored in
glassines, this group contains dozens of
full sheets of the issues [\#309-311/C50,
355-360, 442-448, C58-C60] creating the
perfect opportunity for a dealer. Gen VERY
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FINE, og, NH CA 7,072.00

IVORY COAST

[IVORY COAST - IMPRESSIVE
SELECTION BEGINNING IN 1892 ]and
providing very strong coverage of the rest
of the 19th century and early 20th century,
followed by good coverage from there to
about 1970, stored neatly in a well
organized stock book. Most items in the
selection are duplication about 10 times.
Includes many wonderful premium
highlights such as mint [\#1-17, 19-20,
21-33/35, 43-77, 299A-299F, ]and much
more. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

977

CV 6,875.00

*0

MALAGASY REPUBLIC

[(54),] top right corner slight damage to
corner perf, VERY FINE, og

978
CV 725.00

*

[c.1895 Madagascar Expeditionary Corp
postal cards, two different designs,] neither
are used, although one has been
cancelled. Gen. VERY FINE

979

CV 0.00

CV

[MALAGASY REPUBLIC - 1889 TO 1990'S
COMPREHENSIVE SELECTION] on stock
pages. This lot covers many of the first
stamps of Malagasy Republic and is a
good representation of the 20th century.
Some of the better mint issues include
[\#11(2), 46(4), 70(3), 71(3), 74] and used
[\#1, 8(4), 9, 12, 15(2), 17(7), 18, 19(4), 20,
21(4), 22, 73, 74(2), 75(2), 76(2)]. gen all
VERY FINE

980

CV 6,391.00

*0

MALI

[MALI - FASCINATING, HIGH QUALITY,
BEAUTIFUL - TWO VOLUMES ]of lovely
stamps stored and organized neatly on
Scott numbered stock pages, in a
stockbook. The selection provides strong
coverage from some French issues to
about 1990, including many beautiful
souvenir sheets, excellent Airmails, a few
proofs and many wonderful premium sets
like mint [\#C2-C4 (6), C5-C8 (9), C12-C14,
]and others, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

981

CA 1,750.00

*0

MARTINIQUE

[(30a),] F-VF982 CV 275.000

[MARTINIQUE - WONDERFUL
SELECTION OF MANY THOUSANDS ]of
many different stamps, organized neatly on
Scott numbered stock pages. The selection
features excellent, high quality 19th century
material followed by wonderful early to mid
20th centuries, with excellent premium sets
and singles including mint [\#1, 8, 12, 14,
16, 28, 29, 40, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53,
56-59, 117a, J15-J25, ]and used [\#4, 7,
12, 18, 28, 53, 58, ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

983

CA 3,950.00

*0

MAURITANIA

[(1-17), ]VERY FINE, og984 CV 435.00*

MONACO

[(1-3, 5-8), ]including [\#1 (4), 2 (10), 3 (5),
5 (4), 6 (2), 7, 8 (3), ]VERY FINE, og

985
CV 4,735.00

*

[(596a, 596b), perforated and imperf
special blocks (Yvert #8, 8a),]
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Yvert €1000)

986

CV 1,190.00

*

[(596b), imperf special block (Yvert #8a),]
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Yvert €500)

987
CV 595.00

*

[(1369aTC), nine Trial Color Proof sheets,]
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

988
SB 3,000.00

PR

[MONACO & SAN MARINO -
FANTASTICALLY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTIONS ]in a beautiful, pristine
Scott Specialty Album with a slip case that
alone retails over $250. The collection
features very high quality, all mint 19th and
early 20th century material, no duplication
and excellent Back-of-the-book in addition
to wonderful premium sets and singles like
Monaco [\#21-23, C21-C26, ]and San
Marino [\#1, 5-9, 18-20, 29-31, 41-49,
53-55, 90-91, 111, 143-144, 169-175,
B16-B17, B26, ]and more. Generally VERY
FINE, og, some NH

989

SB 1,250.00

*

[MONACO - EXCELLENT MINT NH
COLLECTION] in a pristine Scott Specialty
album. VERY FINE, og, NH

990

SB 850.00

*

[MONACO - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
ALL MINT SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly in Scott numbered
glassines. The selection begins with very
good, very high quality 19th century issues
and continues at a high level of completion
to about 1980, including very impressive
Back-of-the-book. including [\#4, 13 (5), 15
(2), 17 (4), 27, 28 (2), 30-32, 40-49,
131-144, 176, 204-208/CB7-CB10,
214-221 (4), 262-273 (2),
371-390/C49-C50 (pairs), 423-429,
B19-B23, B51-B60, C1, C27-C29, C44a,
C69-C72a, CB7-CB10, CB11-CB14,
J28-J38A, ]and more, all wonderful quality
and generally VERY FINE, og, most NH

991

CA 9,155.00

*

[MONACO - BEAUTIFUL 2 VOLUME
SELECTION SPANNING THE DECADES,
]beginning with wonderfully high quality
19th century material followed by excellent
early and mid 20th century, and coverage
from there to about 1975. The selection is
stored in a pair of neatly organized
stockbooks, and most items are duplicated
between two and ten times. The selection
features many exciting premium sets and
singles including wonderful highlights such
as [\#2 (4), 15, 24, 47, 362a (sheet of 5
strips), B5, B12, B15-B16, B35,
CB11-CB14, J28-J38A, 1114a, ]and used
[\#3 (2), 4 (3), 6 (8), 15 (9), 20, ]and more.
Excellent Back-of-the-book and souvenir
sheets. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

992

CV 4,500.00

*0

993 *0 [MONACO - WONDERFUL, HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly in a set of Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards, with light duplication
throughout and good Back-of-the-book.
The selection begins with high quality 19th
century material followed by very good
early 20th century, and strong coverage to
about 2000. The selection includes tons of
better sets and singles including notable
highlights such as mint [\#1, 2, 3, 15,
340-349 (NH), 365 (NH), 797-799,
C53-C54, C84-C88, ]and more. We put a
selection from the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it in order to clearly
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the group. Nearly all mint,
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generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CA 3,250.00

NEW CALEDONIA

[NEW CALEDONIA - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION WITH PREMIUM
]sets and singles throughout, stored and
organized neatly in a set of individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards, with
some light duplication interspersed
throughout. The selection begins with
incredibly high quality, virtually all mint 19th
century material followed by very good
early 20th century, and strong coverage to
about 2000. Within you'll find many
premium sets and singles including notable
highlights such as mint [\#6, 6a, 7, 9, 11a,
12, 13a, 17, 26, 27, 29, 35-39, 63-65, ]and
[\#361-366. ]We put a selection from the
overall group on a stock page and scanned
it in order to clearly illustrate the high level
of quality found throughout the group.
Nearly all mint, generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

994

CA 1,250.00

*0

[NEW CALEDONIA - SPECIALIZED
AIRMAIL SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly on individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection is nearly all mint, all high quality
and includes wonderful premium material
like [\#C27, C48-C49a, C63 (2), C65,
C114-C118. ]We put some of the selection
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high quality you can
expect to find throughout the selection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

995

CA 850.00

*0

[(83a), ]VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og

996
CV 650.00

*

NIGER

[NIGERIA - BIAFRA] Heavily duplicated
selection of 1,100 souvenir sheets from
Biafra with a whopping catalog value of
$47,750 in total neatly packed in glassines.
The selection includes [\#26 (150 imperf
sheets),] all with serial numbers on the
back, as sheets without numbers are
presentation proofs. Another group within
the lot is a selection of [\#31-31a
(overprinted 'Christmas 1969...'),]
duplicated 950 times in total containing
magenta background and plum, footnoted
in Scott catalog. This is an overwhelming
lot due to scope of duplication and overall
catalog value, and would most certainly be
geared towards dealers looking to bolster
their modern Nigerian collections with
these rare souvenir sheets, VERY FINE,
og, NH (We only scanned samples of
souvenir sheets included)

997

CV 47,750.00

*

NOSSI-BE

[(J4b),] VERY FINE998 CV 1,300.000

[(J17),] FINE, og999 CV 650.00*

NORTH VIET NAM

[(58, O17-O20,) blocks of 15,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed as
issued

1000

CV 420.00

*

1001 * [NORTH VIET NAM - LOCALS] Two
different local issues from North Viet Nam,
likely during the 1960's, arranged on a
stock page. Some are singles, a few are in
blocks of four. Gen. VERY

FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed as
issued SB 1,250.00

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON

[(9),] inverted overprint, VERY FINE1002 CV 2,700.000

[ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON - HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION, ]stored and
organized neatly on Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards with light duplication of
some items and excellent
Back-of-the-book. The selection features
wonderful 19th century material followed by
very good early 20th century and coverage
to about 2000. The selection features many
wonderful premium sets and singles like
mint [\#23a, 25, 27, 146-178, 217, 221,
235, 240, 243, 251-253, 370-373, 378-381,
397-398 (2), 406, 408, 416, C15-C17, J58,
]used [\#11, 15, 30, ]and more. We put a
selection from the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it in order to clearly
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout this group. Mostly mint,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1003

CV 2,750.00

*0

SENEGAL

[(2),] VERY FINE1004 CV 375.000

[(16),] FINE, og1005 CV 3,750.00*

SOMALI COAST

[(183-193, 194-223, J21-J38,)] VERY
FINE, og, NH

1006
CV 670.00

*

[(183-193, 194-223, J21-J38,)] VERY
FINE, og, NH

1007
CV 670.00

*

SYRIA

[SYRIA - SOUVENIR SHEETS] An
interesting selection of imperf souvenir
sheets from the 1950s and 60s

1008

SB 600.00

*

[SYRIA - WONDERFUL HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION WITH PREMIUM ]material
abundant throughout, stored in a very
well-organized Scott numbered stockbook.
The selection begins with wonderful early
20th century issues, followed by good
coverage to about 1990, including very
good Back-of-the-book, United Arab
Republic and some duplication throughout.
Includes high quality premium highlights
such as mint [\#52, 77, 134, 166, 169,
253-261, C133-C134, ]and used
[\#133-136, 246 (imperf), 247, C67-C71,
]and more, all high quality and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1009

CA 2,575.00

*0

[SYRIA - MINT STOCK SELECTION] An
attractive tidy selection of over 1,500 mint,
never hinged  issues from the late 1950s
and early 60s, United Arab Republic. This
is a convenient dealer's stock with rather
uniform duplication, as most sets are
duplicated 50 or 100 times, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1010

CV 680.00

*

TAHITI

[(17), ]F-VF, og1011 CV 925.00*

UBANGI-SHARI

1012 *0 [UBANGI-SHARI, A HIGH QUALITY
HIGHLY COMPLETE SELECTION, ]stored
neatly on well organized, Scott numbered
stock pages. Features many impressive
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premium sets and singles including
wonderful highlights like mint [\#1-22 (2
complete sets), 41-73 (2 complete sets),
81, J1-J11 (2 sets), ]all very high quality
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, some
NH CA 1,670.00

VIET NAM

[NORTH & SOUTH VIET NAM - ALL MINT
ALL NH SHEET AND BLOCK SELECTION
]of many thousands of stamps mostly in
complete sheets, stored neatly in glassine
envelopes. The selection includes many
better sheets and blocks like South Viet
Name [\#178-180 (sheets of 50), 185-188
(2 sheets of 50 each), 253-254 (3 sheets of
50 each), ]and North Viet Nam [\#154-155
(2 sheets of 50 each), 174-175 (20 sheets
of 50), 174-175 (imperf, 4 sheets of 50
each), 176 (20 sheets of 50), 211-213 (2
sheets of 50 each), 211-213 (imperf, 2
sheets of 50 each), 258-260 (sheets of 50),
258-260 (imperf sheets of 50), O29-O32
(sheets of 50), ]all high quality and
generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1013

CV 20,845.00

*

[NORTH & SOUTH VIETNAM - HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards, with very
light duplication of only a few items. This
selection features wonderful, uncommonly
seen premium material like mint North
Vietnam [\#20-22, 39-42, 47-42, 54-57,
64-66, 97-105, 131-138, 183-194, ]mint
South Vietnam [\#189-202 (NH), 34 (NH,
2), 96-111, 251-265 (NH), 291-306,
402-404, ]and more. High quality material
throughout. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1014

CA 3,650.00

*0

FRENCH COMMUNITY

[FRENCH COMMUNITY - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored and organized neatly
within Scott numbered glassines and
dealer's stock cards. A bit over half of the
selection consists of France and Monaco,
but included are very good French Africa
and Asia, and more. The selection features
many premium sets and singles from
around the world including wonderful
premium highlights like mint Monaco
[\#J1-J3/J5-J15, ]used [\#20, ]mint France
[\#624, C5, J69-J79, J80-J82, M4, ]and
used [\#C6, C23-C27, C34-C36, N43-N58,
]mint Wallis & Futuna Islands [\#C20 (NH),
]mint New Caledonia [\#25, ]used St. Pierre
& Miquelon [\#18, ]and more. We put a
selection of the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it in order to illustrate
the high level of quality found throughout.
Mostly mint and generally VERY FINE,
mint og, most mint NH

1015

CV 2,300.00

*0

FRENCH COLONIES

1016 * [FRENCH COLONIES - ALL MINT ALL NH
SELECTION OF FULL SHEETS FROM
VARIOUS AREAS] stored in glassines.
Most of this group is in partial or full sheets
and contain regular issues and some
Back-of-the-book issues such as Airmails
and Semi-Postals. Some of the areas and
items in this group include; Peoples
Republic of Congo [\#151, 161-164,
C72-C75], Dahomey [\#C60], Ivory Coast
[\#215, 216], Gabon [\#151-153, 217, C80],
Somali Coast [\#B15], and others, such as

Algeria, Cambodia, Cameroun, and Central
Africa. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH CA 9,150.00

FUJEIRA

[FUJEIRA - MOSTLY MINT STOCKBOOK
SELECTION] of hundreds including many
scarce Souvenir Sheets. VERY FINE, og,
NH

1017

SB 650.00

*0

BADEN

[(Michel 42-45),] rare proof sheet, VERY
FINE

1018
CV 2,500.00

PR

BAVARIA

[(29a), ]F-VF1019 CV 1,125.000

[(78b), Bayrische Gewerbe Schau labels
(Michel HBl#2.16),] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €400)

1020

CV 480.00

*

[BAVARIA - HIGH QUALITY MINT AND
USED STOCK CARD SELECTION,
]beginning with very nice, high quality first
issues of Baden and continuing with some
light duplication to very good
Back-of-the-book. The selection features
wonderful premium material throughout
including notable highlights such as used
[\#15a, 94-114, 176-191, 212-230,
256-270/271-275, O52-O69, ]generally
VERY FINE, mint og

1021

CV 2,330.00

*0

OLDENBURG

[(9), ]F-VF1022 CV 4,000.000

WURTTEMBERG

[(29), ]F-VF1023 CV 2,250.000

[(30-33), ]choice set, VERY FINE ( #33
signed Semp)

1024
CV 1,447.00

0

GERMAN STATES

[GERMAN STATES - VALUABLE
STOCKBOOK SELECTION] We
catalogues the straight Scott listed stuff but
there are hundreds of varieties here. Well
worth a look (current catalogue value well
in excess of $50,000)

1025

SB 12,500.00

*0

GERMANY

[(1-11, 12-13, 14-21, 23-25),] some with
faults,  F-VF

1026
CV 1,605.00

0

[(1/28),] collection of mint and used
Shields, arranged on a stock page. Noted
are mint [\#8, 12-13, 15, 21, 24, 27-28,]
used [\#1 (2), 2, 3 (2), 3a, 6, 7 (2), 10, 14,
19 (3), 20 (2), 21, 24-25, 27 (4), 28,] and
others. Gen. VERY FINE, most mint no
gum

1027

CV 2,771.00

*0

[(11), ]EXTREMELY FINE1028 CV 400.000

[(11), ]EXTREMELY FINE1029 CV 400.000

[(67/100b), six restapled booklets (Michel
#MH12),] valued by panes of [#67-68, 82f,
100 & 100b.] VERY FINE, og, NH (MI
€1470)

1030

CV 1,730.00

*

[(82, 82d, 83, 83c) in an Unexploded
Booklet, without number on cover, not
perfed through border (Michel MH #4.4B),]
VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €19000)

1031

CV 22,645.00

*

1032 * [(82b, Michel HBl #5.16aA), Walther label,]
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VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €1800) CV 2,145.00

[(82c, Michel HBl #4.1aA),] VERY FINE (MI
€3300)

1033
CV 3,935.00

0

[(82f, 84, 120, 120c, Michel MH#13A), two
unexploded booklets,] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €600)

1034

CV 715.00

*

[(82/S1.11), Raueiser label with five 5pf,]
VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €1100)

1035
CV 1,310.00

*

[(82/S1.14), Burgsmuller label,] VERY
FINE, og (MI €780)

1036
CV 930.00

*

[(82/S1.10), Paul Kohl label,] VERY FINE
(MI €500)

1037
CV 595.00

0

[(82/S1.11), Raueiser label,] VERY FINE
(MI €850)

1038
CV 1,015.00

0

[(82/W2.1), Apfelwein label,] VERY FINE
(MI €800)

1039
CV 950.00

0

[(82/W2.10), Paul Kohl label,] VERY FINE 
(MI €450)

1040
CV 535.00

0

[(82/W2.12), Aquadent label,] VERY FINE
(MI €1100)

1041
CV 1,310.00

0

[(82/W2.3 & 82/W2.4), Quint and Lecin
labels and block of four 5pf,] VERY FINE
(MI €1400)

1042

CV 1,670.00

0

[(82/W2.3), Quint label,] VERY FINE (MI
€800)

1043
CV 950.00

0

[(82/W2.4), Lecin label,] VERY FINE (MI
€600)

1044
CV 715.00

0

[(82/W2.11), on piece, Raueiser label,]
VERY FINE (MI €800)

1045
CV 950.00

OP

[(83/S2.10), Paul Kohl label,] VERY FINE
(MI €1000)

1046
CV 1,190.00

0

[(83/S2.19), Naturwein label,] VERY FINE
(MI €950)

1047
CV 1,130.00

0

[(83/W3.20), Stukenbrok label,] VERY
FINE (MI €950)

1048
CV 1,130.00

0

[(83/W3.24), Sellschopp label,] VERY FINE
(MI €950)

1049
CV 1,130.00

0

[(83/W3.25), Limania label,] VERY FINE
(MI €900)

1050
CV 1,070.00

0

[(97) in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH
#6A),] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€1800)

1051

CV 2,145.00

*

[(355), booklet pane of ten (Michel HBl
#51B),] VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €2200)

1052
CV 2,625.00

*

[(356a),] VERY FINE, og1053 CV 1,100.00*

[(398-400), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1054
CV 1,040.00

*

[(398-400), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1055
CV 1,040.00

*

[(415a, 418a & 420a), three unexploded
booklets (Michel MH#39.1, MH#39.2 &
MH#39.4)], VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €680)

1056

CV 815.00

*

[(415a, 416c, 418a, 419b & 420a, Michel
#MH38.2),] VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €250)

1057
CV 300.00

*

[(415c, 416a, 419b, 422a), in an
Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH #36.2),]
VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €450)

1058

CV 535.00

*

[(419c), booklet pane with plate number
(Michel HBl #84B HAN),] VERY FINE, og,
NH (MI €360)

1059

CV 430.00

*

[(432-435), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1060
CV 616.00

*

[(436-441), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1061
CV 508.00

*

[(436-441), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1062
CV 508.00

*

[(539a /544), unexploded booklets (Michel
MH #50),] included are five booklets, one of
which is CTO and valued as mint, along
with three [\#539a,] one of which is used
and two [\#544] panes, one mint, one CTO.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, only the booklets are
NH (MI €418)

1063

CV 500.00

*0

[(584-585, Michel #WZd1/VZd2),] study of
the 1948 Hanover Fair issues, with a
complete mint set, a couple of used items
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH  (MI €464)

1064

CV 550.00

*0

[(648a), imperf pair,] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €400)

1065
CV 460.00

*

[651a, 654a), imperf pairs,] VERY FINE, og 
(MI €400)

1066
CV 460.00

*

[(654), imperf pair,] one with crease, VERY
FINE, og, NH  (MI 400 Euros)

1067
CV 520.00

*

[(657a), imperf pair,] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €400)

1068
CV 460.00

*

[(657a), imperf pair,] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €400)

1069
CV 460.00

*

[(667-668), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1070
CV 320.00

*

[(702a, 704a, 708a), in all five Unexploded
Booklets (Michel MH #2a-MH #2e),] VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €1400)

1071

CV 1,645.00

*

[(704, 706, 708-711), plate # strips of five,]
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI 366.50 Euros)

1072
CV 500.00

*

[(704),] interesting study of unexploded
booklets and booklet panes on a stock
page. Noted are booklets (Michel) [\MH#6d
(5), MH#6e (3), MH#6fI, MH#6fII (3), &
MH#6g.] Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH (MI
€531)

1073

CV 635.00

*

[(708), in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel
MH #6a),] VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €500)

1074
CV 645.00

*

[(737Ab), in all four Unexploded Booklets
(Michel MH #4Xu-MH #4Xv, MH #4YI-MH
#4YII),] VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €330)

1075

CV 385.00

*

[(738), First Day Card (Michel #ETB 1),]
VERY FINE (MI 300 Euros)

1076
CV 320.00

CV

[(738), First Day Card (Michel #ETB 1),]
VERY FINE (MI 300 Euros)

1077
CV 400.00

FD

[(1756 var, Michel #1624U), imperf single,]
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI 550
Euros)

1078

CV 690.00

*

[(B14a),] disturbed gum on selvedge,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og

1079
CV 375.00

*

[(B14a var, Michel HBl #44A), booklet pane
of two,] VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €1500)

1080
CV 1,790.00

*

[(B24a), two panes,] VERY FINE, og1081 CV 450.00*

[(B24a),] VERY FINE, og, NH1082 CV 400.00*

[(B24a), in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel
MH #27.2),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €700)

1083
CV 835.00

*

[(B24a), in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel
MH #27.3),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €800)

1084
CV 950.00

*

[(B28a-B29a), in an Unexploded Booklet
(Michel MH #28.1),] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €550)

1085

CV 655.00

*

1086 *0 [(B28a-B29a),] with mint [\#B28a-B29a,]
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and used [\#B28a.] Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og CV 350.00

[(B34a-B34b),] VERY FINE, og, NH1087 CV 340.00*

[(B34a-B34b), unexploded booklet (Michel
MH #29.2),] VERY FINE, og (MI €450)

1088
CV 535.00

*

[(B38a-B38b, Michel MH #30.3),
unexploded booklet,] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €450)

1089

CV 535.00

*

[(B49-B57),] VERY FINE, og, NH (#B50
has some gum damage, NH catalog value
subtracted from total)

1090

CV 2,345.00

*

[(B50a & B53a, Michel MH #34.1),
unexploded booklet,] tape mark on staple
side, VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €900)

1091

CV 1,075.00

*

[(B50b & B53b),] VERY FINE, og, NH1092 CV 450.00*

[(B58)] tiny discoloration on back. VERY
FINE, og, NH

1093
CV 5,600.00

*

[(B60a, B63a), in an Unexploded Booklet
(Michel MH #40.2),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €400)

1094

CV 475.00

*

[(B82a-B83a), in a pair of Unexploded
Booklets, one with a Red Stripe across the
Cover (Michel MH #42.1-MH #42.2),]
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(MI €1200)

1095

CV 1,430.00

*

[(B310-B315), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1096
CV 980.00

*

[(B310-B313),] on cover, VERY FINE1097 CV 300.00CV

[(C28b & C30a),] VERY FINE1098 CV 550.000

[(C28d & C30b),] VERY FINE, og1099 CV 450.00*

[(C55),] 26 stamps, F-VF1100 CV 520.000

[(Michel #V5, V6, V20, V34a, V36a, V37c),]
#V6 pulled perf, V36a crease, F-VF (Michel
cat. 1,338 Euros)

1101

CV 1,730.00

0

GERMANY - ZUSAMMENDRUCKE - PRE-1945

[(367/373, Michel #K9/W29),] complete set
of zusammendrucke associated with the
1932 Ebert/Hindenburg issues, on a stock
page. Included are (Michel) [\#K9, K11,
K13 (NH), S38-41, S43 (NH), S45 (NH),
S46-49,] and more. Gen. VERY FINE, og,
some are NH  (MI €916)

1102

CV 1,095.00

*

[(398-399, Michel #K17/WZ11),] complete
used study of the zusammendrucke
associated with the 1933 Frederick the
Great issues. Composing the group are
(Michel) [\#K17-18, S102-05, W45 &
WZ9-11.] Gen. VERY FINE (MI €735)

1103

CV 880.00

0

[(B60/B64, Michel #K23/W101),] complete
mint study of the position pieces centered
around the 1934 Professions issues, on a
stock page. All issues included. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, some NH (MI €358.50)

1104

CV 430.00

*

[(B69/B74, Michel #K25/W102),] complete
mint and used collection of position pieces
related to the 1935 Costumes issues, on a
stock book. Both are complete. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH  (MI €454.70)

1105

CV 545.00

*0

[(B24, Michel #KZ11),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €3000)

1106
CV 3,575.00

*

1107 * [(B28-B30, Michel #KZ13/W36),] complete
mint study of the zusammendrucke
associated with the 1929 Coat of Arms
Semi-postals, arranged on a stock page.
Among the better are (Michel) [\#KZ13-18
(KZ14 is NH), S69, S71, S73 (NH), S75

(NH), W34-35, W36 (NH),] and the rest.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, some NH  (MI
€2075) CV 2,500.00

[(B28-B30, Michel #KZ13/W36),] complete
used study of the zusammendrucke
associated with the 1929 Coat of Arms
Semi-postals, arranged on a stock page.
Contained are [\#KZ13-16, S68-75 &
W34-36.] Gen. VERY FINE (MI €3501)

1108

CV 4,210.00

0

[(B69a & B71a, Michel MH#41 & HBl#103B
& HBl#104B),] includes unexploded booklet
and mint and used examples of booklet
panes for the 1935 Costumes set, along
with two other position pieces. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og (MI €442)

1109

CV 525.00

*0

[(82/100, Michel #S3/W5),] small showing
of 1919 Germania position pieces, on a
stock card. Noted are mint [\HBl#21aaA,
HBl#22abB, S3ab, W5ab,] and used
[\#S3ab, W5ab.] Gen. VERY FINE, mint og
(MI €459)

1110

CV 550.00

*0

[(82/100, Michel #W6/W13,] small group of
1918/19 Germania issues, with booklet
panes and position pieces, on a stock
page. Noted are mint (Michel)
[\HBL#19aaA, HBl#20abA (NH), W6ab (2),
W13aa,] and used [\#W6ab, W13aa.] Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH (MI €2160)

1111

CV 2,585.00

*0

[(82/100, Michel #S5/W12),] small group of
booklet panes and position pieces for the
1919 Germania issues, arranged on a
stock page. Included are mint [\HBl#1IIaA,
HBl#15aA, HBl#21aaA (NH), HBl#21aaB,
HBl#2IIaB HAN, W12aa (NH),] used
[\#W8aa, W12aa,] and others. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH (MI €873)

1112

CV 1,045.00

*0

[(98-99, Michel #S7/W10),] a booklet pane
and four position pieces from the 1916/17
Germania issues, that center around the
15pf Yellow Brown, on a stock page. Noted
are (Michel) [\HBl#12baA (mint), S7ba
(mint & used), & W10ba (mint & used).]
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og (MI €1700)

1113

CV 2,030.00

*0

[(98/100, Michel #S8/W11),] small study of
the 1917 Germania issues, on a stock
page. Contained are (Michel) mint
[\HBl#11bB, Hbl#14baA, S8ba, W11ba,]
used [\#S8ba, W11ba.] Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og (MI €1790)

1114

CV 2,140.00

*0

[(119/124, Michel #K1/W16a),] interesting
group of 1921 Germania issues, on stock
pages. Highlights include used [\Hbl#29aA,
KZ2.1, S15, S20a, S21a, S22a, W15,
W16a,] and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og (MI €880)

1115

CV 1,050.00

*0

[(124/141, Michel #K4/S34),] used showing
of the 1921 Germania and Numerals
position pieces, arranged on a stock page.
Included are [\#K4-6, KZ6, KZ8-9, &
S23-34.] Gen. VERY FINE (MI €5475)

1116

CV 6,555.00

0

[(C30, Michel #S35),] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €750)

1117
CV 890.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S54),] VERY FINE (MI
€450)

1118
CV 535.00

0

[(B24, Michel #S55),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2200)

1119
CV 2,625.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S56),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €1800)

1120
CV 2,145.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S58),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €400)

1121
CV 475.00

*
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[(B24, Michel #S58),] VERY FINE (MI
€400)

1122
CV 475.00

0

[(B24, Michel #S60),] VERY FINE, og (MI
€540)

1123
CV 640.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S60),] VERY FINE (MI
€900)

1124
CV 1,070.00

0

[(B24, Michel #S61),] VERY FINE (MI
€2000)

1125
CV 2,385.00

0

[(B24, Michel #S62),] VERY FINE (MI
€400)

1126
CV 475.00

0

[(B24, Michel #S63),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2000)

1127
CV 2,385.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S63),] VERY FINE (MI
€2000)

1128
CV 2,385.00

0

[(B24, Michel #S64),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €900)

1129
CV 1,070.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S65),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2000)

1130
CV 2,385.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S65),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2000)

1131
CV 2,385.00

*

[(B24, Michel #S66),] VERY FINE, og (MI
€1800)

1132
CV 2,145.00

*

[(B34-B35, Michel #S76/WZ4),] collection
of mint position pieces from the 1930
International Philatelic Exhibition issue, on
a stock page. Included are (Michel) [\#S77,
S78-79 (NH), S79 (NH pair), S79 & S87
(NH se-tenant), S80-82, S83 (NH), S84 (2,
one is NH), S86-87,] among others. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, some NH  (MI €3069)

1133

CV 3,670.00

*0

[(B34-B35, Michel #S76/WZ4),] collection
of used position pieces from the 1930
International Philatelic Exhibition issue, on
a stock page. Included are (Michel)
[\#S76-79, S80-81, S82, S84, S86, W37,
WZ2-3,] and more. Gen. VERY FINE (MI
€3715)

1134

CV 4,440.00

0

[(B38-B39, Michel #S88/WZ8),] collection
of 1931 Semi-postal position pieces on
stock pages. Included are better like
(Michel) mint [\HBl#70A, HBl#71B, S89-91
(NH), S94 (NH), S95, S98,] used
[\#S88-91, W39-40, WZ5,] among others.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, a few are NH 
(MI €2280)

1135

CV 2,725.00

*0

[(B38, Michel #S92-S95),] VERY FINE (MI
€1520)

1136
CV 1,825.00

0

[(B39, Michel #S96-S99),] VERY FINE (MI
€1590)

1137
CV 1,905.00

0

[(B39, Michel #S97),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €400)

1138
CV 480.00

*

[(B44-B46, Michel #S100/W44),] full study
of the 1932 Semi-postal position pieces on
a stock page. Included are complete sets of
the mint and used issues, along with a
complete booklet [\(Michel MH#31)] and
both panes [\(Michel HBl#72B-HBl#73B)].
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH (MI
€790)

1139

CV 945.00

*0

[(398-399, Michel #K17/WZ11),] complete
mint collection of 1933 Frederick the Great
position pieces, along with an unexploded
booklet (Michel MH #32.2) and all four
examples of booklet panes. Gen. VERY
FINE, of, some NH (MI €781)

1140

CV 935.00

*

1141 * [(403/406a, Michel #KZ17/W46),] complete
mint collection of 1933 Hindenburg issues,
containing all the position pieces and the

three booklet panes. Gen. VERY FINE, og,
few are NH (MI €911) CV 1,090.00

[(403/406a, Michel #KZ17/W46),] used
complete collection of position pieces for
the 1933 Hindenburg issues, on a stock
page. Gen. VERY FINE (MI €870)

1142

CV 1,050.00

0

[(B50/B54, Michel #S114/W58),] complete
mint symphony of the position pieces
orchestrated from the 1933 Opera issues,
arranged on a stock page. Composing this
arrangement are (Michel) [\#S114 (NH),
SK19-20, W51-52 (NH) & W53-58.] Gen.
VERY FINE, og, some NH (MI €1200)

1143

CV 1,440.00

*

[(B60/B64, Michel #S114/W58),] complete
used collection of 1933 Opera position
pieces. Some duplication. Gen. VERY
FINE (MI €1960)

1144

CV 2,345.00

0

[(B60/B64, Michel #K23/W101),] nearly
complete used set of position pieces
relating to the 1934 Professions set, on
stock pages. Also included are mint NH
examples of booklet panes with (Michel)
[\HBl #101A & HBl #102C.] Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, most NH  (MI €943)

1145

CV 1,130.00

*0

[(B93/B98, Michel #S243/W122,] complete
collections of mint and used position pieces
for the 1936 Semi-postals, on stock pages.
Noted are better tn mint [\MH#43, HBl
#107B-108B (NH),] used [\HBl #106B,] and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH 
(MI €599)

1146

CV 715.00

*0

[(B107/B112, Michel #S244/W134),]
complete mint and used collection of the
position pieces for the 1937 Semi-postal
set, arranged on stock pages. The
unexploded booklet, Michel [\MH#44,] and
the booklet panes, Michel [\HBl
#109B-10B,] are also noted. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH (MI €525)

1147

CV 630.00

*0

[(B123/B128, Michel #K33/W135),]
complete mint and used collection of
position pieces associated with the 1938
Semi-postals. Also included is an
unexploded booklet (Michel MH#45) and
both booklet panes, NH (Michel HBl
#111B-12B). Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
much is NH (MI €656)

1148

CV 780.00

*0

[(B160/B165, Michel #S257/W147),]
complete mint and used collection of
position pieces for the 1939 Semi-postals,
along with an unexploded booklet (Michel
MH#46) and NH booklet panes (Michel
#113B & 114B (2)). Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH  (MI €670)

1149

CV 800.00

*0

[(B177/B182, Michel #K37/W148),] near
complete study of mint and used 1940
Semi-postals, arranged on stock pages.
Included are the unexploded booklet
(Michel) [\MH#47,] plus a set of the booklet
panes (Michel) [\HBl #115B-116B (NH),]
and much more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH  (MI €616)

1150

CV 735.00

*0

[(B82/B86, Michel #SK27/W110),]
complete mint and used sets of
zusammendrucke for the 1936 Olympics
issues, on a stock page. Both sets are
complete. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, a few
are NH (MI €369.40)

1151

CV 440.00

*0

1152 0 [(82-83, Michel #W1/W4),] small showing
of mint and used 5pf and 10pf issues, with
se-tenant "X" labels. Contained are
(Michel) mint [\#W1.1, W1.3, W4b,] used
[\#W1.1, W1.2 & W4b.] Gen. VERY FINE,
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mint og  (MI €2400) CV 2,870.00

[(B25, Michel #W31-W33),] VERY FINE, og
(MI €690)

1153
CV 825.00

*

[(B25, Michel #W31),] VERY FINE  (MI
€450)

1154
CV 535.00

0

[(B25, Michel #W32),] VERY FINE  (MI
€350)

1155
CV 420.00

0

[(B34-B35, Michel #WZ1-WZ4),] mint group
of larger position pieces from the 1930
Philatelic Exhibition issues. Some partial
separations. Gen. VERY FINE, og (MI
€1320)

1156

CV 1,580.00

*

[(B38-B39, Michel #WZ5-WZ8),] VERY
FINE, og, all but #WZ5 are NH  (MI €1720)

1157
CV 2,060.00

*

GERMANY - ZUSAMMENDRUCKE - POST-1945

[(708 & 710, Michel #RL1-RL2),] VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €340)

1158
CV 405.00

*

[(677, Michel #S6),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €800)

1159
CV 960.00

*

[(677, Michel #S6), on piece,] VERY FINE
(MI €1100)

1160
CV 1,320.00

OP

[(677, Michel #S7),] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €550)

1161
CV 660.00

*

[(677, Michel #S7),] VERY FINE  (MI €700)1162 CV 840.000

[(677, Michel #S8),] VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €950)

1163
CV 1,140.00

*

[(677, Michel #S8),] on piece, VERY FINE
(MI €1000)

1164
CV 1,200.00

OP

[(671/677, Michel #W1/S12),] mint and
used selection of 1951 Posthorn position
pieces, arranged on a stock page. Among
the better are (Michel) mint [\#WZ1-3 , S1-3
(NH), S5 (NH),] used [\#W1, WZ1-2 (3),
WZ3, S5,] and others. Gen VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH  (MI €1884)

1165

CV 2,250.00

*0

[(702/710, Michel #W4/RL2),] study of the
position pieces of the Heuss issues from
1955, arranged on stock pages. Noted are
better like (Michel) mint [\HBl#3-5 (NH),
WZ5-8 (NH), S13-16 (NH), S21-24 (NH),
RL1 (5, could also be used as S29-32),]
used [\#WZ6-7, S16, S23, RL1,] and
others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, most
are NH  (MI €2506)

1166

CV 2,980.00

*0

[(702/708, Michel #W8/S48),] study of the
Heuss issues from 1956, on stock pages.
Included is a complete mint set with an
unexploded booklet and both booklet
panes, and more. Gen. VERY FINE mint
og, few are NH  (MI €702)

1167

CV 830.00

*0

[(W17X/WZ16bYII),] study of the
1958/1960 Heuss issues, arranged on
stock pages. Included is a full mint set of
(Michel) [\#W17X/S52X,] along with some
YII issues, an unexploded booklet,
examples of booklet panes and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH  (MI €894)

1168

CV 1,065.00

*0

[(B485-B488, Michel #W30/SZ2b),]
complete mint and often CTO collection of
position pieces for the 1972 Olympics
Semi-postals on stock pages. Included, as
well, are three unexploded booklets. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, NH (MI €331)

1169

CV 395.00

*0

[(673 & 675, Michel #WZ4),] VERY FINE,
og (MI €350)

1170
CV 420.00

*

[(673 & 675, Michel #WZ4),] VERY FINE
(MI €650)

1171
CV 780.00

0

GERMANY-BERLIN

[(9N1-9N16),] 21 VERY FINE, og, NH sets1172 CV 1,637.00*

[(9N1-9N20),] VERY FINE (5m signed by
both Schlegel BPP & Lippschutz BPP)

1173
CV 1,835.00

0

[(9N1-9N20), on post cards, with Berlin
Airlift cancels,] #9N1-16 are four issues on
a card, while the 1m to the 5m are each
individually on a card. Gen. VERY FINE, or
better (Michel about €16400)

1174

CV 17,920.00

CV

[(9N1-9N20), spread between two covers,]
VERY FINE  (MI €15200)

1175
CV 17,470.00

CV

[(9N1-9N20), on pair of Berlin Airlift
Registered Covers,] VERY FINE (Michel
€11,800)

1176

CV 12,600.00

CV

[(9N10 {pair}, 9N18), on piece,] VERY
FINE (signed Schlegel with 1980
non-photo Friedl Cert.)

1177

CV 580.00

OP

[(9N21-9N34),] VERY FINE1178 CV 766.000

[(9N21-9N34, )]VERY FINE1179 CV 766.000

[(9N22-9N34),] VERY FINE (1m signed Dr.
Dub)

1180
CV 697.00

0

[(9N33),] F-VF (signed)1181 CV 450.000

[(9N35-9N41,) on cover,] VERY FINE  (MI
€1330)

1182
CV 1,575.00

CV

[(9N42a, 9N43a, 9N47a, 9N49a), in an
Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH #1),]
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €700)

1183

CV 820.00

*

[(9N42a, 9N43a, 9N47a, 9N49a), in an
Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH #2),]
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €1200)

1184

CV 1,410.00

*

[(9N42a/9N49a), unexploded booklet
(Michel # MH1),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€700)

1185

CV 825.00

*

[(9N42a/9N49a, Michel HBl# 5 - HBl# 10),]
VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €860)

1186
CV 1,025.00

*

[(9N108), First Day Cover,] cacheted and
unaddressed, VERY FINE  (MI €450)

1187
CV 590.00

FD

[(9N132), First Day Cover,] cacheted and
unaddressed, VERY FINE (MI €250)

1188
CV 330.00

FD

[(9N135), First Day Cover,] cacheted and
unaddressed, VERY FINE (MI €600)

1189
CV 790.00

FD

[(9N165-9N169), plate # strips of five,]
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €296)

1190
CV 400.00

*

[(9N165-9N169), plate # strips of five,]
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €296)

1191
CV 400.00

*

[(9N176/9N187), plate number strips of
five,] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH  (MI 250.20 Euros)

1192

CV 267.00

*

[(9N179), in an Unexploded Booklet
(Michel MH #3b),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€850)

1193

CV 995.00

*

[(9NB1-9NB3), ]VERY FINE1194 CV 410.000

[(9NB1-9NB3), on cover,] VERY FINE (MI
€790)

1195
CV 900.00

CV

[(9NB3a), First Day Cover,] EXTREMELY
FINE (MI €5000)

1196
CV 5,700.00

FD

[(9NB4-9NB5), First Day Cover,] cacheted
and unaddressed, VERY FINE  (MI €320)

1197
CV 420.00

FD

[(9NB8-9NB11), First Day Cover,] all on
one cover, uncacheted and unaddressed,
VERY FINE  (MI €400)

1198

CV 428.00

FD
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[(9NB9, 9NB10), First Day Covers,]
cacheted and unaddressed, VERY FINE 
(MI €320)

1199

CV 342.00

FD

GERMANY-BERLIN - ZUSAMMENDRUCKE

[(9N47 & 9N49, Michel #SKZ1B),] VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €450)

1200
CV 540.00

*

[(9N47 & 9N49, Michel #SKZ2B),] VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €400)

1201
CV 480.00

*

[(9N47 & 9N49, Michel #SKZ3-SKZ4),]
VERY FINE (MI €500)

1202
CV 600.00

0

[(9N42 & 9N47, Michel #SZ2A),] VERY
FINE (MI €500)

1203
CV 600.00

0

[(9N42 & 9N47, Michel #SZ2A-SZ2B),]
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €375)

1204
CV 450.00

*

[(9N43 & 9N49, Michel #SZ4A),] VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €300)

1205
CV 360.00

*

[(9n42/9N49, Michel #SZ5-SZ6),] VERY
FINE  (MI €440)

1206
CV 525.00

0

[(9N42/9N49, Michel #W1/ SKZ4),] study of
the 1949-52 Regulars, with mint and used
examples, on stock pages. Among the
better are (Michel) mint [\#W2-4 (NH),
W6-9 (NH), W11, W13 (NH), S3-4, SZ1A
(NH), SZ3A (NH), SZ4B (NH), S9 (NH),]
used [\#W2-4, W6-9, W13, SZ4B, W24,
W29, W33,] and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH  (MI €2620)

1207

CV 3,140.00

*0

[(9N47, Michel #W12),] VERY FINE, og,
NH (MI €580)

1208
CV 695.00

*

[(9N47, Michel #W12),] VERY FINE (MI
€750)

1209
CV 900.00

0

[(9N49, Michel #W14),] VERY FINE, og,
NH (MI €580)

1210
CV 695.00

*

[(9N49, Michel #W15),] VERY FINE, og,
NH (MI €420)

1211
CV 500.00

*

[(9N49, Michel #W16),] VERY FINE, og,
NH (MI €580)

1212
CV 695.00

*

[(9N49, Michel #W16), on piece] VERY
FINE (MI €700)

1213
CV 840.00

OP

[(9N49, Michel #W17-W20),] VERY FINE
(MI €1055)

1214
CV 1,265.00

0

[(9N42/9N49, Michel #W17/SKZ4),]
complete mint study of the 1952 Regular
Issues, which are like the 1949 Regular
issues, with new labels, arranged on stock
pages. Among the better are [\#W18-20
(NH), W22 (NH), W24 (NH), W28 (NH),
W29-30 (NH), W32 (NH), W33-35 (NH),
SZ5 (NH), SKZ3-4 (NH),] and the rest.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, many are NH (MI
€4137)

1215

CV 4,955.00

*

[(9N47, Michel #W22),] VERY FINE (MI
€400)

1216
CV 480.00

0

[(9N47, Michel #W24),] VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1217
CV 430.00

0

[(9N43, Michel #W30),] VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1218
CV 430.00

0

[(9N43, Michel #W32),] VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1219
CV 430.00

0

[(9N42, Michel #W34),] VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1220
CV 430.00

0

[(9N42, Michel #W36),] VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1221
CV 430.00

0

GERMANY-BERLIN

[GERMANY-BERLIN-AIR LETTERS] Small
sampling of nine Air Letters, running from
1948 to 1953, on stock pages. Contained
are unused [\#LF4 (2), LF5,] and used
[\#LF1II, LF2aI, LF2bI, LF3 (2), LF6
(special flight to Djakarta).] Gen. VERY
FINE (MI €725)

1222

CV 810.00

CV

GERMANY COLLECTION

[GERMANY] Very nice and appealing
collection of close to 2,000 different mostly
mint issues housed in four beautiful
hingeless KABE albums with slipcases and
one hingeless Lindner album dedicated to
occupation issues (retail value for the
albums alone would be in excess of
$1,000!). The collection begins in the 19th
century, but by far the bulk of attention is
focussed on the 1930s and especially Third
Reich era. The collection includes a great
variety of premium standouts like the
souvenir sheet from 1930 Philatelic
Exhibition in Berlin, and it is also very nice
to see a plethora of never hinged sets from
as it dramatically alters the value of the
collection. Individually just some of the
most notable standouts include mint
[\#398-400, 442-443 (NH), 446-447 (NH),
448-451 (NH), 669 (NH), B33, B33a (NH),
B33b (NH), B33d (NH), B42-43 (NH),
B49-B57, B59-67, B69-78, B90 (NH), B102
(NH), B104 (NH), B105 (NH), B119 (NH),
B141-B143, 5NB1-B4 (NH), 5NB5-B8
(NH), 5NB9-11 (NH), 6NB3-B6 (NH),
6NB3-B6 (NH), 10N29-10N44, 10NB11
(NH), 12NB1-B3 (NH), 12NB4-B9 (NH), ]
used [\#670-685, B91-B92,] Austria mint
[\#500-515 (NH),] and many others. The
collection boasts great many premium
highlights, needs some areas filled in, but a
set of four KABE albums would deservedly
command a center stage role on your
philatelic shelf, gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH (We scanned a sample covering
1930 to 1940,)

1223

SB 10,000.00

*0

[GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION WITH EXCELLENT
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK, ]stored neatly in a
nice KA-BE Specialty Album with virtually
no duplication. The collection features
good pre-war Empire issues including
those of the States, but is strongest
beginning with German issues of the early
20th century. Loaded with wonderful
highlights including mint [\#B33, B68,
C38-C39, C43-C45, ]and used [\#C35-C37,
]and much more. High quality throughout,
well worth a dedicated gander. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1224

SB 6,000.00

*0

1225 *0 [GERMANY - LOVELY COLLECTION TO
1960, ]stored neatly in a nearly-new Scott
Specialty Album with glassine interleaving.
The collection features high quality German
States, Empire and Reich, and
exceptionally good Back-of-the-book,
including Semi-postals, Airmails, Offices
Abroad, Occupations and more, with many
better set, singles and souvenir sheets
including mint Germany [\#351-362,
398-400, 401-414, 664a, 634-661 (NH,
#654 used), 670-685 (#680 & 682 used),
686, B8-B11, B19-B22, B33a-B33d,
B38-B41, B44-B48, B59-B67, B69-B78,
B91-B92 (NH), B103, B104, B148-B159,
B294-B295, B310-B313, B316-B317,
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B318-B319, C20-C26, ]and used [\#4-5,
15-18, 20, 21, 29-35, B49-B57, B314-B315,
C27-C34, ]and more, generally VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH SB 3,000.00

[GERMANY - VERY HIGH QUALITY
STOCK SELECTION] of well over 6,000
mint and used stamps covering the
distinctive German subsections like
Individual States, The Imperial period,
Third Reich, and others. The focus is
certainly on the early period and overall the
lot would add up to an impressive catalog
value overall with hundreds of premium
singles and sets from every subsection,
gen. F-VF, mint og, some NH

1226

SB 3,000.00

*0

[GERMANY-VERY NICE TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION] very high quality and goes
from earlies to 1990's. The collector
concentrated on the Third Reich and early
AMG and French Zones occupations and
there are scores of better covers and
specialty items. Well worth a careful look.

1227

SB 3,000.00

*0

[GERMANY - MAGDEBURG LOCALS]
Very impressive specialized collection of
close to 200 articles of postal stationery
covering the local couriers within the city of
Magdeburg. When German authorities
introduced national post office, deliveries of
mail within the city limits were still legal
until 1899 and were widely used. This is a
wonderful representation of private/local
postal history of just one of the regions in
Germany and should appeal to any serious
collectors of early Imperial postal issues of
unified Germany. The collection is very
meticulously organized and comes with
detailed annotations (in German).

1228

SB 3,000.00

CV

[GERMANY - LOCAL COVERS - OVER
200 DIFFERENT] mostly mint stationary

1229
SB 2,000.00

CV

[GERMANY - LOCALS - COVERS -
SELECTION OF ABOUT 95 COVERS]

1230
SB 2,000.00

CV

[GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY STOCK]
This is a very attractive stock selection of
over 6,000 mint and used issues covering
a range of distinct subsections of German
philately. Selection includes some Imperial
period issues, inflation period, and some
post WWII period stamps, but by far the
core of the lot is made up of various Third
Reich era subsections. The core of the
selection comes mostly from the 1930s and
40s including German souvenir sheets
from the 1930s, Bohemia and Moravia
issues, Croatian stamps, plebiscites, post
WWII occupations and so much more. Due
to such expansive range of subsections
covered and neat organization this lot
should appeal to collectors and dealers
alike, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

1231

SB 1,750.00

*0

1232 *0 [GERMANY] An appealing mint and used
selection of close to 4,000 issues covering
German philately with some material from
the 19th century, strong focus on The Third
Reich, as well as strong Bund, regular
section and semi-postal. The selection in
total has a catalog value of well in excess
of $7,000 and includes individual standouts
like mint [\#242A, 1028-1044,] used [\#1,
21, 398-400, B3-B4, B18, B100,
B310-B313, B314-B315, B318,
B320-B323, B330,] & many others.  Overall
duplication is generally manageable and
even the issues from 1948-51 [\#634-661,]
which are duplicated 100+ times should
appeal to specialty collectors as they come

in a myriad of varieties: different
perforation, watermark placement and
other. Overall this is a great selection for
serious collectors of German philately, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og (We scanned only
one volume out of three that accounts for
close to half of the total catalog value of the
lot) SB 1,750.00

[GERMANY - WWII OCCUPATION
COVERS - SELECTION OF OVER 100
COVERS]

1233

SB 2,000.00

CV

[GERMANY - COVERS - SELECTION OF
ABOUT 150 COVERS]

1234
SB 2,000.00

CV

[GERMANY - LOCAL COVERS -
SELECTION OF 100 MOSTLY] mint
stationery

1235

SB 1,500.00

CV

[GERMANY - LOCALS - COVERS -
NEARLY 90 COVERS]

1236
SB 1,250.00

CV

[GERMANY - SELECTION OF ABOUT 700
MOSTLY DIFFERENT STAMPS] many
better. F-VF

1237

SB 1,000.00

[GERMANY] Between 1921 and 1924,
Germany was required to pay to Great
Britain and France reparations as a result
of defeat in World War I. As a result, the
value of the Deutsche Mark depreciated
tremendously. Originally meant as a device
to decrease the real cost of these
reparations, currency inflation soon got so
out of hand that this period of German
history has become a paradigm for fiscal
irresponsibility. The Mark went in value
from four Marks to the U.S. Dollar in 1914
to 4.25 trillion(!) Marks in 1924. This is a
specialized collection of mostly complete
and high quality sheets from that period,
and carries a Scott Value of over $3,500,
and face value over several billion
Deutsche Marks.

1238

SB 850.00

*

[GERMANY - LOCALS- COLLECTION OF
A FEW HUNDRED]

1239
SB 800.00

*0

[GERMANY - PREMIUM SELECTION] of
close to 90 issues, practically without
duplication, covering the Imperial period.
Including number of 'Eagle with small
shield' issues from the very first set of
unified Germany, F-VF

1240

SB 850.00

*0

[GERMANY - OVER 1500 MOSTLY
DIFFERENT STAMPS] with values to $50
each. Very high catalogue value. VERY
FINE

1241

SB 750.00

*0

[GERMANY-POSTAL CARDS - ABOUT
90] mostly different cards

1242
SB 750.00

CV

[GERMANY] Between 1921 and 1924,
Germany was required to pay to Great
Britain and France reparations as a result
of defeat in World War I. As a result, the
value of the Deutsche Mark depreciated
tremendously. Originally meant as a device
to decrease the real cost of these
reparations, currency inflation soon got so
out of hand that this period of German
history has become a paradigm for fiscal
irresponsibility. The Mark went in value
from four Marks to the U.S. Dollar in 1914
to 4.25 trillion(!) Marks in 1924. This is a
specialized collection of mostly complete
and high quality sheets from that period,
and carries a Scott Value of over $3,500,
and face value over several billion
Deutsche Marks.

1243

SB 650.00

1244 CV [GERMANY - OCCUPATIONS - BOHEMIA
& MORAVIA COVERS, ]very nice
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collection of over 50 covers, VERY FINE SB 600.00

[GERMANY - NEARLY 2000 MOSTLY
DIFFERENT STAMPS] with lots of
premium. High catalogue value. VERY
FINE

1245

SB 500.00

*0

[GERMANY - OFFICIAL FIRST DAY
COVERS] Very well organized and
comprehensive collection of over 1,000
official first day issues "ERSTTAGSBLATT"
covering the period from 1974 to 1997. The
collection is very continuous and is
organized in over a dozen of volumes in a
Bundespost order, as every official first day
of issues card is numbered. This could be a
great addition for anyone looking to
enhance their modern collection of German
Federal Republic issues from the late 20th
century, VERY FINE

1246

SB 500.00

CV

[GERMANY] Neat, relatively modern stock
selection of close to 2,500 mint and used
issues in total primarily covering the
back-of-the-book section. Much of the
focus within the lot is centered on
semi-postal issues as well as souvenir
sheets, gen. F-VF, mint og

1247

SB 400.00

*0

[GERMANY] Accumulation of hundreds of
ETB's (Ersttagsblatt) for Germany and
Berlin, most of which are loose. Contains
coverage of regulars and commemoratives
from the mid 1970's to 2002. Gen. VERY
FINE

1248

SB 400.00

FD

[GERMANY - MINT MODERN STOCK] An
extensive mint stock accumulation of
several thousand mint never hinged issues
covering West German philately from the
early issues in 1946 going all the way to
2011. Even though the period covered by
the lot begins in the middle of the 20th
century and includes individual standouts
like [\#693 (2 NH), 1028-44, 1475-94A
(100), B294-95 (NH), by far the bulk of the
catalog value of the lot that is above
$34,000 comes from the last two decades
of the 20th century and the €€€ period
stamps, duplicated in higher quantities.
The lot includes a very high ratio of
souvenir and miniature sheets with all of
them individually packed in Scott
numbered envelopes and glassines.
Sizeable portion of the lot is made up by
inclusion of complete sheets of Famous
women from 1986-91 in sheets of 100 and
subsequent issues. Another large notable
subsection is the West Berlin issues
including better like [\#9N67 (NH), 9N69
(NH), 9N120-N36,] with just the Berlin
subsection sporting over $3,000 in catalog
value. This is certainly a dealer type lot with
rather uniform duplication throughout in
many cases going up to 100 duplicates,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1249

CV 34,000.00

*

1250 * [GERMANY] Very high quality stock
selection mostly focused on the Third
Reich period including an impressive
semi-postal section with a very high ratio of
premium never hinged complete sets and
souvenir sheets. Catalog value of the lot
adds up to $24,000 in total and over 2/3 of
that comes from the semi-postal
subsection, which is evident as B numbers
dominate the list premium standouts within
the lot with highlights like [\#436-41 (NH),
698-701 (10 NH), 755-61 (4), B69-78 (NH),
B69-78 (2), B79-81 (2 NH), B82-89 (NH),
B93-101 (2 NH), B93-101 (NH blocks of 4),
B103 (NH), B106 (2), B107-15 (2 NH),

B119 (NH), B123-31 (NH), B132-33 (NH),
B134-36 (blocks of 4, NH), B141-43 (NH),
B144 (NH), B145 (NH), B146 (2 NH),
B148-59 (NH), B169 (17 NH), B177-85
(NH), B310-13 (3), B324, B325-26 (NH),
B327-30 (NH), B338-41, C59-60 (NH),
9N81-83 (NH blocks of 4),] and many
others. The duplication levels are generally
well within manageable quantities housed
in Scott numbered glassines, F-VF, og,
many NH CA 24,000.00

[GERMANY-POSTAL STATIONERY] In
the post WW II period no national post
office has devoted more energy and time to
its postal card and postal stationery
program. The Bundespost has issued
thousands of different cards, mostly as
differing view cards in sets of up to 200
different views of each card. The collector
who made this collection was an avid
philatelist with a fierce desire to complete
all of the cars, an active subscription to the
Bundespost's sale program, and an
enormous amount of money 9his invoices
for the collection totaled over 20,000
Deutsche Marks. this collection has about
8500 different cards either mint or with First
day cancels, all in complete sets. The
current Michel catalog is over 15000 Euros
and you would be hard pressed to find a
similar collection for love or money. If your
traditional Germany collection of stamps
needs little for completion, this is a good
area to invest your energies with relatively
low cost per item, high quality and great
philatelic interest.

1251

CV 16,500.00

[GERMANY - FANTASTIC SELECTION
FROM 1889 TO ]about 1940, stored neatly
in a very well organized, Scott numbered
stockbook. The selection features
excellent, high quality premium material
through, often lightly duplicated including
impressive highlights such as mint [\#71,
72, 387 (NH), 410, ]and used [\#64 (perf
damage), 118-132, 168, 171 (6), 228, 263,
282 (2), 299, 310, 311, 321, 398a, 435 (6),
]and more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1252

CO 16,000.00

*0

[GERMANY - STOCKBOOK SELECTION
FROM 1935 TO 1965, ]with value mainly in
duplication. Better items, mint unless
noted, include [\#539 (2, NH), 576 (9 used),
593E, 600-616 (2, NH), 668 (used), 680,
681, 682, 695 (5 used), 698-701 (NH), 696
(NH, 7), 698-701 (used), 702-721 (used),
]and more. A very nice selection, generally
VERY FINE

1253

CV 9,550.00

*0

1254 *0 [GERMANY - HIGHLY COMPREHENSIVE,
HIGH QUALITY STOCK CARD
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS ]beginning
with excellent 19th century German
Empire, equally good early 20th century,
inflationary period, Reich and Federal
Republic to 1990, with light duplication. The
selection is organized neatly in Scott
numbered dealer stock cards and stock
pages with premium material, which we
scanned to give you an idea of the very
high quality found in this group. Loaded
with much of the best premium material
issued by Germany, including beautiful
stand-outs like mint [\#12 (light tones),
50-51, 62, 64, 93a, 161-184 (NH), 339
(NH), 383, 442-443 (NH), 444-445 (NH),
446-447 (NH), 456-458 (NH), 469 (NH),
506-527 (NH), 649a (block of 4), ]used [\#1,
3, 3a, 6-10, 15a, 19, 20-21, 27, 28 (missing
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a few perfs), 32-35, 77-78, 80-95, 93a,
118-132, 137-155, 171, 238A-240,
257-258, 263, 299, 301, 310, 363, 365,
366-384, 391-397, 432-435, 557-577,
506-527, 530-556, ]generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH CA 9,000.00

[GERMANY - SELECTION OF PREMIUM
ITEMS IN SCOTT NUMBERED
STOCKCARDS] all $20 & up. All VERY
FINE

1255

CV 4,600.00

*0

[GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION,
]stored in a well organized stockbook. The
selection features very good Airmails,
Semi-postals, Officials and excellent Berlin,
including many premium sets and singles
like used [\#C17-C19, C23, C25, C26,
C27-C34, C35, C46-C56, O1-O13
(including O3), O35, O37, O45, O80-O91,
5NB8b, 5N40, 9N73, 9N78, 9N81-9N83,
9N120-9N136, ]and mint [\#O92-O103
(NH), ]and much more, high quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1256

CA 4,450.00

*0

[GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION ]stored
and organized very neatly in a set of
dealer's stock cards, individually Scott
numbered and very light duplicated. The
selection features excellent Semi-postals
from the first half of the 20th century, some
good Airmails, Berlin and GDR. The
selection features many wonderful
premium highlights including stand-outs
like mint [\#B176 (NH), B177-B185 (NH),
B186-B187 (NH pair), B189/B191-B193
(NH), B204 (NH), B218-B219 (NH),
B306-B308 (NH), B331 (NH), B338-B341
(NH), 9N75-9N79, 9N81-9N83 (NH),
9N176-9N190 (NH blocks of 4),
9N359-9N375 (NH), 9NB8-9NB11 (NH),
]and used [\#B310, C35 (2), C36, C56,
C61-C64, MQ3, 9N63, 9N73-9N74,
9N99-9N100, ]mint G.D.R. [\#80-81 (NH),
114-115 (NH), 137-146 (NH), 272-277
(NH), 739-744 (NH), ]and more. We put a
selection from the group on a stock page
and scanned it in order to clearly illustrate
the high level of quality found throughout
the selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, most mint NH

1257

CA 4,250.00

*0

[GERMANY] Nearly all mint NH collection
of sets, singles and souvenir sheets,
running between 1946 and 1980, in three
slipcased Lindner T hingeless albums
(retailing about $800). Included are many
better for the period like [\#586B, 664a,
665-66 (NH), 667-68 & B309 (NH), 669
(NH), 688 (NH), 693 (NH), 695 (NH),
698-701 (NH), 702-21 (NH), 755-61,
1028-44, B294-95 (NH), B306-08 (NH),
B310-13 (NH), B314-15 (NH), B316-17
(NH), B318-19 (NH), B320-23 (NH),
B325-26 (NH), B327-30 (NH), B332-33
(NH), B334-37 (NH), B338-41 (NH),
B344-47 (NH), 3N1-20,] used [\#666-69 (on
cover), B310-13,] and others. Gen. VERY
FINE, og, NH (we scanned the album
pages from 1946 to 1956)

1258

CV 3,715.00

*0

[GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]of mainly Bundespost era material in a
stockbook, including Back-of-the-book.
Most of the selection is duplicated between
five and fifteen times, sometimes more,
creating an excellent opportunity for the
aspiring or established dealer. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1259 *0

CA 3,000.00

[GERMANY - ESTAGBLATS ]Collection of
hundreds of first day souvenir pages from
1970 to 1995, Michel valued at over
€2500.00. All VERY FINE,

1260

CV 2,800.00

FD

[GERMANY-BOOKLETS] Collection of
unexploded booklets running from 1961 to
1982, on stock pages. Among the better
are (Michel) [\MH#7aI (2), MH#8I, MH#9u,
MH#9v (2), MH#10 (5), MH#13b, MH#13d,
MH#16a,] an extensive group of [\MH#22,]
with varied types and much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, or better, og, NH (MI €1487)

1261

CV 1,770.00

*

[GERMANY - OFFICIAL USE - STOCK
CARD SELECTION, HIGHLY COMPLETE
AND HIGH QUALITY ]stored and
organized neatly on Scott numbered dealer
stock cards. The selection includes Local
Official Stamps as well as issues for
Germany proper and includes wonderful
highlights like used [\#O1-O2/O4-O13,
O14-O21, O22-O28, O34-O39, ]generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1262

CV 1,400.00

*0

[GERMANY-AIR LETTERS] Group of 14
mainly used Air Letters from 1948 to 1950,
on stock pages. Noted are (Michel) [\#LF 1I
(3), LF 2II, LF3 (5), LF4, LF6a, LF6b,
LF7a,] and unused [\#LF7a.] Gen. VERY
FINE (MI €1040)

1263

CV 1,180.00

CV

[GERMANY-FDCs] Group of 42 cacheted,
often unaddressed First Day Covers from
1955 to 1958, in a stock book. Better noted
include (Michel valued) [\#727 (€38), 728
(€36), 731 (€30), 735 (€22), 736 (€36), 737
(€70), 739 (€32), 742 (€20),  B342-43
(€55), B344-47 (in two FDCs, €120),
B348-49 (€40), B350-53 (€65), B354-55
(€32),] and others. Only a few are
duplicated. Gen. VERY FINE  (MI €939)

1264

CV 1,110.00

FD

[(B68),] VERY FINE, no gum1265 CV 875.00*

GERMANY & STATES

[GERMANY & STATES - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]stored and organized neatly
on individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards, with light duplication
throughout. The selection begins with a few
nice 19th century state issues, followed by
good German Empire, Third Reich, and
Bundespost. followed by Including mint
Wurttemberg [\#O52, ]used Germany [\#6,
321, 686 (pair), ]and mint [\#456-458 (NH),
456-458 (NH), 469 (NH), 490-491 (NH),
681 (NH), 683, 714, 755-761, 824-839
(blocks of 4), 1170-1192 (NH), ]and more.
We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the group. Mostly mint
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

1266

CA 2,800.00

*0

ZARA

[ZARA] Group of ten mint NH issues on a
stock page. Included are (Michel)
[\#20.1-20.4, 35.2-35.3, 36.1-36.2, & 36.4.]
Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH (most signed,
several by Dr. Oertel, MI €575)

1267

CV 685.00

*

GERMANY-SOVIET ZONE LOCALS

[(12NB3 var, Michel #22b), tied to piece,]
Michel €2000, VERY FINE

1268
CV 2,700.00

0
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[(15N1), on cover,] EXTREMELY FINE (MI
3,000 Euros)

1269
CV 0.00

CV

[(15N4 var/15n15 var), Loschwitz (East
Saxony) rouletted set (Michel #42G-50G),]
two sets, VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €280)

1270

CV 330.00

*

[(16N9-16N9f),] with mint [\#16N9 (10) and
16N9f (7, 6 of which are NH),] VERY FINE,
mint og, NH (where applicable)

1271

CV 518.00

*

[Provisional Soviet Zone Overprint (MI
#179),] VERY FINE (MI 450 Euros)

1272
CV 483.00

0

SOVIET ZONE-COTTBUS

[(Michel #33x), sheet of 50,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (signed
& expertised Busch BPP, MI €5000)

1273

CV 6,945.00

*

SOVIET ZONE-STRAUSBERG

[SOVIET ZONE-STRAUSBERG] Grouping
of mint issues and souvenir sheets, on
stock pages. Contained are (Michel) [\#1-6
(NH pairs), 31-33, Block 1II (10), Block 2II
(86), & Block 3z (2).] Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, most are NH, where applicable 
(MI €2755)

1274

CV 3,245.00

*

GERMANY-G.D.R.

[(78-79), blocks of four with inscription,]
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(MI €328)

1275

CV 370.00

*

[(78-79), ten of each,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1276
CV 300.00

*

[(122-136),] missing #135, VERY FINE, og,
NH

1277
CV 342.00

*

[(134), sheet of 100,] VERY FINE, og, NH1278 CV 650.00*

[(188a, 188b, 227a), in an Unexploded
Booklet (Michel MH #2b3),] VERY FINE,
og, NH  (MI €320)

1279

CV 375.00

*

[GERMANY-G.D.R.] Vast accumulation of
mainly mint Zusammendrucke, pairs and
other se-tenants, running to the 1980's, in a
binder. Included are some earlier issues,
numerous Martyrs, pairs, blocks and gutter
pairs and more. Also thrown in are some
sheets, some of which are with
separations. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
many are NH

1280

SB 3,000.00

*0

[GERMANY - G.D.R.] An expansive mint
and used selection of close to 4,000
stamps covering the German Democratic
Republic's philately in a comprehensive
manner, including such individual
standouts like mint [\#58-67, 78-79 (2),
80-81, 85-88, 191, 272-277,] used [\#274
(2),] and in total coming to over $3,500!
The collection is housed in two volumes
with moderate duplication, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

1281

SB 1,250.00

*0

[GERMANY - G.D.R.] Mint and used
selection of close to 10,000 stamps
covering the philatelic issues of German
Democratic Republic. The lot is essentially
split into two fairly even sections as
numerically half of the stamps are housed
in Scott numbered glassines, well over 500
glassines in total, while the rest come from
approximately one hundred complete
sheets of 50. Due to such duplication levels
the lot would surely be more aimed towards
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential, rather than collectors, VERY
FINE, mint og, most NH

1282 *0

SB 750.00

[GERMANY - G.D.R.] Premium selection of
around 400 mint and used issues covering
early period G.D.R. as well as Berlin
occupation issues, many premium never
hinged overprints amongst notable
standouts like Germany (Berlin) mint
[\#9N17 (48 NH), 9N18 (93 NH), 9N19 (93
NH),] used [\#9N33, 9N34, 9N98 (3),
9NB11,] & others, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1283

CA 11,270.00

*0

[GERMANY - G.D.R.] Very nice stock
selection of several thousand stamps
covering the East German philately starting
with the very early Russian occupation
issues like Germany [\#10N29-N44 (blocks
of four),] and going to the very last issues
of DDR including individual standouts like
mint [\#, 54-57A, 146a, 155-71 (NH),
187-204 (NH), 226a (3), B17-20 (2), B21
(10),] used [\#B21a,] among them and
more. Generally the duplication levels are
rather uniform and despite being high are
very manageable due to the lot being
organized in a very neat and tidy manner
with every issues in Scott identified
glassines/envelopes and in most cases
duplication levels indicated. Bearing in
mind the levels of duplication and catalog
value of $8,500 this is certainly a dealer
type lot, VERY FINE, og, NH

1284

CV 8,500.00

*0

[GERMANY-G.D.R.-BOOKLETS] Group of
17 unexploded booklets, ranging to 1973,
on stock pages. Among the better are
(Michel MH) [\#1a1, 1a2, 2a1, 2a2, 2b1 (2),
4a1,] and a few others. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€1529)

1285

CV 1,830.00

*

[GERMANY-G.D.R.-BOOKLETS] Small
array of unexploded booklets, most of
which are from the 1950's.  Noted are
(Michel) [\#MH3b1 (101), MH5II/1b,] along
with two Karl Marx Year books (MI €85
each), and a few others.  Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€1555)

1286

CA 1,700.00

*

[(330/333, Michel #W6/Hz6),] complete
mint NH group of zusammendrucke for the
1957 Regular issues, on a stock book.
Contains all three center blocks. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €382)

1287

CV 455.00

*

GERMANY & AREA

[GERMANY & AREA - NICE COLLECTION
OF COVERS] An appealing collection of
close to 350 cover from a number of areas
Germany, Federal Republic and GDR,
early 20th century Germany and Saar. The
collection includes number of airmails from
a variety of different time periods, as well
as many other great stamps and number of
covers with beautiful, eye-catching cachets
in in pristine condition, VERY FINE (We
only took some sample shot to give a better
idea of the contents)

1288

SB 1,500.00

0

[GERMANY & BERLIN - OVER 10
VOLUMES OF FDC'S AND MORE,
]cacheted by Fleetwood and unaddressed,
in three large cartons. In addition to the
covers, this group includes many First Day
Pages in wonderful condition. All material
generally issued between 1974 and 1999,
but includes several covers and pages
from the 1950's and 1960's. All items
generally VERY FINE

1289

SB 600.00

FD
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[GERMANY & AREA - HIGH QUALITY
THREE VOLUME SELECTION ]in a trio of
stockbooks, with stamps neatly ordered by
Scott number. The vast majority of the
value in this selection comes from an
extremely impressive volume containing
entirely German States, including
moderately duplicated premium material
both mint and used. Some of the wonderful
better items easily found within this
selection used Germany [\#49a, B26,
9N78, ]mint North German Confederation
[\#12, ]mint Baden [\#15 (2), 24 (no gum),
25, LJ3 (3), ]and used [\#2 (10), 3 (7), 4 (9),
6 (9), 8 (3), 9 (17), 10 (7), 13 (5), 14 (4), 15,
16 (4), 17 (4), 22 (8), 23, 28 (11), ]used
Bavaria [\#4, 11-12, O40-O41, ]used
Saxony [\#15, ]mint Bergedorf [\#1 (9), 2
(6), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6), ]used Bremen [\#1, 3,
5 (missing corner), ]and mint [\#3, 6, ]mint
Brunswick [\#6 (5), 12 (5), 23 (6), ]and used
[\#7, 8 (3), 9 (2), 24 (2), 25, ]used
Mecklenburg-Schwerin [\#6, ]mint
Mecklenburg-Strelitz [\#1, 3, 4, 5, 6, ]and
used [\#5, 6, ]used Oldenburg [\#1, 2, ]and
mint [\#16, ]mint Hamburg [\#1, 9 (11), 12
(12), ]and used [\#2 (2), 3 (2), 4, 6, 12, 17
(2), 21 (toning), 24 (3), ]used Hanover [\#1,
3, 5, 7, 12 (4), 13, 18, 22 (2), 28, ]and mint
[\#7, 18 (2), 22 (2), ]used Lubeck [\#2, 4 (3),
]used German Offices in China [\#53, ]mint
German Offices in the Turkish Empire [\#1,
6, ]and used [\#1, 2, ]used Prussia [\#1, 2
(9), 10 (2), 23 (3), 24, ]and mint [\#23 (2),
24 (2), ]used Saxony [\#2, 6 (2), 7, 13 (4),
20 (3), ]mint Schleswig-Holstein [\#6, 9, 10,
11, ]and used [\#3 (2), 12 (2), 15, 17 (2), 19
(2), 21, ]used Thurn & Taxis [\#3 (3), 6 (2),
9, 10 (2), 11, 12, 13 (4), 14 (2), 19, 49 (6),
50 (2), 51 (4), 52 (2), ]and mint [\#8 (3), 9,
12 (pair), ]used Wurttemberg [\#1, 4 (4), 5
(2), 11, 16, 37 (2), 39 (2), 48 (2), 54 (2),
]and mint [\#39, ]and much more. Generally
very high quality throughout and VERY
FINE, many mint og

1290

CA 65,700.00

*0

[GERMANY & AREA - HIGH QUALITY ALL
PREMIUM SELECTION ]stored on APS
auction pages. The selection features a
huge amount of high quality premium
material including mint Germany [\#7, 14,
714, B325-B326, C57-C58, ]and used [\#3,
6, 25, 36B, 43, 81A, B341, 461, 669,
B310-B313, B338-B341, B344-B347,
C35-C37, C46-56, 8N36, 8N37, 9N13,
9N34, 9N63, 9N75-9N79, 9N99-9N100,
9NB11, ]used Hanover [\#7, 28, ]used
Brunswick [\#11 (with APEX cert), 18, 26,
]used Bavaria [\#118-121, 176-191,
272-275, ]used Prussia [\#10, 14, ]used
Wurttemberg [\#4, 43, ]mint Hamburg [\#9,
9B, 12, 23, 24, ]mint Baden [\#LJ3, ]used
Saar [\#16, 308, ]and more. High quality
material throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og

1291

CA 7,700.00

*0

GERMANY-OFFICES IN MOROCCO

[(19),] Senf expertization mark on the back,
F-VF, og

1292
CV 975.00

*

GERMAN OFFICES

[GERMAN OFFICES ]including many
better like Offices in China [\#33, 41, 46,
54, ]in Morocco [\#5, 6, 14, 28, 29, 31, 39,
40, 41, 42, 56, ]and in the Turkish Empire
[\#1, 2, 4, 5, 11, 12, 21, 22, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 50-54, 57-59, ]and more,
generally VERY FINE, og

1293 *0

CV 7,000.00

BOHEMIA & MORAVIA

[1943 Theresienstadt Admission Stamp,
perf (Michel #1),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€650)

1294

CV 775.00

*

[1943 Theresienstadt Admission Stamp,
imperf (Michel #1U),] EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH  (signed Gilbert, MI €600)

1295

CV 715.00

*

[BOHEMIA & MORAVIA] Extensive study
of varied mint pieces, arranged in two
binders. Included are gutter pairs, whether
using a blank gutter or a label for a gutter,
plate blocks, with both numerals or
numerals plus an "A", varied Stars (one or
two) in the corner selvedge, strong Red
Cross issues, and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some scattered NH

1296

SB 2,200.00

*

[BOHEMIA & MORAVIA - COVERS] Very
nice selection of over 80 covers from
Bohemia & Moravia sporting a variety of
different stamps on them, including military
Fieldpost cancels, variety of destinations
and personal messages on the postcards.
Selection could be an interesting addition
to any serious collection of expanded
German philately.

1297

SB 400.00

CV

DANZIG

[(44) tied on cover,] VERY FINE1298 CV 3,400.00CV

SAAR

[1924 5c, 20c & 25c Unexploded Booklet
(Michel MH #1),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€2600)

1299

CV 3,040.00

*

[SAAR] Nearly complete used collection of
sets and singles, ranging from 1947 to
1959, on Lindner hingeless album pages.
Included are better like [\#263-82, 289-308,
B61-64 & CB1, B65-66, B67-68, B69-73,
B74, B75, B76, B77-81, B82, B84-88, B91,
B92-94, C12, O27-38,] and others. Gen.
VERY FINE

1300

SB 2,500.00

0

GERMAN OCCUPATIONS

[GERMAN OCCUPATION OF
ALSACE-LORRAINE] Very nice selection
of 140 covers

1301

SB 600.00

CV

[GERMANY-OCCUPATIONS] Extensive
collection of around 600 never hinged
issues from 1970 to 1990 in Scott
numbered glassines. Each sets is
duplicated on average 12-15 times or
more, so total stamp count would be close
to 10,000 in total. Included are such
highlights like [\#9N359-76 (9), 9N516-32
(3), 9N543-57 (3), 9NB1-B3, 9NB6-B7,] &
more, VERY FINE, og, NH

1302

CV 7,000.00

*

1303 *0 [OCCUPATIONS OF GERMANY -
EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY STOCK
CARD SELECTION ]with very little
duplication and excellent material
throughout. The selection provides very
good coverage of most of the post-war
occupations of Germany by Allied and
Soviet forces, and is neatly stored and
organized in Scott numbered dealer stock
cards. Premium material throughout,
including mint [\#5N14-5N27 (NH),
3N1-3N20 (NH), 5N41 (NH), 5NB1-5NB4
(NH), 5NB5-5NB8 (NH), 6N16-6N29 (NH),
6N30-6N38 (NH), 6N33A (NH),
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10N29-10N44 (NH), ]and used
[\#3N2b-3N8b, 4N5, 5NB12-5NB14,
6N39-6N40, 6NB1-6NB2, 6NB9, 11N2a,
11N4a, 12N16, 12N18, 12NB5-12NB6,
12NB8-12NB9, 13N1-13N12,
13NB1-13NB3 (imperf), 14N1-14N12 (each
on piece), 14N15-14N20, 14NB1-14NB12,
15N2-15N20, 16NB1-16NB4, ]and more,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CV 3,975.00

GREECE

[(7), ]VERY FINE, no gum1304 Scott 450.00*

[(36b), ]double back print at numeral pair,
Scott valued as two singles, VERY FINE

1305
CV 2,750.00

0

[(42c), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og1306 CV 825.00*

[(46a), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og1307 CV 500.00*

[(64/99),] wonderful specialists selection of
roughly 800 stamps. Scott Catalogue value
as most common shades $7,500, with no
premium for cancellation. All VERY FINE

1308

SB 1,250.00

*0

[(117-128), ]VERY FINE1309 CV 1,248.000

[(161-163), ]VERY FINE1310 CV 362.000

[(539-544), ]VERY FINE, og1311 CV 227.00*

[(N133-N140),] #N139-N140 mint, og,
VERY FINE

1312
CV 1,431.00

*0

[(N140),] facial scrape, VERY FINE, og, NH1313 CV 2,400.00*

[GREECE - GREEK AREA - HUGELY
VALUABLE STOCKBOOK ]of over 8,000
mostly different stamps. Loaded with
wonderful, highly desirable premium
issues, including over two hundred 1870
Hermes Heads and thousands of better
stamps issued between 1890 and 1970.
Includes great airmails, occupations,
Epirus, Crete and much more. The
stockbook should catalogue well over
$15,000.

1314

SB 5,000.00

*0

[GREECE - MINT MODERN SELECTION]
Very nice mint modern selection of several
thousand stamps with a total catalog value
well in excess of $11,000! The selection is
primarily focussed on the period from 1970
to 1990, with all the stamps organized in
Scott numbered envelopes and duplication
indicated as well. This is certainly a lot
geared more towards dealers simply due to
duplication levels are generally in the
region of 20-30 and in some cases
exceeds 50. The selection covers all the
major sub sections including Airmails,
Semi-Postal issues and regular highlights
like [\#1616a-1620a, 1908-1917 (blocks of
4),] and many more, VERY FINE, og, NH

1315

SB 3,500.00

*

[GREECE - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION]
Very attractive mint never hinged selection
of over 500 complete sets from the most
desirable period covering Greek issues
from the Lord Byron issue in 1924 all the
way to 1960. The selection is of very high
quality and in total the catalog value would
add up to close to $10,000 including
individual standouts like (all never hinged!)
[\#383-387 (15), 425-426 (15), 459-466 (6),
484-487 (10), 587-600 (8), 601-603 (26),
604-617 (5), 632-638 (10), 638a (2 pairs),
639-648 (7),] and others. The lot is neatly
organized in Scott numbered envelopes
and certainly appeal to dealers looking to
bolster their Greek collections with these
pristine sets from the most desirable
period, VERY FINE, og, NH

1316

SB 4,000.00

*

[GREECE - HERMES HEADS -
SPECIALIZED SELECTION OF
HUNDREDS, ]VERY FINE

1317

SB 4,000.00

*0

[GREECE - VERY HIGH QUALITY MINT
STOCK] of thousands of stamps covering
the last four decades of the 20th century
housed in over 100 envelopes either
indicating an entire year set or individual
sets with souvenir sheets etc. This is a very
nice mint modern stock selection with
limited duplication and an impressive
catalog value of over $6,500! The only
thing required to turn this into a really
comprehensive representation of modern
Greek philately is a nice album. Some
issues even go into € period and an early
21st century, VERY FINE, og, NH

1318

SB 1,750.00

*

[GREECE - HERMES HEADS] Very
attractive specialist's selection of the
earliest Hermes Heads issues. The
selection includes over a hundred of used
stamps portraying a whole spectrum of
different shade varieties, altogether with a
very high catalog value, for a truly
specialized collection, VERY FINE

1319

SB 850.00

0

[GREECE - VERY HIGH QUALITY STOCK
CARD SELECTION ]with excellent Hermes
Heads and very good Back-of-the-book,
and very little duplication. The selection
begins with high quality premium 19th
century issues and provides good coverage
to about 1970, including good Airmails and
Occupations, and better items like mint [\#8
(no gum), 16, 100, 632-638, 708-715,
C1-C4, ]and used [\#15, 16b, 21, 94a, 125,
N1, ]all very high quality and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1320

CV 2,450.00

*0

[GREECE] Mint never hinged selection of
close to 1,500 issues covering the late
1960s organized in several dozen Scott
numbered envelopes and with catalog
value of well over $2,000! Generally the
duplication is on the higher side, but the lot
is very neatly organized and therefore very
manageable, VERY FINE, og, NH

1321

CV 2,240.00

*

[GREECE - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored neatly in Scott
numbered and ordered dealer's stock
cards. The collection begins with a nice
selection of Hermes Head issues and
proceeds to provide coverage to about
1980, including Back-of-the-book, with very
light duplication of a few sets. The selection
includes some wonderful premium material
including mint [\#382 (NH), 519, 637,
639-648, 677-687, C1-C4, ]and used [\#20,
47, ]all very high quality and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1322

CA 1,225.00

*

GREENLAND

[(19-27), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1323 CV 1,350.00*

[GREENLAND - COVERS,] about 80
covers

1324
SB 1,000.00

CV

HAITI

1325 *0 [HAITI - FANTASTIC, HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION IN THREE VOLUMES,
]stored in a matching set of nice hardbound
stockbooks, well organized and Scott
numbered. The selection begins with very
nice, high quality 19th century material
followed by excellent coverage to about
1980 and good Back-of-the-book, including
wonderful premium highlights such as used 
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[\#1-5, 80, ]and much more. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CA 1,600.00

HONDURAS

[HONDURAS - BEAUTIFUL NEARLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION OF
THOUSANDS IN A ]pristine Scott Specialty
Album. The collection runs from the first
issues to 1990, with most issues being
shown both mint and used in  impressively
high quality. Includes excellent Airmails,
souvenir sheets, and other back of the
book. Among the many notable highlights
found in this collection, stand-outs
including mint [\#3, 18, 19, 30-36, 128-130,
194-198, 244-255, 311-317, C22,
C51-C55, C99-C100, C128-C142,
C181-C186, ]and much more, exceptionally
high quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1326

SB 15,000.00

*0

[HONDURAS - HIGH QUALITY TWO
VOLUME SELECTION, ]stored and
organized neatly in a pair of stockbooks on
Scott numbered pages. The selection
includes excellent 19th and early 20th
century material and good Airmails in the
second volume. Wonderful quality
throughout, good premium including
highlights such as mint [\#1, 33 (3), 33 (no
gum, 5), ]and more. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

1327

CV 3,400.00

*0

[HONDURAS - ALL MINT NH SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION] stored in glassines,
this group consists of the items
[\#C429-C435 (100 perf & 100 imperf
footnoted souvenir sheets)] and Michel
listed [\#B11]

1328

CV 2,750.00

*

[HONDURAS - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored neatly on Scott
numbered stock pages in a stock book.
The selection provides a good level of
coverage for issues of Honduras from 1915
to about 1980, and most items are
duplicated lightly. The selection includes
good Back-of-the-book and premium
material including highlights such as mint
[\#289, C20c, C30 (2 mint, 3 used), C76,
]and more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1329

CV 1,300.00

*0

[HONDURAS - FANTASTIC HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored neatly in a
stockbook on Scott numbered stock pages,
with excellent Back-of-the-book and
premium material up to about 1980. Most
items in the selection are duplicated
between five and ten times, and the
selection includes many highlights such as
mint [\#C181-C186, C241-C249 (2),
C231-C240 (2), ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
of, many NH

1330

CA 1,190.00

*0

HUNGARY

[(4197), ]Souvenir sheet, see footnote. Sold
at post office for 5000 Forints
(USD$180.00), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1331

ECV 180.00

*

[(B80-B87), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1332 CV 900.00*

[(B80-B87), ]imperf, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1333
CV 450.00

*

[(B80-B87), ]imperf, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1334
CV 450.00

*

[(B198A-B198D, CB1A-CB1D, ]souvenir
sheets, VERY FINE, og

1335 *

CV 250.00

[(B198A-B198D & CB1-CB1C), Souvenir
Sheets,] VERY FINE, og, NH

1336
CV 250.00

*

[(C81), ]imperf block of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1337
ECV 320.00

*

[(C81), imperf sheet of four,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og

1338
CV 600.00

*

[(C81),] Imperf block of 4. VERY FINE, og,
NH

1339
CV 320.00

*

[(C81, Sheet of 4),] VERY FINE, og1340 CV 525.00*

[(C81, Sheet of 4, imperforated),] VERY
FINE, og

1341
CV 600.00

*

[2002 €6 (1500Ft) Duck Stamp, Inscription
Error, sheet of 30,] EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH  (Retail $360)

1342

CV 0.00

*

[HUNGARY - HIGH QUALITY STOCK
SELECTION] Very nice mint never hinged
selection of some 750 sheets from late
1950s and 60s housed in glassines mostly
with uniform duplication of 50 throughout
the lot. Some of the more notable individual
standouts include [\#1189 (50), 1336 (200),
1336 (50 imperf souvenir sheets).]
Considering the uniformity of duplication
and catalog value of close to $9,000 this lot
would most certainly appeal to dealers
looking for breakdown and resale potential,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1343

SB 2,500.00

*

[HUNGARY - 1930'S TO 1980'S MINT
SOUVENIR AND MINIATURE SHEET
SELECTION] stored in Scott numbered
glassines and on stock pages. This group
has many desirable imperf variants of the
hundreds of souvenir and miniature sheets
included. There is also much focus on
airmails. Some of the better issues in this
lot include [\#486 (2, one is NH), 528 (4),
841 (8), 1035 (imperf), 1176-1180 (imperf),
1182 (2), 1189 (15), 2580 (6), B94 (6),
B202a (6), B203a (7), B205-B206 (8), C67
(8), C80 (8), C95 (5), C157 (6), C166(8),
C350 (imperf), C408 (imperf), CB1D, 
CB13 (4), CB14 (4)] And many others. We
scanned a small portion of item included in
this lot. Gen VERY FINE, og, many NH

1344

CV 9,170.00

*

[HUNGARY - ALL MINT ALL NH
SELECTION OF OVER 1,000 ]different
stamps, well sorted and stored within
Michel numbered glassines and providing
nearly complete coverage from 1950 to
1980 and manageably duplicated
throughout. The selection has the potential
to be an excellent opportunity for the right
dealer. Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1345

CV 2,200.00

*

[(C81) Souvenir Sheet of 4,] perf and
imperf including various specialty pieces.
VERY FINE, og, NH

1346

CV 1,400.00

*

1347 *0 [HUNGARY - WONDERFUL SELECTION
OF THOUSANDS ]of different stamps,
stored and organized nicely in Scott order
within individually Scott numbered
glassines and some on dealer's stock
cards. The selection begins with some high
quality 19th century issues, good material
from the first half of the 20th century, and
provides a high level of coverage from
there to about 2000, with light duplication of
some items. The selection features
excellent Back-of-the-book, including
Hungarian Zeppelin Airmails, and many
other lovely premium sets and singles
including highlights like used [\#3, 4,
C6-C11, C26-C34, ]and mint [\#C24-C25,
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]and more. We put some of the better on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, most mint NH CA 1,100.00

[HUNGARY] Mint NH collection of imperf
issues, from 1958 to 1960, in a small
stockbook. Noted are [\#1189, 1233-40,
1300, 1406-12, 1413-16, C96-106,] and
others. Gen. VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1348

CV 860.00

*

[(C35-C44),] imperf, VERY FINE, og1349 CV 675.00*

[HUNGARY - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]stored and organized neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with very light duplication of some
items. The selection begins with some
early 20th century material followed by
coverage to about 1980, including lovely
highlights such as mint
[\#198A-198D/CB1-CB1c, 1182, ]used
[\#12. ]We put some of the better material
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the collection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1350

CA 525.00

*0

ICELAND

[(1), ]VERY FINE, no gum1351 CV 1,300.00*

[(10-14), ]VERY FINE1352 CV 1,517.000

[(32b),] VERY FINE1353 CV 3,000.000

[(152-166),] VERY FINE, og1354 CV 492.00*

[(152-166),] VERY FINE, og, NH1355 CV 492.00*

[(O1),] VERY FINE, og1356 CV 10,500.00*

[(O2), ]VERY FINE1357 CV 900.000

[ICELAND] Collection of sets and singles,
going to 1986, in an older Lighthouse
hingeless album. Includes a number of
better items like mint [\#15, 18, 27, 102,
152-62, 164-66, 213-16, 232-35, 240-45,
378-79, C3 (2), C4-8, C15-20,] used [\#15,
25, 89, 144-48, O4,] and others. Also
contains the 1984 to 1986 Year Sets. Gen.
VERY FINE, or better, mint og, some NH

1358

SB 1,250.00

*0

[ICELAND - HIGHLY COMPLETE
POSTAGE USED COLLECTION] to 1940,
loaded with better and lovely stamps
signed by the German expert and
Bundesprufer Dr. Deba. All VERY FINE,
fault free

1359

CV 24,000.00

0

[ICELAND] An interesting lot comprising
couple of collections within one lot
supplemented with several hundred
individual sets/issues covering a broad
time period from the earliest issues going
well in to the second half of the 20th
century. With the exception of couple
issues, the duplication levels are very
moderate and well under control, thus
essentially one could form a
comprehensive collection of Icelandic
philatelic issues once individual smaller
collections are merged into one continuous
lot. Estimated catalogue value would be
well in excess of $5,000 and the lot
includes ample amount of higher valued
individual stamps especially from the early
20th century section, F-VF, mint og, some
NH

1360

CO 5,000.00

*0

1361 *0 [ICELAND - FANTASTIC SELECTION,
HIGH QUALITY ]and stored neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock

cards with very little duplication. The
selection begins with wonderful issues of
the mid 20th century and proceeds with
good coverage to about 1980, including
lovely highlights such as mint [\#91, 117,
152-156/158-159, 204, 208, 224, 230-231,
246-252 (NH), 252, 257-268, 278-282, 305,
319-323, C3, C9 (NH), C15-C20, ]and used
[\#144-148. ]We put some of the better
items on a stock page and scanned it to
give you a clear picture of the high quality
found throughout the selection. Generally
VERY FINE or better, mint og, most NH CA 2,975.00

[ICELAND - MINT NEVER HINGED
SELECTION] Nice accumulation of some
3,000 mint never hinged stamps almost
primarily from the 1960s. The selection is
neatly packed in glassines with uniform
duplication of 50 or 100 singles or sets in
each glassine. The selection also includes
some complete sheets like [\#327-328,
348-349, 357-358, 369, 395-396, 425-426,
429-430, C21-C26.] The catalog value of
the selection is well over $2,500 and
should appeal to dealers looking for
breakdown and resale potential, especially
since the duplication levels are so even
throughout, VERY FINE, og, NH

1362

CV 2,665.00

*

INDONESIA

[INDONESIA] nice selection of well over
4,000 primarily mint stamps covering the
second half of the 20th century with
generally moderate duplication, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1363

SB 350.00

*0

[INDONESIA - ALL MINT ALL NH BLOCK
AND SHEET SELECTION, ]generally
covering material issued between 1960
and 1970 stored neatly in glassine
envelopes and on stock pages. The
selection consists of folded but mainly
unbroken sheets of perfect condition,
as-issued mint stamps, and includes better
sheets and blocks like [\#488-493,
B115-B120, B191-B194, ]all mint, all
pristine and at least VERY FINE, og, NH

1364

CV 750.00

*

[INDONESIA - HIGH QUALITY, NEARLY
ALL MINT SELECTION ]stored and
organized very neatly within Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards with very
little duplication and very good Airmails.
The selection features excellent early 20th
century to about 1980, including wonderful
premium highlights such as mint [\#30-53,
795-796, 810-812, 1317-1319, 1380-1383,
C1-C13, C19-C31, C57-C61, ]and more.
We put some of the better material on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1365

CA 700.00

*0

IONIAN ISLANDS

[(N1-N17),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed
Dr. Dub)

1366
CV 3,885.00

*

[(N1a/N15a),] missing #N10a, VERY FINE,
og, NH (signed Dr. Dub)

1367
CV 1,112.00

*

[(N6a),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1368
CV 350.00

*

[(NC3),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1369
CV 650.00

*

[(NC4),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1370
CV 800.00

*
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[(NC4a),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1371
CV 800.00

*

[(NC5),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1372
CV 4,500.00

*

[(NC6),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1373
CV 2,250.00

*

[(NC7-NC10),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed
Dr. Dub)

1374
CV 720.00

*

[(NC8b),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1375
CV 2,400.00

*

[(NC8c),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub, MI €1200)

1376
CV 1,400.00

*

[(NC9b),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1377
CV 1,100.00

*

[(NRA2b),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1378
CV 1,100.00

*

[(NRA3c),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1379
CV 1,100.00

*

[(NRA5),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1380
CV 875.00

*

[(NRA5a),] VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

1381
CV 875.00

*

[IONIAN ISLANDS - SPECIALIST'S
COLLECTION] 1859 stamps including [\#2,
on cover.]

1382

SB 3,000.00

IRAQ

[(Sassone #1-10),]blocks of 4, Sassone
Catalogue value €1200, VERY FINE, og

1383
CV 1,320.00

*

[(1482/1487), ]with [\#1482-83 (most in
blocks of 60), ]and [\#1487 (eleven blocks
of 15), ]all EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1384

CV 4,819.00

*

ISRAEL

[(1-9), tabbed on a First Day Presentation
Sheet,] VERY FINE (#7 perf missing on the
tab)

1385

CV 0.00

FD

[(7-9), with tabs,] #9 has a short tab, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1386
CV 6,000.00

*

[(10-14),] tabs & tete beche pairs,
EXTREMELY FINE, og

1387
CV 0.00

*

[(33-34), with tabs,] VERY FINE, og, #33 is
NH, #34 is VLH

1388
CV 500.00

*

[ISRAEL] Very comprehensive and
in-depth collection of close to 1,500
different mostly mint issues covering the
philately of Israel well into the last decade
of the 20th century contained in a large
carton. The collection is built around two
Scott Specialty albums with number of
early period issues with tabs etc, but then
an attractive feature of the collection is an
inclusion hundreds of pages with very
informative annotations displaying much
more obscure peculiarities of Israel's
philately like early Palestine overprints,
local issues, charity stamps and so much
more. Individually just some of the
standouts include mint [\#7-9 (NH), 10-14
(with tabs NH),] attractive Palestine stamps
including mint [\#79,] and much more. The
collection is further enhanced by over 500
First Day Covers as well as some 300
postally used covers, and dozens of tax
forms with stamps attached etc., essentially
a very well rounded collection, VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH (We scanned only the
first 25 pages of one of the Scott albums)

1389

SB 4,500.00

*0

[ISRAEL - AUSTRIAN OFFICES IN THE
HOLY LAND] selection of 26 covers. VERY
FINE

1390

SB 4,000.00

CV

[ISRAEL - POSTAL HISTORY -
WONDERFUL SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION] of about 500 early covers,
neatly mounted and well annotated. Many
very rare issues

1391

SB 1,500.00

CV

[ISRAEL] Varied grouping of mint and used
issues, portions of which show a lack of
organization, in a small carton. Included is
a Minkus album collection with a used [\#8,]
and many others, a mint sheet file with
[\#105-16 (sheets of 100),] a stock book
with corner margin blocks of four that
include tabs, some covers and much more.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1392

SB 350.00

*0

[ISRAEL - MINT PREMIUM COLLECTION
WITH TABS] Very impressive all mint
collection (all issues with tabs intact) of
roughly 2,000 different issues organized in
two pristine Scott Specialty albums (retail
value for albums alone would be in the
region of $500!), housed in hingeless
mounts. The collection is of very high
standard and is virtually complete from
1948 to 2015 including such early period
individual standouts like (all never hinged
with tabs!!!) [\#1-6, 10-14, 15, 16, 17-25,
27, 28-30, 33-34, 35-36, 37, 46-47, 48-50,
C1-C6, C9-C16,] and then modern high
value sheets like (all complete sheets with
tabs) [\#1553-1555, 1564-1565, 1567,
1568-1570, 1573-1575, 1576-1578, 1581,
1582-1584, 1832a-1833a, 1950-1952,] &
many others. This is a beautiful, pristine
collection essentially missing one set,
VERY FINE, og, NH (We scanned the )

1393

CO 6,000.00

*

[ISRAEL - REPLY COUPONS] Very
interesting selection of roughly 350 Israeli
reply coupons mostly form the middle of
the century. The selection includes low to
moderate duplication and covers most
early numbers in mint format as well as
bearing first day cancellations. The lot is
organized in Bale catalogue order and
should really appeal to serious collectors of
Israeli philately as this lot represents
certainly a specialist's selection that would
elevate your Israel collection to the next
level of sophistication.

1394

CA 3,100.00

*0

[ISRAEL - ALL MINT NH BOOKLET
SELECTION] stored on stock pages, these
booklets are identified and valued using the
Bale Catalogue. This group contains
booklets starting in 1949 continuing to the
1970's. Some of the better items included
are; [\#B.3b (has some tape damage on
outside of booklet), B.4, B.5, B.8 (10), B.9,
B16 (5)]. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

1395

CA 1,400.00

*

[ISRAEL - ALL MINT NH SELECTION OF
BOOKLETS] stored on stock pages, these
booklets are identified and valued using the
Bale Catalogue. The booklets included in
this group begin in the late 1940's and end
in the 1970's. Some of the better items
include [\#B.1, B.8 (5), B.9, B.12, B.14
(5),B.15 (5), B.16 (5), B.17]. Gen VERY
FINE, og, NH

1396

CA 1,250.00

*

MODENA

[(1),] VERY FINE, og1397 CV 2,600.00*

[(1), ]VERY FINE, og1398 CV 2,600.00*

[(7),] VERY FINE, og1399 CV 525.00*
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[(10-14, 14a),] VERY FINE, og (#10 & #14
no gum)

1400
CV 3,342.00

*

[(10),] VERY FINE (certificate by Alex
Rendon)

1401
CV 725.00

0

[(PR5),] VERY FINE, og1402 CV 1,150.00*

[(PR5),] VERY FINE, og (signed Stolow)1403 CV 1,150.00*

PARMA

[(4),] F-VF, og1404 CV 16,500.00*

ROMAGNA

[(3), tied on back of folded letter,] VERY
FINE

1405
CV 1,000.00

CV

[ROMAGNA] Complete 1859 set mostly
mint, gen. VERY FINE, most no gum

1406
CV 1,809.00

*0

ROMAN STATES

[(2, 4, 6), ]FINE-VERY FINE, og1407 CV 1,050.00*

[(13), ]EXTREMELY FINE, no gum1408 CV 1,500.00*

SARDINIA

[(15), ]VERY FINE, og1409 CV 425.00*

[(15),] VERY FINE, og1410 CV 425.00*

TUSCANY

[(2), ]VERY FINE1411 CV 2,600.000

[(3), ]VERY FINE1412 CV 12,000.000

[(4a), ]VERY FINE, og, signed Diena &
others

1413
CV 14,500.00

*

[(11),] tied on complete newspaper (the
intended postal use of this stamp), VERY
FINE (signed Diena & with 2012 Sismondo
Cert.) [[A beautiful & great rarity]]

1414

CV 40,000.00

CV

TWO SICILIES

[(7), ]VERY FINE1415 CV 2,700.000

[(15), ]F-VF, og1416 CV 875.00*

[(16), ]VERY FINE, og, signed Stolow1417 CV 975.00*

[(16), ]VERY FINE, og1418 CV 975.00*

[(17), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og1419 CV 975.00*

[(17), ]VERY FINE, og1420 CV 975.00*

[(18), ]VERY FINE, og1421 CV 975.00*

[(26),] VERY FINE, og1422 CV 550.00*

[(26),] "small thins", VERY FINE, "part og"
(1999 APS Cert)

1423
CV 550.00

*

ITALIAN STATES

[ITALIAN STATES - HIGH QUALITY
STOCK PAGE SELECTION, ]including
good Romagna, Roman States, Sardinia,
and Tuscany. Very high quality material
through including excellent premium
material and very little duplication. Notable
highlights include mint Romagna [\#2, ]mint
Roman States [\#12a, ]and used [\#9, ]mint
Sardinia [\#12, ]and used [\#10, 11, 12, 13,
]used Tuscany [\#5, 17, 19, 19b, 20,
]generally VERY FINE, most mint og, some
NH

1424

CV 2,700.00

*0

ITALY

[(26),] F-VF, og1425 CV 2,000.00*

[(35), ]VERY FINE, og1426 CV 1,600.00*

[(35), ]light tones, F-VF, og, 1984 Raybaudi
Cert

1427
CV 1,600.00

*

[(46),] F-VF, og1428 CV 5,500.00*

[(46),] FINE, og, (signed Diena)1429 CV 450.00*

[(47),] VERY FINE, og, NH1430 CV 950.00*

[(47),] VERY FINE, og1431 CV 425.00*

[(48), ]VERY FINE, og1432 CV 800.00*

[(48),] VERY FINE, og1433 CV 800.00*

[(48),] VERY FINE, og1434 CV 800.00*

[(49),] F-VF1435 CV 2,800.000

[(52), ]VERY FINE, og1436 CV 775.00*

[(52),] F-VF, og1437 CV 775.00*

[(55),] group of 53 used Italy #55, most
VERY FINE

1438
CV 2,250.00

0

[(66),] VERY FINE, og1439 CV 500.00*

[(67), ]FINE-VERY FINE, og, NH1440 CV 500.00*

[(79, 81), pairs,] FINE, og1441 CV 1,800.00*

[(81,81a),] VERY FINE, og, NH1442 CV 1,100.00*

[(81), ]VERY FINE, og, NH1443 CV 540.00*

[(81),] VERY FINE, og, NH1444 CV 600.00*

[(81),] VERY FINE, og, NH1445 CV 600.00*

[(83), ]FINE-VERY FINE, og1446 CV 720.00*

[(85),] FINE, og, NH1447 CV 2,000.00*

[(93c),] a few separations, VERY FINE, og
NH

1448
CV 3,750.00

*

[(117-118), ]VERY FINE, og, NH1449 CV 1,400.00*

[(162a), ]VERY FINE, og, NH, 1994
Raybaudi Cert

1450
CV 1,100.00

*

[(165-170),] each tied to piece, VERY FINE1451 CV 6,000.000

[(170),] VERY FINE (1985 Pinchot cert)1452 CV 3,950.000

[(170),] F-VF1453 CV 4,400.000

[(197-200), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1454
CV 342.00

*

[(197-200), blocks of four,] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1455
CV 342.00

*

[(201-210), ]VERY FINE, og, NH1456 CV 535.00*

[(207), two singles & a strip of three,] F-VF,
og, NH

1457
CV 400.00

*

[(232-238), six sets,] VERY FINE, og, NH1458 CV 630.00*

[(280-289), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1459 CV 410.00*

[(280-289), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1460 CV 410.00*

[(280-289), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1461 CV 410.00*

[(280-289), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1462 CV 410.00*

[(280-289), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1463
CV 1,640.00

*

[(280-289), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1464
CV 1,640.00

*

[(280-289), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1465
CV 1,640.00

*

[(280-289), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1466
CV 1,640.00

*

[(349-354), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1467
CV 2,040.00

*

[(349-354), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1468
CV 2,040.00

*

[(353),] VERY FINE1469 CV 325.000
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[(439 var, Sassone #515ba),] two imperfs
and a perforated pair. This is the security
background used with Scott number #439,
extensively documented and described in
Sassone, each (4) carrying a Sassone
Catalogue value of €500. Gen. VERY
FINE, ungummed as issued

1470

CV 2,600.00

*

[(463-476, 487),] eleven VERY FINE, og,
NH sets

1471
CV 2,530.00

*

[(477), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1472 CV 440.00*

[(477),] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1473 CV 440.00*

[(495-506), ]blocks of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1474
CV 1,620.00

*

[(495-506), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1475 CV 405.00*

[(533-536),]  blocks of 4. EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1476
CV 700.00

*

[(B6),] FINE, og, NH1477 CV 2,800.00*

[B26-B29),] 35 sets, VERY FINE, og1478 CV 1,400.00*

[(C77), ]VERY FINE1479 CV 525.000

[(E1), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH1480 CV 480.00*

[(E1), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH1481 CV 480.00*

[(E1), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH1482 CV 480.00*

[(EY1a), block of four,] F-VF, og, NH1483 CV 380.00*

[(J1), pair, ]small inclusion, VERY FINE, og1484 CV 4,000.00*

[(J11),] slightly toned spot, VERY FINE, og,
NH

1485
CV 2,500.00

*

[(J11),] VERY FINE, og1486 CV 950.00*

[(J15),] small rip top right corner, FINE, og1487 CV 7,250.00*

[(J19),] FINE, og1488 CV 6,500.00*

[(J21-J24),] F-VF, og, NH1489 CV 865.00*

[(J27), ]signed Diena, F-VF, og1490 CV 1,800.00*

[(Q1-Q6),] F-VF1491 CV 476.000

[(Q1), block of nine,] F-VF, og, NH1492 CV 4,725.00*

[(Q1), pair,] F-VF, og, NH1493 CV 1,050.00*

[(Q2), pair,] VERY FINE, og, NH1494 CV 2,000.00*

[(Q2), block of four,] F-VF, og, NH1495 CV 4,000.00*

[(Sassone #5-12),] VERY FINE, Sassone
valued at €6500

1496
CV 7,245.00

0

[(1954 L20 & L30 Mostra D'Oltremare
Postal Cards (Filagrano #C159-C160),]
unused, VERY FINE (Filagrano €345)

1497

CV 385.00

CV

[ITALY - WONDERFUL STOCKBOOK OF
OVER A THOUSAND DIFFERENT MINT
STAMPS] with stamps cataloguing to
$4000. All VERY FINE, each nearly all og,
many NH, with catalogue value about
$15000

1498

SB 4,000.00

*

[ITALY - PREMIUM STOCK] An extensive
selection of close to 10,000 mint and used
stamps covering Italian philately form the
very first issues of a newly unified country
and going all the way to the late 1990s and
even over spilling into the Euro period. This
an attractive mix of early premium issues
(the catalogue value of the stamps on the
first page in the region of $5,000 including
a dozen of used #35!) coupled with
thousands upon thousands of stamps
covering the entirety of the 20th century.
The entire lot is neatly organized in Scott
catalogue order, F-VF, mint og

1499

SB 2,500.00

*0

1500 CV [ITALY] Accumulation of about 195
Military-related covers, from both World
Wars, in a binder. Noted are a number

Prisoner of War cards, from all over the
Theaters of War, including (Filagrano)
[\#FP1 (3, €75 each),] several WWI cards,
etc. Also noted are numerous WWII
Soldier's covers, many with various
propaganda quotes, some generic, some
directly from Mussolini and Victor
Emmanuel, and many others. Most items
are used. Gen. VERY FINE SB 850.00

[ITALY - EXCELLENT BACK OF THE
BOOK SELECTION, ]including very high
quality 19th and early 20th century
material. The selection is stored neatly in a
pair of well organized stockbooks, and
includes extremely good Semi-postals,
Airmails, Special Deliveries, Dues, Offices
Abroad and more. Includes mint [\#C9,
C64, C78, E1, J1 (no gum), J12, J15, J17,
J21, J64, Q2, O7-O8, P1, ]used [\#B3, B4,
B20-B22, B24-B25, B30-B32, B35-B38,
B39-B42, C2, C8, C35-C39, C41, C62,
C65, C91, C127, CB1-CB2, CB3, E10,
J3-J20, J21-J24, J25-J27, O1-O8, P1, ]and
much more, high quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1501

CA 16,750.00

*0

[ITALY - WONDERFUL, MOSTLY MINT
MOSTLY NH SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS, ]beginning with some good,
high quality 19th century and moving into
exceptionally good, highly complete early
20th century, and from there providing
good coverage to 1980 with little
duplication and excellent Back-of-the-book.
Including mint [\#58-63, 66, 78, 79, 81, 93,
113a, 124-125, 140-142 (NH), 178-183
(NH), 232-238, 255 (NH), 265-267 (NH),
268-279 (NH), 290-305, 331-341 (NH),
376-377/C89-C94, 463-476 (NH),
489-492/C127-C128 (NH), 495-506,
510-513 (NH), 514, 515-517 (NH), 518,
522 (NH), 526-527 (NH), 533-534 (NH),
535-536, 538-539, 544-546 (NH), 549-567
(NH), 568-569 (NH), 572-573 (NH),
579-580 (NH), 582-583 (NH), 594-596
(NH), 600 (NH), B1-B3, B17-B19, C2 (NH),
C23-C26 (NH), C52-C55, C73-C78,
C127-C128, CE8-CE9, E26 (NH), P1,
N20-N33, ]used [\#17, 19, 20, 22, ]and
much more, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1502

CV 13,300.00

*0

ITALY & AREA

[ITALY & AREA - EXCEPTIONAL, ALL
PREMIUM SELECTION ]of a couple
hundred stamps in a Scott numbered
dealer counter book. Exceptional range
and generally nice quality. Good Airmails
and states offered at a very low percentage
of catalogue value. Better highlights
include mint Italian East Africa [\#C18-C19,
]used Modena [\#PR4, ]mint Parma [\#1
(mint and used), 9, 12, 16, ]mint Romagna
[\#1-9, ]mint Roman States [\#4c, 13, 13a,
15, ]used Tuscany [\#22, ]used Naples [\#6,
]and much more. 2016 Scott value
$53,000, generally all VERY FINE, mint og

1503

SB 10,000.00

*0

1504 *0 [ITALY, ITALIAN COLONIES, ITALIAN
STATES - HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY MINT
SELECTION ]organized neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with very little duplication. Each area
begins with lovely issues of the 19th or
early 20th century and provides good
coverage to about 1980 when possible. A
large majority of the value is found in
issues of Italy proper. The selection
features many wonderful premium sets and
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singles, which we put onto a stock page
and scanned it in order to illustrate the high
quality found throughout the selection.
Highlights include mint Italy [\#111,
133-135 (NH), 140-142, 413-418, 487, 596,
B4, C8-C12, C35-C39, CE8-CE9, ]and
used [\#140, 141, B20-B24, CB3, ]Trieste
"Zone A" mint [\#14, 77-78 (NH), ]mint Simi
[\#12-16, ]mint Lisso [\#12-16, ]mint Coo
[\#12-16, ]and more. We put some of the
better sets and singles on stock pages and
scanned them in order to better illustrate
the high level of quality found throughout
the selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH CA 2,500.00

ITALY-A.M.G.

[(1LN1 var/1LN9 var), inverted overprints,]
missing a c.20 and the 5L, VERY FINE, og
(Sassone €888)

1505

CV 1,045.00

*

[(1LN3 var/1NL9 var), inverted overprints,]
small group of inverted overprints on a
stock cards. Noted are [\#1LN3 (2), 1LN4
(3), 1LN7 (2) & 1LN9.] VERY FINE, og
(Sassone €900)

1506

CV 1,060.00

*

[(1LN9 var), double overprint (Sassone
#1c),] VERY FINE, og (Sassone €280,
signed Mondolfo)

1507

CV 330.00

*

[(1LN9var, Sassone #1b), Inverted
Overprint, Block of 4,] F-VF, og, NH
(Sassone 520 Euros)

1508

CV 560.00

*

ITALIAN SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

[(Q1-Q12),] VERY FINE, og, NH (Sassone
€2,800)

1509
CV 3,100.00

*

[(Q1-Q12),] VERY FINE, og, NH  (Sassone
€2800)

1510
CV 3,185.00

*

[(Q1-Q12),] F-VF1511 CV 7,750.000

[(Q8),] VERY FINE, og1512 CV 375.00*

[(Q12),] VERY FINE og1513 CV 500.00*

ITALY-LOCALS-ARONA

[(Sassone #14),] VERY FINE, og, NH 
(Sassone 9000 Euros)

1514
CV 10,000.00

*

ITALY-LOCALS-CUVIO

[(Sassone #1-6), pairs,] Sassone value
€2,500, VERY FINE, og

1515
CV 3,600.00

*

ITALY-LOCALS-PONTE CHIASSO

[(SASSONE #14),] VERY FINE, og, NH,
(Sassone 2007)

1516
CV 9,630.00

*

ITALY-OFFICES ABROAD

[(7),] F-VF1517 CV 3,250.000

[(11),] VERY FINE1518 CV 1,100.000

ITALY-OFF IN CHINA-PEKING

[(16), block of 4,] F-VF, og, NH (Scott for 4
singles)

1519
CV 2,600.00

*

ITALY-OFF IN TURKEY-GENERAL ISSUES

[1908 10pa on 5c (6), vertical pair, with
alternate surcharge on top issue (Sassone
#1b),] VERY FINE, og  (Sassone €15,000)

1520

CV 17,000.00

*

ITALY-OFF IN TURKEY-JERUSALEM

[(7),] FINE, og, NH1521 CV 3,100.00*

ITALY-OFFICES IN TURKEY

[(21-25),] F-VF, og1522 CV 522.00*

ITALY-AEGEAN ISLANDS

[(31-35),] VERY FINE, og1523 CV 690.00*

[(31-35),] VERY FINE, og1524 CV 690.00*

ITALIAN COLONIES

[ITALIAN COLONIES - EARLY 1900'S
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION] in a stock
book, with much focus on earlier issues
and Back-Of-The-Book sections. Some of
the areas and better issues found in this
group include: Libya [\#11 (4, mint), 12, 24
(6), 26 (5), 29 (7), 30 (2), B3, B4 (6), C2
(4), E1 (5), J9, J21], Italian East Africa
[\#AP2] and Somalia [\#40, 51-54, 65, 100
(5, 4 mint), 142 (2), 146 (2), 146a (5), 147a,
148 (2), B1, B2 (mint), B3 (3), C26 (2)] and
many others. Gen VERY FINE, mint og

1525

CV 10,342.00

*0

[ITALIAN COLONIES] Very recognizable
group of sets of issues with their
accompanying airmails, displayed on stock
pages. Contained are mint Cyrenaica
[\#59-64, C24-29,] Eritrea [\#168-74, C1-6,]
Somalia [\#164-69, C1-6,] and Tripolitania
[\#73-78, C43-48.] Gen. VERY FINE, og,
NH

1526

CV 633.00

*

ERITREA

[(5-6),] VERY FINE, og1527 CV 1,725.00*

[(24),] VERY FINE, og1528 CV 1,200.00*

[(24),] F-VF, og1529 CV 1,200.00*

[(25),] VERY FINE, og1530 CV 1,300.00*

[(25),] FINE, og1531 CV 1,300.00*

[(27),] VERY FINE, og1532 CV 475.00*

[(27),] F-VF, og1533 CV 475.00*

[(47),] F-VF, og1534 CV 390.00*

[(E2),] F-VF, og, NH1535 CV 375.00*

[(J3a),] F-VF, og1536 CV 950.00*

[(J3a),] F-VF, og, NH1537 CV 2,050.00*

[(J3a),] FINE, og1538 CV 950.00*

LIBYA

[(3d),] F-VF, og, NH1539 CV 650.00*

[(14),] F-VF, og1540 CV 425.00*

[(14),] toned edges, VERY FINE, og1541 CV 425.00*

[(27a),] block of four, VERY FINE, og (two
bottom stamps NH)

1542
CV 3,750.00

*

[(49a),] F-VF, og, NH1543 CV 1,000.00*

[(218-219), footnoted souvenir sheets, 25
sets,] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

1544

CV 850.00

*

[(1421-1424),] small group of high values
with mint [\#1421 (block of four), 1424 (2),]
and used [\#1421, 1422 (block of four),
1423 (block of four and two singles), 1424
(block of four).]  Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

1545

CV 680.00

*0

[(B38-B54, C4-C13),] VERY FINE, og1546 CV 911.00*
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[LIBYA - MINT PREMIUM STOCK] Very
impressive high quality mint never hinged
selection of several hundred sheets,
containing thousands of stamps, primarily
covering the last two decades of the 20th
century. This is an extensive accumulation
with a very attractive ratio of highly
desirable imperf varieties for number of
sets. The lot boasts a catalog value well in
excess of $20,000 and includes such
individual standouts like [\#225 (20),
769-73 (set of sheets of 4, perf & imperf),
774-75 (5 pairs of imperf sheets), 810 (10
complete imperf sheets each with 5 strips
of 5), 827-28 (imperf blocks of 6), 827-28
(24 complete imperf sheets of 25), 1016-19
(16 sets of imperf sheets of 4), 1016-19 (20
sets of overprinted sheets of 8), 1020-21
(22 sets of sheets with Arabic overprint on
the back), 1620 (10),] and others. The
format where most of the sheets are
included complete with selvage and border
overprints, different overprints on main
design etc., certainly should appeal to
specialty collectors looking to elevate their
own collections, as well as dealers looking
for literally breakdown and resale potential
as sets in complete sheets offer uniform
duplication, VERY FINE, og, NH

1547

SB 3,500.00

*

[LIBYA - DEALER'S LOT] An extensive
accumulation of well in excess of 6,000
mint never hinged stamps in uncut sheets
mostly from the 1950s and 60s. Most of the
issues are duplicated  this 100-200 times
thus it would most appeal to dealers.
Earlier period including Italian colonial
issues is covered to some degree, but by
far the bulk of the value of the lot comes
from the heavily duplicated stock covering
the middle decades of the 20th century,
VERY FINE, og, NH (except couple
hundred used issues from an early period)

1548

SB 2,000.00

*

[LIBYA - MINT STOCK SOUVENIR
SHEETS] Massive accumulation of
thousands of souvenir and miniature
sheets from the later decades of the 20th
century. The lot is definitely more geared
towards dealers looking for resale value
due to high duplication levels. Some of the
better include [\#218-19 (souvenir sheets),
225 (200), 774-75 (40 imperf pairs), 769-73
(145 sets, sheets of four), 774-75 (90),
842-45 (133 imperf sets), 846-47 (90), 966
(31 sets of sheets of 4), 1011 (10),] &
others, VERY FINE, og, NH

1549

CA 23,500.00

*

[LIBYA - ALL MINT ALL NH SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION, ]featuring the much
more valuable imperf versions of most
Libyan souvenir sheets issued between
1960 and 1970. The selection is stored
neatly in glassines, and most items appear
50 to 100 times, giving the selection
excellent resale potential. The selection
includes very desirable material like
[\#217a (50), 218-219 (75 imperf souvenir
sheets each), 245a (50), 251a (50),
258-263 (perf and imperf souvenir sheets,
125), ]generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1550

CV 12,800.00

*

SAN MARINO

[(17),] short perfs, VERY FINE, og1551 CV 925.00*

[(22),] signed by Stolow F-VF (Stolow
certificate 1972)

1552
CV 750.00

0

1553 *0 [SAN MARINO - BEAUTIFUL
COLLECTION IN FOUR HARDCOVER
STOCK BOOKS, ]beginning with

exceptionally high quality and valuable first
issues like mint [\#15 (2) ]and [\#17 ]used
[\#50, ]and excellent back of the book, like
mint [\#J8, C11-C16 (NH), ]and much
more. The collection provides strong
coverage to about 1980, and is nice and
carefully organized. Well worth a careful
examination, generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH SB 2,000.00

[SAN MARINO - MINT MODERN] Beautiful
mint selection of 21st century postage, all
from Euro period, with total postal face
value adding up to €854 ($1,020).
Selection largely represents a combination
of souvenir and miniature sheets, many
with high individual postage face value,
duplicated 5-10 times on average, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1554

FACE 1,020.00

*

SOMALIA

[(66),] F-VF, og1555 CV 475.00*

[(142),] VERY FINE, og1556 CV 400.00*

[(142),] VERY FINE, og1557 CV 400.00*

[(142),] VERY FINE, og1558 CV 400.00*

[(146),] VERY FINE, og1559 CV 475.00*

[(146),] VERY FINE, og1560 CV 475.00*

[(146),] VERY FINE, og1561 CV 475.00*

[(155a),] VERY FINE, og, NH1562 CV 2,250.00*

[(155a),] appears to have had a tiny air
bubble on the back, see scan, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1563

CV 1,250.00

*

[(J1/J46), NICE MOSTLY MINT
SELECTION, ]VERY FINE, og

1564
CV 1,566.00

*0

[(J8, J9, J11), ]VERY FINE1565 CV 1,600.000

[(J8),] F-VF, og1566 CV 1,500.00*

[(J16-J22), ]VERY FINE, og1567 CV 942.00*

[(Q46a),] VERY FINE [[Rare]]1568 CV 800.00*

[(Q46a),] VERY FINE [[Rare]]1569 CV 3,250.000

[SOMALIA - ALL MINT ALL NH
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION,
]featuring thousands of souvenir sheets
neatly stored in protective glassines,
generally issued between 1960 and 1970.
The selection features uncommonly seen
material moderately to heavily duplicated,
creating an excellent opportunity for
profitable resale. The selection includes
[\#352a (footnoted under #352, 950
souvenir sheets), 339a (150), C60a (50),
]all post office fresh and VERY FINE, og,
NH

1570

CV 32,150.00

*

[SOMALIA - ALL MINT ALL NH
COMPLETE SHEET AND BLOCK
SELECTION, ]comprised of mint sheets
and some blocks from 1955 to 1970. Each
item is stored in a glassine envelope or
stock page. Includes better complete
sheets like [\#360-363, ]and more, all
pristine and at least VERY FINE, og, NH

1571

CV 1,280.00

*

TRIESTE ZONE "A"

[(15-17), ]VERY FINE, og1572 CV 301.00*

[(15-17),] VERY FINE, og, NH1573 CV 301.00*

[(C7-C12),] blocks of eight and twelve,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1574
CV 1,066.00

*

[(C13-C16),] 4 sets, VERY FINE1575 CV 1,720.000
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[(C13-C16),] VERY FINE1576 CV 464.000

[(C13), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH1577 CV 480.00*

[(E1-E4), blocks of 10,] EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1578
CV 1,908.00

*

[(J7-J15),] VERY FINE, og1579 CV 703.00*

[(J7-J15) on 2 cacheted unaddressed First
Day Covers,] VERY FINE. Very Rare (Scott
value as used stamps $413.55)

1580

CV 350.00

FD

[(Q1-Q12),] VERY FINE (1985 Raybaudi
cert for the 200L, 300L and the 500L, each
of which are also signed by Raybaudi)

1581

CV 2,000.00

0

[(Q10),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og

1582
CV 575.00

*

[(Q10),] very slightly toned, VERY FINE, og1583 CV 575.00*

[(Q13-Q25),] cacheted unaddressed First
Day Covers, VERY FINE (Scott value as
used stamps)

1584

CV 350.00

FD

VATICAN CITY

[(41-46),] slight toning, VERY FINE, og, NH1585 CV 1,045.00*

[(47-54), ]VERY FINE, og1586 CV 495.00*

[(C16-C19), ]VERY FINE1587 CV 580.000

[(C16-C17),] cancelled and attached to a
small folder as a souvenir of Vatican City,
VERY FINE

1588

CV 385.00

0

[(C20-C21),] VERY FINE, og, NH1589 CV 395.00*

[(C20-C21),] VERY FINE, og, NH1590 CV 395.00*

[(C22-C23),] two sets, VERY FINE, og, NH1591 CV 280.00*

[VATICAN CITY - MINT STOCK] An
attractive mint stock accumulation of
roughly 7,000-8,000 individual stamps
mostly in the form of blocks or strips as well
as complete eye catching sheets like in the
case of [\#203-08, 219-222, 239-42.]
However most of the catalog value of the
lot come from neatly stacked Scott
identified glassines housing primarily plate
blocks of four stamps and covering the
period from 1950 to the early 1980s. The
duplication levels are generally
manageable, and in most cases the sets
have a dozen or two of duplicates. All in a
very representative coverage of the period
in stock quantities, should appeal primarily
to dealers, VERY FINE, og, NH

1592

SB 2,500.00

*

[VATICAN CITY] Accumulation of mint
sheets, from 1971 to 1978, in file folders.
Good value is found in airmails with better
like [\#C53-54 (84), C60-62 (2 sheets of 20
each), C63-65 (3 sheets of 20 each),] and
much more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

1593

SB 950.00

*

[VATICAN CITY - ALL MINT MANY NH
SELECTION] stored in glassines and on a
stock page, this selection covers much of
the postal history of Vatican City, and
there's some duplication creating a great
opportunity for resale. This group is in
excellent condition, many of which are NH
such as [\# 61-67, 122-131/E7-E8,
145-148, 152, C9-C15, C18-C19,
C22-C23, J1-J6] and mint [\#102-109,
C18-C19] We scanned some of the better
items

1594

CV 1,749.00

*

1595 *0 [VATICAN CITY - 1930'S TO 1980'S
SELECTION] stored in Scott numbered
glassines and stock pages, this group
contains issues from the mid 20th century,
and has some focus on back-of-the-book
issues and includes some souvenir sheets,

and contains some duplication, creating an
opportunity for resale. Some of the better
items included in this group are: [\#49 (2),
242a, C23 (3)] and many others. Gen
VERY FINE, many og CA 819.00

ITALY & COLONIES

[ITALY & COLONIES-POSTAL CARDS]
Contingent of used and unused postal
cards, with 47 items going to 1951, on
stock pages. Included are better like
(Filagrano) Italy unused [\#C4, C8, C27,
B44,] used [\#C27,] plus some Colonies
with better like Eritrea unused [\#C9, B1-2,]
Libya used [\#C1 (idem 10),] and more.
Gen. VERY FINE  (Filagrano €594)

1596

CV 660.00

CV

ITALIAN COLONIES-MIXED LOTS

[LIBYA, TRIPOLITANIA & CYRENAICA -
ALL MINT COLLECTION WITH
EXCELLENT PREMIUM ]sets and singles
throughout, stored neatly on stock pages.
Including highlights like mint Libya [\#60
(og, NH), B5-B10/EB1-EB2, B23-B29,
B30-B37, J21, ]mint Tripolitania [\#1-4
(NH), 25-27, 38-34, 38-42, 43-51, 52-58,
73-78, B54-B58, C1-C3, C39-C42, ]mint
Cyrenaica [\#B1-B6, ]all exceptionally high
quality and generally VERY FINE, og,
some NH

1597

CA 1,175.00

*

JAPAN

[(67),] F-VF1598 CV 525.000

[(2687-2703), ]in presentation book,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1599
CV 297.00

*

[JAPAN - FANTASTIC, HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION ]in a wonderful like-new
Scott Specialty album, beginning with very
good 19th and early 20th century material
and continuing highly complete to about
1975 without duplication and including
Back-of-the-book. The selection features
many of the best sets and singles one
might hope to find, including lovely
highlights like mint [\#32, ]used [\#12-13,
38, 41-42, 45, 47, 50, ]and much more. We
scanned to 1950 to illustrate the high
quality found throughout the collection.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1600

SB 10,000.00

*0

[JAPAN - EARLY PERIOD COVERS]
Beautiful and intriguing selection of 250
covers including some old stampless 19th
century covers with a variety of different
cancels. This is a very attractive selection
that should appeal to keen fans of
Japanese philately, especially since quite a
high number of envelopes still have the
original correspondence inside, F-VF (We
scanned a sample selection of covers to
give a better impression of the lot)

1601

SB 1,250.00

CV

[JAPAN - CANCELLATIONS - ABOUT
1100 MOSTLY 19TH CENTURY] Many
better cancels. VERY FINE

1602

SB 1,000.00

0

[JAPAN] Selection of about 290 covers,
mostly in two binders. Included are
numerous First Day Covers, all cacheted
and unaddressed, with coverage of Lottery
issues, National Parks issues, Sports
issues and more. Also noted are some
examples of postal cards and stamped
envelopes. Gen. VERY FINE

1603

SB 850.00

CV

1604 *0 [JAPAN - EXTENSIVE DEALER'S
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SELECTION ]in a set of five dealer's
counter books, Scott numbered glassines,
and loose dealer stockbook pages. The
selection includes good 19th century
material in a counter book, which we
scanned to show you where the largest
portion of value in the lies. The selection
features many high quality premium sets
and singles including mint [\#10 (2), 14 (2),
15 (2), 16 (2), 17 (2), 18 (2), 315-318,
375-377 (blocks of 10), 421a, 437, 584,
B1-B3 (blocks of 4), ]and used [\#367a,
]and used [\#15, 34, 36, 38, 48, 50. ]An
excellent opportunity for dealers and
specialists alike. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og CA 7,750.00

[JAPAN - WONDERFUL HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, ]stored and organized neatly
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. The selection begins with
some good 19th century issues, and from
there provides good coverage to about
1980, with light duplication throughout,
good Back-of-the-book, and a group of
prefecture issues. The selection features
many high quality premium sets and
singles including mint [\#85-86, 177-178,
281-283, 473a, 517, ]and used [\#171-176,
]and more. We put a selection of material
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the overall selection. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1605

CA 2,250.00

*0

KOREA

[(80-84), cacheted First Day Cover,]
unaddressed, VERY FINE (KPC 320,000
won)

1606

CV 285.00

FD

[(353b-355b) "E" omitted in "POSTAGE",]
VERY FINE, og, NH

1607
CV 360.00

*

[KOREA - MINT NH SPECIALTY
ACCUMULATION OF FULL SHEETS] of
the set [\#449-453], 1500 of each issue.
VERY FINE, og, NH

1608

CV 24,375.00

*

[KOREA - MINT NEW ISSUES] 1971-87
stock in Scott numbered glassines, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1609

CA 2,250.00

*

[SOUTH KOREA - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION OF THOUSANDS
]of different stamps stored and organized
neatly within Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards. Includes mint [\#417-426, 579,
781-786, 790-794, 795, B13 (NH), ]and
more. We put a selection on a stock page
and scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1610

CA 2,050.00

*0

[KOREA - HIGH QUALITY STOCK CARD
SELECTION ]beginning at the turn of the
20th century and providing coverage to
1990. The selection features very little
duplication, good back of the book, and a
small of amount of North Korean issues as
well. Features many very good souvenir
sheets and other better sets and singles,
including mint [\#122a-125a (NH), 125,
310a, 417-426, 434-443, 439a, 440a, 441a,
795, ]and used [\#249-262, 443a, ]all high
quality and generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1611

CV 1,530.00

*0

NORTH KOREA

[(44 (46)),] VERY FINE, og, NH1612 CV 1,035.00*

[54-56, reprints] 54(50), 55-56(100) used,
duplicated in large blocks, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (we scanned sample)

1613

CV 2,500.00

0

LATVIA

[(2N23-36),] tied on Philatelic cover. VERY
FINE (Scott value as used set)

1614
CV 402.00

CV

[(C9-C13), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1615 CV 800.00*

[(CB21-24CB, CB21a-CB24a),
]EXTREMELY FINE, og, most NH

1616
CV 475.00

*

[(CB21a-CB24a),] EXTREMELY FINE1617 CV 355.000

[LATVIA - OVER 175 CLASSIC COVERS]
VERY FINE

1618
SB 1,500.00

CV

[LATVIA - OVER 110 CLASSIC PICTURE
POST CARDS] pre-1941, all used
(stamped). VERY FINE

1619

SB 1,250.00

CV

[LATVIA - COVERS] Better selection of
about 90 covers

1620
SB 1,250.00

CV

[LATVIA & LITHUANIA - SPECIALIST
COLLECTION] Very interesting collection
of some 200 articles dedicated to study of
postal cancels of Lithuania and Latvia
during interwar period in 1920s and 30s.
The selection comes with an extensive
index listing every little town that had its
own post office in Lithuania and Latvia and
then presents an impressive study of two
hundred different cancellations on stamps
or other philatelic articles. This certainly a
selection geared towards a keen enthusiast
of the hobby wanting to elevate their
collection of Baltic philately to the next
level, F-VF

1621

SB 400.00

0

LIBERIA

[(358-361),] Very nice selection of over 450
imperf stamps in strips of three and blocks
of four or six, VERY FINE, og, NH

1622

SB 750.00

*

[LIBERIA - DEALER'S STOCK] Huge mint
never hinged selection of 3,000 souvenir
sheets from the 1960s with total catalog
value close to $17,000! The level
duplication throughout the lot is very
uniform as every issue is separated and
neatly packed in groups 50 or 100. Due to
high catalog value and levels of duplication
this is the type of lot that would be most
suited for dealers looking for breakdown
and resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1623

SB 3,000.00

*

[LIBERIA] Beautiful selection of imperf
stamps and proofs primarily focussed on
the middle of the 20th century issues. The
selection is focussed on the regular airmail
issues commemorating the 1956
Melbourne Olympic Games and should
appeal to true enthusiasts of the hobby as
they are relatively rare as far as modern
imperfs go, plus they are in great condition.
Essentially the lot is made up of 1956
issues [\#358-361,C104-C105] included in
blocks of six, blocks of four, strips of three,
pairs, and singles - all generally duplicated
in uniform fashion, VERY FINE, og, NH

1624

SB 2,000.00

*

1625 * [LIBERIA - HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST
SELECTION] Very attractive specialized
selection of roughly 850 mint imperfs,
proofs, and specimen from the middle of
the 20th century. This is a great specialist's
lot with hundreds of blocks of four or six
that would greatly enhance any modern
Liberian/African collection and should
appeal to true enthusiasts of the hobby,
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VERY FINE, og, NH SB 1,250.00

[LIBERIA - PROOFS & IMPERFS -
EXCELLENT SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION OF OVER 550 IMPERFS &
PROOFS] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1626

SB 1,250.00

*

[LIBERIA - VERY NICE SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS] from earlies onward
including hundreds of Souvenir sheets and
many better and elusive items. High
catalogue value. VERY FINE, og, NH

1627

SB 1,000.00

*0

[LIBERIA] An attractive selection of over
600 imperf stamps from the 1960s largely
in blocks of four or six making it an
appealing sub section for specialty
collectors, VERY FINE, og, NH

1628

SB 850.00

*

[LIBERIA - EXCELLENT SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION] Very nice never hinged
selection of well over 250 imperf rarities of
Liberia from the mid 1950s with lots of
miniature sheets, VERY FINE, og, NH

1629

SB 400.00

*

[LIBERIA - MINT SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS OF COMPLETE SETS] with
many souvenir sheets, blocks and more. 
(we scanned a small sample to give an
idea). VERY FINE, og, NH

1630

CV 3,967.00

*

[LIBERIA - ALL MINT ALL NH BLOCK
AND SHEET SELECTION, ]running from
1960 to 1970, including back of the book.
All material is stored neatly in glassine
envelopes or on stock pages. Perfect for a
dealer. Includes better sheets like
[\#309-312 & C63-C64.] Other items
include [\#C141-C143,
362-363/C107-C110, 393-394/C128,
399-400/C135, ]all at least VERY FINE, og,
NH

1631

CV 2,560.00

*

LIECHTENSTEIN

[(104), ]block of 4, VERY FINE, og1632 CV 420.00*

[(104), ]VERY FINE1633 CV 350.000

[(C7-C8), ]VERY FINE, og, NH1634 CV 565.00*

[(C7-C8),] VERY FINE, og, NH1635 CV 565.00*

[(C9-C13),] VERY FINE, og, NH1636 CV 385.00*

[LIECHTENSTEIN - NEVER HINGED
SHEETS] Very attractive selection of
thousands of never hinged stamps in
complete sheets, miniature sheets and
souvenir sheets. The selection includes
great number of higher value stamps
including individual standouts like
[\#132-135 (sheets of 25), 172-175 (sheets
of 20), 181-184 (sheets of 20), 312-314
(sheets of 20), 316a (4), 332-334, 368
(sheets of 20), 395 (sheets of 4), 430-441
(sheets of 20),] and many others in total
adding up to well over $8,000 in catalog
value. This is the type of lot that should
appeal to collectors and dealers as
numerous miniature sheets include very
nice and interesting inscriptions while at the
same time the uniform levels of duplication
should appeal to dealers looking for resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1637

SB 2,750.00

*

1638 *0 [LIECHTENSTEIN - 1917 TO 1990
COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION] on
Scott numbered stock pages, this lot
contains many issues from most of the 20th
century. Some better mint issues include
[\#59, 89, 90-93, C9-13] and used [\#3,
110, 116-29, 129, 160-65, 222, 247-58,
243-45, 260, 264, B1-3, B4-6 (2), B7-10
(2), B11-13, C4-C6, C9 (2),  C10 (2), C11

(2), C12-13, C15-16 (2)] gen VERY FINE CV 6,224.00

[LIECHTENSTEIN - HIGH QUALITY
MOSTLY MINT SELECTION ]housed
neatly within individually Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards with light duplication
throughout. The selection features some
wonderful early 20th century followed by
strong coverage to about 1980, including
Back-of-the-book and excellent premium
sets and singles Including mint [\#18-46,
223-225, 239, 240-242, 243-245, 270-273,
284-286, 289-292, 353-355, 359-367,
B19-B21, ]and used [\#165, 269, ]and
more. We put some of the better material
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality you can
expect to find throughout the selection.
Generally VERY FINE or better, mint og,
most NH

1639

CA 2,325.00

*0

LITHUANIA

[(C5),] creased, sheet of 8 imperforate
pairs, VERY FINE, og

1640
CV 725.00

*

[(C71a-C78a), ]complete imperf sheets of
99, VERY FINE, og, NH

1641
CV 2,475.00

*

[LITHUANIA - ALL MINT NH SPECIALTY
SELECTION OF A FEW THOUSAND]
stamps, including many partial sheets. This
group contains the sets [\#272-277B,
B52-B54, C63-C70, C71-C78] and would
be a perfect selection for the savvy dealer.
Gen VERY FINE, og, all NH

1642

CA 14,650.00

*

[LITHUANIA - MINT MODERN STOCK OF
EARLY 1990S] Thousands of mint never
hinged stamps presented mostly in
complete sheets and showcasing the very
earliest issues put out by Lithuanian post
amidst the turbulent 1990-91 period. The
lot includes such sets like [\#371-374,
375-378, 379-384, 388, 389, 390-392,
393-395, 396-397, 398-399, 400-402,
403-404, 411-418,] practically all heavily
duplicated in strips, blocks, sheets etc.
Overall the catalog value of the lot adds up
to just under $6,000 and considering the
somewhat uniform duplication levels this lot
would most certainly be better suited to
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential, VERY FINE, of, NH (We only
took some sample photos showing the
organization of the lot)

1643

CV 5,800.00

*

LUXEMBOURG

[(4-12), ]mostly VERY FINE1644 CV 2,240.000

[(4-12),] #12 mint, og, F-VF1645 CV 4,325.000

[(13-16), ]F-VF1646 CV 452.000

[(19-26, 21a, 25a), ]VERY FINE1647 CV 590.000

[(37), ]VERY FINE1648 CV 450.000

[(O7),] VERY FINE (1999 APS Cert.)1649 CV 1,400.000

[(O9b),] VERY FINE1650 CV 450.000

[(O23-O28), ]F-VF, #O26 with 1987 APS
Cert

1651
CV 1,520.00

0

[(O29), ]F-VF1652 CV 925.000

[LUXEMBOURG - LOVELY SELECTION
OF OVER 2000 ]stamps, from several
[\#15]'s onward. Very high catalogue value,
very high quality.

1653

SB 600.00

*0

1654 *0 [LUXEMBOURG - COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION 1852 TO 1950's] stored on
stock pages many of which are Scott
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numbered. This lot focuses mostly on the
earlier issues and back-of-the-book. Some
of the better mint stamps included in this lot
are [\#2 (2), 4 (5), 5, 6 (3), 7, 9, 13 (2),  26,
32, 45, 86 (3), 277, O3, O4, O27, O29a,
O30(2), O32, O33, O51, O66-O74] and
used [\#5, 6 (3), 8 (3),  9, 10, 12, 13, 24, 26,
217, 276, 277, 319, B43, B44, B52, B65M,
B65J, O9, O49, O50] all VERY FINE. CA 16,290.00

[LUXEMBOURG - ALL MINT ALL NH
SHEET AND BLOCK SELECTION, ]each
stored neatly in a glassine envelope or on
stock pages. Includes better mint, NH
sheets and blocks like [\#306-309 (blocks
of 10), 314 (block of 15), 341-343
(complete sheets), 354-355 (complete
sheets), 473 (block of 28), B264-B269
(complete sheets), ]all pristine and perfect
for resale or collecting, and at least VERY
FINE, og, NH

1655

CV 6,200.00

*

[LUXEMBOURG - HIGH QUALITY
MOSTLY PREMIUM SELECTION, ]stored
neatly in Scott older on stock pages. The
selection consists of mostly premium, all
high quality issues of Luxembourg,
including good Officials, Semi-postals and
more like mint [\#O41, ]and used [\#1 (2), 7,
12, 13-14/16, 329-331, O15, O33,
O46-O47, B73-B78 (8 sets), B79-B84 (18
sets), B92-B97 (16 sets), B104 (16 pairs),
]generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1656

CA 4,850.00

*0

[LUXEMBOURG - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored and organized neatly
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. The selection begins with
excellent early 20th century sets followed
by very good coverage to about 1980, with
light duplication and excellent Semi-postal
issues. including mint [\#261-264, 278-279,
732-735 (blocks of 4), ]and used
[\#B11-B14, B15-B19, B162-B165,
B166-B169, B170-B173, B174-B179,
B180-B185, ]and more. We put a selection
from the material on a stock page and
scanned it in order the illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout the group.
Mainly mint and VERY FINE, mint og, most
NH

1657

CA 1,100.00

*0

MACEDONIA

[MACEDONIA-1993 VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT STOCK] stored in a
mint sheet file and glassines. This lot is an
excellent opportunity for sellers as there's
many better souvenir sheets duplicated in
the hundreds. Also included are many full
sheets. Some of these issues include
[\#5-7 (250), 8-11 (20), 12 (70), 16 (150),
18 (100), RA24-27 (380 footnoted souvenir
sheets), RA28-31 (160), RA32-35 (190
footnoted souvenir sheets), RA36-39 (120
footnoted souvenir sheets),] and others.
Gen. EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (we
scanned the mint sheet file)

1658

CV 13,259.00

*

1659 * [MACEDONIA 1994 TO 1995 VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT STOCK] stored in mint
sheet files and plastic sleeves, this
selection has many full sheets and
souvenir sheets included. Most of the items
are duplicated, creating a perfect
opportunity for resale. Some better items
included are [\#25-28 (35), 55a (11), 59-60
(35), RA44-47 (170 footnoted souvenir
sheets), RA51-54 (270 footnoted souvenir
sheets), RA60 (250),] and more. Gen.
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (we scanned 

some better examples) CV 7,800.00

[MACEDONIA MINT STOCK 1991 TO
1992 VIRTUALLY COMPLETE] stored in a
mint sheet file. With many full sheets
included, this is a great for resale. There
are also many Back-of-the-book issues and
a selection souvenir sheets. Some of the
better issues included in this lot are [\#1, 3,
4, RA5a, RA18, RA23,] and others. Gen.
EXTREMELY FINE, og NH (we scanned
some better examples)

1660

CV 2,414.00

*

MEXICO

[(4a), ]tied to piece, VERY FINE, 1972
MEPSI Cert

1661
CV 0.00

0

[(4b), ]tied to piece, VERY FINE1662 CV 0.000

[(5d), ]tied to piece, VERY FINE1663 CV 0.000

[(8d),] VERY FINE1664 CV 2,250.000

[(12), ]pair, faint crease in center margin,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, 1975 MEPSI Cert

1665
ECV 1,000.00

*

[(18), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og1666 CV 1,300.000

[(21c), on folded envelope,] VERY FINE1667 CV 3,000.00CV

[(25c),] VERY FINE1668 CV 575.000

[(39), ]stain, VERY FINE1669 CV 3,250.000

[(41), ]crease, VERY FINE1670 CV 4,000.000

[(46-51), ]VERY FINE1671 CV 760.000

[(52-57), ]VERY FINE, #52 & 53 mint, og1672 CV 605.000

[(80), ]VERY FINE1673 CV 1,200.000

[(81a),] VERY FINE, og1674 CV 2,000.00*

[(84),] VERY FINE1675 CV 850.000

[(86a),] VERY FINE1676 CV 1,500.000

[(90a), ]VERY FINE1677 CV 1,250.000

[(90b), ]VERY FINE, og1678 CV 200.00*

[(112-113), ]VERY FINE, og, 5¢ no gum1679 CV 220.00*

[(116), ]VERY FINE, og1680 CV 600.00*

[(150a, 153a, 158a, 160a), ]used & mint,
VERY FINE, og

1681
CV 825.00

*0

[(174-183, 174a), ]most mint, VERY FINE,
og

1682
CV 390.00

*

[(207-211), ]#208-209 mint, og, all VERY
FINE

1683
CV 1,050.00

*0

[(209), ]pair, VERY FINE, og1684 CV 450.00*

[(214), with perf varieties] Selection of over
1,190 stamps, many perf 6 x 12
compounds, interesting cancellations &
shades. Very high catalog value, VERY
FINE

1685

SB 500.00

0

[(242-256), ]10¢ mint, VERY FINE1686 CV 620.000

[(257/268)] Proofs in black. VERY FINE, og1687 CV 0.00*

[(279d-287c), ]VERY FINE1688 CV 525.000

[(354a-381a), ]all pairs, imperf between, 1¢
& 10¢ not Scott listed, Scott value for
hinged, VERY FINE, og

1689

CV 2,000.00

*

[(366), ]VERY FINE, og, signed "Aguirre"1690 CV 3,500.00*

[(368), ]VERY FINE, og1691 CV 3,500.00*

[(436a), 28 sheets of four,] EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1692
CV 360.00

*

[(736), ]VERY FINE1693 CV 175.000

[(C46), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH1694 CV 300.00*

[(C185a),] EXTREMELY FINE, og1695 CV 250.00*
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[(C198a),] VERY FINE, og1696 CV 400.00*

[(C212),] EXTREMELY FINE, og1697 CV 350.00*

[(C213), block of four,] VERY FINE, og, NH1698 CV 400.00*

[(CO10),] VERY FINE, og (small Elliot hand
stamp on back)

1699
CV 2,250.00

*

[(CO11 var), red "OFICIAL" overprint,] pair,
one with missing period variety, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og (1986 MEPSI
Cert.)

1700

CV 0.00

*

[(CO18),] VERY FINE, og (signed Calves)1701 CV 1,000.00*

[(O112),] EXTREMELY FINE, og (signed
Ruidiaz)

1702
CV 3,250.00

*

[(O193a),] VERY FINE, og (dashed in
Scott)

1703
CV 0.00

*

[(O217a),] VERY FINE, og1704 CV 350.00*

[1914-15 Coat of Arms Revolutionary
Revenues (Roberts #RV30L/RV37L),]
group of sheets of 50, with (Roberts)
[\#RV30L (4), RV31L (4), RV33L (one plus
a block of 49), RV34L (2) & RV37L (2).]
Gen. VERY FINE, ungummed as issued
(catalog numbers and values are from
Mexico's Revenue Stamps, Michael D.
Roberts, Editor, published by the
Mexico-Elmhurst Philatelic Society,
International, Los Angeles, California,
2011. No distinction is made between mint
and used in pricing. Photocopies of the
section are included.)

1705

CV 1,198.00

0

[1914-15 100p Veracruz State Revenue
(Roberts #US50F),] VERY FINE

1706
CV 950.00

0

[MEXICO - MINT SELECTION] Heavily
duplicated selection of some 4,000 mint
never hinged stamps from the 1960s neatly
packed in glassines, each containing 50 or
100 duplicates be it singles or complete
sets. Most of the stamps are in complete
blocks of ten. With overall catalog value of
over $5,500 this lot would certainly appeal
more to dealers due to expansive
duplication and high catalog value, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1707

SB 1,750.00

*

[MEXICO] Mint accumulation of issues
from 1965 to 1974, often in blocks up to
eight, accompanied by a First Day Cover
and a pamphlet about the issue. Included
are better like [\#996-1001 & C340-44 (2),
998a (2), 1000a (2), C342a (2), C344a (2),]
and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1708

SB 350.00

*

[MEXICO - ALL MINT ALL NH SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION] stored in glassines.
This mint stock contains close to a
thousand souvenir sheets and would be
perfect for a dealer. We scanned what's
included. VERY FINE, og, NH

1709

CV 3,850.00

*

[MEXICO - SOUVENIR SHEET
SELECTION] stored in Scott numbered
glassines and on a stock page, this mint
virtually NH group contains better souvenir
sheets such as [\#983a (28), 985a (28),
992a (25), 995a (25), C329a (28), C331a
(28), C334, C336a (10), C338a (10)] and
carries great resale opportunity for the right
dealer. We scanned a small portion of
what's included. Gen VERY FINE, og,
virtually NH

1710

CA 1,550.00

*

MONGOLIA

[(134-135),] 94 complete sets, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1711 *

CV 3,290.00

MONTENEGRO-OCCUPATIONS

[(3NC1-3NC5),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (3NC5 is signed)

1712
CV 6,250.00

*

NETHERLANDS

[(C13-C14), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og1713 CV 260.00*

[NETHERLANDS] Mostly mint collection of
sets, singles and souvenir sheets, with
coverage running to 1954, then from 1988
to 1998, in a White Ace album. Noted are
better like  [\#336-39, B16-20, B25-32,
B37-40, B44-47, B48-49, B50-53, B54-57,
B62-65, B66-69, B73-76, B208-13,
B214-18, B219-23, B224-28, B229-33,
B234-37, B238-42, B249-53, B264-68,]
used [\#98, B50-53,] and much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, later are NH (we
scanned most of the pre-1954 section of
the album)

1714

SB 1,500.00

*0

[NETHERLANDS - MANY THOUSANDS
MOSTLY ON] album pages from an old
collector who bought Auction lots over a
period of decades and tossed them in a
box. Many better stamps. High catalogue
value

1715

SB 800.00

*

[NETHERLANDS] All mint mainly NH
collection of sets, singles and sheetlets,
going between 1948 and 1987, in a White
Ace album. Every space in the album is
filled with some better noted like
[\#B276-80, B291-95, B404a,] and much
more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, nearly all are
NH (we scanned some of the earlier pages)

1716

SB 800.00

*

NETHERLANDS & COLONIES

[NETHERLANDS & COLONIES - HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly on individually Scott
numbered dealers stock cards. The
selection includes of over 1,000 different
stamps begins with lovely 19th century
material followed by very good early 20th
century and coverage to about 2000,
including Back-of-the-book. The selection
features some Netherlands Antilles, and
Netherlands Indies, but the bulk of the
group consists of issues from Netherlands
proper. The selection features many
wonderful premium sets and singles
including highlights like mint Netherlands
[\#B58-B61, B229-B232, B238-B242,
B249-B253, B291-B295, ]and used [\#1-3,
21, 52, 241, 243, 278-281, B1-B3,
B25-B32, ]mint Netherlands Antilles
[\#203-205, ]used Netherlands Indies [\#30,
]and more. We put a selection from the
overall group on a stock page and scanned
it in order to clearly illustrate the high level
of quality found throughout the group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1717

CA 2,400.00

*0

SURINAM

[(34A),] VERY FINE (#34 included for
reference)

1718
CV 500.00

0

[(184-207),] VERY FINE, og1719 CV 250.00*

NICARAGUA

[(1298-1305, 1531-1538, 1608-1615,) CTO
sheets of 100,]  Agrarian Reform issues
from 1983 to 1987, EXTREMELY FINE

1720

CV 1,100.00

0
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[CUBA] Very mint and used stock selection
of close to 5,000 stamps in total covering
the period starting with 1877 King Alfonso
XII issues and going well into the 1980s a
century later neatly organized in a
chronological order on stockpages. Even
though the selection crosses over into the
second half of the 20th century, by far the
bulk of the selection is focussed on the first
half of the century, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og

1721

SB 750.00

*0

[NICARAGUA] Very nice and expansive
stock selection of well over 5,000 mint and
used stamps covering the philatelic history
of Nicaragua from the very first issues all
the way to the 1990s neatly organized on
stockpages. The selection includes
moderate, but very manageable duplication
levels and attractively includes high ratio of
back-of-the-book stamps, F-VF or better,
mint og

1722

SB 750.00

*0

[NICARAGUA - HIGH QUALITY EARLY
PERIOD SELECTION] Very nice and
neatly organized selection of well in excess
of 500 mint and used 19th century stamps
from Nicaragua housed on stockpages.
The selection includes great ratio of
premium content and in total the catalog
value would exceed $8,000! Individually
some of the most notable standouts
include better like mint [\#1 (5), 2 (6), 3-7
(8), 5 (7), 8-12 (5), 10 (11), 90-98 (6), 109
(7), 109A-109M (9), 109E (4),] used [\#2,] &
others. Dupliaction levels vary throughout,
but are generally manageable, F-VF, mint
og

1723

CV 8,100.00

*0

NORWAY

[(7, 9),] #7 is thinned in the center, VERY
FINE

1724
CV 680.00

0

[NORWAY] Very nice mint and used
collection of over 1,000 different issues
tracing Norwegian postal history from the
earliest issues up to 1990 arranged on
Scott pages. The early issues from the 19th
century are particularly the focus of the
collection as not only is the subsection
highly complete but also includes a number
of minor varieties. The list of premium
issues in the collection is impressive as it
includes mint set [\#67-69] from 1909
among numerous standouts like mint [\#60,
67-69, 136-44, 246 (NH), 275-78, 279-89,
340-42, 370-74, B1-B3, B5-B8, B24 (NH),
B54-56, O94-114,] used [\#1, 2-5, 6-10,
11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 35-45, 47-58, 59, 61,
64-66, 104-10, 111-14, 136-44, 220-39,
J12, O65-82,] & more, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og

1725

SB 8,500.00

*0

[NORWAY - WONDERFUL SELECTION]
Very high quality selection of roughly 2,500
mint and used stamps acquired by a very
serious collector over a number of years
and never actually shaped into a proper
organized collection. The lot includes all
what is needed to put together a beautiful
collection showcasing Norwegian philately
starting with the very first stamp issued and
going well into the second half of the 20th
century. The lot essentially contains couple
of collections that could easily be shaped
into one beautiful collection with very high
ratio of premium content. The collection
sports a very high catalog value overall,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og

1726

SB 1,500.00

*0

[NORWAY] Exceptionally high quality
collection to 1980 in a Schaubek Specialty
album. The collection is VF-XF used to
about 1930 and then NH mint after that.

1727

SB 1,250.00

0

[NORWAY - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]stored and organized neatly on individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with very nice, high quality
19th century material followed by very good
early 20th century and strong coverage to
about 2000 from there. The selection
features many excellent premium sets and
singles including mint [\#181-183 (NH),
311-317, 408-411, B4 (NH), ]used [\#12,
]and more. We put a selection from the
overall group on a stock page and scanned
it in order to clearly illustrate the high level
of quality found throughout the overall
group. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1728

CA 4,250.00

*0

[NORWAY - HIGH QUALITY STOCK
CARD SELECTION, ]stored and organized
neatly and individually within Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with wonderful high quality
19th century material followed by very good
early 20th century with coverage to about
1990, including very good Back-of-the-book
and minimal duplication of some items. The
selection also features many very nice
premium sets and singles including notable
highlights such as mint [\#O11-O12, ]used
[\#4-5, 8-9, 15-18, 18b, 20-27/29-31, 47-58,
J5a, O9-O21, ]and more. We put a
selection of material from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the group. A lovely
selection overall, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, most mint NH

1729

CA 2,350.00

*0

[NORWAY - ALL MINT SELECTION OF
MODERN POSTAGE] of over NOR 13,500
(about $1700 USD). Ranging from the
1970's to 2011, this group is very neatly
organized with issues averaging around
5-10kr. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

1730

FACE 1,700.00

*

[NORWAY] Classic collection of ten used
issues from 1855 to 1868, on a stock card.
Noted are [\#1, 2-3, 6-8, & 12-15.] F-VF or
better

1731

CV 1,648.00

0

PANAMA

[PANAMA] Mint never hinged selection of
well over 6,000 stamps presented in a form
of complete and miniature sheets primarily
covering the second half of the 20th
century. Generally the selection includes a
very uniform duplication as pretty much all
the issues are in complete sheets,
including such individual standouts like
[\#453-453E (Sheets of 50), 459-459G
(Sheets of 50), 462-462C/C337-C338
(Sheets of 50), 463-463A/C339-C342
(sheets of 50), 464-464E (sheets of 25),
476-476E (sheets of 25),] among them and
many others with total catalog value close
to $5,500! Due to duplication levels this lot
is more suited to dealers looking for resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1732

SB 1,750.00

*

1733 * [PANAMA - ALL MINT ALL NH BLOCK
AND SHEET SELECTION, ]each issue
stored individually within a glassine
envelope and generally duplicated between
five and ten times. The selection begins in
1942 and runs highly complete to 1970,
including very good Airmails and imperfs.
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Most items are in the form of blocks, some
in complete sheets. Many very good sets
and singles, including mint
[\#311-316/C40-C42, 454-454E (imperf
blocks of 6 each), 459-459G (imperf pairs),
CB7 (block of 14), C300-C321 (pairs),
C351 (imperf block of 4), C290D, 478-478E
(complete sheets), C67-C71, ]and more, all
at least VERY FINE, og, NH CV 17,500.00

[PANAMA - ALL MINT ALL NH SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION] stored in glassines,
this group contains 10-15 different souvenir
sheets. Some of the better items include
[\#453Ef (50), C338a (60)] We scanned
what's included. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

1734

CV 13,000.00

*

[PANAMA - FOUR FULL STOCKBOOKS,
]with some duplication throughout. Better
includes mint [\#454-454E (10 sets imperf),
454Ef, 458Jk, 461De, 464Ef, 481H,
483-483a, C17A, C21-C26, C27-C32,
C290D, C338a, C363a, F20, F25, ]Pope
issues, and much more. Generally
EXTREMELY FINE, mint og, most NH

1735

CV 11,600.00

*0

[PANAMA - ALL MINT ALL NH SHEET
AND BLOCK SELECTION, ]providing good
coverage to 1970 with good
Back-of-the-book. The selection is primarily
composed of complete mint sheets, with
some blocks, and includes lovely material
like [\#447-447G (250 sets), 452-452E (350
sets), 453-453E (50 sets), 454-454E (150
sets), 456-456J (100 sets), 462-462C (100
sets), 465-465B (100 sets), 466-466B (50
sets), 476-476E (50 sets), ]all very high
quality. An excellent opportunity for
profitable resale. Generally VERY FINE,
og, NH

1736

CV 11,000.00

*

[PANAMA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
]beginning in 1936 and providing strong
coverage to about 1970, with excellent
Back-of-the-book and light to moderate
duplication throughout, stored neatly in a
pair of Scott numbered stockbooks. The
selection features many lovely premium
sets and singles including notable
highlights such as mint [\#C49-C53 (2),
C43-C47 (7), C67-C71 (missing #C68),
C88-C95, ]and used [\#C88-C95, ]and
more, high quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1737

CV 3,450.00

*0

PARAGUAY

[(623-629), ]20 sheets of 20 each, in total
400 sets, all VERY FINE, og, NH

1738
CV 19,280.00

*

[(714),] 50 footnoted souvenir sheets in
original and changed colors, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1739

CV 6,100.00

*

[PARAGUAY - MINT SHEETS] An
extensive all mint stock selection of close
to 2,500 complete sets from the middle of
the 20th century with total catalogue value
exceeding  $35,000! All stamps are
generally in complete sheets of 50 or 100,
though some miniature sheets are included
as well, in complete sets. Individually the
contents of the lot include [\#594-597 (50),
630-637 (50), 623-629 (50), 728-735 (100),
707-714 (imperf 100), 736-743 (imperf 50),
744-751 (imperf 50). 775-782 (imperf 50),
775-782 (1050).] All EXTREMLY FINE, og,
NH

1740

SB 10,000.00

*

1741 * [PARAGUAY - HIGH QUALITY
'MUESTRA' COLLECTION] Very attractive
visually striking collection of well in excess

of 1,000 specimen stamps primarily from
the last three decades of the 20th century.
Paraguayan specimen issues are generally
rare as in some cases the whole run was
only 50 stamps, so the possibility to acquire
such a comprehensive collection of
specimen issues in one collection should
appeal to serious collectors of modern
Latin American philately, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH SB 4,000.00

[PARAGUAY SPECIMENS] Over 1000
modern specimens, mostly different. VERY
FINE, og, NH

1742

SB 1,250.00

SP

[PARAGUAY - SPECIALTY COLLECTION]
This is a very attractive collection of close
to 600 Paraguayan specimen stamps
mostly from 1960s and 70s and low levels
of duplication, VERY FINE, og, NH (Rare)

1743

SB 750.00

*

[PARAGUAY - SPECIMEN STAMPS] Very
attractive collection of over 500 mint never
hinged 'MUESTRA' specimen overprinted
varieties primarily from the 1960s and 70s.
The selection should appeal to specialty
collectors with regular issues, imperf
varieties, pairs, strips, and blocks of
imperfs, VERY FINE, og, NH

1744

SB 750.00

[PARAGUAY MINT SELECTION,] 1960s
duplicated selection of all mint, all NH
sheets and partial sheets, all in excellent
condition. Includes better full and partial
sheets of stamps like [\836-843 (imperf,
50), 828-835 (50),C310-C312  (50),] all
VERY FINE,  og, NH

1745

CV 15,000.00

*

PERU

[PERU - WONDERFUL FOUR VOLUME
SELECTION ]stored neatly in a set of very
carefully organized Scott numbered
stockbooks. The selection begins with
lovely high quality examples of 19th
century Peruvian postage, very good early
20th century followed by good coverage to
about 1990, with manageable duplication
throughout and good Back-of-the-book.
Highlights of the selection include mint [\#9,
10 (slight bleed through of expertization
mark on back), 13, 20 (6), ]used [\#10 (6),
13 (5), 15 (5), 193C, ]and more. We
scanned the first volume to give you a good
sense of the value in this selection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1746

CA 3,700.00

*0

[PERU - HIGH QUALITY 2 VOLUME
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION,
]stored neatly in a pair of Scott numbered
and ordered stockbooks. The selection
features good Airmails, Occupations and
more, including lovely premium highlights
like mint [\#C1 (4), C3 (2), N14, ]and more.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1747

CA 1,450.00

*0

POLAND

[(1),] FINE, re gummed1748 CV 2,400.00*

[(50), ]VERY FINE, og1749 CV 1,200.00*

[1935 10gr & 20gr LOPP issues for Aircraft
Construction (Fischer #22-23),] in quantity
with [\#22 (96) & 23 (104),] on stock pages
in singles, pairs and blocks. Also included
is a used [\#22,] and a 1926 Directional
Sticker to Wiednia (Fischer #3j). Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, NH  (cv Fischer
20130zl)

1750

CV 5,540.00

*

1751 *0 [POLAND] An immense mostly mint stock
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accumulation of close to half a million
stamps organized in catalog order housed
in 13 large cartons. The catalog value of
the lot would be well in excess of $200,000
as the selection includes many premium
issues form an earlier period like dozens of
the never hinged souvenir sheets
commemorating the visit of King Karol to
Poland in 1937, each set has a catalog
value of $120! While the lot includes good
number of issues from the first half of the
20th century, by far the bulk of the volume
of the lot is made up from the issues from
between 1970s and 90s duplicated in stock
quantities. The lot is primarily and nearly
virtually all mint as just the mint portion of
the lot would come to over $170,000 and a
such would most appeal to dealers looking
for resale potential, especially since
roughly 7,000 miniature/souvenir sheets
are still packed in post office packets of
100 as issued. All the issues are neatly
grouped together and arranged in Scott
catalog order, which would facilitate
multiple comprehensive collections of
modern period Polish philately. SB 40,000.00

[POLAND] Very nice and neatly organized
extensive stock accumulation of roughly
quarter of million mint and used stamps
housed in Scott numbered glassines
sprawling through fourteen large cartons.
The lot covers the second half of the 20th
century with scores of souvenir and
miniature sheets accompanying the regular
issues. In total the catalog value for the lot
is roughly $180,000 fairly evenly split
between mint and used issues. Besides
regular issues the lot includes a lot of
footnoted imperforated varieties like [\#763
(imperf sheets 40),] and many others. The
lot is very neatly organized in chronological
order and even the high duplication levels
are very manageable. This is certainly a
dealer's lot as the selection could be
broken down into dozens upon dozens of
smaller selections, VERY FINE, mint og,
mint NH

1752

SB 40,000.00

*0

[POLAND - MINT MODERN STOCK] Huge
mint modern accumulation of close to
300,000 stamps in total covering primarily
the last three decades of the 20th century
sprawling over seven large cartons.
Despite the volume of the lot, it is very well
organized as every issues is housed in
Scott identified folders, mostly in complete
sheets of 20-35-50. In total the lot adds up
to just under $130,000 in catalog value!
The duplication levels varying from a dozen
of stamps to dozens of complete sheets
like for instance in the case of Royalty
Issues of 1986 and numerous subsequent
sets celebrating the Polish nobility. Great
number of issues are still in original
wrapping as issued by the Polish post
office in packets of 100 sealed, never
opened. The lot could be broken down into
hundreds of individual lots presenting
modern Polish philately in a
comprehensive manner as scores of
stamps are included with se-tenant labels,
usually only footnoted in Scott catalog.
Ultimately the lot should appeal to dealers
working with the Eastern European
philately as such quantity of pristine never
hinged modern sheets are seldom
encountered in one lot, VERY FINE, og,
NH

1753

SB 30,000.00

*

[POLAND] An extensive mint and used
stock selection of around 100,000 stamps
covering primarily the second half of the
20th century housed in seven largest
cartons of ours. The selection starts with
stamps from the late 1950s and goes all
the way to 2011, all throughout very neatly
organized in Scott numbered stockbooks.
The last twenty years account for a major
bulk of the total catalogue value of well
over $50,000 in total. Attractively the lot
includes thousands of souvenir and
miniature sheets, four volumes dedicated
to souvenirs sheets exclusively, generally
duplicated in very much comparable
quantities to the regular issues. Overall
duplication levels are very manageable
(generally ranging between a dozen copies
of mint and used sets and here and there
30-40 together, but very well organized
thus manageable) and fairly uniform
throughout, so the lot should certainly
appeal to dealers looking for breakdown
and resale potential, as one could make
dozens of very comprehensive collections
of modern Poland, VERY FINE, mint og,
most NH

1754

SB 8,000.00

*0

[POLAND] Huge accumulation of roughly
15,000 articles like postcards, overprinted
covers, first day covers, regular covers
from Poland and international ones in one
way or another related to Poland. The lot is
largely topical as for example it includes
cards and covers celebrating the legacy of
Nicolaus Copernicus on Polish covers as
well as US and other countries. Besides
thousands of articles related to Mikolaj
Kopernik, the lot includes many covers
dedicated to Scouts, ships, variety of Polish
cities and memorable events in Polish
history. While postcards are somewhat
dominating, the lot also includes in excess
of maxi first day covers from the 21st
century. This is an exhaustive lot with a
myriad of subdivisions including several
hundred used year sets from the second
half of the 20th century covering Poland
and even some neighboring countries like
DDR or Czechoslovakia. Total estimated
catalogue value of the lot would be in a
region of $30,000 combining postcards and
year sets. All in due to extensive
duplication levels as many articles include
dozens of duplicates this lot would be most
suited to dealers looking for resale
potential as such vast quantities of Eastern
European articles come by rarely on this
side of the Atlantic, gen. VERY FINE

1755

SB 7,500.00

CV

1756 *0 [POLAND] Huge accumulation of
thousands upon thousands of mint and
used issues covering the Polish philately of
the mid 20th century going from the 1940s
to the 1980s. The lot combines postal
issues with an extensive selection of postal
covers, first day covers and other philatelic
items like postcards etc. The lot is
dominated by the Polish postal issues and
just the stamps alone add up to roughly
$38,000 in catalog value, then there are
hundreds of articles from outside Poland.
This is a massive lot contained in six large
cartons (nearly two cartons are taken up by
covers, postcards etc.) and should appeal
to dealers looking for breakdown value as
duplication is generally high throughout.
One notable standout section is the
Butterflies issue of 1991 that is duplicated
in vast quantities (includes over a thousand
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complete sheets as well as souvenir
sheets!), gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH SB 6,000.00

[POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS] Massive
accumulation of over 25,000 first day
covers bearing Polish stamps from 1954 to
2000 housed in eleven large cartons.
Despite the massive scope of the lot it is
very well organized in chronological order
with roughly 1,500 different covers. The
duplication levels are progressive as the
time goes on changing from 4-6 to 20-30 in
the 1980s. An attractive feature of the lot is
very meticulous inclusion of such philatelic
curiosities like regular first day cover
followed by the same cover with an airmail
sticker 'Par Avion' on it as in many instance
the Fischer catalog points out the
difference between regular and airmail
covers. The lot is clearly aimed at dealers
looking for breakdown and resale value
simply due to the scope of the lot, since the
lot could be easily broken down into couple
dozens similar smaller lots covering the
Polish philatelic history in great detail
especially the period from 1960s to mid
1990s, VERY FINE

1757

SB 6,000.00

CV

[POLAND - DEALER'S POSTAL HISTORY
LOT] An extensive selection of well over
25,000 philatelic articles from the second
half of the 20th century including postal
covers, FDCs, as well as huge number of
postcards, postal cards and other. This
massive lot is housed in 8 large cartons.
One of the distinctive subsections of the lot
would be an accumulation of roughly 5,500
first day covers from the late 1950s going
all the way to 2008, high percentage of sets
are presented on multiple covers. Overall
number of postal cards is twice as high with
over 11,000 including great number of
touristy and commemorative cards along
with traditional postal reply cards. All of the
postal cards and first day covers are very
neatly organized in chronological order,
grouped by year of issues, with all the
duplicates grouped by year of issue or
occasion. The only exception would be the
personal correspondence, which includes
some foreign letters, but generally in some
way related to the general theme of
Poland. Duplication is in many cases
relatively high, and the lot would be most
appealing to dealers looking to break it
down into smaller lots. While the
duplication is generally high, in many
cases, and especially so in the case of first
day covers, the duplication is rather
uniform an thus accommodating to forming
multiple comprehensive collections
covering the second half of the 20th
century. Great lot for dealers working with
Eastern European philately, VERY FINE.

1758

SB 4,500.00

CV

[POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS] Large
very well organized accumulation of
roughly 7,000 cachet unaddressed first day
covers from 1963 to 2003 housed in two
large cartons. The lot is very neatly
organized into complete year sets all
individually wrapped and identified. The
duplication levels are fairly uniform and
manageable, thus the lot should appeal to
dealers looking for resale potential as the
lot could be broken down by decades or
individual year sets with relative ease,
VERY FINE

1759

SB 3,500.00

CV

1760 *0 [MINT & USED SELECTION] of close to

15,000 stamps covering mostly the 1970s
housed in three large stockbooks and
seven counter stockbooks. An entire lot is
very neatly organized with every issue
identified and mint and used issues housed
side by side. The lot includes moderate to
high duplication levels where most issues
are duplicated 20-30 times, in some cases
much higher. Virtually all the mint issues
are never hinged and in total the catalog
value would be roughly in the region of
$8,500! The lot also includes couple
hundred covers from the period. Very high
quality throughout, VERY FINE, mint og,
mint NH (We just scanned one of the
counter stockbooks to illustrate the
organization of the lot) SB 1,250.00

[POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS] Very
nice complete collection of roughly 2,000
different cachet and unaddressed First Day
Covers covering the years from 1953 to
2006. The collection is very neatly
organized by year, with every year
subsection individually wrapped and
identified. This is a beautiful collection that
should certainly appeal to collectors of
modern Polish philately, VERY FINE.

1761

SB 1,350.00

CV

[POLAND] Mint and used collection of
close to 1,000 different issues covering half
a century long period from Polish
independence in 1918 going well to 1970s.
The collection is housed in a Minkus album
and includes a good coverage of regular
issues and back-of-the-book section.
Individually some of the better sets include
standouts like mint [\#61-71, 81-92,] &
other, gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We
scanned only the first 25 pages, as post
WWII period is highly complete)

1762

SB 650.00

*0

[POLAND - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION]
Very attractive expansive selection of close
to 7,500 mint and used issues covering
Polish philately in great detail going well
into the 1960s. The selection covers all the
sub sections Polish philately for the period
be it Gdansk issues, early period Warsaw
Issues of 1918 or thousands of later sets.
Generally the duplication levels are
moderate and in total the selection would
boast an impressive catalog value, gen.
VERY FINE

1763

SB 600.00

*0

[POLAND] Accumulation of interesting and
somewhat offbeat material, in a box. Noted
are a group of Presentation Folders with
[\#320-33 (5 First Day), 423-25 (12 First
Day), 570-72, 575-77 (2), 829a (9 First
Day), B50-52,] a book for Exile issues
during WWII (2000 made, Fischer catalog
value 750zl (about $200)), a large stock of
about 500 each mint and used [\#2806a (in
sheets of six),] sheets of a couple different
Red Cross labels, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

1764

SB 600.00

*0

1765 CV [POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS] Very
attractive selection of well over 500 first
day covers primarily from the late 1960s
with limited duplication organized in
chronological order. All the covers are
cacheted and unaddressed and should
appeal to enthusiasts of modern Polish
philately. Relatively low and uniform
duplication makes this lot attractive to
collectors and dealers alike as as the
former would have only so many
duplicates, while the latter would be able to
break the lot into individual lot of some
150-200 different covers for resale easily,
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VERY FINE (We took only some sample
shots to give better indication of the lot) SB 600.00

[POLAND] Organized/messy assembly of
many hundreds of mint and used issues,
with material going to 1989, in a box.
Included is a Scott Specialty album with
many mint and used sets and singles, with
many Topical related sets, for such areas
as Flora, Fauna, Vehicles and Space,
found to be mint and NH. Also included are
variously sized glassines with used stocks,
and just a general unsorted grouping of
issues. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
are NH

1766

SB 500.00

*0

[POLAND - MINT MODERN STOCK]
Massive mint stock accumulation of roughly
some 30,000 never hinged stamps from
1994-95 mostly in complete sheets of
twenty or miniature sheets of 12 like in the
case of [\#3242-45.] In total catalog value
of the lot is close to $15,000 so this
selection would most appeal to dealers
looking break it down into smaller lots to
bolster their modern collection, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1767

CV 14,200.00

*

[POLAND - 1997 TO 1998 VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT STOCK] stored in
plastic sleeves and glassines. This lot
includes many full sheets duplicated in the
dozens, perfect for resale. Also included
are 1997 canceled items, which is also
virtually complete. Some better issues
include [\#3330a (35), 3344-3349 (15),
3394-3397(20), 3409-3412(15),
3428-3431(120), 3439-3442(50)] and
others. All EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (we
scanned some better examples)

1768

CV 8,017.00

*0

[POLAND - AMAZING SEVEN VOLUME
SELECTION, ]beginning with excellent,
high quality 19th century issues followed by
very strong 20th century, and good
coverage to about 2005 with manageable
duplication throughout and very good
Back-of-the-book. The selection is stored
neatly in seven well-organized, Scott
numbered stockbooks, and features many
valuable premium sets and singles
including highlights such as mint [\#44,
2K1-2K6, 2K11-2K12, ]and used [\#39, 44,
213-214, C1-C3, N30-N55, ]all very high
quality. We scanned the first volume to
illustrate the general tone of the group for
you. Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

1769

CA 7,615.00

*0

[POLAND] Very attractive mint and used
selection of souvenir or miniature sheets
mostly form the second half of the 20th
century including better like [\#539 (8),] &
and many others. The duplication is very
uniformed within the lot as practically in
every case ten mint and ten cancelled
issues of the same release are included.
Due to to such uniformity it would most
appeal to dealers looking for breakdown
value as the lot could very easily be split
into ten subsection without any duplication
with catalogue value of approximately $400
each, VERY FINE, mint og, mint NH

1770

CA 3,280.00

*0

[POLAND - 1993 COVERED IN
COMPLETE SHEETS] Very nice mint
modern (includes some CTO sheets)
selection of hundreds of sheets and blocks,
as well as hundreds of souvenir sheets
including better like [\#3156 (used sheets of
24), 3165-3170 (sheets of 20),] all VERY
FINE, og, NH

1771

CV 2,930.00

*0

[POLAND - HIGH QUALITY ALL MINT
MOSTLY NH SELECTION ]beginning with
high quality sets from the start of the 20th
century and providing excellent coverage to
about 1990 with light duplication
throughout, and very impressive
Back-of-the-book. The selection includes
loads of better mint stamps, including
wonderful highlights such as [\#226 (NH),
268-274 (NH), 275, 349a, B35 (NH, corner
crease), B41 (imperf, NH), B49-B49B, C10
(NH), C26A-C26C, C41-C51, P1-P5,
N30-N55, 1K13, 3K1-3K20 (NH), ]all
wonderful quality. We put some of the
better material on stock pages and
scanned them. Generally VERY FINE, og,
most NH

1772

CA 2,770.00

*

[POLAND - SEMI-POSTALS -ALL MINT
STOCK SET SELECTION] 1946-47
duplicated NH stock, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH (We scanned sample)

1773

CA 2,750.00

*

[POLAND - NICE SELECTION OF MANY
SOUVENIR SHEETS] and issues from the
early to mid 19th Century, stored in Scott
numbered glassines. Included are many
souvenir sheets as well as some miniature
sheets and regular issues. Some of the
better items in this group include:
[\#341-343, 1187a, 1203/1205
(footnoted),1265 (4, footnoted), B29,
B31(2)] and many others. We scanned only
small portion of better issues. Gen VERY
FINE

1774

CA 1,800.00

*0

POLAND-OFFICES ABROAD

[(2K1-2K12), ]VERY FINE, og1775 CV 1,085.00*

PORTUGAL

[(5),] F-VF1776 CV 900.000

[(8),] F-VF, og1777 CV 750.00*

[(17-24),] F-VF1778 CV 468.000

[(24),] VERY FINE, og1779 CV 325.00*

[(33), ]with neatly struck Lisbon numeral
cancel, EXTREMELY FINE

1780
CV 475.00

0

[(300),] VERY FINE1781 CV 300.000

[(586a), ]VERY FINE, og, NH1782 CV 600.00*

[(586a),] VERY FINE, og, NH1783 CV 600.00*

[(747-748),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1784
CV 338.00

*

[(747-748),] VERY FINE, og, NH1785 CV 338.00*

[1507a, souvenir sheet] (100) 1981 Europa,
includes [\Azores #322a(100), Madiera
#74a(100),] EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1786

CV 1,550.00

*

1787 * [PORTUGAL - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION 1860'S-1940'S] stored in
glassines, this group has much premium
content with some slight duplication. Some
of the better items in this group include;
[\#28 (NH), 55, 68 (4), 69 (3), 70 (6), 71a
(4), 72 (3), 73 (2), 74a (2), 75, 76, 78, 83
(3), 85, 87 (5), 88 (3), 90 (2), 91 (4) 92 (3),
93 (3), 94 (2), 95 (5), 96, 102 (2),  130 (4),
104 (4), 105 (2), 113 (3), 114, 116 (2), 118,
127 (3), 131a, 138 (2), 139 (2), 140 (2),
141 (2), 152 (7), 153 (4),  169 (6), 189 (6),
192 (5), 196 (4), 197 (2), 198 (4), 214 (3),
216 (2), 220 (3), 226, 298D (4), 298H (2),
298K (3), 298M (2), 298P (3), 298Q (3),
298R (3), 298T (3), 298U, 368 (4), 371 (4),
372 (4), 373 (4), 395 (6), 396 (6), 397 (5),
420 (2), 450 (3), 463 (4), 496R, 512 (5),
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515, 531, 532, 533, 537, 539 (2), 560,
568A, 578 (2), 583, 585, 614, 629, 630].
We scanned a small portion. Gen VERY
FINE, og CV 22,300.00

PORTUGAL & COLONIES

[PORTUGAL & COLONIES - THIS LOT]
comprises a series of collections that were
bought in the 1960-1980 period at Auction
and were put away and never looked at.
Mostly made up of Colonies, many
thousands if not tens of thousands, many
premium, very high catalogue and
worthwhile

1788

SB 3,000.00

*0

[PORTUGAL & COLONIES - OVER 2500
MOSTLY DIFFERENT] many very nice
stamps. Very high catalogue value. Great
lot

1789

SB 1,000.00

*0

[PORTUGAL, AZORES & MADEIRA -
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ]stored and
organized neatly within Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards with light duplication
throughout. The selection features good
Portugal, and post-1980 Azores & Madeira,
and is loaded with fantastic premium
content throughout including wonderful
highlights such as used [\#25, 37b, 74a,
]and mint [\#713-716, ]and more. We put
some of the better items on a stock page
and scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1790

CA 2,400.00

*0

ANGOLA

[(172-180),]  #176 with pin hole at top,
VERY FINE, og

1791
CV 813.00

*

[(177b),] VERY FINE, og1792 CV 825.00*

AZORES

[AZORES - HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY
MINT TWO VOLUME SELECTION ]stored
neatly in a well-organized stockbook on
Scott numbered pages. The selection
begins with very impressive, high quality
first issues and includes many wonderful
highlights such as mint [\#5-6, 7, 8 (2), 35,
40, 41 (2), 50 (3), 53 (2), 54, 57, 58 (3), 60
(repaired), 61-64, 73, 81-87, 101-111 (3),
112-125, 126-139 (2), 272-283 (2), Q17
(2), ]and used [\#5-6, 7, 14-15, 24, 31, 34
(2), 42, 46 (3), 47 (3), 49, 53 (4), 54, 56,
]and more. Light to moderate duplication
throughout, including many very desirable
items. Very high quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1793

CA 7,250.00

*0

CAPE VERDE

[CAPE VERDE - VERY IMPRESSIVE
TWO VOLUME SELECTION, ]stored
neatly in a pair of very well organized
stockbooks. The selection begins with
mostly mint, high quality 19th Century
material followed by excellent early 20th
Century and good coverage to 1980, with
light duplication throughout. The selection
features many lovely, highly desirable
premium items including stand-outs like
mint [\#33, 35, ]and much more. High
quality throughout, mostly mint and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1794

CA 1,250.00

*0

LOURENCO MARQUES

[(30/49), ]selection of 12 mostly different
sheets of 32, plus a couple partial sheets.
Scott value as strips, $665. VERY FINE, no
gum

1795

CV 665.00

*

MACAO

[MACAO - ALL MINT HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION] stored on a stock page, this
group includes better items such as [\#18
(block of 4), 337, 352, 359, 388-370,
C7-C15] and a few others. We scanned
what's included. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

1796

CA 560.00

*

MOZAMBIQUE

[(422), three sheets of 50,] sheets are
folded, EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1797
CV 525.00

*

[MOZAMBIQUE - MINT & USED STOCK
SELECTION] An extensive stock
accumulation of well over 2,000 mint and
used stamps all housed in Scott numbered
glassines and primarily covering the middle
of the 20th century issues going into the
1980s. Overall the catalog value of the lot
would add up to well in excess of $1,200
and includes such individual standouts like
mint [\#422 (19), 545(14), 539-42 (11),]
used [\#641a (11),] & others. Some issues
are heavily duplicated, so the lot would be
more geared towards dealers, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH (We only took
some overhead shots to give you an idea
of lot's organization)

1798

CO 1,200.00

*

ST THOMAS AND PRINCE ISLANDS

[(1237-1241), 29 sets,] includes sheets of
18, EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1799
CV 559.00

*

[ST. THOMAS & PRINCE ISLANDS -
HIGH QUALITY, ALL MINT SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION, ]stored neatly on
about 50 nice black Lindner stock pages
with light duplication throughout. The
selection provides good 20th century
coverage, all high quality and generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

1800

SB 1,500.00

*

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

[PORTUGUESE COLONIES]  Stock
selection of the initial 1980 Azores and
Madeira issues.  Contained are [\Azores
#314-15 (72 sets), 315a (77), & Madeira
#66-67 (72 sets), 67a (77).] Gen.
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (we scanned
an example of each souvenir sheet and a
block of 25 of each of the singles)

1801

CV 736.00

*

ROMANIA

[(7), ]FINE, og (Estudio 20 Cert)1802 CV 7,750.00*

[(7), ]VERY FINE (signed Diena)1803 CV 875.000

[(9-10), ]VERY FINE1804 CV 490.000

[(10 var), ]Printed in reverse from an
inverted transfer, crease, VERY FINE

1805
CV 0.00

0

[(19),] F-VF (Studio 20 Cert)1806 CV 1,500.00*

[(30),] VERY FINE1807 CV 575.000

[(30b),] VERY FINE1808 CV 525.000

[(40 var) unissued on vertically laid paper,
used,] VERY FINE (signed Calves)

1809
CV 1,250.00

0

[(44a),] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE1810 CV 450.000

1811 * [(50a),] VERY FINE, og (signed Diena,
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Estudio 20 Cert) CV 1,300.00

[(478, 480-481, 483, 486), unexploded
booklets,] one for each issue, with 30 or 40
stamps in panes in the booklet. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1812

CV 0.00

*

[(3664-3684), CTO blocks of 50,] VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE

1813
CV 555.00

0

[(B1-B2, B5-B6), in two unexploded
booklets with each pane cancelled to
order,] VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1814

CV 0.00

0

[ROMANIA - NEARLY 10,000 MOSTLY
DIFFERENT STAMPS ]in a well organized
stockbook, beginning with the first issues
and continuing into the later 20th century.
Excellent late 19th century, including
compound perforations. Very nice Postage
Dues, Semi-postals, and more. Huge
catalogue value.

1815

SB 1,500.00

*0

[ROMANIA -  ALL MINT ALL NH
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION] stored in
glassines and on stock pages, this group
contains thousands of souvenir sheets from
early 20th century up until the 1960's. Many
of these souvenir sheets are
Back-of-the-book issues such as
semi-postals and airmails, and also
included are imperfs and many variants.
Some of the better issues included in this
group are; [\#488A-488C (PRO-PATRIA
set of 6, 3 NH), B40, B148 (6, NH), B267
(13), B276-B278 (13 sheets of 4 NH),C57
(9), C57 (8 footnoted imperfs), C57 (5
footnoted overprints), C71 (8), CB8 (sheet
of 4, NH)] and many others, we only
scanned a small portion of what's included.
Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

1816

CA 12,450.00

*

[ROMANIA - ALL MINT ALL NH Selection]
beginning in 1913 and providing excellent
coverage to 1964, with good
Back-of-the-Book. Features many better
sets and singles including [\#230-239,
396-399, 417-419, 461-462, 970-973,
1082-1093 (perf and imperf), 1103-1106,
1122-1131, 1252-1259 (perf and imperf),
1326-1330 (perf and imperf), B26-B30,
B31-B36, B50-B54, B154-B163,
B273-B278, B289,  B279-B288] and many
more, creating an appealing opportunity for
profitable resale. All very high quality and
all are VERY FINE, og, NH

1817

CV 11,762.00

*

[ROMANIA IMPERFS] duplicated selection
of all mint, all NH, all imperfs, all in
excellent condition from the 1960s,
includes better blocks of stamps like
[\#1328a-1330a (150), 1082-1093 (100),\]
all VERY FINE, og, NH

1818

CV 11,430.00

*

[ROMANIA - 1900'S TO 1960'S ALL MINT
SELECTION] of a few hundred stamps,
stored in Michel numbered glassines. This
group has much focus on earlier issues
and Semi-Postals. With some light
duplication, this selection is perfect for
anyone interested in early 20th century
Eastern Europe. Some of the better items
include [#\204 (8), 205 (10), 206 (10), 238
(6), 294 (4), 398 (5), 413, 414 (2), 419 (4),
1082-1093 (2, 1 imperf set) B292-B303]
and many more. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

1819

CA 10,950.00

*

[(B292-B303),] miniature sheets of 4, also
included are the footnoted ungummed
grayish paper variant. Both sets are valued
at a total of 2300 Euros in Michel. NH

1820

CV 2,900.00

*

[ROMANIA - HIGH QUALITY
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK SELECTION
]including excellent Semi-postals, Airmails,
Occupations and more stored neatly in a
Scott numbered stockbook. Includes many
wonderful highlights including stand-outs
such as mint [\#B7, J2, J5, ]and used
[\#B1-B4 (4 complete sets), B5-B8 (2
complete sets), B9-B12, ]and more, high
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1821

CA 2,275.00

*0

[ROMANIA] Mint collection of sets, singles
and so forth, ranging between 1906 and
1939, on album pages. Highlights include
[\#196-206, 230-39, 283-89, 329-35,
347-52, 359-68A, 369-79, 384-88, 389-95,
421-27, B26-30, B40, B50-54, C1-6, C7-9,
C17-21,] and others. Gen. VERY FINE, og

1822

CV 1,345.00

*

[ROMANIA] Mint NH collection of sets of
Semi-postals running from 1927 to 1943,
arranged on stock pages. Among the better
are [\#B26-30, B31-36, B44-49, B50-54,
B154-63, B169, B206 (7), B210,] and
others. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

1823

CV 590.00

*

RUSSIA

[(241c), ]VERY FINE, og1824 CV 275.00*

[(287),] VERY FINE, og (A.I.E.P. certificate
of authenticity signed by Paul Buchsbayew)

1825
CV 27,500.00

*

[(540-545),] VERY FINE, og, NH1826 CV 760.00*

[(546-550),] VERY FINE, og1827 CV 650.00*

[(551-554),] VERY FINE, og1828 CV 605.00*

[(647-658),] VERY FINE, og, NH1829 CV 240.00*

[(647-658),] VERY FINE, og, NH1830 CV 240.00*

[(678-686),] VERY FINE, og, NH1831 CV 270.00*

[(706-712),] VERY FINE, og, NH1832 CV 250.00*

[(845-849),] VERY FINE, og, NH1833 CV 250.00*

[(852-855),] VERY FINE, og, NH1834 CV 250.00*

[(852-855),] VERY FINE, og, NH1835 CV 250.00*

[(857-858),] VERY FINE, og, NH1836 CV 300.00*

[(857-858),] VERY FINE, og, NH1837 CV 300.00*

[(857-858),] Block of 4. VERY FINE, og,
NH

1838
CV 1,200.00

*

[(6045a),] 430 complete sheets of 25,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1839
CV 4,300.00

*

[(6684a-6688a) complete booklet,] VERY
FINE, og, NH

1840
CV 350.00

*

[(C53-C57),] VERY FINE, og1841 CV 505.00*

[RUSSIA - MODERN STAMPS] An
extensive mostly mint stock accumulation
of issues mainly from 1980 going to the
early 1990s housed in two large cartons.
The selection is highly duplicated and is
contained in close to 10,000 individual
Scott numbered glassines and organized in
chronological order. The lot is comprised of
two distinct half as a myriad of individual
glassines is supplemented with well over
100 favor cancelled year sets covering the
years immediately after the collapse of the
Soviet Union. In total the lot would add up
to roughly $30,000 in catalog value and
due to high duplication levels would be
bets suited for a dealer, VERY FINE, mint
og, most NH

1842

SB 7,500.00

*0

1843 *0 [RUSSIA] Excellent mint and used
collection of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets, running to 2003, on pages in three
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binders. Includes quite a few better like
mint [\#603a, 1104-20, 1128-31, 1153-58,
1693, 2533, 6562c-d, 6639, 6695-99,
6774-76,] used [\#678-86, 693-97, 706-12,
789-93, 794-810, 845-49, 857-58, 866,
867-72, 1261-64, 1265-67, 1326-27,
1352-54, 1394-99, 1403, 1491-96,
1497-99, 1500-03, 1504-07, 1532-33,
1542-44, 1555-58, 1559-62, 1584-85,
1596-97, 1624-27, 1770-85 & 1770a,
1772a & 1778a,] and much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, later NH SB 4,000.00

[RUSSIA] Interesting mint and used
selection of sets and singles, ranging
between 1913 and 1977, in four
stockbooks. Dotted with better, most
notable are mint [\#104, 375-81, 472-78,
487, 554, 596, 606-09, 629-35, 817-23,
970, 1104-20, 1504-07, 1510-11, 1596-97,
1624-27, C34-35,] used [\#519-23, 540-45,]
among others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
a few NH can be found (we scanned two of
the best stockbooks)

1844

SB 1,300.00

*0

[RUSSIA] Very attractive mint modern
collection of roughly 2,000 different issues
covering the Soviet Union philatelic issues
from the second half of the 20th century.
The collection is organized on stockpages
and includes no duplication with most
emphasis placed on the last two decades
of the 20th century. The most modern
subsection of the collection dealing with
stamps of Russian Federation includes
scores of complete sheets, souvenir sheets
and other philatelic articles to gather a very
attractive modern collection. Housed in a
nice album this lot would would instantly
transform into a great and comprehensive
collection tracing modern philately of
Russian philately, VERY FINE, og, NH

1845

SB 1,000.00

*

[RUSSIA - SELECTION OF A COUPLE
HUNDRED STAMPS] mostly from the early
Soviet period. VERY FINE, og

1846

SB 1,000.00

*0

[RUSSIA, HIGH QUALITY ALL NH
SELECTION OF 1992 & 1993 ISSUES -
SOUVENIR SHEETS, COMPLETE
SHEETS & MORE, ]Also features a few
late Soviet issues. Includes notable
highlights such as [\#6060 (sheets of 100),
6066 (sheets of 100), 6067-6069 (sheets of
100), 6083a (blocks of 24), 6099-6102
(sheets of 9 blocks each), 6129a (sheets of
9 blocks), ]all fresh, all EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1847

CV 8,140.00

*

[RUSSIA - MINT SHEET AND BLOCK
SELECTION, ]mostly Scott numbered and
stored in a mint sheet file. The selection
includes [\#1260 (sheet of 100), 1343 (5
sheets of 100), 1345 (5 sheets of 100),
1346 (5 sheets of 100), 1652 (sheet of 50),
1654 (sheet of 50), 1689 (4 sheets of 100),
2280 (sheet of 25), 2290 (3 sheets of 100),
2291 (3 sheets of 100), 2292 (sheet of
100), ]and more. High quality throughout,
well cared for and generally VERY FINE,
og, NH

1848

CV 7,350.00

*0

1849 * [1993 RUSSIA - COMPLETE SELECTION
OF SHEETS AND SOUVENIR SHEETS,
ALL MINT ALL NH ]and carefully stored
and organized in protective plastic
envelopes and some on stock pages. Most
sheets are duplicated around 10 times, with
some of the souvenir sheets up to 400,
giving this group excellent potential for
resale. We scanned the stock pages as an
example of the sets and singles included in

this selection. Stand-outs include [\#6116
(block of 20), 6118 (block of 20),
6133-6137 (sheets of 50), 6155-6157
(sheets of 36), 6175-6177 (sheets of 30),
6178-6181 (sheets of 9 blocks of 4 each),
6182a, 6183 (sheets of 50), ]all post-office
fresh and EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH CV 7,250.00

[RUSSIA - MINT NH COMPLETE SHEETS
1976 TO 1985] in six White Ace mint sheet
albums, kept in pristine condition. Also
included are many complete sheets of back
of the book issues. We scanned one of the
six albums included in this lot. All VERY
FINE, og, NH

1850

CV 6,659.00

*

[RUSSIA - MOSTLY MINT SOUVENIR &
MINIATURE SHEET SELECTION] stored
in Scott numbered glassines 1940's to
2010's with much focus on mid 20th
century. Some of the better issues include 
[\#596 (4, 3 are NH), 603a, 2095-2099
(footnoted item), 2534 (2)] [\#596, 1060a,
5246a, 5247a, 5248a, 6182a (8)]. Gen
VERY FINE, most og, most NH

1851

CA 5,018.00

*0

[1992 RUSSIA - TOP QUALITY
VIRTUALLY COMPLETE SELECTION OF
SHEETS AND SOUVENIR SHEETS,
]organized by issue neatly in protective
plastic envelopes. The selection includes
nearly all issues of the year 1992 from
Russia, most duplicated between 50 and
100 times, creating an excellent opportunity
for profitable resale of this popular area.
Highlights abound, including
[\#6084a-6086a (100 mini-sheets each),
]and more, all fresh and EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1852

CV 5,000.00

*

[RUSSIA - EXTREMELY IMPRESSIVE,
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION ]featuring
wonderful material from all eras of Russian
and Soviet philately, including some good
Imperial Russia and very good pre- and
post-war Soviet followed by very strong
coverage up to the dissolution of the Union.
The selection is housed within individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards.
Includes many premium sets and singles
including wonderful highlights such as mint
[\#62, 64, B127-B136, C95-C96, ]and used
[\#536-539, 693-697, 1080a, 1082a,
1230-1233, 1491-1496, 1497-1499,
C50-C52, ]and more. We put some of the
better material on a stock page and
scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1853

CA 3,500.00

*0

RUSSIA-OFFICES IN TURKEY

[RUSSIA - OFFICES IN THE MIDDLE
EAST] Very nice specialized collection

1854
SB 3,000.00

*0

FORMER RUSSIAN STATES

[FORMER RUSSIAN STATES] Mint
selection of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets from the 1990's, mostly, in a small
stock book, some stock pages and
glassines. Included are good sections of
Belarus, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Serbia and
more. Gen. VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1855

SB 400.00

*

ARMENIA

1856 * [432, 433/438),] mint stock of [\#432 (106),]
and [\#433, 435-36 & 438 (48),] in
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glassines. Gen. VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (we scanned an example of
each) CV 476.00

[ARMENIA] Stock selection of about 1100
First Day Covers (cacheted and
unaddressed), from 1992 to 1994, in a
small carton. Noted are [\#432, 433 &
435-36 & 438, 448-51, 452-56, 457,] and
[\459-63.] Most are in quantities of about
50, except [\#448-51 & 452-56,] which are
more than 300 each. Gen. VERY FINE

1857

SB 400.00

FD

[ARMENIA - 1994 TO 1995 VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT STOCK] stored in a
folder, this lot contains mostly full sheets of
issues duplicated in the dozens. Some
better issues include [\#501-505 (68),
508-510 (70), 515-519 (60)] and many
more. All EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(scans included are of some of the better
sheets)

1858

CV 2,010.00

*

TURKMENISTAN

[TURKMENISTAN - 1992 & 1994
COMPLETE MINT NH YEAR SETS] stored
in glassines by year, includes many
valuable sets, miniature sheets and
souvenir sheets. The quantities in this lot
are as follows: 1992 (83) & 1994 (15). All
VERY FINE, og, NH

1859

CA 7,912.00

*

SAUDI ARABIA

[SAUDI ARABIA] Very attractive selection
of some 500 mint stamps focussed
exclusively on the 1968-76 issues
dedicated to Expansion of Prophet's
Mosque in strips, blocks, and singles. In
total the catalogue value of the selection
would exceed $6,000! Just some of the
individual highlights include standouts like
[\#505b (block of 10), 509 (block of 10),
510b (block of 10), 511 (block of 24 & 25),]
and many others, VERY FINE, og, most
NH

1860

SB 1,750.00

*

[SAUDI ARABIA] Mainly mint array of
issues, with some going to 1999, with
singles and multiples, on pages. Among
the better are [\#187-91, 1116-17, 1159-60
(blocks of 15), 1168C, 1173 (2), 1179-80
(blocks of 20), 1194a, C7-21,] and others.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, much is NH

1861

CA 1,250.00

*0

[SAUDI ARABIA - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored neatly on individually
Scott numbered stock cards and a stock
page. The selection features material good
material from the first half of the 20th
century up to about 1980 with very little
duplication and good Back-of-the-book, in
addition to lovely premium material like
mint [\#319, 665-667, 680-681, ]and used
[\#L1, L2. ]We put some of the better items
on a stock page and scanned it to illustrate
the high quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1862

CA 625.00

*0

SERBIA - OCCUPATIONS

[SERBIA-OCCUPATIONS] Group of mint
NH singles and blocks, arranged on stock
pages. Contained are [\#2N1-15 (blocks of
four), 2N16-30 (four sets, nearly all in
blocks of four), & 2NC1-10.] Gen. VERY
FINE, og, NH

1863

CV 1,085.00

*

SHARJAH

[SHARJAH] Very nice selection of well over
500 mint never hinged stamps mostly from
the mid 1960s with minimal duplication
organized on stock pages, VERY FINE, og,
NH

1864

SB 850.00

*

[SHARJAH - MINT COLLECTION] Very
nice collection of close to 400 mint never
hinged stamps with high ratio of souvenir
and miniature sheets, VERY FINE, og, NH

1865

SB 700.00

*

SLOVENIA

[SLOVENIA - MINT MODERN DEALER'S
SELECTION] An extensive stock selection
of thousands of mint never hinged stamps
from the early 1990s Slovenia presented in
the form of strips, blocks, souvenir sheets
and complete sheets as issued. Overall
catalog value of the lot is close to $8,000
and should appeal to dealers first and
foremost working with modern Eastern
European countries, as duplication levels
are too high for most collectors, VERY
FINE, og, NH (We only took sample
photographs to show the way the lot is
organized)

1866

SB 1,750.00

*

[SLOVENIA & SLOVAKIA] Very nice mint
modern collection of close to 1,000
different stamps covering primarily the last
twenty plus years from both Slovenia and
Slovakia housed in a pair of beautiful
hingeless KABE albums. The albums for
both countries cover the period up to 1999
and then some 500 different mint year sets
fairly evenly split between the two countries
covering the early 2000s. Modern postage
costs drive up the catalogue value of
stamps from the last decades so such a
comprehensive coverage of two modern
Eastern European states should certainly
appeal to modern collectors, VERY FINE,
og, NH ()

1867

SB 1,500.00

*

[SLOVENIA - MINT MODERN STOCK]
Thousands of mint never hinged stamps
covering the mid 1990s (1994 to 1996)
mostly in full complete sheets, blocks or
miniature sheets. Overall the selection add
sup to well over $7,000 in catalog value
and due to scope of duplication is geared
towards dealers looking for breakdown and
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH (We
took just sample shots showing the
organization of the lot)

1868

CV 7,200.00

*

[SLOVENIA - 1997 VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT NH SELECTION] stored
in a mint sheet file. Included are many full
sheets of virtually every issue from 1997.
All VERY FINE, og, NH

1869

CV 4,313.00

*

SPAIN

[(2),] faded, VERY FINE, og1870 CV 3,000.00*

[(3), ]red cancellation, Scott Classic price,
VERY FINE

1871
CV 1,450.00

0

[(4), ]pair, Scott Classic price for pair,
EXTREMELY FINE

1872
CV 2,500.00

0

[(17), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og, signed
ROIG

1873
CV 3,000.00

*

[(21), ]VERY FINE1874 CV 2,000.000

[(22-23), ]VERY FINE1875 CV 580.000

[(23),] VERY FINE, og1876 CV 4,100.00*
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[(23), ]F-VF, og1877 CV 2,900.00*

[(23), ]VERY FINE1878 CV 450.000

[(23),] VERY FINE1879 CV 450.000

[(52), ]VERY FINE1880 CV 1,200.000

[(64-65), ]EXTREMELY FINE, og1881 CV 400.00*

[(73a),] EXTREMELY FINE, og1882 CV 475.00*

[(81),] VERY FINE, og1883 CV 350.00*

[(96), ]VERY FINE, og1884 CV 250.00*

[(102),] F-VF, og1885 CV 2,500.00*

[(170),] F-VF, og1886 CV 1,700.00*

[(201-209),] F-VF, og1887 CV 1,450.00*

[(251),] F-VF, og1888 CV 2,200.00*

[(285-286), ]VERY FINE, og1889 CV 475.00*

[(617), ]VERY FINE, og, NH1890 CV 810.00*

[(617),] some slight toning, VERY FINE, og1891 CV 550.00*

[SPAIN - SPANISH CIVIL WAR] two
volume collection of hundreds - both Scott
listed and non-Scott listed. VERY FINE, og

1892

SB 3,000.00

*0

[SPAIN - 1947 GOYA PROOF BOOK] very
impressive Folio with 12 different stamp
proofs of 1932 Goya nude set. Would make
wonderful addition to anyone with keen
interest in Spanish philately or artwork of
Goya. Wonderful book in French. Rare.

1893

SB 1,250.00

PR

[SPAIN - COVERS - SELECTION OF
ABOUT 250,] FDCs, very nice lot, VERY
FINE

1894

SB 1,000.00

CV

[SPAIN - POSTAL STATIONERY] An
appealing selection housed in 5 volumes
containing close to 500 postcards and
envelopes with mint postage on them
mostly covering the period from the
1980-90s, but some are from the post 2000
period in Euros, VERY FINE

1895

SB 600.00

CV

[SPAIN] An album and two stock books are
populated with a fantastic array of classics,
that just scrape the surface of the 20th
century. A Philos album carries a collection
that boasts mint [\#61, 63, 82, B9, B30-31,
B37-38, B40,] used [\#2, 15, 20, 47, 65,
71-72, 100, 179,] etc., while each of the
stockbooks have excellent coverage as
well. The first includes mint [\#165, 165a,
177, 179, 187 (2), 201-02, 215, 341-42,]
used [\#169, 170 (pen cancel), 187, 198,
208, 219, 220, 229 (2), 285-86,] and more.
The second stockbook is mostly used
issues, but carries so much value that it
was scanned completely. Noted are mint
[\#19, 55 (2), 64, S1, S2,] used [\#1 (20), 2,
3 (2), 7 (5), 9 (2), 10-11, 13 (3), 15, 16 (2),
17 (2), 20 (2), 22 (3), 23, 27, 2/8 (2), 29 (2),
30, 36, 40, 43 (3), 44a (2), 46 (3), 47,
57-58, 60, 64 (2), 65 (3), 67 (2), 70-71, 72
(4), 74, 76 (2), 78-79, 81 (2), 88, 91 (band
cancel), 100, 102, X3 (signed Diena),] and
many others. Some covers are also
included with 20 bearing [\#6,] one bearing
[\#13,] and five stampless. Gen. VERY
FINE, most mint og

1896

CO 22,000.00

*0

1897 *0 [SPAIN - GORGEOUS SELECTION, ALL
HIGH QUALITY AND NEARLY ALL MINT,
]stored and organized neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards. The selection begins with
wonderfully high quality 19th century
material followed by very good early 20th
century, with strong coverage to about
1990, very good Back-of-the-book, and

light duplication throughout. The selection
features excellent premium material
throughout including highlights like used
[\#13, 22, ]and mint [\#386-402/E7,
390-399, 418-430, 585, B74-B89,
B90-B105, C14, C20 (block of 4), C158,
]and [\#E1. ]We put a selection from the
overall group on two stock pages and
scanned them so you can see the very high
quality found throughout the overall group.
Nearly all mint. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, most mint NH CA 900.00

SPAIN & COLONIES

[SPAIN & COLONIES COVERS] About
250 covers, many better especially Airmail

1898
SB 1,000.00

CV

CUBA

[(4),] F-VF, no gum1899 CV 1,100.00*

[(1523 (50),C213a (250),] VERY FINE, og,
NH

1900
CA 2,000.00

*

[CUBA - MINT DEALER'S STOCK] An
extensive mint never hinged stock
accumulation of close to 4,000 stamps
from the 1960s mostly in sheets of twenty
or blocks of ten. The selection sports a
catalog value of over $3,500 in total and
includes following sets
[\#645-646,C212-C213 (250), 825-827
(100), 830-831 (50), 832-835 (100),
850-851 (100), 852-857 (150), 884 (150),
1111-1117 (50), 1336-1337 (50),] all VERY
FINE, og, NH

1901

SB 1,250.00

*

[CUBA - MANY THOUSANDS OF
STAMPS] tucked away by a collector as
they were bought as auction lots over the
decades. Many better stamps and much
catalogue value. Worth a careful look

1902

SB 750.00

*0

[CUBA] A mint and used collection of
roughly 1,000 different issues tracing
Mexican postal stamps from their
introduction in 1855 to well into the late
20th century housed in a Stanley Gibbons
album with Scott numbered pages. The
collection includes 19th century better like
mint [\#2, 44,] and much more populous
20th century section, F-VF, mint og (We
scanned the first 52 pages only)

1903

SB 550.00

*0

[CUBA, HAITI, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC]
Very attractive mint selection of well over
7,000 stamps in complete sheets of 20, 25,
or 50 from Cuba, Haiti, and Dominican
Republic. The selection is mostly Cuban,
but essentially includes several sets in
complete sheets, as issued by the local
post office, and in total adds up to roughly
$4,000 in catalog value. The levels of
duplication are naturally very high due to
the fact that some sets are included in
complete sheets of 50, so the lot may be
more appealing to dealers looking for
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1904

CA 4,000.00

*

[CUBA] Very nice mint airmail selection of
some 150 stamps with some duplication
organized on stock pages. The selection is
covering period from 1928 to 1950 and
includes such better like [\#C31 (22NH),
C136-46 (NH), E26-27 (2NH),] VERY
FINE, og

1905

CV 2,575.00

*

1906 * [CUBA - 1940'S TO 2000'S SOUVENIR &
MINIATURE SHEET SELECTION] stored
in Scott numbered glassines and on stock
pages, this group covers a wide time frame
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of Cuba's postal history. Some of the better
issues in this lot include [\#1193a, 1317a,
C50a (3), C50b (3), C126a (2)] and many
others. We scanned a small portion of
examples. Gen VERY FINE, og CA 2,300.00

[CUBA] An extensive collection of close to
400 different mint and used issues
covering the period from the 1855 to 1950
including better like mint [\#12-14, 54,
58-62, 94-99, 138, 141, 151, 152, 227-31,
284-93,] used [\#27,] & more, F-VF, mint og

1907

CA 1,450.00

*0

[CUBA - LOVELY SELECTION, HIGH
QUALITY & MOSTLY MINT, ]and stored
neatly on Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with light duplication throughout. The
selection begins with good material from
the first half of the 20th century, including
lovely highlights such as mint [\#226,
299-303, C31, ]and used [\#C17 (imperf).
]We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
accurately illustrate the high levels of
quality found throughout the group. A very
nice little selection of high quality stamps.

1908

CA 575.00

*0

PHILIPPINES

[PHILIPPINES - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION] Very impressive mostly
mint collection of well over 1,500 different
issues tracing the philatelic history of the
Philippines form the very early period to the
late 1970s. The collection is put together by
a truly dedicated collector and includes
great number of premium standouts from
the 19th century, but by far the most focus
is dedicated to the early US period issues
following the Spanish - American War. The
collection would add up to an impressive
catalogue value total and among many
better some of the most notable individual
standouts include mint [\#12-13, 21-24, 83,
172, 173, 180, 210, 211, 219, 219a, 223,
224, 225, 228, 229, 231, 232, 233, 235,
236, 237, 238, 253, 255-60A, 271, 272,
274, 278, 282, 283, 284, 286, 287, 287A,
288, 289, 289D, 300, 304, 319-25, 340-53,
354-60, C5, C11, C17, E1, E2, E4 (NH), E6
(pair), J1-J7, N12-25, NB4, NO1-O4,] used
[\#13, 20, 30, 34, 41, 42, 63, 212, 219,
223A, 273, C3, C10, C13,] & more. Very
comprehensive collection that should
appeal to collectors of US possessions as
well as international collectors, F-VF, mint
og (we only scanned first 20 pages going
past just WWII in the regular section and
then back-of-the-book starting with the
airmail section, roughly 1/4 of the entire lot)

1909

SB 12,500.00

*0

[1968 PRIVATE ISSUES  (Michel
#IX/XXII),] with Souvenir Sheets, wonderful
stock of a couple thousand complete mint
perf and imperf souvenir sheets. All VERY
FINE, og, NH. Catalogue value 2006
Michel €55,000. (We scanned just a small
selection of these thousands of stamps to
give you the flavor.)

1910

CV 62,500.00

*

1911 *0 [PHILIPPINES - EXCELLENT 2 VOLUME
STOCKBOOK SELECTION, ]beginning
with good, high quality Spanish issues
followed by very good U.S. Administration
and more to about 1990, with manageable
duplication and excellent Back-of-the-book.
The collection is stored neatly in two Scott
numbered stockbooks, and includes
excellent premium material throughout
including highlights such as mint [\#20, 83,
217A, 260, 285 (NH pair), P18, ]and used

[\#63, 217A, 434 (tied to piece), ]and more.
Impressive quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CA 3,000.00

[PHILIPPINES - LOVELY COLLECTION IN
TWO VOLUMES, ]stored neatly in a pair of
binders on home-made pages with virtually
no duplication. The selection begins with
lovely 19th century material and from there
provides coverage to about 1980, including
Back-of-the-book. Features several lovely
premium items, including used [\#179, 195,
287A, ]and more. We scanned up to about
1940 to show most of the better material.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og

1912

CV 800.00

*0

SWEDEN

[(28-38),] VERY FINE1913 CV 578.000

[(B11),] VERY FINE, og, NH1914 CV 225.00*

[(J1-J11),] #J7 pen cancel, thin, F-VF, most
og

1915
CV 1,550.00

*

[SWEDEN - PREMIUM COLLECTION]
Very high quality used collection of close to
4,000 stamps housed in a pair of Davo
albums with hingeless mounts covering the
Swedish philately from the very first set
issued all the way to the late 1990s. The
collection essentially a set of two parallel
sub collections, so there would be overlap
between the two as the period from 1920 to
2000 is covered in both albums. Combined
together it would surely form a splendid
representation of Swedish philately. Only
one of the volumes includes 19th century
stamps, but that section sports a catalog
value of over $3,000 and includes
individual standouts like [\#2, 4, 6-8/10-12,
15-16, 17-27, 28-38, 40-49, 50-51, J1-J11,
O1-O11,] and later better like [\#194-196,
248-262,] and many others among the two
albums. This lot includes all one needs to
put together a very comprehensive used
collection of Sweden, gen. VERY FINE

1916

SB 2,500.00

0

[SWEDEN] Very attractive specialist's
selection of well over 5,000 mint and used
issues organized in a chronological order
on stockpages. The selection runs well into
the late decades of the 20th century, but by
far the focus of the lot is firmly on the early
period and in total would add up to an
impressive catalog value, gen. F-VF, mint
og

1917

SB 750.00

*0

[SWEDEN - SPECIALTY BOOKLETS] An
accumulation of 340 booklets [698a] with
English or Swedish text commemorating
1966 Speed Skating Championship, with
overall catalog value of over $800, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1918

SB 180.00

*

1919 *0 [SWEDEN] Massive mint and used lot of
roughly 30,000 stamps covering the early
period Swedish philately and going all the
way well into the second half of the 20th
century house din two large cartons. This
particular lot is represents an accumulation
of collections and stock books with total
catalog value roughly $27,000 in total, so
ultimately once organized in a nice album it
could easily transform into a very
comprehensive collection, the lot does
include a beautiful Davo album, but mostly
dedicated and filled with booklet panes.
Individually just some of the most notable
standouts include mint [\#29, 59, 61 (2,
NH), 212 (pair), 223 (2), 224, 225, 226,
227, 248-62, 322a, 1323a (4 complete
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booklets), J1, J3,] used [\#2 (4), 6, 11, 11a,
12 (2), 14 (2), 19A, 20, 22, 24 (4), 27, 34,
34a, 204, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224,
225, 226, 248-62,] and many others, F-VF,
mint og (We scanned only a small sample
selection of better singles) CA 27,000.00

[SWEDEN - HIGH QUALITY THREE
VOLUME SELECTION WITH PREMIUM
]material throughout, stored in a set of
three very well organized, Scott numbered
stockbooks. The selection begins with
wonderfully high quality 19th century
material followed by good early 20th
century, and very good coverage to about
1990 with moderate duplication throughout.
Very good Back-of-the-book and excellent
premium material found abundantly,
including notable highlights such as mint
[\#8, 31, 43, ]and used [\#10, 10-12, 20, 26,
]and more, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1920

CA 4,900.00

*0

[SWEDEN - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
OF MOSTLY MINT EARLY 20TH
CENTURY] stored on quadrille pages in
hingeless mounts, this group is highly
complete from the 1930's to the 1970's but
has issues starting from as easy as the late
1800's. Also included are some
Back-of-the-book stamps such as
Semi-Postals and Airmails. Some of the
better issues include [\#242-247 (NH),
251-262, 278-279 (NH), 316-318 (NH),
326-328 (NH), B22-B31 (NH), C8c] Gen
VERY FINE, og, many NH

1921

CV 1,800.00

*0

[SWEDEN - BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF
OVER A THOUSAND DIFFERENT
STAMPS ]stored and organized neatly on
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with high quality 19th
century material followed by excellent early
20th century with coverage to about 1990,
good Back-of-the-book and light duplication
of some items. The selection features
many better items, stand-outs include used
[\#6, 10, 12, 218-219, 479-483, 2354-2355,
B1-B3/B5-B10, B22-B31, J2, J10, ]and mint
[\#1640a, J18, ]and more. We put a
selection from the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it in order to clearly
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the group. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1922

CA 1,450.00

*0

SWITZERLAND

[(20), ]FINE-VERY FINE, no gum1923 CV 650.00*

[(30), ]FINE-VERY FINE1924 CV 1,000.000

[(30), ]FINE-VERY FINE1925 CV 1,000.000

[(30), ]red and black cancels, FINE-VERY
FINE

1926
CV 1,000.00

0

[(30), ]repaired upper right corner, very
attractive cancel, FINE-VERY FINE

1927
CV 1,000.00

0

[(35-40), ]#38 used, #36, 37 and 39 no
gum, FINE-VERY FINE

1928
CV 1,730.00

*0

[(35), ]nice cancel, FINE-VERY FINE1929 CV 575.000

[(36), ]FINE-VERY FINE1930 CV 225.00*

[(36), ]FINE-VERY FINE, partial og1931 CV 225.00*

[(41-50), ]VERY FINE1932 CV 436.000

[(183, 184, 206, 210-215), ]VERY FINE,
og, #215 NH

1933
CV 346.00

*

[(293-305 & B145),] VERY FINE1934 CV 895.000

[(304), ]VERY FINE1935 CV 325.000

[(304), ]VERY FINE1936 CV 325.000

[(1075, 1075a),] VERY FINE, og, NH1937 CV 241.00*

[(1075a),] VERY FINE, og, NH1938 CV 225.00*

[(C4a, C6-C7, C9a), ]complete sheets of 25
each, VERY FINE, og

1939
CV 675.00

*

[(J14), ]bottom right corner rounded,
FINE-VERY FINE

1940
CV 325.00

0

[(J28), ]FINE-VERY FINE1941 CV 225.000

SWITZERLAND OFFICIALS

[(4O10-4O21, 4O29-4O39),] complete
sheets, VERY FINE, og, NH (except 4O32
& 4O34)

1942

CV 3,610.00

*

SWITZERLAND

[SWITZERLAND - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION ]stored in a lovely
Scott Specialty album. The collection
begins in 1850 with very impressive, high
quality 19th century material and continues
highly complete to 1970, without
duplication and including excellent
Back-of-the-book. The collection features
very impressive premium items, including
notable sets and singles like mint [\#35,
C1-C2, C3-C12, C13-C15, ]used [\#8, 12,
16, 22, 26-27, ]and much more. A beautiful,
high quality collection in a wonderful album.
Generally VERY FINE, most mint, og

1943

SB 5,000.00

*0

[SWITZERLAND - HIGH QUALITY, HIGLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION ]in a lovely
Lindner Hingeless Specialty Album. The
collection begins with very good, high
quality 19th century issues, followed by
excellent early 20th century including
Back-of-the-book, and from there provides
very comprehensive coverage to about
1965 with virtually no duplication. The
collection features many wonderful
premium sets and singles like mint [\#41,
43b, ]and used [\#7-8, 35-40, 48-50, 82-85,
98-100, B15-B17, C3-C12, ]and much
more. All high quality and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1944

SB 4,000.00

*0

[SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN -
LOADED PAIR OF STOCKBOOKS ]of
about 7,500 mostly different stamps from
early imperforated issues onwards.
Includes excellent semi-postals. Catalogue
value over $14,000, FINE-VERY FINE

1945

SB 2,000.00

*0

[SWITZERLAND] An attractive mint and
used collection of roughly 500 mint and
used stamps covering the back-of-the-book
section housed in a Scott Specialty album.
The collection starts with very first
semi-postal issues in 1913 and goes to mid
1980s with total catalog value adding up to
well in excess of $3,000. Individually
semi-postal and airmails dominate the list
of premium and some most notable
standouts include mint [\#B7-9, B178,
B297, C13-14,] used [\#B2-3, B4-6,
B10-11, B12-14, B15-17, B18-20, B57-60,
C2, C3-12, C5a, C6-7, C10-12, C13-15,
C13a-15a, C16-18, C19-25, J1-9, J15,
J26a-28a,] and many others, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

1946

SB 1,000.00

*0

1947 *0 [SWITZERLAND] An appealing mint and
used stock selection of roughly 2,500
stamps covering the semi-postal section
from the very earliest issues going well into
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the mid 1980s. The selection includes
close to 500 different issues and though
duplication levels vary throughout generally
it is moderate and certainly manageable
with some five duplicates per issue on
average. Overall the catalog value of the lot
is close to $4,000 and it includes individual
standouts like mint [\#B3,] used [\#B3, B4,
B6, B10 (2), B20, B77-B79 (2), B81-B84
(3), B146-B149, B191-B195, B201-B205,]
among others, gen. VERY FINE, mint og SB 750.00

[SWITZERLAND - FANTASTIC THREE
VOLUME SELECTION ]neatly stored on
well organized and Scott numbered stock
pages in binders. The selection begins with
excellent, high quality 19th century material
followed by very good early 20th century,
strong coverage to 1990, and very good
Back-of-the-book, including excellent
coverage of Semi-postals, Airmails,
Postage Dues, Officials and more.
Manageable duplication throughout the
selection. Premium sets and singles
abound, including wonderful highlights
such as mint [\#41, 43a, 50, B2-B3, ]and
used [\#1L5, 2L7, 7, 13 (thin & repaired),
21, 30-31, 33-34, 35-40, 84b, 86, B4-B6,
C3-C12, ]and more. We scanned the first
album to give you a sense of the quality
and value found throughout the selection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1948

CA 24,500.00

*0

[SWITZERLAND - FANTASTIC
SELECTION, HIGH QUALITY ]and stored
and organized neatly within individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards, with
extremely good and highly comprehensive
Back-of-the-book, including Semi-postals,
Officials, Dues and more including
wonderful premium material throughout like
mint [\#86, 95a, 138a, 316-321, B4-B6,
B10-B11, B15-B17, B100-B104, C45,
O37-O47, ]used [\#17A, 27, 39, 40, 43b,
50, 59, 75, 85, 88, 92, 96, 98-100, 122,
167a, B10, B27, B146-B149, ]and much
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to clearly illustrate the high level of
quality found throughout. Mostly mint,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, most mint
NH

1949

CV 7,500.00

*0

[SWITZERLAND] Mint and used selection
of over 2,000 stamps covering the Swiss
philately from the 19th century issues with
silk threads woven into the back of stamps
and going well into the second half of the
20th century. The lot includes many
premium highlights, including an attractive
ratio of souvenir and miniature sheets
among individual standouts like mint
[\#60-68, 98, 206, 352a, B119, B131, B132,
B144, B178, B206, C3-12,] used [\#8, 10,
12, 17, 19, 25, 37, 46, 50, 55a, 97a, 185,] &
more. The lot presents a combination of
several collections and hundreds of stamps
in individual glassines/counter stock cards
as well as two Minkus albums that would
provide opportunities to display the
collection in a much more organized
fashion, F-VF, mint og, some NH

1950

CA 4,200.00

*0

1951 0 [SWITZERLAND - SPECIALTY
ACCUMULATION OF AROUND TEN
THOUSAND STAMPS] from the early 20th
century, stored in large bundles. Including
many varieties, overprints and color
variants, this group contains issues such as
[\#137, 137A, 168, 180, 232, 229, 230B,
329, 330, 332, 333, 336] and many others.

Gen VERY FINE CA 3,050.00

THAILAND

[(64),] VERY FINE1952 CV 750.000

[THAILAND] a collection of well over 500
nearly all different

1953
SB 500.00

*0

TOGO

[(1, 1a, 1b, 1c),] VERY FINE1954 CV 1,371.000

[(1862-1873), sheets of 99,] EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1955
CV 1,160.00

*

[(1862-1873), blocks of 55,] EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1956
CV 646.00

*

[(1862-1873), blocks of 33,] EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1957
CV 387.00

*

[TOGO - ALL MINT ALL NH SHEET AND
BLOCK SELECTION, ]stored neatly in
glassine envelopes. Most material is in nice
unbroken sheets, with some blocks and a
few single sets. The selection includes
[\#364-368 (50), 369-375 (300), 386-391
(150), 401-406 (100), 421 (50), 421a (50),
476-478 (100), 577-582/C59-C60 (100),
617-622/C82-C83 (50), ]all pristine quality
and generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1958

CV 3,010.00

*

[TOGO - HIGH QUALITY
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK & SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION ]stored neatly in a
stockbook. The selection features some
lovely sets and singles of the early 20th
century, but the bulk of the value lies in the
highly complete and lightly duplicated 20th
century souvenir sheets. The selection
includes lovely premium material like
[\#1943-1945, 1946-1948, C41b (souvenir
sheet with gray silhouette, footnoted), ]and
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

1959

CV 950.00

*0

TURKEY

[(13),] small thin, VERY FINE, og1960 CV 325.00*

[(19),] thin at the lower half, FINE, no gum1961 CV 3,600.00*

[(24),] in multiples, totaling 75 issues,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1962
CV 375.00

*

[(32),] in multiples, totaling 166 issues,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1963
CV 830.00

*

[(42-44),] in various blocks with [\#42 (50),
43 (35), & 44 (187).] Gen. VERY FINE, og,
NH

1964

CV 544.00

*

[(65), blocks of 50 and 100,] VERY FINE,
og, NH

1965
CV 450.00

*

[(J6-J7),] in blocks of varied sizes, with
[\#J6 (93) & J7 (80).] Gen. VERY FINE, og,
NH

1966

CV 692.00

*

[TURKEY] High quality specialist stockbook
of roughly 3,000 mint and used issues with
moderate duplication covering some of the
most attractive subsections of Turkish
philately including very nice
back-of-the-book, Turkey In Asia, Eastern
Rumelia and number of others. This could
be a great lot to form the core of a new
specialization, F-VF, mint og

1967

SB 600.00

*0

1968 0 [TURKEY] Very attractive selection of close
to 6,500 mint and used stamps with limited
duplication covering the first century of
Turkish philately from the 1850s well into
the middle of the 20th century organized in
a chronological order. Overall the selection
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would boast very high catalog value due to
inclusion of so many early period stamps,
F-VF, mint og SB 600.00

[TURKEY - DEALER'S SELECTION] An
extensive massively duplicated selection of
thousands of mint never hinged stamps
covering the period from 1949 to the late
1970s. The lot is housed in glassines with
duplication indicated, generally in large
blocks/sheets. Average duplication runs
well into hundreds like in the case of
common design EUROPA issues
[\#1493-1494 (250), 1518-1520 (300),
1553-1555 (300),] and similar patterns
continue for regular and semi-postal
sections. With overall catalog value
exceeding $16,000 and generally uniform
duplication throughout this lot would be
more geared towards dealers looking for
breakdown and resale potential, VERY
FINE, og, NH (We only took some sample
photos to show the organization of the lot)

1969

CV 16,200.00

*

UMM AL QIWAIN

[UMM AL QIWAIN] Beautiful mint collection
of close to 400 issues including some
blocks. strips and souvenir sheets, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1970

SB 600.00

*

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

[UNITED ARAB EMIRATES] Mostly a used
stock of regulars, going to the 1980's
arranged on stock pages. Included are
[\#103 (42), 104 (24), 108 (25),] mint
[\#14-24,] and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, NH

1971

CV 1,440.00

*0

URUGUAY

[(7-12), ]VERY FINE1972 CV 665.00*

[(13-17), ]VERY FINE1973 CV 650.00*

[URUGUAY - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION FROM 1860 TO
1960, ]stored in a pair of well-organized
stockbooks on Scott numbered
stockpages, and provides strong coverage
from most of the first issues to about 1980.
Most items are duplicated between five and
fifteen times creating an excellent
opportunity for a dealer or dedicated
specialist. Includes many lovely premium
sets and singles like mint [\#33, 282 (2),
283, 284 (4), 282-284, 410a/413a (souvenir
sheets of 4), 388-390, ]and used [\#16,
43a, 330a/332a (with first day cancels),
388-390, ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1974

CA 2,300.00

*0

VENEZUELA

[(158),] EXTREMELY FINE, og1975 CV 600.00*

1976 *0 [VENEZUELA] Very high quality mint and
used collection focused on the early period
Venezuelan philately containing thousands
upon thousands of stamps all very neatly
housed in four stock books and hundreds
of individual counter stock cards. The lot is
a very comprehensive representation of the
late 19th early 20th century Venezuelan
issues with catalog value well in excess of
$30,000! While many issues include
duplication, all the issues are meticulously
accounted for and housed in a very neat
manner in catalog order. This is one of

those lots that would provide an
exceptionally strong core to start a
Venezuelan collection, and if one was
inclined to extend his philatelic interests in
that direction - this is the lot that will
accommodate it. Alternatively due to very
well organized manner of the lot and the
fact that much of the content if duplicated,
is duplicated in similar numbers, this lot
should equally appeal to dealer looking for
break down and resale potential, though
purely form philatelic point of view it would
be preferable to keep a lot like this
together, F-VF, mint og (We scanned only
one of the four books, roughly 1/5 of the lot,
but gives a rather good idea of the entire
lot) SB 4,500.00

[VENEZUELA - COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS OF
ISSUES] from early to late 20th century,
stored in glassines and over a dozen circuit
books. Included are regular issues, as well
as Back-of-the-book items such as airmails
and semi-postals. Some of the better items
include [\#C189-C197] and many others.
We scanned a small portion of examples.
Gen. VERY FINE

1977

SB 4,000.00

*0

[VENEZUELA - 1850'S TO 2000'S VERY
NICE EXPANSIVE SELECTION] stored in
6 albums, on Scott numbered stock pages
and glassines. This group contains many
souvenir sheets, blocks and rarities. Some
of the better mint issues in this group
include: [\#1, 2 (3), 3 (3), 6 (6), 10, 11, 16,
40, 41, 43, 47, 65, 69, 72 (5), 73 (6), 88,
92, 95, 92-95, 137-141 (3), 140 (12), 140b
(2), 141 (18), 380-383, 1548-1562, 1694
(5), 1697, 1699 (3), 1700, 1703, 1704,
C119-C126, C17-C40, C127-C135,
C143-C162, C164-C180 (2), C293-C301
(NH), C347-C355, C356-C364,
C365-C373, C419-C427, C428-C436,
C473-C481, C500-C508], used [\#8, 17,
21, 72 (3), 72a, 100 (3), 140 (6), 140a, 141
(5)] and many modern miniature sheets
such as [\#1563 (5), 1570 (6), 1575 (6),
1576 (3), 1581 (5), 1584 (5), 1591, 1596
(2)] and many others (we scanned 2 of the
better albums). Gen VERY FINE

1978

CA 18,553.00

*0

[VENEZUELA - STATE ARMS ISSUES]
Very attractive selection of premium sets of
regular issues and airmails sporting State
Arms and stylized local industries including
some of the most expensive sets like those
of Tachira or Caracas and missing only but
a few in total, VERY FINE, og

1979

CV 2,780.00

*

[VENEZUELA - DEALER'S STOCK] Very
nice and extensive mint never hinged
accumulation of close to 1,500 stamps
starting in 1955, but primarily covering the
1960s. The lot is very uniformly duplicated,
where most sets have 50 copies. All the
issues are neatly grouped together in
glassines and in total add up to just under
$2,000 in catalog value. Considering the
levels of duplication, and most importantly
uniformity of it, this lot would be most
suited to dealers looking for breakdown
and resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH
(We took just sample shots of the contents,
while the stockpages show individual sets
included)

1980

SB 600.00

*

YEMEN

1981 * [YEMEN - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION]
Very impressive selection of well over 700
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mint never hinged issues from the second
half of the 20th century arranged on
stockpages. This is a very attractive
selection of hundreds of specialty items
with a variety of overprints, hundreds of
premium imperf sets, and very low levels of
duplication. Housed in a specialized album
this would instantly turn into an eye
catching specialist collection, VERY FINE,
og, NH SB 1,000.00

[YEMEN - ALL MINT ALL NH SELECTION
OF SPECIALTY ITEMS] stored on stock
pages, this group contains items not priced
in Scott, including many footnoted items,
variants such as imperfs and alternate
colors and more, including Souvenir
Sheets and airmails. VERY FINE, og, NH

1982

SB 750.00

*

[YEMEN - HIGH QUALITY MINT AND
USED COLLECTION ]in an album.
Includes nearly a thousand mostly different
stamps, VERY FINE

1983

SB 600.00

*0

[YEMEN - 1930'S TO 1970'S ALL MINT
ALL NH SELECTION] stored in glassines.
This group contains many souvenir sheets
imperf variants, many footnoted items and
a nice selection of Airmails. There is also a
decent amount of items included that are
not listed in Scott. Some of the better items
in the group include; [\#96-97 imperf, 96-97
(3 footnoted souvenir sheets), 99
(footnoted souvenir sheet), 144-158
(imperf), 166-176, 192A-192H (2, imperf),
196-196H (imperf), 209A-209K (10,
imperf), 209A-209K (imperf, blocks of 6),
J15-J19] Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

1984

CA 5,300.00

*

[YEMEN - ALL MINT MOSTLY NH
SELECTION] stored in glassines and on a
stock page and with some duplication. This
group of several thousand stamps have
many imperf variants all in excellent
condition such as: [\#78-79/C10-C11] and
many others. We scanned a small portion
of better examples. Gen VERY FINE, og,
mostly NH

1985

CA 3,584.00

*

YUGOSLAVIA

[(2LJ2-2LJ9),] VERY FINE, og1986 CV 271.00*

[(B126-27),] 2 Exhibition sheets of 16, light
hinge in margin, VERY FINE, og, all
stamps NH

1987

CV 770.00

*

[EASTERN EUROPE - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION FEATURING
]Yugoslavia, Croatia, extremely good
Montenegro, Serbia, Albania, Bohemia &
Moravia and more. Each area typically
begins with high quality first issues followed
by very good early 20th century and
excellent Back-of-the-book, and no
duplication. Excellent premium material
abounds throughout the collection including
lovely highlights such as Bosnia &
Herzegovina [\#1-4, ]Yugoslavia
[\#206-210, ]Croatia [\#1-4, 30-48, B41
(regular and overprinted), ]Montenegro
[\#7, ]and much more. High quality
throughout. We scanned 52 pages to
illustrate the overall quality of the entire
collection. Generally VERY FINE, og

1988

SB 1,000.00

*

1989 0 [YUGOSLAVIA - DEALER'S STOCK]
Massively duplicated used stock selection
of over 10,000 stamps from the late 1940s
neatly packed in glassine envelopes. The
duplication runs in hundreds and every sets
is packed in portions of either 50 or 100
sets, including complete sheets of 100 in

one case. This is most certainly a lot
geared towards dealers due to duplication
levels and overall catalog value, which is in
excess of $16,000! Gen. VERY FINE (We
only took sample shots of the contents) CO 16,000.00

[YUGOSLAVIA - MOSTLY MINT
SELECTION IN A SET OF SEVEN ]Scott
numbered and well organized stockbooks.
All material in the selection is very high
quality, mainly mint and highly
comprehensive for the period covered,
from about 1960 to 1990 including two
volumes dedicated to Back-of-the-book
material. All very high quality, nearly all
mint and generally VERY FINE, mint og,
most NH

1990

CA 4,500.00

*0

[YUGOSLAVIA - 1995 TO 1996 ALL MINT
ALL NH BLOCK AND SHEET
SELECTION, ]stored and organized neatly
in two mint sheet files. Most items in this
selection are duplicated between five and
ten times, including better. Better items
include notable highlights such as
[\#2288-2289, 2291 (block of 4 strips),
2293-2294 (sheets of 8), 2297 (sheet of 5
strips), 2328-2333 (sheets of 8), 2336-2337
(sheets of 8), 2340-2341 (sheets of 8),
2346 (sheets of 5 strips), ]all pristine and
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1991

CV 2,185.00

*

[YUGOSLAVIA - 1960'S TO 1970'S MANY
MINT MINIATURE SHEETS] and blocks.
This all mint mostly NH collection is housed
in 5 albums in a carton, containing
hundreds of miniature sheets and dozens
of blocks. Most of the issues are contained
in Scott numbered glassines, on stock
pages. Gen VERY FINE, most og, most NH

1992

CA 1,435.00

*

TRIESTE ZONE "B"

[(RAJ1),] VERY FINE, og1993 CV 260.00*

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS

[SPACE] Excellent seven binder collection
of many hundreds of nearly all mint sets,
singles and souvenir sheets, going well
beyond the final frontier. Among the more
notable issues are Albania mint [\#680-85,
816-20, 820 (footnoted souvenir sheet),]
Chad mint [\#C60,] Dahomey mint
[\#C102,] Eritrea mint [\#C1-8,] France mint
[\#1100,] Jordan mint [\#435-36,] Korea
mint [\#663a, 663b,] New Hebrides (Fr)
mint [\#124-25,] Panama mint [\#457-57E &
457f,] Paraguay mint [\#751a,] Qatar mint
[\#61-68 & 68a, 121-21B,] used [\#98a,]
Russia mint [\#2534,] Saudi Arabia mint
[\#456-60, 659-61,] and many others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, most are NH (we
scanned 2 out of the 7 binders)

1994

SB 7,500.00

*0

1995 * [EUROPA] Collection of mint Europa sets
and souvenir sheets, going to the late
1980's, with two Lighthouse hingeless
specialty albums, two stockbooks and
glassines. Noted are many of the better
sets like Luxembourg [\#318-20 (NH),
329-31 (NH),] Ireland [\#175-76, 196-97,]
Liechtenstein [\#356 (NH),] San Marino
[\#490,]  Cyprus [\#219-21, 229-31, 244-46,
262-64,] Andorra, Spanish [\#62,] Monaco
[\#904a, 1024a, 1068a, 1114a, 1180a,
1369a, 1465a, 1531a, 1624a, 1683a,
1717a,] strong Portugal and more. Material
in the glassines are duplicates of the the
items in the albums and are occasionally
lightly stuck. Gen. VERY
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FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH SB 4,000.00

[EUROPA] Excellent mint, often NH
collection of sets and sheetlets, running
between 1949 and 1980, in a Lighthouse
hingeless album and an accompanying
stockbook. Included are many of the
standout issues for the topic, such as
Andorra [\#62,] Belgium [\#B544-46,]
Germany-Berlin [\#9N68,] Greece
[\#539-44, C71-73,] Ireland [\#175-76,]
Liechtenstein [\#265,] Luxembourg
[\#272-77, 315-17, 318-20 (NH), 329-31
(NH),] Monaco [\#962a, 1024a, 1068a,
1114a,] Saar [\#226, C12,] San Marino
[\#490,] Trieste Zone "A" [\#42-44,] and
many others. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, most are NH

1996

SB 2,000.00

*

[VARIED TOPICS & OMNIBUS ISSUES]
Grouping of topical collections and British
Empire Omnibus issues, in stockbooks and
binders in a carton. Included are Olympic
sets and singles, much of which spotlights
the 1976 Games, with French Polynesia
[\#C134-36, C136a,] etc., a volume of UPU
100th Anniversary sets, with Bangladesh
[\#68a,] a specialty album for the 50th
Anniversary of the Rotary Club, British
1953 Coronation issues, 1966 World Cup
issues, 25th Wedding Anniversary issues,
Princess Anne Wedding issues, and more.
There is also a section of 1971 Postal
Strike issues from Great Britain. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, much is NH

1997

SB 2,000.00

*

[LIGHTHOUSES] As topics go, this isn't the
usual. Includes a world wide study of these
marvelous structures with Latvia [\#176-88,
B24-28,] St. Pierre & Miquelon [\#164,]
strong China Lighthouse regulars, with
some in blocks of 50, Memel, Cuba, Latin
America, Scandinavia, Channel Islands
and more. About 500 covers are also found
bearing either Lighthouse stamps or
Lighthouse cancels. Noted is good
coverage of US and Australian issues.
Gen. VERY FINE, or better, mint og, NH

1998

SB 2,000.00

*0

[EUROPA - VERY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION] Beautiful collection of over
600 different mint issues covering the
EUROPA common design issues from the
very first set in 1956 to 1975. The collection
is housed in a pristine hingeless
Lighthouse album (retail value for albums
alone is in the region of $250!) and
includes every common design issues from
1956 to 1975 supplemented with other
premium standouts, not included in the
common design series, like Cyprus
[\#229-231,] Liechtenstein [\#356 (NH),]
Luxembourg [\#329-331,] Monaco [\#904a,
962a, 1032a,] San Marino [\#490, 490
(sheet of six),] and many others, with total
catalog value adding to well over $2,000!
This truly a choice collection housed and
organized in a very professional way and
would instantly command a center stage
position on your philatelic shelf, VERY
FINE, og, many NH

1999

SB 1,500.00

*

2000 * [OLYMPICS] Excellent study of the history
of the Olympic Games, as seen through the
eyes of philately. Included are a number of
the better Olympic mint sets such as
Netherlands [\#B25-32,] France [\#198-201
(NH),] Norway [\#B50-52,] Mexico
[\#996-1001 & C340-44, 998a, 1000a,
C342a, C344a,] Korea [\#B31-34, B39-42,
B43a-54a,] Australia [\#1875-1907,] USA
[\#2539 (pane of 20),] PRC [\#3614,] along

with covers, ephemera and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, many are NH SB 1,500.00

[DISNEY] Accumulation of mint sheetlets, a
specialty album for 1979 and 1980, and
some covers. Included is strong Grenada,
St. Vincent, Guyana, several cacheted and
unaddressed FDCs, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2001

SB 1,000.00

*

[WINDMILLS - VERY NICE SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION] very unique collection of
hundreds of non-philatelic items, trade
cards, etc.

2002

SB 600.00

[WINDMILLS - WONDERFUL
SPECIALIZED COLLECTION] of hundreds
of locals, labels and other specialty pieces,
VERY FINE

2003

SB 600.00

[SPACE] Accumulation of Space-related
material, on pages and loose in a box.
Included is a small collection of sets and
singles, with mint Ascension [\#138-51,]
Bhutan [\#91-91K,] and others, varied
covers with a couple of early Colorano for
the Moon Landing and others, a group of
Sarzin cacheted Skylab covers, and others.
Also found are souvenir photos,
Cinderellas, stickers and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, most NH

2004

SB 550.00

*

[WINDMILLS - SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION] This is a very unique and
attractive collection of hundreds of mostly
non philatelic items including currency,
post cards, philatelic cancellations bearing
the design of windmills and much more. If
one has any interest in windmills this is a
fantastic lot!

2005

SB 500.00

CV

FOREIGN COVER LOTS

[FIRST DAY AND PHILATELIC COVERS]
of a wide range of areas. Containing
around 1,500 covers, this group includes
FDC's, post cards and other philatelic
materials. Some of these items include
Albania [\#616-620 (8, imperf), 621-624
(13, imperf footnoted, Michel €90), 621-624
(3, Michel €26),  625-628 (9, footnoted
miniature sheets, Michel €60), 630-633 (17,
footnoted items, Michel €26)],
Czechoslovakia [\#770-775 (Michel €25)]
Germany [\#B118, B190, B271] and
Paraguay [\#627a (7), 672a (7, imperf)] and
many others. We only scanned a very
small portion of covers included.

2006

SB 4,000.00

[COVERS] Accumulation of more than
3000 items, loose and in albums, in three
cartons. Aside from an overabundance of
unused postal cards and more from the
UN, there are Topical covers from the
Kings and Queens of England, the New
Millenium, Christmas, a couple volumes of
Z Silk Cachets covers for the world tour of
Pope John Paul II, the American
Bicentennial, Oceanic Fauna from the
Cousteau Society, and more. Also found
are two volumes of world wide FDCs, ppcs
with a good showing of Australia and
Germany, a few from Marshall Islands that
include a commemorative coin, some air
mail items and others. Gen. VERY FINE

2007

SB 3,000.00

CV

2008 CV [COVERS] Accumulation of nearly 3400
covers and examples of postal stationery,
in various holders in two cartons. Included
are FDCs from Canada, Berlin, Israel,
Liechtenstein, Flight covers from Germany,
some South America, airmail covers from
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Grenada Grenadines and associated
Islands, ppcs from Great Britain and other
places in Europe and Asia, varied postal
cards from Jamaica, Travancore,
Honduras, and much more. Lots to see,
gen. VERY FINE SB 2,500.00

[AEROGRAMS & FIRST DAY COVERS]
An attractive selection of over 700 various
aerograms from India, Pakistan, and British
Europe, including Britain itself as well as
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malta, and the Channel
Islands. The lot also includes a group of
close to 300 first day covers from Thailand
commemorating a variety of UN events
primarily. This is a very diverse lot with
strong focus on Asian/Far East modern
postal history as bulk of the contents are
from around the middle of the 20th century.

2009

SB 2,250.00

CV

[FOREIGN COVERS] Very appealing
group of close to 800 different postal
covers from around the world covering a
wide range of countries like Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Samoa i Sisifo,
Seychelles, Sweden, Spain, Russia (Soviet
Union) and others. The time period covered
is similarly diverse as much of the lot
comes from the 1970s and 80s, but at the
same time the lot includes hundreds of
covers from the first half of the 20th
century. By far the bulk of the earlier period
covers are from Germany. Germany
altogether makes up a very sizeable
portion of the lot, but of particular interest
would be variety of German covers with a
multitude of specific German Post stickers
for express service, airmails etc.

2010

SB 2,000.00

CV

[55 STAMPLESS COVERS ]in a mint sheet
file and a folder. The covers are mostly
dated between 1800 and 1850, and exist in
variable quality from nearly pristine to fair.
Mostly French and British origins. We
scanned the items in the mint sheet file.

2011

SB 750.00

CV

[STAMPLESS COVERS] Group of 34
Stampless Covers. Most covers are from
either Italy or France with a couple from
Great Britain thrown in. Gen. VERY FINE

2012

SB 750.00

CV

GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS

2013 *0 [LARGE HOLDING] of thousands of mint
and used issues, some in sets, some
singles, housed in albums, binders,
stockbooks and envelopes, in four cartons.
Noted is a Minkus Hungary collection with
pages to 1986, a Scott Poland collection to
1983, a worldwide album with better like
mint Bermuda [\#258-71,] Ireland
[\#250-65,] a number of stockbooks with
lots of British Empire like used Canada
[\#158-59,] mint [\#101,] Latin America,
China and more. Good value is also found
in loose material, namely stock cards and
glassines, where one can find standouts
like mint Austria [\#C4-11,] Canada [\#54,
175 (NH),] Cyrenaica [\#59-64 & C24-29,]
Denmark [\#239-43 (NH),] Eritrea
[\#175-80, C1-6 (2),] Germany [\#669,
B91-92,] Argentina [\#1522-24 (sheet of
100), 1526 (block of 50),] Brazil [\#2067
(sheet of 100),] Korea [\#434-43,] 
Mozambique [\#479 (sheet of 50),] St.
Pierre & Miquelon [\#C17,] Somalia
[\#164-69 & C1-6,] Tripolitania [\#73-78 &
C43-48,] used Finland [\#B12-14,]
Netherlands [\#B54-57,] France [\#102,
B41, C15 (thin),] mint [\#198-201 (NH),
251, 348, B24-25 (NH),] San Marino [\#25,]

used [\#17,] Switzerland [\#B21-24,] and
many others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
NH can found all over the place SB 5,000.00

[WONDERFUL COMPLETELY INTACT
CLASSICS OF THE WORLD
COLLECTION] of several thousand mostly
different stamps loaded with values up to
$5000 and more each including a beautiful
[\China #1-3, 6, Bavaria #1, Brazil #3,
France J11-25, GB #74, 75, 90,110, 
Iceland #1-5, Sweden 35, LX1-2],  and
much more (just these mentioned stamps,
which are only a small portion of the
highlights catalog about $50,000). In
addition there are many tens of thousands
of dollars in German and Italian States,
excellent Bangkok, very strong and
valuable Malayan states, Hawaii, Japan,
Hong Kong, Straits Settlements, and much
more. Not only is there enormous catalog
value here, but as we are offering this
lifetime collection completely intact, there
are many desirable and rare stamps that
are rarely seen.

2014

SB **,***.00

*0

[WONDERFUL COMPLETELY INTACT
COLLECTION] anchored by one of the
finest old Brown Scott International
collections in five hardbound volumes to
1940 with over 50,000 different in this
section alone, several old International
collections that the collector integrated into
his collection that still have great stamps
and some fifteen volumes of duplicates.
Overall the collection has a current Scott
value of over  $380,000 . We scanned a
few of the pages in the first volume and
though these may be among the better
pages,  there are many many more pages
like these. A tremendous completely intact
collector-made collection that will be easy
to carry on to even greater heights of
achievement or easily broken down for
resale by country. Very nice quality
throughout

2015

SB 75,000.00

*0

[AN INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION]
housed in fourteen mammoth sized Minkus
Global Stamps albums with roughly 40,000
mint and used stamps organized within,
covering countries from Aden to Zanzibar
with an estimated. The collection includes
great number of premium issues with an
estimated catalog value of $125,000
containing scores of high value 19th
century issues from Great Britain, Italy, and
number of other states from the Old
Continent. The collection starts with the
infancy of philately and goes well into the
mid 1990s presenting an appealing
selection of European and Latin American
countries mixed with French colonial issues
and an extensive subsection of
Commonwealth stamps, including many
high value Silver Wedding omnibus
stamps. Notably good number of European
countries include sizeable mint subsections
covering the first half of the 20th century
like Bulgaria (especially 1930s-50s), and
many others. Among some of the larger
country subsections one would find Russia
with an attractive section covering the later
part of the first half of the 20th century and
extending well past the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Overall this is a great
opportunity to acquire an extensive
collection with very diverse range of
subjects covered in one piece, F-VF, mint
og

2016

SB 60,000.00

*0
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[HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION] Very attractive international
selection of well in excess of 70,000 mint
and used stamps as well as 23 volumes of
sparsely populated Scott International
albums going well into the 1980s. The lot
essentially represents high quality
international selection on a variety of
different album pages with very limited
duplication that was acquired over the
lifetime and never made it into an
organized set of albums. Previous collector
was a keen buyer, number of pages still
have purchase slip from an auction house
or Ebay, pursuing a variety of different
topics whether it's British colonial sets from
the early 20th century or Cold War period
Romania. This lot would most surely
require an effort to organize and shape it
into a comprehensive worldwide collection
that it is ought to be, but realistically these
eight cartons hold everything required to do
so. The collection includes a variety of
different premium subgroups most notably
mint premium sets from British
Commonwealth from 1930s and 40s with
beautiful sets from British Africa, British
India, including a myriad of states, an
appealing selection of Middle Eastern sets
from the same period, 19th century Europe
(expansive section of Scandinavia
including some very early premium
standouts) and so much more ready and
waiting to be taken off the pages they are
at the moment and contribute to forming a
truly high grade collection, as overall
catalog value would surely be
astronomical. As as duplication goes it is
very low, namely due to the nature of how
the stamps are presented - mostly on a
variety of album pages rather than
stockpages. This is a type of lot that would
require embracing the old school philately,
but the rewards would surely be worth it,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2017

SB 30,000.00

*0

2018 *0 [GERMANY & INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION] Very attractive international
collection of roughly 10,000 different mint
and used stamps from around Europe with
a firm focus on Germany. The collection
essentially represents philatelic history of
Germany, including colonial stamps, offices
abroad and a multitude of German States
and Plebiscites, as well as neighboring
countries like Austria, Switzerland, and
France. The German section is housed in
six pristine hingeless albums with slipcases
(retail value for German volumes alone
would be in the region of $1,000!) and
contains close to 4,000 different mint and
used stamps. Practically every subsection
of German philately is covered from 19th
century high value sets of German States
all the way to Weimar Republic, very
attractive Third Reich section with scores of
premium never hinged semi-postal sets,
gutter pairs, booklet panes, and souvenir
sheets, as well as high quality Bund section
including the Numeral & Post Horn set
[\#670-85.] The lot is not limited to
immediate neighbors of Germany as
collector a very impressive collection of
Icelandic stamps with scores of premium
standouts like Iceland [\#152-66, 195-98,
203-208B, 209-11 (NH), 213-16 (NH),
217-27, 229-31, 232-35, 240-45, 246-52
(NH), 257-68 (NH), 273 (NH), 274-77,
278-82, 284-86, 289-96, 319-23, B5, C2
(NH), C4-C8, C9-11, C15-20 (NH),

C27-29,] as well as three volumes
containing over 1,000 mint issues
dedicated to EUROPA issues (including
complete mint 1956 set) and so much 
more. This is a very diverse and expansive
lot that appeal to collectors with a broad
range of interests as a multitude of areas
are represented with high content from
every area, including philatelic oddities like
Karl Marx commemorative booklet and
some 50 German covers, many of which
are from the Third Reich period. F-VF, mint
og, some NH (We scanned only a small
sample from the early issues from
Germany and Iceland) SB 25,000.00

[WORLDWIDE COLLECTION] Very
attractive worldwide collection of well in
excess of 50,000 different mint and used
stamps housed in 17 massive Harris
albums covering an entire globe in an
alphabetical order. Within the collection
every subsection starts with the earliest
period, but essentially bulk of the collection
is modern period post WW2 going all the
way to the early 2000s. For example just
the New Zealand subsection covering the
period from 1990 to 2000 with mint postage
adding up to $915 NZD ($665 US) in postal
value. Among the albums Australia &
States, Germany & States, and Russia are
three subsections that take up an entire
album. Other notable areas include very
appealing collection of French colonial
possessions, with particular attention to
more modern post colonial period, Italian
colonies and highly comprehensive
European states, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2019

SB 25,000.00

*0

[VERY HIGH QUALITY 19TH CENTURY
WORLDWIDE COLLECTION] This is an
exceptional old school collection of several
thousand mint and used 19th century
issues from all over the globe housed in a
hundred years old Schaubek's stamp
album. Practically every premium sub
section one would expect is represented in
a comprehensive manner with most focus
on the traditional European countries
including extensive sections covering
Britain, Germany, Austria, Eastern &
Central Europe, as well as numerous
individual state issues from Germany or
Italy prior to unification showcasing stamp
in their infancy. The album lists awards it
received at philatelic shows during the
1890s, when it 4,000 plus illustrations
represented a pinnacle of technology when
it comes to storing your collection. However
one views old albums the quality of the
collection is truly superb, as it includes
hundreds upon hundreds of stamps that
would normally be listed on their lonesome
due to their individual catalog value being
in hundreds. Overall the collection boasts
close to $70,000 in catalog value and then
a sub collection of couple thousand cut
squares, postal card cut outs, international
revenue stamps and other philatelic more
obscure rarities. This is such a
well-rounded comprehensive collection as
much as 19th century worldwide philately
can be summed up in just one volume. If
one was to list only the stamps that exceed
$100 in catalog value still it would be too
cumbersome and would not reflect the
quality of the collection adequately, instead
we scanned 250 pages starting with the
first page, that should give a good idea of
the collection, F-VF, mint og

2020

SB 20,000.00

*0
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[SELECTED PREMIUM COUNTRY
COLLECTIONS] housed in 13 specialty
albums, in two cartons. The long list of
premium studies start with four volumes of
Germany and Area, in varied Lindner
albums, with better like Germany proper,
which goes to 1986, with mint [\#1170-92,
B338-41,] a used collection of Berlin with
[\#9N1-17, 9N21-34, 9N35-41, 9N42-60,
9N61-63, 9N68, 6N69, 9N70-74, 9N75-79,
9N81-83, 9N84-93, 9N94-98, 9N99-100,
9N120-36, 9NB1-3, 9NB4-5, 9NB6-7,] and
many others; four volumes of France,
running to 1985, with mint [\#624, 700-05,
707-10, 840-44, 1100, B249-54 (2),
B258-63, B267-72, B276-81, B285-90 (2),
B294-99, B303-08, C22, C23-27, C36,]
used [\#624, B258-63, B267-72, B276-81,
B294-99, B303-08,  C22, C23-27, C29-32,]
etc.; a used collection of Liechtenstein, in a
Lighthouse album, covering from 1950 to
1983; Austria in a pair of hingeless Lindner
T albums, running between 1945 and 1986,
with mint NH [\#405-23, 520-56, B260-63,
B264-67, B269-71, B273-76, B277, B278,
J232-59,] with most spaces filled; and,
finally, Switzerland, from 1900 to 1986, in a
pair of older Lindner hingeless albums, with
better like used [\#181-85, B2-3, B4-6,
B7-9, B10-11, B12-14, B15-17, B18-20,
B21-24, B25-28, B130, B131, B132, C3-12,
C4a-12a, C13-15, C13a-15a,] and others.
There are few empty spaces to be found.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, much is NH

2021

SB 20,000.00

*0

[19 SCOTT INTERNATIONAL VOLUMES]
Very attractive international collection of
roughly 20,000 mint and used issues
covering an entire globe housed in 19
volumes of Scott International albums in
pristine condition (retail value for the
albums alone would be in the region of
$3,000!). The collection includes a very
broad variety of countries covering the
middle of the 19th century European states
along with numerous Latin American
countries from the same period. However
by far the most prominent sub section of
the collection is a more modern period from
roughly 1920s and going to mid 1970s with
great ratio of mint stamps housed in
hingeless mounts. Starting with the 1920s
stamps from French colonial subjects form
a prominent portion of the collection as well
as British, but to a lesser extent. This
collection includes some regions covered
in great detail and also a lot of place to
expand the collection, F-VF, mint og, many
NH (We scanned the first volume only, that
gives good indication of what the rest of the
volumes are like)

2022

SB 15,000.00

*0

2023 *0 [INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION IN
ANTIQUE ALBUMS] Very interesting
selection of four old albums including a pair
of 19th century Maury albums with gold
trimmed pages covering the globe  all the
way to Zanzibar, very impressive Schaubek
album from an early 20th century, and a
relatively modern edition of 1949 Superior
Stamp Album from Grossman Stamp Co.
The collection includes primarily form the
late 19th century and first half of the 20th
century and in total amounts to some
12,000 different issues from a very diverse
range of countries, including extensive
French and British colonial subsections.
Overall the collection includes great
number of premium standouts like the
Black Penny with a beautiful red Maltese

Cross cancellation and may others. The
newest album among the above mentioned
ones includes roughly 2/3 of the stamps but
essentially every one of these albums
would instantly command a prestige place
on your philatelic shelf, especially since
Shaubek album visually could easily be
mistaken for an ancient spell book, F-VF,
mint og (We scanned only a sample
selection showing 25 first pages of every
album) SB 15,000.00

[MASSIVE EASTERN EUROPEAN
DEALER'S SELECTION] This is truly an
impressive and extensive accumulation of
hundreds of thousands of stamps and well
over 10,000 covers/FDCs/postcards
housed in a dozen of large cartons. Bulk of
the material would be from Poland with
hundreds of covers and pre-stamped
envelopes from Soviet Union, 1990s
Lithuania, Belarus and as well as sheets
from Azerbaijan, Tajikistan and others. Lion
share of the value comes from Polish
stamps, roughly 500,000 stamps in total
with catalogue value of well over $150,000
covering primarily the first half of the 20th
century, especially with large portion
covering the General Government issues.
All the stamps are neatly organized in
individual boxes with catalogue numbers
on them, so even if duplication numbers
are high they are very manageable. This is
certainly a lot geared toward dealers simply
due to scope as all 12 cartons are packed.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2024

SB 15,000.00

*0

[VERY HIGH QUALITY WORLDWIDE
SELECTION] of well over 15,000 stamps
from all over the globe covering a number
of collector favorites like British and French
colonial possessions high value early Latin
America as well as such curiosity items like
sheets of stamps with Norman Rockwell
designs primarily from post colonial African
countries. One large subsection is a set of
four stock books dedicated to Germany
with a whole list of plebiscites, states,
colonial possessions and offices abroad in
total over 6,000 stamps covering all things
German with average duplication running
between 3-5 duplicates per stamp.
Duplication generally is very low as
collector essentially accumulated
impressive quantity of mostly complete
premium sets, still in dealer counter stock
cards, but never got to organizing them into
a proper collection. And it would certainly
provide a very strong core to an
international collection as the quality of
material unusually high quality. We put just
some of the more interesting and valuable
stamps on stock pages and the first dozen
pages add up to over $8,000 in catalogue
value! F-VF, mint og, many NH (we
scanned above mentioned stock pages, as
well as a representative selection of some
40 pages that show the diversity of subjects
covered within the lot)

2025

SB 15,000.00

*0

2026 *0 [ENORMOUS SIX CARTON GROUPING]
of stockbook after stockbook, binder after
binder, and album...well, you get the
picture, all in six cartons. Contained are
album collections of Liechtenstein, Malta,
Austria, and others in Lighthouse hingeless
albums, a mint stock of Sweden, Russia in
a two volume Scott Specialty collection,
going to 1978, with mint [\#847-49,
1447-48, 1596-97,] used [\#1132-46,] 
stockbooks of Germany and Berlin, Israel,
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several Harris and Scott International
albums with better found like mint Belgium
[\#172-84,] Norway [\#B5-8,] Tripolitania
[\#73-78 & C43-48,] Uruguay [\#388-90,]
Italy [\#290-305, 400-09, C95-99,C100-05,
] used [\#C66-72, CE8-9,] Straits
Settlements [\#167,] stockbooks and other
mediums have highlights like mint
Denmark [\#437-44D, 493-506, 629-50,
700-20A, 793-815,] Norway [\#416-30,
537-43,] Falkland Islands [\#485-500,
598-609, 695-709,] Bermuda [\#55-60, 69,
71-79,] Hungary [\#1034 (imperf). 1035
(perf & imperf),] used PRC [\#1255-70,]
topicals depicting Lenin, Lord Nelson, and
so much more. It will take a while to go
through everything that is here. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH SB 12,500.00

[EBAY BUYERS - LARGE CARTON
FILLED] with hundreds of Ebay and APS
store lots that the collector accumulated
over the last few years with US and
Foreign. Many better items ready for sale.
Catalogue value over $63,000

2027

SB 10,000.00

*0

[EUROPEAN SELECTION] Very nice and
neat European selection of close to 30,000
mostly mint stamps from around the
European continent covering most of the
20th century with certain focus on the
second half. The selection is very well
organized, house din Scott numbered
glassines and separated by country. The
lot covers a very diverse geographical area
with biggest subsections being France,
Saar, and Netherlands between them
sporting a catalog value of over $20,000! In
total the lot adds up to a catalog value of
close to $40,000 covering countries like
Poland, Norway, Hungary and a slew of
micro states. Just some of the individual
standouts include highlights like Poland
[\#B35 (4 NH),] Liechtenstein [\#227-235 (8
NH), B1-B3, B4-B6, B11-B13,] Norway
[\#279-289 (11),] France [\#306 (2 NH), 349
(NH), 388 (NH), 700-705, 837-39 (10),
B42-43 (6 NH), B48-53 (NH), B83 (NH),
B97-100 (NH), B238-43 (12), B303-B308
(4), C5 (NH block of four), C7 (5 NH), C22,]
Saar [\#263-82 (2 sets of blocks of four),
289-308 (2 sets of blocks of 4), B36, B53,
B67-68 (3 NH),] Hungary [\#487-91 (NH),
1189, B198A-B198D,CB1-CB1C (10),
C1-C2 (2),] Netherlands [\#B208-13,
B238-42 (4 sets of blocks of 4), B249-53
(41), B264-68 (6), B291-95 (11), C9 (2
NH), ] Vatican [\#149-53, 173,]  Austria
[\#496-99 (7), 536, B50-56 (2), B57-65,] &
many others. Levels of duplication
indicated among the highlights represent
the range of duplication throughout an
entire lot, with only very few exceptions
where number of sets goes well into stock
levels. Considering the hefty subsections
that lot naturally breaks down, the lot
should appeal to buyers looking breakdown
and resale potential, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, most NH

2028

SB 10,000.00

*0

2029 *0 [INTERESTING GROUPINGS IN FOUR
LARGE CARTONS] with collections,
selections, stock and more, in four cartons.
Among the more interesting is a two
volume Minkus album collection of
Switzerland, running to 1979 and
cataloging over $6500, with stand-outs like
mint [\#98-100, B131,] used [\#8, 10, 12,
20, 21 (2), 23, 24-25, 27 (2), 28-31, 38, 39
(2), 40, 48, 50, 54, 58-59, 84, 85, 98-100,
304-05, B6, B7, B10-11, B12-14, B15-17,

B18-20, B21-24, B25-28, C6, C12, 1O1,
1O15, 3O57-59, 4O19-21,] along with a
third volume that adds little to this
collection. There is a six volume collection
of quadrille pages with many better like
used Brazil [\#67,] Denmark [\#11,] France
[\#52,] Great Britain [\#39, 42, 43 (p11), 50
(p6), 67 (p16), 68 (p18), 80, 82 (p22), 85,
87 (p14), 100, 104, 107, 120, 122, 126,
127-36, 138,] Sweden [\#10,] Switzerland
[\#10,] Netherlands [\#1-3,] mint [\#24, 26,
28-29,] San Marino [\#1,] strong Samoa
with mint [\#166-74, 600-18,] Greece with
some Hermes Heads and more. Other
items of interest include mint Hungary
[\#1324,] San Marino [\#172,] Russia
[\#596,] a group of the Japan Olympics
issues in mint sheets of 20 with First Day
Covers (17 of 20 issues), used Canada
stock, and much more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, scattered NH throughout SB 10,000.00

[EXTENSIVE INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - EARLY & MODERN] Very
nice large selection of close to 30,000
stamps from all over the globe with
particular attention on the early period
issues namely from France, Great Britain,
Canada, and classical Italy. Much of the
material is housed in Scott identified
glassines, envelopes, as well as neatly
organized stockbooks. The early period of
the lot includes high ratio of premium
content with individual standouts like
France [\#78 (2), 133, 264-83, 347 (2),
400-14, 475-76H, 477-95 (2), B1-2 (2),
B258-63, B285-90, B303-08,] used [\#3, 7,
11, 12, 13 (2), 19, 20, 22 (2), 24, 28 (2), 30,
31 (2), 41, 42, 47 (2), 52, 83, 93, 102,
138-54, 254A, B11, B48-53, B54-59,
B66-67 (2), B97-100, B238-43, B267-72,]
Great Britain mint [\#78 (NH), ]used [\#4,
16, 21, 45, 49, 82 (3), 96, 120, 122, 133
(3), 136 (2), 137, 138 (3), 139, 144-145,
179-180, 183, 222-223, 249-251A, 309-312
(2),] Canada mint [\#14 (2), 15, 30 (2), 40
(5), 47, 73, 94,] Italy mint [\#21, 22, 45-51,
76-91,] used [\#22, 21, 35,] and many
more. The modern subsection of the lot is
covered through thousands of stamps from
all around British Commonwealth, mint late
1990s Czech Republic with better like
[\#3083a (sheet of 25 pairs), 3085a (sheet
of 25 pairs), 3088 (block of 25), 3089-3090
(sheets of 8, footnoted), 3092-3093 (sheets
of 8, footnoted), 3032 (sheet of 25), 3035
(block of 25), 3043a (sheet of 25 pairs),
3045a (sheet of 25 pairs), 3050-3052
(blocks of 25), 3053 (block of 25), 3060
(sheet of 6+2, footnote), as well as post
WWII Germany, both East & West,
Romania. Most of the modern material is
moderately duplicated (with only some
cases of heavy duplication) and includes
number of complete sheets, sheetlets, and
souvenir sheets. This is the type of lot that
would be best suited for collectors with a
very wide ranging focus or dealers looking
for resale potential. (We scanned only a
sample of this large lot showing the
diversityof content)

2030

SB 8,500.00

*0

2031 *0 [FOUR VOLUME COLLECTION
OFFERED COMPLETELY INTACT FROM
THE COLLECTOR'S CLOSET] the way
you like to buy them  - intact and loaded
with surprises. There are two volumes of
US which don't seem great at first glance
and then two strong volumes of old Scott
hardbound Internationals, which are loaded
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with better and interesting surprises. We
shot a couple pictures as we flipped
through the collection- note the mint
[\Canada #43-47,] all VF og and which
have a current Scott value of over $3000
as well as a VF [\China #3] in this album,
one of four, replete with better surprises.
You'll enjoy being the first person to serious
look over this intact collection SB 8,500.00

[HIGH QUALITY DIVERSE
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION] of close to
20,000 mint and used stamps in total
covering an array of different topics
sporting a high ratio of premium content in
a variety of different subsections. One of
the subsections that stands out would be
mint early period Canadian selection with
scores of premium back-of-the-book issues
including individual standouts like mint C2
(11, 3 are NH), C4 (7 NH), E1 (4), E2 (2),
E3 (2 NH), E4 (3), E5 (3), E7-8 (NH), F1,
J3, & MR5 (3) and others as just the
Canadian subsection adds up to well over
$3,000 in catalog value. Similar quality is
continued in French section with standouts
like mint [\#414, 2273-83, B 135-46,
B157a,] used [\#3, 6, 9, 12, 19-20, 93, 102,
253, 348, C27, C29-32, C36,] quality Italy
with great number of never hinged
premium highlights from first half of the
20th century like [\#46, 49, 51, 119-22
(NH), 130-32 (NH), 140-42 (NH), 159-64
(NH), 188-91 (NH), 232-38 (NH), 310-14 &
CB1-2 (NH), 413var-15var (NH), 489-92 &
C127-28 (NH), 582-83 (NH), B17-19,
C20-22 (NH), C23-26 (NH, tone spots),
C79-83 (NH),] including some Social
Republic issues listed only Sassone, as
well as classical Switzerland with better like
mint [\#41,] used [\#16, 27, 28, 38, 46, 47,
48, 50, 54, 55a, 59 (3), 84, 86, 93, 96, 84b
(2), 98-100, 102, 181-85, 111a, 243-46,
246, B18-20, B24, B77-79, C15, J7,J15,
J16, J17, J18,] and many more. The lot
also includes thousands of issues from
West Germany, Paraguay, Czechoslovakia
and many other philatelic articles like
modern British Prestige booklets. Very nice
lot that should appeal to collectors and
dealers alike. (We scanned only a sample
of the lot)

2032

SB 8,500.00

*0

[HUGE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
IN TWO CARTONS, 13 ALBUMS, ]a mint
sheet file and glassines. The collection
features 6 volumes of Scott International
albums, including very good French,
German and British Commonwealth, a very
good nearly all-mint U.S. collection in a
Scott National album with excellent
premium throughout, including mint [\#156,
184, 210, 213, 230-232, 248, RW19,
RW21, ]a nice U.S. First Day Cover
collection covering the 1940's, including
Airmails and Special Deliveries in two
albums, a fascinating town precancel study
in two albums, an Israel collection in a nice
White Ace album, a stockbook with good
Italy, Germany and France, an STS-8 flight
cover, and glassines with modern issues of
Israel. An excellent collection put together
over the course of a lifetime, high quality
throughout and very high catalogue value.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2033

SB 8,000.00

*0

2034 *0 [LARGE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
WITH SPECIALIST'S APPEAL] Very broad
ranging collection of well in excess of
10,000 different issues from all over the
globe and different time periods. The lot

housed in a large carton and includes
hundreds of 19th century stamps from
Great Britain, as well Italy from the same
period including individual standouts like
Roman States mint [\#12 (2), 14, 16, 18, 20
(2), 21, 25b (2),] Italy mint [\#20, 62, 120,
121, 122, B17-19,] used [\#19, 35 (13), 55
(2), 60, 110 (2), J17.] British theme is
continued through an extensive
Commonwealth selection of several
thousand mint stamps housed in hundreds
glassines from countries like Cyprus, Fiji,
Gibraltar, Malta, Solomon Islands, Tristan
Da Cunha, Turks & Caicos Islands
alongside a used collection of Australia
covering most of the 20th century. Further
more the lot includes a selection of
Canadian Revenues including better like
(van Dam) [\#TCP6 (3), TCP15, & TCP25.]
Then European aspect of the lot would be
reflected through an extensive collection
covering Germany, with particular attention
to the second half of the 20th century and
Berlin in particular including better like mint
[\#31, 36, 669, 686, 1475-1494,
1515A-1540A, 1723-1735, 1838-1860,
B102, 9N359-76 (2),] used [\#9N120-36
(6),] & more. European modern theme is
continued by Hungary and Romania with
particular attention to mint modern
material. Overall this is a very broad
selection that should appeal to collectors
with equally broad range of interests. (We
included only some sample scans of the
lot) SB 8,500.00

[HIGH QUALITY DIVERSE
INTERNATIONAL DEALER'S LOT] Very
attractive international selection of well
over 15,000 stamps from all over the globe
with an impressive level of diversity
geographical as well as time wise. The
early period is covered by an extensive
collection of Great Britain going to 1980
with notable individual standouts like  used
[\#4, 26, 27-28, 34, 49, 51, 55, 61, 64, 67,
81, 82, 84, 95, 96, 99, 102-03, 108, 117,
120-21, 126, 138, 173, 180,] plus others on
stock cards like used [\#1 (thin), 28, 49, 54,
62, 85, 100, 179-80, 223,] and many
others. However the focus of an entire lot is
firmly on the modern period whether it's the
Koala Research stamps from Australia on
souvenir pages, over 1,000 different
specimen issues from all over the British
Commonwealth covering primarily the late
20th century, as well as well over 10,000
stamps covering European continent,
especially Germany-Berlin,
Czechoslovakia, Romania and Hungary.
Out of the three latest ones Berlin section
stands out as one with the highest ratio of
premium content as it includes individual
standouts like Germany mint [\#883-90 (19
souvenir sheets), 952-56 (two sets of strips
of five with p#), B475a (115), B489 (100),
9N120-36, 9N284-301 (5),  9N251-55 (two
sets of strips of five with p#), 9N315 (120),
9N532 (block of four),] and many more.
While it is only Germany that includes high
levels of duplication, actual diversity of the
lot would make it more suitable for dealers
looking for resale potential, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH (We scanned only
some samples of the contents)

2035

SB 7,000.00

*0

2036 *0 [MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION] of roughly 35,000 different
stamps from all over the globe contained in
six large cartons. The lot is housed in as
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many as 28 separate volumes, which
include 8 Regent, 7 Harris, and 4 Scott
International albums among them. While
most of the collection is concentrated in
international albums, at the same time the
lot sports two Mystic albums of some 2,500
mint Russian stamps in two volumes
covering 1960s to mid 1990s,  as well as
extended sections covering Cuba. In
general British Commonwealth and former
French colonial subjects proportionately
are somewhat more prominent throughout
than many other areas, F-VF, mint og SB 7,500.00

[MINT EUROPEAN STOCK] Massive mint
never hinged stock accumulation mostly
covering the second half of the 20th
century and overall including in excess of
50,000 stamps, all housed in Scott
identified glassines separated by country
and arranged in Scott catalog order. The lot
includes modern stamps from Bulgaria,
Germany, Romania, Russia, and Vatican
City. In total the catalogue value of the lot
would be well in excess of $30,000 with
most country subsections being
comparable in value between them, only
The Vatican City would stand out as larger
subsection, as it includes thousands of
souvenir sheets and complete sheets of
regular and back-of-the-book issues. This
an truly an extensive stock lot that should
appeal to dealers working with modern
European stamps, VERY FINE, og, NH

2037

SB 6,500.00

*

2038 * [MINT INTERNATIONAL STOCK] An
extensive mint modern stock selection of
well in excess of 10,000 stamps covering
primarily the last two decades of the 20th
century. The selection is very diverse and
includes numerous issues from the region
Oceania (Solomon Islands and Tonga
dominating in this section) alongside many
complete mint sheets from Guyana (high
cumulative catalogue value) as well as
separate worldwide British Commonwealth
section and Cuba. All in the catalogue
value for the entire lot would exceed
$25,000 so this lot should appeal to
dealers looking for modern never hinged
issues and resale potential.   Very nice mint
never hinged accumulation of over 5,000
stamps from around the Oceania with most
issues coming from Tonga, Solomon
Islands, Tuvalu, and Wallis and Futuna. All
the stamps are neatly stored in Scott
identified glassines separated by country 
and in general represent a comprehensive
coverage of the postal issues from the
region mostly focusing on the period from
1980 to the early 2000s. The duplication
levels are heavy at times with some sets
present in stock quantities, but generally
the numbers of duplicates are manageable
and could be easily broken up into
individual selections. In more detail the size
of subsections can be judged from the
respective catalog value for individual
country sections (indicates Scott catalog
value after the section): Nauru $55
Solomon Islands new $1830 Vanuatu $592
Samoa $40   Tuvalu new $925 Wallis &
Futuna $820 Tokelau new $280 Tonga new
$1230 New Caledonia (modern) $443 New
Hebrides $59 New Zealand old $370
modern $740, VERY FINE, og, NH
[BRITISH EMPIRE - MINT STOCK] A very
diverse mint stock accumulation of roughly
some 2,000 stamps from all over the British
empire housed in approximately 500

glassines (contents range form single
stamp to complete sets, mostly duplicated
3-4 times). The selection is mostly focused
on the second half of the 20th century and
slightly dominating region would be British
possessions in Africa and Caribbean, gen.
VERY FINE, og, many NH [CAMBODIA]
Modern virtually all mint stock accumulation
of over 1,500 stamps housed in Scott
numbered glassines covering the period to
2000. The last two decades of the 20th
century account for the bulk of the catalog
value as modern mint sets with higher
postal value command higher prices. The
duplication throughout is manageable, but
some sets are present in stock quantities
and include 50+ duplicates, VERY FINE,
mint og, most NH [GUYANA - MINT
MODERN SHEETS] An appealing dealer
stock of thousands of mint never hinged
issues mostly from late 20th century and
mostly in complete sheets as issued
housed in Scott identified folders. Some of
the most notable standouts amongst the
contents are [\#438 (7 complete sheets of
25), 558 (40), 1812 (19 sheets of 2*25 + 3
sheets of 25), 1901 (3),] & others. This is a
heavily duplicated lot, most suited to
dealers looking for quantity of high quality
never hinged issues, VERY FINE, og, NH 
[CUBA - MINT STOCK 1980 - 2007] An
attractive mint stock accumulation of close
to 3,000 stamps covering the period form
1980 to 2007 housed in Scott numbered
glassines. The selection includes many
definitive modern sets of Cuba form the
late 20th century in particular with many
celebrating their fauna, flora and of-course
the revolution. While selection should
appeal to modern collectors, though the
duplication levels are rather high at times.
One should expect most sets to have 4-5,
10, or even 20+ duplicates in many cases,
so this lot should appeal to dealer wanting
to enhance stock selections of Cuba with
modern issues, VERY FINE, og, NH
(included several used sets not counted in
the estimate) [GUYANA - MINT MODERN
SHEETS] An appealing dealer stock of
thousands of mint never hinged issues
mostly from late 20th century and mostly in
complete sheets as issued housed in Scott
identified folders. Some of the most notable
standouts amongst the contents are  &
others. This is a heavily duplicated lot,
most suited to dealers looking for quantity
of high quality never hinged issues, VERY
FINE, og, NH SB 6,500.00

2039 *0 [DEALER'S EARLY & MODERN
SELECTION] Very interesting diverse
selection of close to 20,000 mint and used
stamps from a very wide ranging area
geographically as well as period wise. The
lot housed in our largest carton and
includes such specialty items like
unexploded Australian booklets from 1963
to 1972 including better issues like
(Gibbons)  [\#SB31-32, SB34, SB36, SB38,
SB39,] then British theme is continued with
thousands of mint stamps from all over the
vast British Commonwealth covering the
second half of the 20th century with largest
subsections coming from Antigua,
Gibraltar, Malta, The Falkland Islands and
many others. The selection includes
equally attractive subsection covering
Europe with high quality Denmark
combining 19th century and the entirety of
the 20th century with individual standouts
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like mint [\#167a, 171a, 175a, 178-180
(NH), 246-251, B5, C1,] and used [\#2, 2b,
3 (partial toning), 5, 11-12, 31-34, 32a, 50a,
51a, 52, 60a, 96, 164-175, 176-178,
210-219, P7,] as well as quality France
from the first half of the 20th century with
many premium back-of-the-book issues
among better like    [CZECHOSLOVAKIA -
MINT YEAR SETS] stored neatly in
glassines. The year sets included are 1981
(14), 1982 (6), 1983 (4), 1989 (22), 2001
(1). Also included are a selection of
booklets from the late 1990's. All VERY
FINE, og, NH [DENMARK - HIGH
QUALITY STOCK CARD SELECTION
]beginning with excellent 19th century
issues and providing good coverage to
2000 with extremely light duplication and
excellent back-of-the-book. The selection is
stored and organized neatly on Scott
numbered dealer stock cards. High quality,
premium sets and singles throughout
including highlights such as  ]and more,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH
[FRANCE] Interesting, but disorganized
grouping of hundreds of mint and used
issues, on varied pages, glassines and a
stock book. A search through the gathering
finds better like mint [\#348, 413, 414 (3),
624, 700-05 (2), B6, B66-67, B249-54,
B258-36, B267-72, B276-81, B303-08,
C27, C35-36,] used [\#3, C29-32,] and
many others. The European section is
further bolstered by an extensive section of
Switzerland with better like mint [\#65, 75
(2), 82-88, 85, 86 (2), 89-90, 92-93, 96 (2),
100, 166, 376-77, 558-79,] used [\#7, 8 (2),
10, 12, 16, 21, 23, 28 (2), 29, 39, 46, 48,
58-59, 181-85, 242, 302,] and massive
German section, largely Bund, but also
includes early period, inflation, occupations
and other, with just the German section
accounting for close to 10,000 stamps.
Overall the lot is is very diverse in every
sense and may well appeal to collectors
with very broad range interests as well as
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential. (We only scanned small sample
section of the lot) SB 6,500.00

[MASSIVE INTERNATIONAL
ACCUMULATION] This is an extensive
international selection of literally hundreds
of thousands of stamps from all over the
globe contained in five large cartons. The
lot represents a very diverse selection with
thousands of US stamps, including a large
half a century collection of commemorative
issues with well over $200 just in face
value, over 200 early US airmails. But by
far the core of the lot comes from an
international subsection as just one of the
portions includes some 75,000 stamps
separated by country in hundred stamps
parcels. Similarly another entire box
contains worldwide stamps from Aden to
Zimbabwe organized in individual country
folder on a variety of different album pages.
Overall this is an extremely diverse
selection, in some places with very heavy
duplication, covering a vast geographical
area

2040

SB 6,000.00

*0

2041 * [AFRICA - EXTENSIVE MINT
SELECTION] Very attractive mint never
hinged selection of over 10,000 stamps
covering the period from 1970 to late
1990s, including close to 1,000 souvenir
sheets. The selection is dominated by
issues from former Portuguese colonial

subjects like Mozambique (mostly 21st
century souvenir sheets), St. Thomas &
Prince, Rwanda, with another big sub
section being that of Central Africa. An
entire lot is very neatly organized on
individual Scott numbered cards and
separated by country. Another attractive
feature of the lot is the high ratio of imperf
issues within the selection, namely from
Zaire/Congo. The duplication levels are
certainly manageable, as many sets are
duplicated half a dozen times on average,
but overall the lot is most certainly geared
towards dealers simply due to overall
scope of the lot and massive catalog value
in excess of $25,000! One could easily
breakdown this lot into number of smaller
ones looking for resale potential, VERY
FINE, og, NH SB 6,000.00

[VARIED WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS]
many in albums in obvious states of decay.
In spite of coverless Minkus albums and
other pages transferred to binders, many
countries have good showings, and are
presented as received. We did notice a
number of better items, which include
Bermuda mint [\#55-69, 71/79 (no #73),]
Hong Kong [\#147-50, 216-17,] Bulgaria
[\#843a,] Canada used [\#4,] Mauritius
[\#5b (damaged),] and much more. On the
nicer side, there is a beautifully maintained
1933 Scott International Junior album, in
which can be found mint Hungary
[\#B80-87,] Spain [\#499-500, C10,
C50-57,] several volumes of Israel with a
mint [\#16,] lots of Canada with three Harris
albums, some stock cards which contain
used [\#158, 177,] a topical collection for
the US Bicentennial and much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH can be
found

2042

SB 6,000.00

*0

[VAST ACCUMULATION] of collections,
selections, stock and other sorts, housed in
five cartons. Throughout, there is a good
showing of the British Empire with
standouts like mint [\Ceylon #61, 130,]
used [\Canada #15, 103, Gold Coast
#32-33, 45, Great Britain #108, Straits
Settlements #126, 128,] along with
numerous Omnibus issues, some in
specialty albums, some on quadrille pages,
as well as strong Canada, New Zealand,
Australia, etc.; some Topicals can be
found, especially a volume of varied Stamp
Centenaries with mint [\Brazil #612, France
#624, Italy #568-69, Luxembourg #278-79
(se-tenant), Mexico #896a, C234a;]
Germany is well-represented with a
collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album,
a stock of used material in a binder and
good showings in world wide albums
present; other areas with strong coverage
include Czechoslovakia, Latin America,
especially airmails, some French Colonies,
scattered better like used [\Two Sicilies #16
(repaired), 18 (thinned);] and much more.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH noted

2043

SB 6,000.00

*0

[OVER 6300 STAMPS] mostly mint sheets
and Souvenir sheets, many rare. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2044

SB 6,000.00

2045 *0 [NUMEROUS WORLD WIDE
COLLECTIONS] some in multiple volumes,
in two cartons. Noted are albums by Harris
with Standard and Senior Statesman
albums, several volumes with quadrille
pages in "Minkus" style albums and more.
Going through, there are a number of
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better like mint Argentina [\#468a,] Cuba
[\#539-42 & C110-13,] Eritrea [\#C1-6,]
Iceland [\#C3,] Israel [\#35-36 (tab, artist
signature on tabs),] Luxembourg
[\#B137-42 (NH),] used Cuba [\#C126a,]
Germany [\#B318-19,] Berlin [\#9N41,]
along with strong sections of Great Britain,
Austria, France, Hungary, and many
others. Lots to look at. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, some scattered NH SB 4,000.00

[HUGE INTERNATIONAL LOT] An
expansive selection of over 30,000 mint
and used issues from around the globe
with particular attention to European
continent contained in two large cartons.
The lot is housed in albums and folders
with album pages all separated by country
with some of the biggest section being
those of Russia, Romania, Yugoslavia,
Spain number of Latin American states and
many more. Most of the individual country
sections start with the earliest stamps from
the 19th century and go to roughly the
middle of the 20th century. The levels of
duplication are very minimal as bulk of the
lot is actually organized on album pages,
with some of entire pages being duplicated,
in some cases mint and used versions of
the same page. Once gathered and
organized in one set of albums this would
present a comprehensive international
collection of close to 50 different countries
with close to 500 stamps from every
country on average, even if Russian
subsection is running well into several
thousands, F-VF, mint og

2046

SB 4,000.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] Very
nice and diverse international selection of
thousands of stamps contained in two large
cartons. Essentially the lot is made up of
American, Canadian, and German sections
with very little input from other countries.
Period wise all three countries include early
period issues like stamps for Canadian
Provinces, first half of the 20th century,
especially the German section and
relatively limited amount of more modern
issues. American subsection would be far
the largest and it contains used
Columbians up to 50c (with some
duplication), number of early period
airmails including mint Baby Zeppelin, and
literally thousands of postage dues and
revenue stamps among other
back-of-the-book standouts. Duplication
levels vary dramatically throughout the lot
as it contains album pages and sub
collections housed with glassines full of
stamps in their hundreds. This is a very
large and extensive lot, but for anyone
interested in at least two of the above
mentioned countries (one probably should
be U.S.) this could prove to be a great lot,
F-VF

2047

SB 4,000.00

*0

2048 *0 [VARIED GROUPING] of collections,
selections and clutter, stuffed into four
cartons. Included are several country
collections with specialized albums for
Canada, Australia with mint [\#412-17,]
Russia from 1967 to 1994, along with a
1980 Year set for Brazil, Aland from 1985
to 1991, mostly in Year Sets, with
duplication, Rotary topicals, multi volume
world wide album collections, and more.
Among the glassines, loose pages and
other rambling material can be found better
like mint Dominican Republic [\#C86a,]
Japan [\#586a, 625a,] Monaco [\#1114a,]

Somalia [\#144, 148-49,] Uruguay
[\#388-90,] other Latin America, British
Empire, Sweden booklets, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, or better, mint og, many are
NH SB 4,000.00

[YEMEN & AREA - BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION OF SOUVENIR SHEETS]
regular issues, a few covers and varieties
including many imperfs and overprints.
Included are areas such as Yemen, Oman,
Ajman, and Sharjah, neatly organized on
counter stock cards many of which are not
listed in Scott. Gen VERY FINE, most og,
most NH

2049

SB 4,000.00

*0

[INTERESTING ARRAY] of mint and used
material, in all manner of conveyance in
three cartons. Noted are Columbus
topicals, American Bicentennial topicals,
Christmas topicals, two volumes of
Worldwide B-O-B, Prince William and
Catherine issues, Pope John Paul II with
mostly issues and postal stationery from
Poland, Germany, Great Britain used
[\#138,] Canada [\#27a, 28, 29, 39, 100]
along with other mint and used issues,
sheetlets, unexploded booklets, a PRC
publication, a used stock of Machin Heads, 
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
scattered NH

2050

SB 3,500.00

*0

[EXCELLENT SCANDINAVIAN
COLLECTION IN A STOCKBOOK] Over
1000 different all VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE stamps. Current
Scott Catalogue value over $8500. Very
nice

2051

SB 4,000.00

0

[THREE LARGE CARTONS PACKED
WITH] thousands of stamps in albums &
envelopes including about 1000 US covers
mostly FDC's including [\#859-893]
cancelled, thousands of worldwide in
glassines & mint Israel stock with a catalog
value of over $10,000, Iran, a carton of
packets of better stuff in glassines should
catalog over $30,000-$40,000.

2052

SB 4,000.00

[MODERN MINT SETS - OVER 2500
STAMPS 1990-2000] all in complete mint
sets. VERY FINE, og, NH

2053

SB 3,000.00

*

[OVER 2500 MODERN MINT STAMPS] all
in complete mint sets 1990-2010. A few
used stamps included but not counted.
Huge face value. VERY FINE, og, NH

2054

SB 3,000.00

*

[ABOUT 900 PREMIUM STAMPS] up to
$250 each on stockpages. Huge catalogue
value

2055

SB 3,000.00

*0

2056 *0 [PREMIUM INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION] Very attractive and
somewhat eclectic international selection
with estimated catalog value in excess of
$10,000! The composition of the lot is very
diverse and comes from a vast British
Empire with numerous stamps from
Grenada, New Zealand or Australia
exceeding $100 in catalog value, but at the
same time one could find scores of
souvenir sheets from countries like
Czechoslovakia. Generally the duplication
is definitely controlled and thus the lot
should appeal to worldwide collectors with
broad range of interests. Most of the
contents of the lot is contained in individual
Scott numbered glassines or counter stock
cards, but the lot also includes a
comprehensive collection of German
issues housed in a Scott Specialty album.
This the type of lot that covers the range
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from 19th century Grenada stamps to
comprehensive coverage of mint never
hinged modern Israel, F-VF, mint og, many
NH SB 3,000.00

[PREMIUM MINT SETS OF A COUPLE
THOUSAND STAMPS] with lots of better
Hong Kong including 12 sets of
[\#151-153,] better Omnibus including what
looks to be 4 complete sets of 1953 Queen
Elizabeth II Coronation and much more.
Worth a careful look! All EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2057

SB 3,000.00

*

[WORLD LEADERS] Collection of
hundreds of mint and used issues, with
Kings, Queens and other Leaders, in seven
binders. Highlights include mint Iceland
[\#128,] Liechtenstein [\#157-59,]
Luxembourg [\#250-60 (NH),] Belgium
[\#172-84, 235-36, 1512-32,] used  [\#2,
13,] Denmark [\#129,] mint [\#164-75,
306-14, 325,] Monaco [\#B99a (block of
four blocks of four),] Norway [\#360-69,
370-74, 537-43, 1004-20,] Sweden
[\#1783-96,] Romania [\#29, 369-79,] used
[\#31, 38-41, 44-45, 47, 50-51, 53-59, 65,
70-72,] Netherlands [\#1-2,] along with a
volume of Machin Heads, and much more.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2058

SB 2,500.00

*0

[SCANDINAVIA - ALL MINT COLLECTION
1990's OF SEVERAL HUNDRED
STAMPS] in a pristine Scott Specialty
album. Includes booklets. Huge face value.
VERY FINE, og

2059

SB 2,000.00

*

[MINT INTERNATIONAL] An interesting
international accumulation of oddities
covering several hundred different imperf
varieties, stamps in changed colors and
similar minor varieties. The lot primarily
deals with minor varieties generally
footnoted in Scott catalog, or listed in
Michel only. Geographically the lot covers
Latin America and British or French African
possessions, mostly covering the mid
1960s. While the lot includes some
varieties that are not valued in either
catalog like complete imperf sheets of 30
from Ghana commemorating the 1964
Olympic games. However overall catalog
value for the issues that have catalog value
adds up to close to $10,000! Some of the
individual standouts include Haiti
[\#1028-43 (complete sheets of 10),]
Guinea [\#235-238 (40 imperf sets),] and
many others. Due to duplication levels,
which are moderate but very well organized
and manageable, the lot would most
appeal to dealers looking to spice up their
collections of South American or African
modern philately, VERY FINE, og, NH

2060

SB 2,250.00

*

[INTERESTING ASSEMBLAGE] of many
hundreds of mint and used issues, most of
which are in albums, binders and stock
books. Noted is a binder of British Omnibus
sets, with near complete groups of the
Churchill sets, the ITU, the International
Co-op Year, Freedom from Hunger, and
others, along with some French and
Portuguese Community issues, along with
some stocks and more. Among the
glassines and stray pages are found Tonga
mint [\#407-11 & C224-28 & CO126-28,
444-48 & C249-53 & CO150-52,] Canada
used [\#99 (5), 158, 159 (8),] PRC mint
[\#1740-47 (blocks of four),] Australia mint
[\#245a (sheet of forty),] and many others.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, scattered NH

2061

SB 2,000.00

*0

[INTERNATIONAL SELECTION] An
attractive international accumulation of
close to 10,000 mint and used issues from
all over the globe as well as covering a
very diverse time period. The lot is built
around a French selection of roughly 3,500
stamps starting with the very first issues
and going to the middle of the 20th century
neatly organized in a stockbook. The
duplication levels very greatly between the
issues as some issues could be duplicated
even one hundred times. The rest of the lot
is a selection of roughly 7,000 mint and
used stamps from a very diverse range of
countries covering South America, Finland
and The Baltic States (separate volume),
an album dedicated to Captain Cook with
some 200 different issues from around
British and French colonial possessions,
and other  larger subsections like Japan,
Czechoslovakia, Cuba, Yugoslavia and
more, F-VF, mint og (We scanned only the
French volume)

2062

SB 2,000.00

*0

[INTERNATIONAL SELECTION] Very
diverse international selection of over
5,000 different mint and used issues
primarily focussed on the first half of the
20th century. Large portion of the stamps
are housed in stock books with Scott
numbers indicated and subsections
organized by country. The lot includes a
very diverse range of countries from
Russia, Belgium, Netherlands, Malta (two
volumes) to Latin American continent,
includes an extensive selection of
Paraguay with high value sheets like
Paraguay [\#629a (4),] and British as well
as French colonial possessions. In total the
lot includes over a dozen different countries
with most of them containing 200-500
stamps each with practically no duplication,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2063

SB 2,000.00

*0

[EASTERN EUROPE - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY, WELL ORGANIZED STOCK
SELECTION OF OVER 10,000 ]different
stamps, stored neatly in several thousand
well organized and Scott numbered
glassines envelopes, a well organized
stockbook, and a large selection of Polish
booklets. Massive catalogue value with
huge potential for profit for an astute
reseller. High quality throughout, more than
80% mint and generally VERY FINE, og,
NH

2064

SB 2,000.00

*0

[EUROPE - SCANDINAVIA] Nice mint and
used international collection of close to
4,000 different issues mostly focused on
the Scandinavian countries, but also
including Netherlands and Jersey (Jersey
is housed in two beautiful hingeless
Schaubek albums with slipcases). The core
of the collection comes from Iceland and
Finland fairly evenly distributed between
the two, both would include early period
stamps from the 19th century as well as
modern stamps from the late 20th century.
Similar pattern is followed in the case of
Netherlands just in smaller scale as 19th
century issues are combined with modern
stamps from the 20th century. This is an
extensive  lot with broad focus and minimal
duplication and should appeal to
international collectors with European
focus, F-VF, mint og

2065

SB 2,000.00

*0

2066 *0 [SCANDINAVIA] Accumulation of hundreds
of mint and used issues in albums,
stockbooks and more, in a cartons. Finland
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tops the area for coverage with four
volumes of mostly mint stock that has
some early better like used [\#5, 6, 8, 9, 17
(2), 19, 23, 23a, 24, 29 (2), 45,] and more.
Also noted is Denmark used [\#12,]
Sweden mint [\#49, 177,] used [\#2, 10 (2),
11-12, 14, 197-208, 216, 217 (2), 218-19,
221,] Norway used [\#5, 18, 33,] mint
[\#246, B1-3, B24,] and more. Quality can
vary on many of the earlier issues, but
most are VERY FINE, mint og, some NH SB 2,000.00

[VERY ATTRACTIVE INTERNATIONAL
MODERN SELECTION] Very eye-catching
mint modern selection of roughly 2,000
different issues primarily covering the last
25 years of Ukrainian postal issues and
The Baltic States. The lot includes 5
beautiful hingeless albums (combination of
SAFE, DAVO, and KABE retail value for
albums alone close to $800!) dedicated to
Poland, Austria, Ukraine, and The Baltic
States with close to 1,000 stamps housed
in between them. Roughly about the same
number of stamps is contained in dozens
of glassines where modern year sets, with
hundreds of souvenir sheets, from Ukraine,
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia are
contained. The glassines would constitute
very high value simply due to rising postal
costs and should appeal to any collectors
interested in modern Eastern European
philately, VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

2067

SB 2,000.00

*0

[ABOUT 1000 PREMIUM STAMPS] mostly
different on stock pages. Very high
catalogue value. F-VF

2068

SB 1,500.00

*0

[MIDDLE EAST] Large all mint sheets and
Souvenir sheet selection. Huge original
cost. VERY FINE, og, NH

2069

SB 1,500.00

*

[MINT SELECTION OF ABOUT 2300 MINT
STAMPS] in sheets and partial sheets,
mostly Persian Gulf Area. VERY FINE, og,
NH

2070

SB 1,500.00

*

[MIXED UP FULL SHEET SELECTION]
kept in bundles, this group contains t
Austria [\#490 (4000), 793 (500)] which
catalogues at $2800, Spain [\#1391 (1950)]
which catalogues at $500, as well as US
postage of $670. all VF OG NH

2071

SB 1,500.00

*

[SCANDINAVIA - ALL MINT COLLECTION
1980-1990] in a pristine Scott Specialty
Album. Very high face value. VERY FINE,
og

2072

SB 1,500.00

*

[ABOUT 1800 DIFFERENT MINT
STAMPS,] many better. VERY FINE, og,
NH

2073

SB 1,500.00

*

[IMPERFS - ALL MINT EXTREMELY FINE,
OG, NH SELECTION] of over 600 stamps
largely French Colonies. Very nice group

2074

SB 1,500.00

*

2075 * [MINT INTERNATIONAL SELECTION]
Very nice mint selection of mostly never
hinged stamps from around the globe
forming a very diverse lot combining
stamps of South East Asia, Middle East,
Europe, Africa, and South America. The lot
includes over 1,000 souvenir and miniature
sheets with very moderate duplication, with
biggest subsections coming from Thailand,
Korea, and Japan. While bulk of the lot is
from the very recent years or last decade of
the 20th century represented by inclusion
of such standouts like People's Republic of
China [\#3526-29 (4),] complete
presentation booklets from an exhibition of
2006, or an accumulation of Korean

postage with face value of over $200
(23,000 Won). At the same time the lot
includes premium standouts from the
middle of the 20th century like Japan
[\#423 (2),] Korea [\#286a (2),] and many
others. In total approximate catalog value
would be in the region of $7,000. This is a
very broad lot that should appeal to
collectors with equally broad range of
interest  in modern worldwide philately,
gen. VERY FINE SB 1,500.00

[HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS OF
DIFFERENT STAMPS, ]stored neatly on
well-organized stock pages in a stockbook.
The selection begins with the international
group, featuring good British, Asian, Middle
Eastern, French and more, followed by a
high quality and relatively comprehensive
group of German issues from the
Bundespost era. A wonderful selection with
generally light duplication throughout, and
mainly VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2076

SB 1,500.00

*0

[SCANDINAVIA - LOVELY COLLECTION
OF A COUPLE THOUSAND STAMPS] to
1975 in a pristine Scott Specialty album

2077

SB 1,500.00

*0

[YEMEN - ABOUT 860 MINT IMPERFS]
and specialty pieces. All EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH. Very nice

2078

SB 1,500.00

[PERSIAN GULF - OVER 1650 MOSTLY
DIFFERENT] mint stamps and Souvenir
Sheets. High original cost. VERY FINE, og,
NH

2079

SB 1,250.00

*

[SPECIMENS - OVER 1000 MODERN
MINT SPECIMENS] All VERY FINE, og,
NH

2080

SB 1,250.00

*

[OVER 1500 DIFFERENT MINT STAMPS,]
many better

2081
SB 1,250.00

*

[SEALAND - MINT SELECTION] Large
accumulation of over 2,000 souvenir
sheets neatly packed in glassines by issue,
where every group is duplicated 50 or 100
times. This is largely a Sealand lot, but it
also includes some 400 souvenir sheets
from 'fellow neighbor states' of Sealand like
Sweden [\#1044a-1048a (50),] or
Netherlands, together adding up to $800 in
catalog value. This is most certainly a
dealer's lot, ideally one with a specialty in
stamps of micro nations, VERY FINE, og,
NH

2082

SB 1,250.00

*

[MINT NEVER HINGED INTERNATIONAL
STOCK] of over 7,000 stamps from a
varied group of countries including
Germany, France, Ghana, Haiti, and
Paraguay neatly packed in glassines with
uniform duplication: one pack - one
hundred stamps. The two latter countries -
Haiti and Paraguay - account for nearly 3/4
of the total catalog value of the lot, which
exceeds $4,500! VERY FINE, og, NH

2083

SB 1,000.00

*

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL STOCK]
Neatly organized stock selection of over
8,000 mint and used issues from a group of
countries in alphabetical order starting with
Iceland and going to Japan. Generally most
of the country subsections are comparable
in size and period covered, generally
focussed around the middle of the 20th
century. While individual duplication levels
vary throughout, in some cases the levels
could be rather high, but in general the
organization of the lot helps a lot, V-VF,
mint og

2084

SB 1,000.00

*0
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[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
from countries like Austria, Tanzania,
Ecuador, Romania, Maldives, Soviet Union
and number of others, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2085

SB 1,000.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues with minimal
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
covering a broad range of geographically
diverse countries like Norway,
Mozambique, Central American states like
Cuba and Nicaragua, then India and
Ceylon and number of others, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2086

SB 1,000.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
3,000 different issues practically without
duplication, except in the cases where the
stamps are presented in complete sheets,
arranged on one hundred Vario stock
pages. The lot mostly includes issues from
the second half of the 20th century and
covers a diverse range of countries
including numerous French colonial
possessions like St. Pierre & Miquelon,
Comoro Islands, Reunion, but also
includes stamps from Poland, Spain,
Britain, Vietnam, and even Yemen, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2087

SB 1,000.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
international collection of roughly 3,000
different stamps housed in five Davo
albums covering the postal stamps of Great
Britain, Switzerland, Netherlands, Portugal,
and New Zealand. The collection is fairly
evenly distributed throughout the five
volumes with all of them mostly focusing on
the 20th century. While all the countries
have some spottily filled areas, the
uniformity of the lot should appeal to
collectors looking to house their European
collection, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2088

SB 1,000.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] A
collection of roughly 5,000 different mint
and used issues from all over the globe
housed in three massive Citation stamp
albums. Bulk of the stamps are from the
second half of the 20th century, with the
1970s being the most populous period.
Geographically the collection is somewhat
focused on the Central and Eastern
European stamps as Romania, Hungary
Russia are covered in great detail. The lot
is not limited to Europe by any means as
numerous Latin American issues are
presented alongside those of Vietnam.
Overall this is an appealing option to house
an extensive (hundreds upon hundreds of
pages) international collection, even if at
the moment some areas are spotty, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og

2089

SB 1,000.00

*0

[OVER 2000 MOSTLY DIFFERENT] many
better including US, Cape of Good Hope,
mint modern British area and more

2090

SB 1,000.00

*0

2091 *0 [MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues practically without
duplication (some issues included in

complete sheets) arranged on one hundred
Vario stock pages. The lot mostly includes
issues from the second half of the 20th with
numerous issues coming from African
continent, mostly former French colonial
possessions like Ivory Coast, Benin,
Madagascar, Djibouti and more, as well as
Egypt, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and more,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 850.00

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
3,000 different issues practically without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
and covers a diverse range of countries like
Laos, Romania, Bulgaria, Indo China,
Morocco, Luxembourg and others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2092

SB 850.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues practically without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
and covers a diverse range of countries
including many European states like
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Romania, as well as extensive section of
Philippines or complete mint sheets from
Sudan, gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2093

SB 850.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues practically without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
and covers a diverse range of countries
from Europe like Czechoslovakia,
Switzerland, or Bolivia and Panama,
Paraguay and others, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2094

SB 850.00

*0

[BETTER MOSTLY MINT] mostly Canada.
All VERY FINE, og

2095
SB 1,000.00

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
from countries like Spain, Romania,
several countries from the Commonwealth
in the Caribbean region, Middle East like
Yemen or Dubai and others, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2096

SB 750.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
from countries like Mexico (by far the
biggest subsection), Yemen, Middle
Eastern states, British Caribbean, limited
amount of European states, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2097

SB 750.00

*0

2098 *0 [MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
from countries like Australia, U.S. Britain,
former French colonies like New Caledonia
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and Chad, and number of others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 750.00

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
with core of the countries being from
Middle East including Dubai, Yemen
(including many mint imperf issues!), Syria,
Iraq and some countries from outside the
region, gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2099

SB 750.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
with number of very attractive subsections
from Middle Eastern countries like Dubai,
Jordan, Syria as well as large subsections
of Czechoslovakia and Hungary, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2100

SB 750.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 issues with minimal duplication
arranged on one hundred Vario stock
pages. The lot mostly includes issues from
the second half of the 20th century with
core of the lot coming from countries like
New Zealand, Romania, and Argentina,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2101

SB 750.00

*0

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues practically without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
from a diverse array of countries like
Kuwait, Cuba, Belgium, lots of British
Africa, and Caribbean possessions, and
many others, gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

2102

SB 750.00

*0

[MINT MODERN EUROPEAN
SELECTION] An appealing modern
selection of close to 700 mint never hinged
issues primarily from Northern Europe
covering the 1990s and early 2000s. The
selection is focussed on the topic of
Windmills and is mostly presented in
complete sheets of ten. As the lot includes
some early 2000s issues just the € period
portion adds up to over €100 in postal face
value while the bulk of it is from the 1990s,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2103

SB 600.00

*

[WINDMILLS] An attractive collection of
some 300 different articles including
dozens of postcards and complete booklets
covering primarily modern European
postage with one focus - Windmills. The
selection includes an interesting sub
section of windmill shaped overprints on
Soviet stamps as Soviet Union was coming
apart commemorating the republic of
Birobidjan or Sevastopol. Off course the
selection also includes Spain's Don
Quixote set, VERY FINE, og, NH

2104

SB 600.00

*

2105 *0 [MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL]
selection of over 3,000 different stamps
with practically no duplication covering
primarily Eastern Europe namely Russia,
Bulgaria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia
housed in four stockbooks. The selection is

essentially focussed on the second half of
the 20th century across all the country
subsections, including that of Lebanon
which does not have any major ties to the
rest of the lot. Individually an attractive
feature of the selection is an inclusion of
high numbers of souvenir sheets from the
period that compliments the main body of
issues rather nicely, VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH SB 600.00

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] An
international mostly mint collection of
roughly 500 different issues housed in a
stock book combining the issues of The
Third Reich Germany with an extensive
selection of French and British colonial
issues. The period covered within the lot
varies, but most of teh issues are from
around the middle of the 20th century, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2106

SB 500.00

*0

[ALBANIA & SOUTH RUSSIA -
SPECIALIST LOT] An appealing lot of pre
1930 sheets from Albania and South
Russia. The Albanian section includes over
40 sheets of 50, all from pre 1930s and
very rare! While The South Russian section
includes 23 complete sheets of 100
bearing #36. This is a very specialized lot
for niche collector or specialist dealer as
the lot offers great breakdown and resale
potential.

2107

CV 14,000.00

*

[ALL MINT ALL NH INTERNATIONAL
SHEET SELECTION, ]comprised of many
high quality complete sheets of 25 to 50
from around the world, generally issued
between 1950 and 1980. The selection is
stored in a large mint sheet file, and some
items are duplicated between five and
fifteen times. Includes many premium, high
quality complete sheets like Afghanistan
[\#604-608/C23-C25 (4 sheets of 25 each),
]Brazil [\#1210-1213 (1 sheet of 45 each),
]Egypt [\#273-277 (one sheet of 50 each),
]Jordan [\#435 (complete sheets of 40),
446-453 (sheets of 25 each), ]Liberia
[\#408-409/C151 (imperf sheets of 25),
413/C157-C158 (imperf sheets of 25 each),
415-417 (imperf sheets of 25 each),
418-420 (imperfs sheets of 25 each),
]Mexico [\#C308, ]all in wonderful condition
and generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2108

CV 11,300.00

*

[ALL MINT ALL NH INTERNATIONAL
COMPLETE SHEET & BLOCK
SELECTION, ]including wonderful, high
quality material from Rio Muni, Rwanda,
Mongolia, Qatar, Peru, Mozambique
Company, U.A.R. issues for Palestine, and
Nicaragua. The selection consists mainly of
complete sheets, with some blocks, stored
neatly in glassine envelopes. Includes
complete sheets and blocks like Nicaragua
[\#C452-C453 (50 sets), C553-C558 (100
sets), C591-C595 (50 sets), C618-C625
(150 sets), ]Egypt (U.A.R.) [\#N133 (250
sets), N134 (50 sets), ]Mozambique
Company [\#175-193 (50 sets), ]Peru
[\#C172-C173 (100 sets), ]Qatar [\#37-41
(50 sets), 91-98 (50 sets), 103-103A (50
sets), ]Mongolia [\#189-190 (200 sets),
285-289 (50 sets), 384-388 (100 sets),
406-407 (50 sets), ]Rwanda [\#76-83 (200
sets), 219-224 (50 sets), ]and Rio Muni
[\#10-11/B1-B2 (100 sets), 70-72 (50 sets),
]all VERY FINE, og, NH

2109

CV 9,950.00

*

2110 *0 [INTERNATIONAL PREMIUM SELECTION
]stored and organized neatly on individually
Scott numbered stock cards in a dealer's
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counter book and in album pages. The
selection includes excellent, high quality
better sets and singles from around the
world, including good British, French,
Italian and German areas. Some of the
premium material found in this selection
includes highlights such as mint Iceland
[\#203-205/208, 221b (NH), 240-245 (NH),
252, 274-277 (NH), 278-282, 289-296
(NH), C15-C20, C27-C29 (NH), ]and used
[\#92-95, C15-C20, ]mint Iran [\#93-94,
]mint Ireland [\#175-176, ]used Roman
States [\#15, ]used Sardinia [\#P2, ]mint
Italy [\#315-321 (NH), 349-354/C79-C83,
]used Parma [\#2, 3, ]used Kuwait [\#763,
]mint Liechtenstein [\#284-286, 256,
C24-C32, ]mint Luxembourg [\#280-285,
329-331, ]used Mauritius [\#5bc, ]mint
Monaco [\#245-246/C30-C33, C69-C72A,
]and more. A wonderful selection of high
quality sets and singles, generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH CA 8,725.00

[SCANDINAVIA NORWAY & FINLAND]
Mint and used collection of over 3,000
stamps starting with the long perf early
period issues of Finland, as well as 19th
century stamps from Norway, and going
well into the second half of the 20th
century. The lot is mostly concentrated on
the 20th century and especially attractive
feature is the inclusion of numerous
Norwegian never hinged semi postal
issues. Both country sections are built
around dedicated beautiful Lighthouse
albums (retail value for the albums alone
would be in the region of $500)
supplemented with with several hundred
issues housed in stockbooks and individual
glassines. Overall the catalog value would
be in the region of $8,500 with 2/3 of the
coming from the Norwegian section as it
sports such individual standouts like
Norway mint [\#109, 132-35 (NH), 136-44
(NH), 150-53 (NH), 181-83 (NH), 416-30,
B1-B3 (NH), B4 (NH), B5-B8 (NH), B9-10
(NH), B24 (NH), O1-O7 (NH), O14, O22-32
(NH), O44-54 (NH),] and many others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2111

CA 8,500.00

*0

2112 *0 [HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION WITH PREMIUM ]sets and
singles throughout. The selection includes
wonderful material from all around the
world including good French and British
areas. Most areas in the group begin with
high quality 19th century material followed
by very good early 20th century, and strong
coverage to about 2000, including
Back-of-the-book. Includes mint Niue
[\#380-388, ]mint North Borneo [\#1, ]used
Northwest Pacific Islands [\#34, 46, ]mint
Gambia [\#C1-C5, ]and used [\#18, ]used
New Guinea [\#C40, ]mint New Hebrides
[\#96-107, 217-219, ]mint Mongolia
[\#304-307 (3), 2246c, ]mint Malaya
[\#23-26, N9, ]mint Malaya - Johore [\#168,
]mint Maldives [\#20-23, ]mint Mali
[\#504-510, C2-C4, ]mint Malta [\#454-468,
]mint Mauritania [\#126-127 (Olympic
overprints), C29-C31, ]mint Mexico
[\#996-1001/C340-C344 (3), C5-C10,
C85-C90, CO2, ]mint Montserrat
[\#159-175, 896-911, ]Morocco - Northern
Zone [\#1-8, ]used Natal [\#8, 9, 11, 17,
]mint Nepal [\#90-99 (NH), ]and more. We
put a selection from the overall group on
stock pages and scanned them in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the selection. Mostly

mint, generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH CA 7,375.00

[EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY,
ALL-PREMIUM SELECTION ]in a dealer's
counter book, with stamps in Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection features very good British and
French areas, in addition to highly
desirable places like Republic of China and
Canada. Some of the wonderful material
you'll find in this book includes mint Ryukyu
[\#53, 58-62, C14-C18, ]mint South Korea
[\#C39-C42, ]mint Algeria [\#B28-B31, ]mint
Tasmania [\#AR26, ]used Austria
[\#B106-B109, B110, C58, ]mint Barbados
[\#24, ]and used [\#17, 20, 25, 27, ]mint
Belgium [\#B28-B30, B69-B75, B241-B248,
]mint British Antarctic Territory [\#16-19,
]mint Burundi [\#589-600 (2), ]mint Brazil
[\#62, ]mint Newfoundland [\#28, ]mint
Canada [\#37, 56 (NH), 66 (NH), 78 (NH),
79, 99 (NH), 102, 145 (NH pair), 171 (NH),
174 (NH), 195-200, ]and used [\#103, ]used
Ceylon [\#72, ]mint Republic of China
[\#1471-1474, 1479-1482, ]mint People's
Republic of China [\#1L154-1L156, ]mint
Cyprus [\#219-221, 229-231, ]mint Eritrea
[\#58-64, 168-172, ]mint Ethiopia [\#N1-N7,
]used Denmark [\#2a, P1-P10, ]mint France
[\#320, N3, B249-B254, ]and used [\#J22,
]mint Somali Coast [\#194-223, ]and much
more, including good French Southern &
Antarctic Territory. Extremely high quality
throughout, and generally VERY FINE or
better, mint og, many NH

2113

CA 7,250.00

*0

[MINT WORLDWIDE SHEETS] An
extensive mint selection of well over 8,000
stamps in complete sheets and blocks
mostly from the middle of the 20th century
from a very diverse list of countries. Overall
the catalog value adds up to roughly
$6,000 with individual better like Guinea
[\#C112B (sheets of 50),] Malagasy
Republic [\#365 (sheets of 25),] Biafra
[\#22-25 (mostly sheets of 40), 29 (sheets
of 50),] and many others. Generally the
duplication levels are high simply due to
the fact that the lot is made up of complete
sheets, in some cases sheets of 100, but
the inclusion of mini sheets from Middle
Eastern countries breaks up that pattern
very nicely, VERY FINE, og, NH

2114

CV 6,000.00

*

2115 *0 [FANTASTIC INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION  - HIGH QUALITY, MOSTLY
MINT ]and organized neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards, including good British, French,
German and Italian areas. The selection is
packed with wonderful premium sets and
singles including lovely highlights such as
used Cameroun [\#17, C135-C136, ]mint
Bahawalpur [\#14-17, ]mint Bangladesh
[\#92-95 (NH, 2), ]used Bavaria [\#45,
]used Belgian Congo [\#3 (banana cancel),
9, ]mint Samoa [\#223-232, 369-378B,
378-378C, 478-494A, 616-618, ]mint San
Marino [\#84-88, 304, 364-372/C95,
375-384, 490, B26A-B26C, C75, ]and used
[\#29-31, ]mint Senegambia & Niger [\#10,
]mint Serbia [\#87-97, ]mint Seychelles
[\#106-109, ]mint Sierra Leone
[\#300-305/C37-C41, ]mint Singapore
[\#62-67, 263-275, ]mint Qatar [\#37-41,
]mint Reunion [\#9, 319-321, ]mint
Romania [\#B44-B49, ]used St. Helena
[\#11, ]mint Palau [\#75-85, 266-283, ]mint
Panama [\#C18a, ]mint Penrhyn [\#13a,
]mint Peru [\#C71-C81, ]and more. We put
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some of the better items on a few stock
pages and scanned them as an example of
the high quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE or better,
mint og, most mint NH CV 6,000.00

[ALL MINT ALL NH SOUVENIR SHEET
SELECTION, ]stored neatly in glassine
envelopes and on stock pages. Each sheet
is moderately duplicated and in perfect
condition. Great resale potential. The
selection includes Mongolia [\#348, C12,
]Indonesia [\#B198 (imperf souvenir sheets,
footnoted), ]Iraq [\#406, ]Jordan [\#428-431
(imperf souvenir sheets), ]Mauritius
[\#380a, ]British New Hebrides [\#132
(sheets of 9), ]Maldive Islands [\#146a, ]all
pristine and EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2116

CV 4,685.00

*

[HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS ]of different
stamps stored and organized neatly within
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards with
very light duplication of some items. Most
areas of the selection begin in the early
20th century when possible, and continue
to about 1980, including Back-of-the-book.
The selection features good British
Commonwealth, Asia, French, Soviet and
more. Includes many lovely premium sets
and singles like mint Ifni [\#61-71, C37,
]mint India [\#142-148, 222, ]mint Ivory
Coast [\#304-314 (#311 used), C14-C16,
]and used [\#13, ]mint Jamaica [\#465-481,
512-518, ]and used [\#99 (2), ]mint Kenya
[\#1-14, 350-354, ]mint Kiribati [\#384-399,
540-554, 634-651, 788-803, ]mint Lebanon
[\#225-227/C148-C149, C211-C220, ]mint
Lesotho [\#47-59, ]mint Lithuania
[\#264-271, 272-277B, 177c-277K, ]and
used [\#B43-B46, ]mint Gilbert & Ellice
Islands [\#173-187, ]and more. We put a
selection from the group on a stock page
and scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout the
selection. Mostly mint. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2117

CA 4,500.00

*0

2118 *0 [HIGH QUALITY WORLD-WIDE
SELECTION, ]stored and organized neatly
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. Most areas covered in the
selection begin with high quality early 20th
or 19th century material, followed by good
coverage to about 1990 in most cases.
Generally features good Back-of-the-book.
The selection includes good German,
Italian and British areas as well as a nice
topical stockbook with birds. and many
wonderful premium highlights including
mint Singapore [\#336-348, ]mint Falkland
Islands [\#1 (tear), ]mint Somalia
[\#164-169/C1-C6, C40-C45, C75-C81,
]mint Somali Coast [\#283-286, ]mint South
Africa [\#241-243/250-253, 408-428, ]used
Southern Rhodesia [\#24, 27, ]mint South
West Africa [\#343-358, 363-366 (2),
373-376, ]mint Surinam [\#272-275,
B30-B33, ]mint Syria [\#288-292 (NH),
293-297, 349-350/C154-C155, C67-C71,
MC1-MC4, ]mint Tanganyika [\#45-56,
]mint Tannu Tuva [\#8-10, 29-34, 45-52
(missing #48), ]mint Tanzania [\#19-34,
]mint Tasmania [\#93, ]mint Togo
[\#922-923, 1284-1295, ]mint Tonga [\#35,
80, ]Trinidad & Tobago [\#89-102, ]mint
Tripolitania [\#73-78/C43-C48, ]mint Tristan
Da Cunha [\#113-115, ]mint Tunisia
[\#313-314, ]used Turks & Caicos Islands
[\#69, ]mint United Arab Emirates [\#25-26,
]mint Netherlands New Guinea [\#1-19,

]and more. We put a selection from the
overall group on stock pages in order to
illustrate the very high level of quality found
throughout this lovely group. Mostly mint,
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, most
mint NH CA 4,500.00

[SCANDINAVIA - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION ]stored on APS auction lot
pages. The selection features excellent
mint and used material from all the
Scandinavian countries, and is packed with
high quality premium material like used
Finland [\#23, ]mint Switzerland [\#202a,
253-255, B80, C12, ]and used
[\#B146-B149 (on cover), C12, J28 (minor
faults), ]mint Sweden [\#212, B18, ]and
used [\#7, 10, 12, 24, 26a, 27, 44, 50-51,
70, 205, 206, 208, 216, 218, 219, 222, 224,
O9, J10, ]mint Norway [\#30, ]and used
[\#20, ]mint Iceland [\#246-252, 278-282,
C9-C11, ]mint Belgium [\#190, B546, O52,
]and used [\#59, 74, 102, ]and more. A very
high quality selection with wonderful
variety. Generally VERY FINE, mint og

2119

CA 4,450.00

*0

[INTERNATIONAL STOCK CARD
SELECTION, NEATLY ORGANIZED WITH
PREMIUM THROUGHOUT, ]stored neatly
on dealer stock cards and generally
providing coverage for each area from the
first issues to about 1980 with very little
duplication. Very high quality material
throughout, including very good South and
Central America, Soviet Republics, Italian
and Belgian Colonies, Greenland and
more. We put some of the better sets and
singles on a stock page and scanned them
to give you an idea of the wonderful quality
to be found here. Notable highlights include
mint Chile [\#15 (no gum), 17 (no gum), 21,
C14, ]and used [\#16, ]mint Hungary
[\#1N29 (inverted overprint), ]and used
[\#3, 12, 462-465, ]mint Haiti [\#80, ]and
used [\#C5, ]mint Manchukuo [\#C1 (pair),
]mint Costa Rica [\#B4, ]mint Greenland
[\#1-9, 10, 12-13, 15, ]and used [\#177-188,
]mint Castellorizo [\#17, 60-64, ]mint Czech
Republic [\#254B, 1070-1080, 1082-1090,
]mint Guatemala [\#O1-O5, ]mint Burundi
[\#240-255/C66-C74, 589-600, C46-C54,
]and mint Guinea [\#C24-C26, C47-C49,
]generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2120

CA 4,000.00

*0

[SOUVENIR SHEETS - ALL MINT
SELECTION ]of hundreds of souvenir
sheets and sheets, mainly South America
including Chile [\#194 (souvenir sheet of 2,
four copies), ]and much more. Generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

2121

CA 3,800.00

*

[HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION WITH SOUVENIR SHEETS,
]stored and organized neatly on dealer's
stock cards, on stock pages, and on
dealer's counter book pages. The selection
includes excellent France and French
areas from the 20th century, including good
Back-of the-book, souvenir sheets, and
premium sets and singles like mint Fiume
[\#J10, ]mint French Guiana [\#CB1, ]mint
Annam & Tonkin [\#1, ]mint French India
[\#198-209, ]and much more. We scanned
the counter book pages and the stock
pages to accurately illustrate the high level
of quality found throughout the selection.
Mostly mint, generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2122

CA 3,750.00

*0

2123 *0 [WONDERFUL INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF SEVERAL THOUSAND -
HIGH QUALITY WITH PREMIUM, ]stored
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and organized neatly on individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards with light
duplication of some items. Most areas start
off with high quality 19th or early 20th
century material followed by good coverage
to about 1980, including Back-of-the-book.
The selection features many wonderful
premium sets and singles including mint
Cyrenaica [\#59-64/C24-C29, B27, ]mint
Czech Republic [\#175-178, 254B, ]mint
Bohemia & Moravia [\#1-19, ]used Danish
West Indies [\#5, 10, 19, ]mint Egypt
[\#105-107, 269e (NH), 340, 474-490, 823,
]mint Epirus [\#15-22, N1a-N5a, ]mint
Eritrea [\#3, 158-161, 175-180, C1-C6,
]Ethiopia [\#120-134, 268-272,
278-280/C21-C22, ]mint People's Republic
of China [\#1L163, 1L178, ]mint Comoro
Islands [\#48-53, C13, ]and used [\#C4,
]used Croatia [\#9-23, ]mint Canal Zone
[\#134-135, C20, ]used Cape of Good
Hope [\#71, ]mint Central African Republic
[\#M1-M2, ]mint Chad [\#C2-C6, ]and more.
We put a selection from the overall group
on stock pages in order to clearly illustrate
the high level of quality found from each
area and throughout the selection. Mostly
mint, generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH CA 3,700.00

[EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION - "A" TO
"B" COUNTRIES ]stored neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards, with very little duplication and very
good premium material throughout. The
selection features excellent British and
French areas and much more, including
loads of premium material like mint Bosnia
& Herzegovina [\#116a, ]used [\#43-45, 84,
]and mint Croat administration [\#27a (NH),
]mint Brazil [\#65, ]mint British Indian
Ocean Territory [\#39-42 (11), 63-77, ]mint
British Solomon Islands [\#232-247, ]mint
Brunei [\#51, ]and used [\#113, ]mint
Burma [\#13, 14, 15, ]mint Belize
[\#594-599, 609-614, 638-643, 646-651,
672-677, ]mint Bhutan [\#91-91K,
154-154E, ]mint Albania [\#C73-C74, ]and
sued [\#402, ]mint Algeria [\#344-347, ]mint
Argentina [\#B80-B83, CB6, ]and more.
Extremely high quality selection and
generally VERY FINE or better, mint og,
many NH

2124

CA 3,300.00

*0

[INTERNATIONAL 'S' & 'T' COUNTRIES -
MOSTLY MODERN SELECTION,
]including better such as Spain
[\#2734-2738, 2977, ]Singapore
[\#790-793, ]Spanish Guinea [\#B1-B12,
C13, ]Spanish Sahara [\#C17, ]Timor
[\#45-52, 350, 352-355, ]Thrace [\#N51,
]Tanganyika [\#4, ]Tobago [\#1, ]Tristan da
Cunha [\#517-520, 535-546, 648-658,
]Turks & Caicos [\#779-786, 787-788, ]and
more, generally VERY FINE, og, mainly NH

2125

CV 3,040.00

*

[AFRICA - INTERESTING SELECTION]
stored on stock pages and in Scott
numbered glassines. Included are many
souvenir sheets. The countries included in
this group are West New Guinea, Zaire,
Zambezia, Zimbabwe, & Zululand. Some of
the better issues in this lot include: Zaire
[\#861 (19)] & Zululand [\#12 (2)] and many
others. Gen all VERY FINE

2126

CA 2,985.00

*0

2127 * [MINT INTERNATIONAL SELECTION] of
close to 1,500 mint never hinged stamps
from the 1960s covering a diverse group of
countries like Honduras, Lebanon, Kuwait,

and Ifni. Specifically the lot includes
Honduras [\#C331-C335, C436-C442, ]Ifni
[\#88-89/B46-B47, 149-151, ]Kuwait
[\#362-363, ]Lebanon
[\#B13-B15/CB12-CB14, ] all uniformly
duplicated 50 times or multiples of 50. With
catalog value close to $2,800 this lot is
more geared towards dealers looking for
breakdown and resale potential, VERY
FINE, og, NH CV 2,877.00

[ASSORTED COUNTRIES - 6
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED, ]including
good Palau, Pakistan and Uruguay,
Guinea-Bissau, mostly modern issues and
premium material like Greece
[\#1546-1557, ]Iran [\#1561-1571 (2),
1589-1596, 1895a (4), 2010, ]and more,
generally VERY FINE, og, most NH

2128

CV 2,530.00

*

[HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS ]of different
stamps, stored neatly within individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards, with
light duplication of some items. Most areas
begin with high quality material from the
first half of the 20th century, followed by
coverage to about 1990 including
Back-of-the-book. The selection includes
many wonderful premium sets and singles,
including highlights such as mint
Venezuela [\#72, ]mint Vatican City
[\#129-131 (NH), 145-148 (NH), 173 (NH),
C9-C15, ]and used [\#19-29, 30, E12, ]mint
Yemen [\#C3-C9, ]mint Yugoslavia
[\#B26-B31, ]mint Zambia [\#39-50,
135-148, 258-262, ]mint Zanzibar
[\#214-217 (NH), ]mint People's Republic of
China [\#1864-1871 (NH), ]and more. We
put a selection from the overall group on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
accurately illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the group. High quality
material throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, most mint NH

2129

CA 2,500.00

*0

[HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY MINT
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION ]stored
neatly in a set of 4 stockbook and a few
loose stock pages, all well-organized and
Scott numbered. The selection features
some good British Commonwealth
including Antigua & Barbuda, Basutoland,
and more including Bangladesh. The
selection features some good early 20th
century material and other premium sets
and singles like mint Basutoland [\#46-56,
]mint Azerbaijan [\#10 (NH block of 4), ]and
used [\#9, 43, 50, ]and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH (we scanned one stockbook
to give you the sense of value you can
expect to find throughout the selection)

2130

CA 1,600.00

*0

[INTERNATIONAL SELECTION] of many
different countries including Yemen,
Vietnam, Japan and some better areas and
issues such as Israel [\#16 (2), 32a (3,
complete booklets), 237a (2)] United
Nations [\#38]. This group is stored in Scott
numbed glassines and on stock pages.
Also included are some year set packets
from Ukraine, many souvenir sheets and
miniature sheets from different areas, an
omnibus British Commonwealth set, and
several hundred other issues from a wide
range of areas. We scanned only a small
portion of what's included. Gen VERY FINE

2131

CA 1,400.00

*0

2132 *0 [HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION ]featuring wonderful material
from places like Cape Juby, the Caroline
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Islands including mint [\#2, 3, 6, ]Central
Lithuania, Castellorizo [\#31, ]Trieste Zone
"A" [\#J8-J10, J13, J15, ]and a very nice
Morocco collection including [\#A6. ]The
selections are all high quality and stored
neatly in a well organized, Scott numbered
stockbook. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH CA 1,100.00

[MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL] This is a
massive mint mostly used selection of
close to 12,000 stamps covering a number
of countries arranged in alphabetic order
from China to Hungary with a focus on the
middle of the 20th century. Duplication
varies form country to country and in some
cases might be higher, but generally is very
manageable and the selection as a whole
is very well organized. The sheer volume of
stamps should make this appealing for
breakdown and resale as national
selections could easily be formed, F-VF

2133

CV 1,100.00

*0
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